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Local fields on a finite, discrete, space-time model are introduced as a guide for axiomatic discussion 
of quantum field theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HE axiomatic discussion of relativistic quantum 
field theory I has not yet been very successful 

in clarifying the content and the interdependence 
of the main principles of this theory. Therefore we 
follow a mathematical tradition2 when we study 
in this paper mathematical structures which are 
similar to the scheme of formal quantum field theory. 

Let us first generalize the notion of a relativistic 
local quantum field. Consider a transitive trans
formation group C of a set M with a subgroup 
R C C, and a subset S of the set of all irreducible, 
unitary representations of C; then we call A(x) a 
covariant local operator field in a Hilbert space H, 
if it satisfies the following conditions: 

* This research was supported wholly or in part by the 
United States Air Force under grant No. AF-AFOSR-61-19, 
monitored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research of 
the Air Research and Development Command. 

t Present address: Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron 
Desy, Hamburg, Germany. 

1 A. S. Wightman, "Problemes mathematiques de Ia 
theorie quantique relativiste," in Colloque sur les problemes 
mathematiques des champs, Lille, 1957; K. Symanzik, 
"Grundlagen und gegenwiirtiger Stand der feldgleichungs
freien Feldtheorie" in Werner Heisenberg und die PhY8~'k 
unserer Zeit (Friedr. Vieweg und Sohn, Braunschweig, 
Germany, 1961). 

! The following shows that we are influenced by the 
axiomatic discussion of finite geometries, as described by 
E. Artin in Geometric Algebra (Interscience Publishers, Inc., 
New York, 1957). M. Ball, The Theory of Groups (The Mac
millan Company, New York, 1959), p. 346. G. Pickert, 
"Projektive Ebenen" in Die Grundlehren der mathematischen 
Wissenschaften, (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1955). 

(i) X ~ A (x) is a mapping of M into the linear 
operators of H.3 

(ii) There is an unitary representation U(C) of 
C by operators U(e) of H which satisfies 

U(e)A(x)U-1(e) = A(ex), 

for all x E M and e C. 
(iii) (a) There exists one and only one independent 

vector n E H which is invariant under all U(c): 
U(e)n = n for all e C. 

(b) The multiplicity in U(C) of irreducible 
representations which are not elements of S is zero. 

(iv) [A (x), A (x')J- 0 if x = rx', r E Vc cRe-t, 
c E C. [or (iv') [A (x), A (x')J+ = 0 if x = rx', r ~ 1, 
and r E Vc eRe-I]. 

These are the usual "axioms" of a scalar field, 
if M is the set of the 4-dimensional space-time 
points x, if the group C consists of the inhomogeneous 
orthochronous Lorentz transformations of x with 
the subgroup R of 3-dimensional space translations, 
and if the elements of S are the irreducible unitary 
representations of C with 4-momenta P" in the 
forward cone: P"P~ ~ 0, Po > o. 

We consider in the following covariant, local 
operator fields of certain finite groups C which 
have a structure similar to the 2-dimensional 
inhomogeneous Lorentz group. These groups are 

3 A(x) are, in general, operator distributions. This fact is 
not important for our discussion. 
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the inhomogeneous Lorentz groups over certain 
prime fields of a characteristic q ,.,: 0.4 In choosing 
finite groups, we avoid topological difficulties and 
gain advantages in the calculation of examples. 
Further, we believe that we can get an insight in 
the algebraic structure of such fields, which is 
valuable for the discussion of physical quantum 
fields. In the following section, we describe the 
"geometry" connected with Lorentz groups over 
finite prime fields. Section 3 contains the discussion 
of the unitary representations of these groups. In 
Sec. 4 we formulate field theory for such space-time 
models. In Sec. 5 we relate the construction of local 
operator fields to the general theory of group rep
resentations. Finally we discuss examples in Sec. 6. 

2. THE MODEL OF SPACE AND TIME 

Let M = {x} be the 2-dimensional vector space 
over the prime field GF(q) of characteristic q ,.,: 0, 2, 
i.e., x = (xo, Xl), with Xo, Xl residue classes mod q. 
Then the group "L of nonsingular linear transforma
tions A of M, which leave the form 

xy = XoYo - X1Yl = !Cx+y- + x_Y+) 

x, y E M, x+ = Xo + Xl, x_ = Xo - Xl, etc. (2.1) 

invariant, is called the 2-dimensional homogeneous 
Lorentz group over GF(q). From the invariance 
of X+X_, we see that A E "L has the form A = A(X) 
or A = A(X)II, with 

x' = A(X)x: 
X: = Xx+, x~ = X -IX_, X E GF(q), 

x' = IIx: x: = x_, x~ = x+. 

X ~ 0; 
(2.2) 

As the multiplicative group of the X E GF(q), A ,.,: 0, 
is cyclic of order q - 1, the formulas 

A(X)A(X') = A(n') , 
(2.3) 

demonstrate that "L is isomorphic with the dihedral 
group of order 2(q - 1). 

We consider some subgroups of "L. The proper 
homogeneous Lorentz group "L+ consists of the A 
with detA = 1. It follows from (2.2) that the 
elements of "L+ are the A(X). The group "L+ is 
isomorphic to the multiplicative group of GF(q). 
Now we determine the commutator subgroup "V of 
QL. With the help of (2.3) we calculate the com
mutators AIAzA~1 A;l: 

AIAzA;1 A'; 1 = (1; AZ(AI); A2(A';I); AZ(AIA,;l», 

4 ¥or thi~ notion, compare J. Dieudonne, "Sur les groupes 
classlques" In Actualite8 8cientifique et indu8trielles (Hermann 
et Cie., Paris, 1958) The author is indebted to Dr. A. Gross~ 
mann for bringing this paper to his attention. 

for 

Al = (A(Al); A(Al); A(A1)II; A(AI)IT), (2.4) 

Az = (A(Az); A(A2)II; A(Az); A(Az)IT). 

Therefore the elements of "L' are the squares of 
"L, i.e., "L' = {A(A2)}. We call A E GF(q) a square 
(or nonsquare) if there exists (or does not exist) 
a p ,.,: 0, p E GF(q), and A = /. For notation we 
introduce the symbol5 ~(A, q): 

E(A, q) = 1; 0; -1 
for (2.5) 

A = /; A = 0; A ~ /. 

These equations follow immediately: 

~(AIAz, q) = ~(AI' q)E(Az, q), (2.6) 
~(A-\ q) = ~(A, q). 

The group "L' is isomorphic to the multiplicative 
group of the squares in GF(q) and has the order 
[av : IJ = !(q - O. Equations (2.2), (2.3), and 
(2.4) are also valid for the 2-dimensional Lorentz 
group over the field of the real numbers °L. The 
commutator subgroup of °L is the group of the 
proper, orthochronous Lorentz transformations. The 
orthochronous homogeneous Lorentz group aL 1 is the 
subgroup generated by av and II. The center Z 
of aL consists of the Lorentz transformations which 
commute with all A E "L. It follows from (2.3) 
that for q ~ 3 the centrale lements are A(I) and 
A(-I) = I.6 

The relations between the subgroups aL+, aL), 
av, and Z are somewhat different for Hq - 1) even 
or !(q - 1) odd: 

(a) !(q - 1) odd: In this case av has no subgroup 
of order 2, therefore Z C[ av and ~(-1, q) = -1. 
From the description of the subgroups of aL above, 
we see that av, "V, aL+, aL! are normal subgroups 
of index 2 of "L+, "L1 , aL, aL, respectively. The 
groups aL+, aLl, aL, aL are generated by the elements 
of "L', "V, aL+, "L!, respectively, together with 
the corresponding reflections I, II, TI, I. We have, 
therefore, in this case the same situation, with 
respect to the subgroups 1', L+, L 1 and the reflec
tions TI, I and T = III, as in the phYfiical case q = 0. 

(b) !(q - 1) even: There are two essential 
differences compared with case (a). Now we have 
~(-1, q) = 1, and therefore Z C "V. While, as 
in (a), "V and "Ll are normal subgroups of index 2 
of "L+ (or "L), there are no reflections, i.e., no 

. • E(A, q) i? ess.ent~ally the Legendre symbol (X/q). Accord
Ing to Euler S CrIterIon we have (A/q) = "H"-l) mod q. See 
H. Hasse, "Vorlesungen tiber Zahlentheorie" in Die Grund
Zagen der mathematischen Wissenschaften (Springer-Verlag 
Berlin, 1950). ' 

6 3L is Abelian. 
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A E "L with A2 = 1, which generate, together 
with "L' (or "V), these groups. Because of these 
differences we restrict the following discussion to 
the case !(q - 1) odd. 

The "space-time geometry" induced in M by the 
transformations of aL shows many similarities to 
the continious case, which may be seen by the 
discussion of the orbits of aL in M. Let us first 
introduce some definitions. A vector x E M is 
called timelike, spacelike, or lightlike, according as 
E(X2, q) = 1, E(X2, q) = -1, or E(X2, q) = 0. As a 
consequence of (2.6), all points y on the line y = ax, 
a E GF(q), and x E M, fixed, are spacelike, time
like, or lightlike, according to the character of x. 
Therefore we may speak about spacelike, etc., 
directions. The "cones" V+, V-, V T

, Vi and V are 
subsets of M defined by 

x E V+: E(X+, q) 2:: 0, 

x E V-: E(X+, q) ~ 0, 

E(X_, q) 2:: 0, 

E(X_, q) ~ 0, 

x E V T

: E(X+, q) = +1, E(X_, q) = -1, 

x E Vi: E(X+, q) = -1, E(X_, q) = +1, 

V = V T U Vi . (2.7) 

The different cones are invariant under the trans
formations of aL' = {A(X 2)). They are also invariant 
under "dilations", i.e., with x E vn there are all 
ax E vn with a E GF(q), E(a, q) = 1. With respect 
to the reflections, we notice ITV'" = V'" ITV I = V T 

ITVT = Vi, ITV = V, and IV'" = VT' IV I = Vr' , , 
IVT = VI, IV = V. 

The orbit Q~ of a point y under a subgroup "Li in 
M is Q~ = UA Ay, A E aLi. We shall discuss first 
the orbits of aL', !(q - 1) odd: 

(a) y2 ~ 0, y E vn, n = +, -, r, l. We state 
x E Q; if and only if x2 = y2 and x E vn. In order 
to prove this, set X = x+/y+; then it follows from 
(2.2) that x = A(X)y. As x and yare assumed 
to be in the same cone, we have E(X, q) = 1 and 
therefore A(X) E aL'. On the other hand as x2 , 
and vn are invariant under aL', x2 = y2, y, x E vn 
is necessary for x E Q;. Let us denote these orbits 
by Q'(y2, u) == Q;, 

u = 1 if E(y2, q) = 1, y E V+, 

or E(y2, q) = -1, y E VT
, 

U = -1 if e(y2, q) = 1, Y E V-, 

or e(y\ q) = -1, y E VI. (2.8a) 

(b) y2 = 0, Y ~ 0. There are four orbits of this 
type, which is proved as in (a), 

Y_ = 0, E(Y+, q) = ±1: x E Q; == Q'(O, ±, +) 

if and only if x_ = ° and e(x+, q) = ±1, 

y+ = 0, e(y_, q) = +1: x E Q~ == Q'(O, ±, -) 

if and only if x+ = ° and e(x_, q) = ±l. (2.8b) 

(c) y = ° is a one-point orbit Q~. 
As space reflection IT transforms V T in Vi and 

leaves V'" invariant, we get, as orbits of aL 1, 

Ql(y2, ±) = Q'(y2, ±) for e(y2, q) = +1, (2.9a) 

Q 1 (y2) Q' (y2, +) U Q' (y2, _) 

for E(y2, q) = -1, (2.9b) 

Ql(O, ±) Q'(O, ±, +) U Q'(O, ±, -) 

for y2 = 0, 

QJ = Q~. 

y ~ 0, (2.9c) 

(2.9d) 

For any two y, y' ~ ° with the same length, 
there exists A E "L so that y' = Ay. 

This classification of the points in spacelike, 
timelike and lightlike points, as well as their grouping 
in orbits, is very similar to the continuous case. 
There are, of course, some important differences 
(See Fig. 1). As the total number of points is q2, 
the number of all geometric objects is also finite. 
We have (q + 1) lines through the origin, each 
consisting of q points. !(q - 1) lines have spacelike, 
!(q - 1) lines have timelike, and 2 have lightlike 
directions. There are !(q - 1) timelike "hyperbolas" 
Ql(y2, +) U Ql(y2, -), e(y2, q) = 1, and!(q - 1) 

!++J 
[0+1 (-13) __ (-2-3) 

" ~ !+~ 
(-33) (30) (-H) 

~ (-I~_/2) / 

(H) (20) (22) 

~ (j~-)') / 
(H) (10) (11) 

(32) (-21\ (+3) (-(3) (-2-1) (N) 

[-+J\ fj) \ /-~ 111) (00) (Of( 1 (o( 1 fO( I[+-J 
(-32) (21) (1-3) (13) (H) (-j-2) 

V-f) )-fOJ" HZ 
/ (-3-f}--(-31) '" 

(-2-2) (-20) (-22) 

/ U{-'H2J "'" 
(33) /-30) (3-3) 

[-0] " [O-J 
(23) --(2<8) 

[--1 

FIG_ 1. The orbits of the proper, orthochronous Lorentz 
group 7L' in the 2-dimensional vector space 7M over GF (7). 
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spacelike "hyperbolas" Q t (y2), E(y2, q) -1 with 
Hq - 1) points on each branch Q'(y2, q). The 
cyclic character of the additive group of GF(q) is 
the origin of other differences. For example, the 
sum of two vectors of y+ sometimes is not an 
element of Y+ and this affect seriously our further 
discussion. 

Finally, we want to introduce the groups generated 
by inhomogeneous Lorentz transformations of 
M : x' = Ax + a = (A, a)x. These transformations 
(A, a) form a group with the rules 

(A, a) (A' , a') = (AA', Aa' + a), (2.10) 
(A, a)-I = (rl , - rIa). 

We call {(A, a)} the inhomogeneous Lorentz group 
(lC over GF(q), the proper, inhomogeneous Lorentz 
group ac+ over GF(q), the orthochronous inhomoge
neous Lorentz group act over GF(q), the proper 
orthochronous inhomogeneous Lorentz group ac T 

over GF(q) if A is restricted to aL, aL+, aLI, aL', 
respectively. The translation group generated by 
{(I, a)} is a normal subgroup of the different 
inhomogeneous Lorentz groups with the correspond
ing homogeneous groups as factor groups. 

The group (lC t will play the role of the symmetry 
group C in our models of local fields. 

3. THE UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS OF THE 
SPACE-TIME TRANSFORMATION GROUPS 

In this section we determine the representations 
of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group act over GF(q) 
by linear transformations of a finite or infinite 
Hilbert space H over the ordinary complex numbers. 
As (lC is of finite order, every representation is 
equivalent to a direct sum of irreducible, unitary 
representations. 7 Therefore it is sufficient to look 
for these representations. 

The group (lC t is the semidirect product of aL t , 
with the Abelian translation group T = {(I, a)}. 
We may apply the general method of Wigner
Mackeys for the construction of the representations 
of semidirect products. As we are interested in 
various groups of this structure, we shall state 
next the results of Wigner and Mackey in general 
terms. 

Let A and B be two groups, and assume that 
for every (3 E B there is an automorphism of 
A : a +=t ali, (a1a2l = (a l )li(a2)1l, such that 

7 For the concepts of group theory, see M. Hall, Ref. 2; 
J. S. Lomont, Applications of finite groups (Academic Press 
Inc., New York, London, 1959). 

8 E. P. Wigner, Ann. Math. 40,149 (1939); G. W. Mackey, 
Acta. Math. 99, 265 (1958), and previous papers (University 
of Chicago mimeographed notes, 1955). 

al = a, (afJ'l' = if,lJ. (31' (32 B. 

Then we define a group structure for the 
«(3, a), (3 E B, a E A by the following rules: 

((3, a) ((3' , at) = ((3(3', a(a,)fJ), 

(3.1) 

pairs 

(3.2) 

as we can verify by straightforward calculations. 
This group G = f «(3, a)} is called the semidirect 
product of A and B: G = BA. The rules (3.2) 
are identical with the rules (2.10) for the ·C, if we 
identify B with "L t = {A}, A with the additively 
written Abelian group T = { a}, and therefore, 
all with Aa. 

In order to construct the unitary representations 
of BA, we consider first the irreducible unitary 
representations A of A. We assume now that A is 
Abelian. Then A is the set {x(a, p)} of complex 
valued functions on A, which satisfy 

x(a1 + a2,p) = x(al,p)x(a2,p), Ix(a,p)1 = 1. (3.3) 

The different "characters" x(a, p) E A are distin
guished by the index p. The automorphism a +=t afJ, 
(3 E B, associates with xCa, p) the character 

xCall, p) = xCa, (3-1(p». (3.4) 

By this definition B becomes a transformation group 
of A: 

(31«(32(P» = (31{32(P), 1(P) = p, (31, (32 E B, (3.5) 

and we can partition A in orbits of associate characters 

pi = V/1(3(Pi), (3 E B. (3.6) 

The index i labels the distinct equivalence classes 
of associate characters. The "little group" of a 
point of an orbit pi is defined as the following 
subgroup W; of B: 

(3 E W! if and only if x(a, p) = x(afJ, p). (3.7) 

Little groups of different points of the same orbit 
pi are conjugate subgroups of B : W~(,,) = (3W;(3-t, 
and therefore the same abstract groups. Thus, there 
is a unique little group associated with each orbit. 

The main theorem about the representations of 
semidirect products of groups states: The orbits 
pi of A, together with all the irreducible representa
tions of the corresponding little groups, determine 
uniquely all the nonequivalent irreducible rep
resentations of BA. The arguments run as follows. 
Given an irreducible, unitary representation of 
BA: «(3,a) -4 U «(3, a) in H, we can introduce a basis 
{ip, 'l7)} of H in which the representation of A by 
U(l, a) == U(a) is completely reduced: 
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U(a) Ip, 1]) = x(a, p) Ip, 1]); (3.8) The characters of the translation group are 

1] is a degeneration parameter. Now we calculate 

U(a)U(ft-I) Ip, 7]) = U«(J-I)U(a~ Ip, 7]) 

= x(a, (J-I(P»U(ft-I) Ip, 1]). (3.9) 

Therefore, an irreducible representation of BA 
restricted to A contains all the characters x(a, p) 
of one certain orbit pi. Applying formula (3.9) to 
pEW! we see that U(p) transforms the subspace 
with fixed p in itself and therefore we get 

U(p) Ip, 1]) = 2: lp, 1]') D,,~(p), (3.10) 

" 
where D",(p) is a representation of the little group 
W!. There is, according to a standard procedure, 
a 1-1 correspondence between the points p of an 
orbit pi and the left cosets of W! in B, since from 
(Jl(pi) = (J2(pi) follows (Jl = (J2P with p W!;. 
Let us take a representative b(p, pi) from each coset, 

b(p, pi)(Pi) = p; (3.11) 

then (3.9) gives 

U(a)U(b(p, pi» Ipi, 71) = x(a, p)U(b(P, pi» Ip', 1]). 

Therefore, U(b(p, pi» maps the subspace with 
character pi onto the subspace with character p. 
By redefining the degeneration parameter 1] for the 
different p, we get a base in H such that 

U(b(P, pi» Ipi, 7]) = Ip, 1]). (3.12) 

We remark that the element defined by 

p(ft, p) = b-I(ft(P), pi)(Jb(p, pi) (3.13) 

belongs to W;. We calculate with help of (3.10), 
(3.12), and (3.13), 

U(ft) Ip, 7]) = U(b(ft(P), pi»U(p(ft, p» 

X U(b- 1(P, pi» Ip, 1]) 

= 2: I(J(P), 1]') D~,~(p(ft, p», 
" 

for all (J E B. It is evident that, for an irreducible 
representation of BA, D(p) has to be an irreducible 
representation of W;. This equation, together with 
(3.8), gives 

U(a) Ip, 1]) = x(a, p) Ip, 71), p E pi, 

U(ft) lp, 7]) = L I(J(P), 7]') D.,.(p(j3, p», 
" 

(3.14) 

the explicit construction of the irreducible rep
resentations of BA in terms of the orbits pi, and 
the irreducible representations of the corresponding 
little groups p ~ D(p), pEW;. 

We use now this construction to get the representa
tions of the groups ac .. = qL .. T, (n = " i, +). 

x(a, p) = exp [(2ri/ q)(aopo - aIPI)]' (3.15) 

all, p. residue classes mod q, i.e., elements of GF(q). 
Under the transformations A(p) defined by 
x(A-Ia, p) = x(a, A(p», A EaL", p = (Po, PI) 
transforms like a vector of M: A(p) Ap. We 
discussed the orbits for these transformations in 
the preceding section, [Eq. (2.8) and (2.9)]. The 
little groups of the orbits are generated by certain 
reflections depending on the group ·Cn and the 
orbit, with the exception of the orbit po: p = 0, 
for which the little group is "Ln. With these remarks 
we get immediately the irreducible representations 
of ·C" from (3.14). :For ·ct we have, therefore, 
the following representations: 

U(a) Ip) = exp [(211'i/ q). ap] Ip) 

(i) p2 = M, €(M, q) = +1, (J' = ±1, 
e(p+l q) = e(p_, q) = p = ±1, 

U(A) Ip) = (J'r lAp) for A = A(A)II' E ·L t i (3. 16a) 

(ii) p2 = M, E(M, q) = -1, 

(iii) p2 = 0, p ;¢ 0, 

E(P+, q) = E(P_, q) = p = ±1, 

U(A) Ip) = lAp) for A E "Lt; 

IV P =0; U(A) is an irreducible 

representation of "L r • 

(3.l6b) 

(3.16c) 

(3.l6d) 

In order to complete the discussion of the irre
ducible representations of ·C t, we have to construct 
the representations of ·L t. As "1 t is generated by 
an A(Ao) of order Hq - 1) and II with the relations 
(2.3), av is isomorphic to the dihedral group of 
order (q - 1). There is another subgroup of act, 
which will later interest us, and which has the 
structure of a dihedral group, namely the "Euclidean 
group "E" generated by the translation T: x~ = Xu, 

xr = XI + 1, and the reflection II. The transforma
tions T and II satisfy the relations T

a = 1, II2 = 1, 
and IITII = T -I. This group aE is therefore isomorphic 
to the dihedral group of order 2q. The general 
dihedral group of order 2n generated by Sand T 
with the relations 

S2 = 1, r = 1, STS = T-t, (3.17) 

is a semidirect product of the cyclic group of order 
n generated by T, and the cyclic group of order 2 
generated by S. With the well-known characters 
of the cyclic groups: xCT", m) = exp (21!'irm/n) , 
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m = 0, 1, ... , n - 1, we get from (3.14) the irre
ducible representations of the dihedral groups: 

(i) U(Tr SP) = 1; 

(ii) U(Tr SP) = (-1)"; 

(iii) U(Tr SP) 

(3. 18a) 

(3.18b) 

= [exp (27rirmjn) 0 1 [0 I]P, (3.18c) 
o exp - (27rirm/n) 1 0 

m = 1,2, ... , !(n - 1) for n odd, 

m = 1,2, ... ,!en - 2) for n even; 

(iv) U(T r SP) = (-I),+P, for even n, 

(v) U(Tr SP) = (-1)" for even n. (3.18d) 

With n = Hq - 1), these are the representations 
of the oct needed in (3.16d). 

The groups which we have considered until now 
are all finite groups. Therefore, we have at hand 
all the standard tools of the representation theory 
of such groups, as for instance, the orthogonality 
and completeness relations of the representation 
matrices and characters. We do not want to discuss 
these for our groups now, but we only give the char
acters of the representations of the °c t, as listed in 
(3.16a-c). The matrix elements (p'l U(A, a) Ip) 
are, according to (3.16), 

(P'I U(A, a) Ip) = u
r o(Ap - pi) exp [(27ri/ q)aAp] 

for A = A(A)nr; 

therefore we get, for the characters ~(A, a; ~) = 

L" (pi U(A, a) Ip) of the different types of rep
resentations, 

(a) E(M, q) = +1, p E V P, parity u: 

For the arguments A = 1, a = x, these characters 
correspond to the invariant functions ~ + (x) and 
~-(x) used in quantum field theory.9 

4. THE AXIOMS OF LOCAL FffiLDS 

We formulate now the axioms for local fields in 
our model of space-time along the lines discussed 
in the introduction. With the notation of the 
preceding sections, these axioms are: 

(i) Quantum mechanical description. There is a 
mapping x ---+ A (x) of OM in the set of linear, self
adjoint operators of a complex Hilbert space H. 

(ii) Transformation Law of the Field. (A, a) ---+ 

U(A, a) is a unitary representation U(OC 1 ) of the 
orthochronous inhomogeneous Lorentz group over 
GF(q) by transformations of H, which transform 
the A (x) covariantly: 

U(A, a)A(x)U-1(A, a) = A(Ax + a). 

(iii) Existence of the Vacuum; Spectrum Condition. 
(a) There is precisely one independent vector 

Q E H which is invariant under all U(A, a): 
U(A, a)Q = Q. 

(b) The characters p of the translations U(I, a) 
are contained in the "forward cone": p E V+; 
p ;z! 0 except for Q. 

(iv) Locality. 

[A(x), A(x')]_ = 0 if E«X - x')\ q) = -1. (4.1) 

Before we discuss the algebraic structure which 
is characterized by (i) to (iv), we would like to 
make a remark on the problem of defining an 
S matrix in such a field theory. In physical field 

~(A, a; M, p, u) = L exp (27ri·pa/q), p2 = M, p E VP, for A = 1, 
p 

=0 for A E 0L', A ;z! 1, 

= u exp [(i7rJL/q)(Aa_ + A-1a+)] for A = A(A2)n, 2 =M. JL 

(b) E(M, q) = -1: 

~(A, a; M) = L exp (27ri·pa/q), p2 = M, for A = 1, 
p 

=0 for A;z!1. 

(c) p2 = 0, p E VP: 

~(A, a; 0, p) L exp (27ri·pa/q), p2 = 0, p E VP, for A = 1, 
p 

=0 for A;z!1. 

• J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 75, 651 (1949); D. Hall and A. S. Wightman, Phys. Rev. 99, 674 (1955). 
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theories there is definedlo a "free field" Ain(X) and 
an "interpolating field" Al(x), in the same space 
of states H and with the same representation 
U(A, a) of the inhomogeneous, orthochronous 
Lorentz group. The TCP theorem assuresll the 
existence of an uniquely defined antiunitary TCP op
erator 8 in (or 8 1) for both fields, with the properties 

8,A,(x)8, = A,( -x), 8r2 = n, 8 2 = 1, 

8 = in, 1, 

8.U(A)8, = U(A), 8,U(a)8, = U( -a). (4.2) 

The unitary S Matrix which transforms the Ain(X) 
into the Aou,(x) = 8lAin( -x)8l is then S = 8 in8 l . 

This definition can be adapted to our models. 
Let Al(X) and A 2(x) be local fields of aM which are 
defined in the same H, and transform covariantly 
under the same representation U(A, a) of act. 
We assume further the existence of TCP operators 
8 1, 8 2 for these fields which satisfy the conditions 
(4.2). Then we may call the unitary operator 
S12 = 8 18 2 the relative S matrix of the two fields 
Al(x) and A 2(x). If the algebras generated by the 
fields A (x) are irreducible, the 8. and therefore 
S12 are defined uniquely by (4.2) if they exist. S12 is 
unitary and as a consequence of (4.2) invariant 
under the transformations of ac, 

U(A, a)S12U- l (A, a) = S12' 

The free fields of our models, which can be defined 
by the commutation relation 

[A(x), A(y)]_ = i!1(x - y, M), 

violate the "spectrum condition" (iii) of (4.1), as we 
shall see in Sec. 6. This fact prevents a close analogy 
of the definition of the S matrix. 

5. THE STRUCTURE OF LOCAL FIELDS 

In this Section we make some general remarks 
about the problem of the construction of local 
fields. If we are interested in fields A (x) of finite
dimensional matrices, we may consider fields as 
certain unitary representations of a group, which 
we shall describe now. 

With a finite local matrix field A (x), every poly
nomial pol (A(x» is also such a field. Suppose A (0) 
has n distinct real eigenvalues am. Then there is a 
polynomial such that 
pol (am) = exp (21fim/n) 

for m = 1, 2, ... ,n. (5.1) 

The field R(x) =pol (A (x» = U(x)[pol (A(O))]U-l(x) 

10 R. Haag, Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab, Mat.-Fys. 
Medd. 29, No. 12 (1955); H. Lehmann, K. Symanzik, and W. 
Zimmermann, Nuovo Cimento 6, 319 (1957). 

11 R. Jost, Helv. Phys. Acta 30, 409 (1957). 

is then unitary and satisfies the equation Rn(x) = 1. 
We consider now the groups B(q, n) and CB T (q, n) 
defined by generating elements with relations.7 The 
group B(q, n) is generated by the elements <B(x), 
x E aM with the relations 
<Bn(x) = 1, <B(x)<B(y)<B-l(X)<B-l(y) = 1 

for e«x - y)2, q) = -1 (5.2) 

The generating elements of CBt (q, n) are the <B(x) 
with the relations (5.2) together with the elements of 
the inhomogeneous Lorentz group (A, a) ~ ei E ac 
which satisfy besides the relations of ac t also 

ei<B(x)e: l = <B(Ci X) 

with CiX = Ax + a if e i ~ (A, a). (5.3) 

ac is a subgroup and B(q, n) is a normal subgroup 
of CBt (q, n). As a consequence of (5.3), we can 
write every element of CB T (q, n) in the form <Be 
with <B = <Br,(xl ) ••• <Br,(x,) E B(q, n), Tj = 0, 1, 
... ,n - 1, and act. We have 

<Be<B' e = <B<B'c ee', with <Bc = e<Be- l
, 

<Be = <Br,(cxl ) ..• <Br,(cx,) E B(q, n). (5.4) 

Therefore CBt (q, n) is the semidirect product of ac 
with B(q, n) according to the definition (3.2). 

It is an immediate consequence of the relations 
(5.2) and (5.3) that every unitary representation 
of CB t (q, n) is a local field provided its restriction 
to ac satisfies the spectrum condition (iii) of (4.1). 
According to our preliminary remarks, there cor
responds to every finite-dimensional matrix field 
such a unitary representation of CB T (q, n) with a 
certain n. The problem of finding all finite-dimen
sional local matrix fields is therefore identical with 
the problem of constructing all unitary representa
tions of the group CB t (q, n) which satisfy the 
spectrum condition. 

From the point of view of representation theory, 
this is not a simple problem. As the nontrivial 
classes of conjugate elements in CBt (q, n) have 
infinite order, the regular representation is12 of 
type III, i.e., it cannot be uniquely decomposed 
in irreducible unitary representations. Therefore, 
representation theory gives no straight forward 
procedure for the solution of our problem. On the 
other hand, representation theory contributes some 
interesting points of view, which we plan to study 
more systematically in a future paper. In our 
present exposition we can only indicate some of 
the ideas by constructing an explicit example of a 
local field. 

There are some interesting subgroups of CB t (q, n) 

12 I. Kaplansky, Tohoku Math. J. 3, 249 (1951). 
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which are defined similarly to B(q, n) and CB T (q, n). 
Let D be a subgroup of °c T and let N be an orbit 
of D in oM; then we denote by B(q, n, N) the 
subgroup generated by the m(x) with x E Nand 
by DB(q, n, N) the subgroup generated by e E D 
and B(q, n, N). As in (5.4), the group DB(q, n, N) 
is the semidirect product of D with B(q, n, N). 
For D = °LT and N = to}, the group B(q, n, N) is 
the cyclic group of order n generated by m(O), 
and DB(q, n, N) is the direct product of this cyclic 
group with °L T • 

We study now another example with D = E = 
"euclidean group" {(R, z)}, R = 1, II, z = (0, z), 
and N = {(O, y)}. According to (5.2) all m«O, y» = 
m.(y) commute; therefore B(q, n, N) is the direct 
product of q cyclic groups of order n generated by 
the m.(y). The group EB(q, n, N) is then the semi
direct product of E with this Abelian group. There
fore we may apply the Wigner-Mackey theory 
explained in Sec. 3 in order to construct the irre
ducible unitary representations of EB(q, n, N). 
The characters of B(q, n, N) are 

x[II mrc.>(y), bey')] = exp [(21ri/n) E b(y)r(y)], 
• • 

y, y' = -!(q - 1), -!(q - 1) + 1, ... , !(q - 1). 
(5.4) 

The indices p of the characters are the functions 
bey), y E GF(q) , bey) = 0, 1, ... , n - 1, and 
E is a transformation group of these functions 
according to (3.4), (5.3), and (5.4): 

(R, z)[b(y)] = b(R(y - z». (5.5) 

The q" functions bey) can be partitioned into orbits 
pi with respect to these transformations. We 
classify these orbits according to possible little 
groups Wi C E: 

(i) Wi = 1: all functions 
(R, z)[b(y)] E pi are different; (5.6a) 

(ii) Wi = {I, II} or, conjugate to this 
group. There is a bey) E pi 

with b( -y) = b(y); (5.6b) 

(i) B.(y) Ib(y'» = exp (27rib(y)/n) Ib(y'», 

U(R, z) Ib(y'» = Ib(R(y' - z»), 

bey') E pi of type (5.6a); (5.7a) 

(ii) B.(y) Ib(y'» = exp (21rib(y)/n) Ib(y'», 

U(R, z) Ib(y'» = u
r Ib(R(y' - z»), 

u = ±1, r = 0, 1 according to R = 1, II, 

bey') E pi of type (5.6b); (5.7b) 

(iii) B.(y) I~) = exp (27ribo/n) I~), 

U(R, z) I~) = E In Dw(R, z), 
E' 

bo = 0, 1, ... ,n - 1, and D(R, x) is an 
irreducible representation of E 
as discussed in (3.18). (5.7c) 

We shall use these representations of EB(q, n, N) 
for the construction of our example of a local field. 

6. EXAMPLES 

Finally we shall show that there is a local field 
which satisfies the axioms (4.1), i.e., there is a 
representation of the group CB T (q, n), which, 
restricted to OCT, satisfies the spectrum condition. 

Let us first make the following preliminary 
remarks. The restriction of a representation of 
CB T (q, n) to EB(q, n, N) is equivalent to a direct 
sum of irreducible representations of type (5.7). 
On the other hand, a representation of EB(q, n, N) 
must satisfy the following conditions, in order that 
it can be extended to a representation of a local field: 

(a) The restriction of U(EB(q, n, N» to °E must 
be a restriction of a representation u(aC T) of aCT 
which satisfies the spectrum condition. 

(b) The operator B.(O) must be invariant under 
the restriction of U (OC T) to °L T • 

If these two conditions are satisfied for a rep
resentation of EB(q, n, N), then the representation 
U(OC t ) together with B(x) = U(x)[B.(0)]U-1(x) 
define a local field. 

For the following representation of EB(q, 2, N) 
these conditions can be satisfied: 

(iii) Wi = {(I, z)} : it follows B.(y) Iy'). = (2o(y - y') - 1) Iy')., 
bey) = constant and 

therefore Wi = E. (5.6c) U(z) Iy'). = Iy' - z)., U(II) Iy'). = I-y')., 

As the irreducible representations of EB(q, n, N) 
depend on the orbits pi and the irreducible rep
resentations of the Wi, we get a corresponding 
classification for the representations of EB(q, n, N). 
The explicit form of these representations m.(y) ~ 
B.(y), (R, z) ~ U(R, z), follows from (3.14): 

y' = -!(q - 1), ... , !(q - 1). (6.1) 

This representation is of type (5.7b) with u = 1, 
and the orbit P which contains the function bey) = 1 
for y = 0, bey) = -1 for y ~ 0. We decompose 
the representation of aE contained in (6.1) by 
"Fourier transformation", 
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Iplh = q-t L: exp (-27r'iPly/q) Iy)., 
u 

PI = -!(q - 1), ... , !(q - 1). 

From 

and (6.3) 

U(II) Iplh = I-PI)F, 

follows that {IOhl and {iPlh, I - Plhl are the 
bases of the irreducible subrepresentations of "E in 
the form (3.18). The restriction to "E of the rep
resentation of "C, consisting of the direct sum of 
the trivial representation 

U(A, a)n = n = 10, 0), (6.4) 

and the representation (3.16c) with p2 = 0, P >= 0, 
P E V+, 

U(a) Ip) = exp (27r'i ·pa/ q) Ip), 
(6.4') 

U(A) Ip) = lAp), 

is equivalent to the representation defined by (6.1) 
and (6.3) as is shown by the equivalence trans
formation 

n = "10 10h, Ipo, PI) = 1J(Pl) IPI)F, (6.5) 
1J(PI) = 1J( -PI). 

Therefore condition (a) is satisfied. 
Let B.(O) = E+ - E- be the spectral decomposi

tion of B.(O). In order to satisfy condition (b), 
the range of E+ or E- has to be invariant under 
the transformations of "L. We get from (6.1), (6.2), 
and (6.5): 

E+n = q-l 1Jo 10)., E-n = q-t1Jo L: Iy)., 
u"'o 

E+ Ip) = q-t1J(PI) 10)., 

E-Ip) = q-t1J(PI) L: exp (-27ripdq) Iy).. (6.6) 
u"'o 

The necessary and sufficient condition for 

U(A)E+n = E+n, U(A)E+ Ip) = E+ lAp) (6.7) 

is, therefore, 1J«ApL) = 1J(PI) = "11 for all A E "LT. 
With this choice for the phases "1, we determine the 
transformation of the Iy)., y >= 0, from the condition 

U(A)E- Ip) = E- lAp). (6.8) 

We get as a consequence 

U(A)E-n = -(1Jo/1JI)U(A) L: E- Ip) = E-n. (6.9) 
,,",0 

Therefore we satisfy condition (b) by choosing 
'1(Pl) = constant = "10 in (6.5), and we get finally, 
as the matrix elements of a local field, 

(PI B(x) Ip') = 

(2/q) exp (27r'i(P - p')/q) - o(p - p'). (6.10) 

As another example, we discuss the "free fields" 
A (x) which are defined in analogy to the physical 
case by the "field equations" 

L: A(l)(X - y, M)A(y) = A(x), 
u 

e(M, q) ~ 0, (6.11) 

and the c-number commutation relations 

[A(x), A(y)]_ = iA(x - y, M). (6.12) 

The invariant function A(x) and A (1) (x) are linear 
combinations of characters (3.19) of representations 
of "C, 

A(l)(x) = q-2[A(I, x; M, +, +) 
+ A(l, x; M, -, +)] 

= q -2 L: exp (27r'ipx/ q), p2 = M, 
" 

A (x) = -iq-2[A(1, x; M, +, +) 
- A(I, x; M, -, +)] 

= _iq-2 L: e(p+, q) exp (27ripx/q), 
" 

p2 = M. (6.13) 

Equations (6.11) and (6.12) imply, for the Fourier 
transformations of the fields 

A(P) = q-I L: exp (-27r'ipx/q)A(x). 
'" 

(P2 _ M)A(P) = 0, 
(6.14) 

and 

[A(P), A(P')]_ = o(p + p')O(P2 - M)e(p+, q), (6.15) 

A +(P) = A( -p). 

These are essentially the canonical commutation 
relations of a system of as many degrees of freedom, 
as there are points p with p2 = M, p E V+, i.e., 
(q - 1)/2 for p2 >= 0, and q - 1 for p2 = 0. The 
representation of the operators A (p) satisfying (6.15) 
is therefore up to equivalence transformations 
uniquely determined. Let us describe the vectors <I> 
of the representation space H of the free fields by 
the Fock expansion 

<I> = L: rp,,(pl, •.. ,p")A +(pl) ... A +(p")n. (6.16) 

Then the covariance condition 

U(A, a)A(x)U-1(A, a) = A(Ax + a), 

or U(A, a)A(p)U-1(A, a) = exp (-27r'iaAp/q)A(Ap) 
determines the representation of "C which is con
nected with the free fields, 
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U(A)A +(p!) ... A +(pn)Q 

= A +(Ap!) 

U(a) A +(p!) ... A +(pn)Q = 

exp [(27ri/q) 2: (pia)] A +(p!) A +(pn)Q, 

n = 0, 1,2, ... . (6.17) 

The characters of the translation group p include 
arbitrary sums 2:i pi of pi with (pi)2 = M, pi E Y+. 
As a consequence of the cyclic character of the 
addition group of GF(q), these p are not all contained 
in Y+. The representation U (ae 1) of the free fields 
violates therefore the spectrum condition. 

We believe the discussion of these two examples 

JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 

gives a fair impression about the possibilities of 
getting insight in the structure of quantum field 
theory by the study of group theoretical models. 13 
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SZ.ilard poin,~ed out in 192? t~,at i~ i~ possible to base the foundations of statistical thermody
namICS upon phenomenologICal prInClples, analogous to those of the non-statistical "classical" 
theory. This approach is discussed and developed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HERE is a widespread belief among physicists 
that statistical thermodynamics cannot be 

derived from "phenomenological" principles relative 
to macroscopic experiments, however idealized. 
Actually, in an admirable paper, Leo Szilard! has 
shown the two aspects to be quite compatible. 
Unfortunately, the paper is difficult, complicated 
and even confusing, and is unduly pessimistic 
about its own scope. But its general idea should 
be revived and further developed. Moreover, while 
Szilard's mathematical and conceptual framework 
is quite isolated within physics, we have earlier 
shown2 that it leads itself readily to the introduction 
of certain powerful methods of probability theory 
and mathematical statistics as yet unexploited in 

1 L. Szilard, Z. Physik 32, 753 (1925). Do not confuse this 
reference with Z. Physik, 53, 840 (1929). 

J B. Mandelbrot, Ann. Math. Stat. 33, 1021 (1962). For 
an early announcement of this result, see Compt. Rend. 243, 
1835 (1956). 

theormodynamics. (Refs. 1 and 2 have been utilized 
in a recent treatment of the statistical thermo
dynamics of equilibrium3

). The present paper will 
summarize2 and will discuss several problems 
related to the place within phenomenological 
statistical thermodynamics of the second principle 
and of several alternative concepts of entropy. 

It will be noted that, since a part of the laws 
of statistical mechanics can be obtained without 
any mechanical consideration, the term "statistical 
thermodynamics" will be used to designate the 
results of the statistical theory, without implying 
anything about the method used to derive them. 

We insist, with the classical thermodynamicists, 
on a strict separation between the results linked 
to the zeroth and first principles, and those also 
requiring the second. For example, our zeroth 
principle differs sufficiently from that of Szilard 
to make the second principle unnecessary in order 

a L. Tisza and P. M. Quay, Ann. Physics 25, 48 (1963). 
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to derive Gibbs' canonical distribution, and the 
concept of qualitative temperature. 

Being parallel to statistical mechanics and 
thermodynamics, our method stresses more than 
is usual the parallelism existing between the two 
classical approaches. As a matter of fact, we shall 
stress the following: from the viewpoint of statistical 
mechanics, the physical statements upon which it is 
based may be considered as being "principles", 
and it happens that they can be associated one-to-one 
with the classical "principles" of phenomenological 
thermodynamics. 

The random variable "energy" is designated by 
U and Gibbs' canonical distribution-as applied 
to isolated states-is written as 

exp (-!'u)/Z(f3). 

However, from our purely phenomenological view
point, there is no sense in considering the states 
themselves; we rather have to consider surfaces 
of given energy, or sets made up of a number 
of such surfaces. As a result, we need a less precise 
form of the canonical law. Let us write F(u I f') 
for the probability that the system be found in a 
state of energy equal to u or smaller. Then, des
ignating by G(u) the equivalent of the number 
of states of energy equal to u or smaller, we write 
Gibbs' distribution as follows: 

dF(u If') = d[Pr (U ~ u)] = dG(u) exp (-!'u)/Z(f'). 

This law plays the central role in our considerations. 
It is more than a convenient auxiliary mathematical 
device. 

We shall need to repeat certain well-known 
arguments, in order to insert them within our 
development; we hope that these repetitions will not 
be too bothersome. 

2. DERIVATION OF GIBBS' CANONICAL DISTRIBU
TION FROM "ZEROTH" AND "FIRST" PRINCIPLES: 

TERMINOLOGICAL COMMENTS UPON THE 
STATISTICAL-MECHANICAL APPROACH 

It is well known that Gibbs' law can be obtained, 
as an asymptotic approximation, from the distribu
tion of a small part of a large physical system. 
The latter distribution is itself deduced from the 
following assumptions: 

(0) A system known to have an energy U contained 
between u and u + du can be found with equal 
probabilities in either of dG(u) "states", where G(u) 
is a nondecreasing function of u. 

(Ia) Energy is the unique invariant of certain 
physical transformations, those resulting from 
"thermal interaction". 

(lb) When thermal interactions are weak, the 
energy is an additive expression. 

(Ia) and (Ib) have an obvious connection with 
the "first principle of thermodynamics" and (0) 
serves to first introduce the concept of temperature, 
and can therefore be associated with the "zeroth 
principle". That is, even if one succeds in deriving 
this principle from mechanics by some "ergodic" 
argument, such a derivation would be foreign to 
thermodynamics; from the viewpoint of that 
science, (0), (Ia) and (lb) should rather be con
sidered as "principles". The only purpose of the 
present section is to recommend such a nomenclature. 

3. DERIVATION OF GIBBS' CANONICAL DISTRIBU
TION FROM A "ZEROTH" AND A "FIRST" 

PRINCIPLE: A PURELY PHENOMENOLOGICAL 
APPROACH 

Let us now summarize the results of our previous 
paper.2 Its purpose is to show that, the zeroth 
and first principles can be rephrased so as to remain 
fully "phenomenological", while permitting a 
derivation of the canonical distribution, without any 
mechanical interpretation of G(u). 

The concept of a representative space, or "A -space". 

By definition, the set of all possible outcomes 
of all the macroscopic measurements performed 
upon a system will constitute an "A-space" for 
that system. It will depend upon the physical 
structures of both the system and its environment 
and will not require or provide any microscopic 
mechanical substratum. 

A stochastic concept of thermal equilibrium. 

We assume that, when a system is in thermal 
equilibrium with its environment, the position of 
the corresponding "A-point" is random. 

Conditioning. 

A physical conditioning is any set of operations, 
which can be realized by purely macroscopic 
physical operations, and which impose some math
ematical relation upon the A-point of a physical 
system. 

For example, let the system S be made up of M 
parts Sm, and let the combinations of the energies 
U m of these parts be the only macroscopically 
measurable characteristics of S. If S is in contact 
with an infinite environment, its A-point, of coor
dinates U m, is any point of the positive hyper
quadrant of M -dimensional Euclidean space. If 
the environment is finite and of total energy u, 
the A-space is the domain in which all U... ;::: 0 
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and L Urn ~ u. If 8 is "isolated", the A-space is 
the domain in which all U m ~ 0 and L U m = U. 

The physical content of our "zeroth principle". 

When appropriate mathematical restrictions are 
imposed upon the A-space and upon conditioning 
relations, the following two paragraphs will express 
a physical principle that can be referred to as being 
the "zeroth", although its relation with the state
ment that usually goes under this name may only 
transpire gradually. 

The nature of "thermal equilibrium" is such that 
when a system is in equilibrium under a condition 
R', more stringent than an earlier condition R", 
the distribution of the A-point no longer depends 
upon the parameters that have characterized R". 

Moreover, the equilibrium distribution under the 
physical condition R' may be obtained as follows: 
begin by the distribution relative to any less-strict 
condition R", consider R' as being a mathematical 
relation and apply the rules of probability theory 
relative to conditioning. 

We may consider this statement of the zeroth 
principle as referring to a kind of equilibrium 
between a system and its parts. 

The first principle. 

We shall express the first principle by the unicity 
portion of the statement made in Sec. 2. The 
additivity portion of that statement will rather be 
replaced by the following statement. 

The auxiliary principle of the existence of heat 
reservoirs. 

There exists a family of physical systems, to be 
called the "heat-reservoirs", which can simultane
ously serve as environments for several distinct 
systems 8 m , and are such that the corresponding 
phase points are statistically independent random 
variables. 

Derivation of the canonical law. 

It was shown in Ref. 2 that the canonical law 
can be derived from the combination of the zeroth, 
first, and auxiliary principle, with the help of certain 
known theorems. 

Reference to statistical sujficiency. 

The preceding statements are somewhat isolated 
in the context of physics, but they happen to be 
intimately related to a branch of mathematical 
statistics, called the theory of sufficiency. For 
technical details, we must refer to the textbooks 

of statistics,4 but we may say that a probability 
distribution is said to possess a sufficient statistic 
if the following is true: Suppose that one wants to 
"estimate" (3 from a sample of M values Urn of U; 
this means that, given a finite sample, one wants 
to "guess" reasonably the value of the parameter 
of an infinite population from which the sample 
has been drawn. It is obvious that such guessing 
cannot be performed without some ambiguity and 
that even the best-trained people may disagree 
about the best method of estimation. Therefore, 
if one does not want to prejudice the statistician's 
procedure, it is in general necessary to furnish him 
with the complete collection of values of Urn. This is 
of course unwieldy, so that data collectors are very 
pleased when-irrespectively of their statistician's 
preferences-the data can be summarized exhaus
tively and without loss by giving a small number 
of functions Rj(u" '" UM). For example, if the 
parent population is Gaussian, the set of U m can 
with no loss be summarized by L U m and L (Um)2. 
Such a set of numbers R j is what is called a "suffi
cient statistic". 

Clearly, such a set of functions exists if, and 
only if, the probability distribution of the random 
variables U m, given the Rj , is independent of the 
value of the parameter {3. This has a close counterpart 
in physics; indeed, the joint distribution of the 
energies of M systems, given their total energy, 
is known to be independent of the temperature 
of the heat reservoir with which the M systems 
used to be in contact. The purpose of our previous 
paper2 was to exploit this general idea more fully 
and more rigorously, in particular in deriving the 
canonical distribution. 

4. DERIVATION OF THE CONCEPT OF ENTROPY 
FROM A "SECOND PRINCIPLE": THE 

STATISTICAL-MECHANICAL APPROACH 

This section purports to stress a conceptual 
viewpoint that completes that of Sec. 2, and to 
suggest the corresponding terminology. Once the 
canonical law has been derived, and the concept 
of heat has been introduced, it is well known that 
the path-integral of the expression ":f (3 dQ" can 
be written as: 

A[{3E(U)] - f {(a/am log Z({3, V) d{3 

- {3 L [J dF(u I (3, V) (au/aVe) ] dVk} , 
----

4 C. R. Rao, Advanced Statistical Methods in Biometric 
Research, (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1952). R. B. 
Hoag and A. T. Craig, Introduction to Mathematical Stati8tics 
(The Macmillan Company, New York, 1959). 
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where V, of coordinates Vk , is the vector of external 
parameters of the system, and (aujaVk ) is the 
uadiabatic change" of the energy of a system 
when the external parameter V k is varied alone 
(in Sec. 7, we shall return to this concept). 

For this "j! {3 dQ" to be path-independent, 
it is sufficient that the following be true: 

(*) -{3 J dF(u I (3, V) (aujaVk ) 

= (ajaVk ) log Z({3, V). 

If this is indeed the case, one can write 

p (3 dQ = hfin,,1 .tate - hlnitial .tat .. 

where h is the entropy, defined as 

h = f3E(U) + log Z({3, V). 

In turn, condition (*) is satisfied if G(u) satisfies 
the condition of "adiabatic invariance". This 
statement, seldom as much emphasized as in the 
writings of Paul Ehrenfest, 6 can of course be proven 
from mechanics. However, we think that-from 
the viewpoint of thermodynamics-it should rather 
be considered as being a basic "principle", namely 
the "second principle of statistical mechanics". 
(It is in fact somewhat surprising that, in view 
of the popularity of "conservation principles," the 
present one should have been discussed so little.) 
The simplest case is that of nondegenerately 
quantized energy, where G(u) varies only for a 
denumerable number of values u. of energy, and 
where dG(Ui) = 1 for all i. Let us recall that 
adiabatic invariance means that every energy level 
is a function of V over the same range of values 
of V; no energy level is either created or annihilated 
by a change of volume. More generally, the function 
G(u) is defined only up to multiplication by an 
arbitrary function of V (which vanishes from the 
distribution of u); this mUltiplier must be susceptible 
of being chosen in such a fashion that, when u+ and 
u- perform a free adiabatic transformation, G(u+) -
G(u-) remains invariant. 

The above classical result has an important, but 
less well known, classical partial converse: Ehrenfest 
(Ref. 5, p. 347) has indeed shown that, in order 
that j! f3 dQ be path-independent and equal to till, 
adiabatic invariance is not only sufficient but also 
necessary. 

6 P. Ehrenfest, Collected Scientific Papers (Interscience 
Publishers, Inc., New York, 1959). 

5. DERIVATION OF THE CONCEPT OF ENTROPY
AND OF ADIABATIC INVARIANCE-FROM THE 

USUAL SECOND PRINCIPLE OF 
THERMODYNAMICS 

Of course, adiabatic invariance could also be 
added to the zeroth and first principles, as stated in 
Sec. 3. However, it would have little meaning 
because G(u) has no mechanical interpretation 
there. It is therefore fortunate that our zeroth 
and first principles can be continued by any of the 
classical forms of the phenomenological second 
principle. 

For example, we can postulate directly that the 
Pfaffian form dQ has an integrating multiplier B. 
This quantity cannot be a function of the external 
parameters, and can therefore only be a function 
of the "qualitative temperature" 1/f3 introduced 
by Gibbs' canonical law. [Or else, the existence of 
the multiplier B can be deduced from Caratheodory's 
principle, as applied to the mean values of the 
random variables in question: "in the neighborhood 
of any mean state of a system (as defined by {3 
and by V) there exist states that cannot be reached
on the average-by any transformation in which 
the initial and final state of the environment 
are indentical. "J 

Let us now show that adiabatic invariance is a 
necessary consequence of the fact that the integrating 
multiplier of dQ is a function B({3); and, moreover, 
that this integrating multiplier must be {3 itself. 
This result will of course be stronger than Ehrenfest's 
classical statement referred to in Sec. 4, because 
we shall not require a priori that {3 itself be the 
integrating multiplier, and we shall not require 
that the integral be equal to the variation of h, 
as defined classically. 

The smooth case. 

First suppose that all the quantities of interest 
are continuous and derivable as often as required. 
Then, if the integrating multiplier is independent 
of V, the following must hold for every couple 
of parameters V' and V": 

J au G'( ) -/J" d J au G'f.) -pu d a av' u e u a av" \u e u 

av" J = av' 
G'(u)e-PU du J G'(u)e-PU du 

This in turn leads to the requirement that 

J au G' -Pud av' e u 

J G'e-pu du 
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f aG' -flu d aT?'e u f au aG' -flu d ayTlay,e u 

f G'e- flu du f G'e- flu du 

f ~- G' -flu d f aG'_ -flu d a v" e u a v' e u 

f G'e-flu du f G'e-flu du 

(1) 

Every term of this identity is the canonical 
average of some function f(u); if the systems are 
very large, one can write: 

f f(u)G'e- flu du 
---- ,...., f[E(U)] + H"[E(U)]D, 

f G'e- flu du 

where D is the variance of U. Naturally, in order 
that (1) be satisfied, it is necessary (and we shall 
see that it is also sufficient) that it be satisfied 
up to terms of second order, for every value of 
E(U), i.e., of (3. This yields the requirement 

~ [a log G'].~ [~_] 
au av" au av' 

= ~ [a log G"].~ [~_] 
au av' au av" 

so that the following ratio must be independent 
of (3 and of the v: 

(ajau)[a log G' jav] 
(ajau)[aujav] 

constant = CO. 

This in turn requires the existence of a function 
W°(V) such that 

a log G' = CO au + WO(V) 
aV av . 

The term in CO can be eliminated by a trivial 
renormalization in which G' is multiplied by 
exp (-COu) and the origin of (3 is translated by Co. 

The term in WO(V) amounts to the multiplication 
by exp [J WO(V) dV] of both the numerator and 
the denumerator of the canonical distribution. 
Hence, this term vanishes. 

To sum up, the second principle requires that-up 
to trivial renormalization-the function G' be 
independent of V, which means that it is adiabat
ically invariant. We know already that this condition 
is also sufficient to prove the second law, and that 
the integrating multiplier of dQ is in that case 
equal to (3. 

6. PERFECT GASES 

In order to measure the (3 derived in the preceding 
sections, an instrument is needed. The usual proce
dure is to use a perfect gas thermometer, which is 
a physical system such that 

aujaV = uf(V). 

7. GENERALIZATION OF THE SECOND LAW TO 
INDIVIDUAL CANONICAL SYSTEMS: THE 

RANDOM FORM OF THE CONCEPTS 
OF ENTROPY AND OF HEAT 

Let us return to the situation at the end of Sec.3, 
where the canonical law has been established from 
either set of zeroth and first principles. The concept 
of "heat", as used in Secs. 4 and 5, was assumed 
to have been obtained by the usual method, which 
averages everything very early over a canonical 
distribution. 

As a result, both Secs. 4 and 5 involve the non
random entropy 

h = (3E(U) + log Z((3). 

However, one frequently wishes to interpret 
"entropy" by the random expression: 

h = (3U + log Z(i3). 

For example, h is necessary to give meaning to 
"Boltzmann's principle", that 

"entropy = -log (probability of a state)." 

This principle is in turn necessary to generalize 
the concept of entropy beyond its original context 
relative to equilibrium (that is, to the canonical 
law). Similarly, the methods based upon averaging 
raise difficulties concerning heat. In the verbal 
explanations of what is thermodynamics, one states 
that "heat" is a noncontrollable and presumably 
random portion of energy, while "work" is controll
able and presumably nonrandom. However, by 
defining § (3E(dQ) with the sign E, that is by 
defining it for ensembles and not for systems, 
one immediately cancels out this distinction. 

The above remarks describe the motivation of 
this section. We shall study the expression § (3 dQ 
for an individual system, without averaging from 
the outset. "Heat" will remain a random quantity, 
but "work" will not; however, the averaging 
involved in the concept of "work" will be based 
on different grounds than is usual. The second 
law will be shown to apply to the unaveraged entropy 
and the Boltzmann's principle will be fully meaning
ful. Part of our discussion is closely related to 
that of Refs. 1 and 6. 

6 L. Rosenfeld, Physic a 27, 67 (1961). 
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Let us consider a physical system for which 
the path, that is, the sequence of its values of f3 
and of the Vh , is an alternation of "zigs" during 
which {3 alone varies, and of "zags" during which 
(3 remains invariant, and let us parametrize the 
path by an index y, taking successive integral 
values at the points where one passes from one 
zig-zag to the next. The following graph summarizes 
various definitions. 

V(y+i) -------- ------~ 
zig noy 

V(y) u"(y-il J 
I 
I 
I 

f3(y-l) 

.- zag no.y 

,u' (y) 
I 
I , 

f3(y). f3 

Variation of temperature at fixed volume. 

During a "zig", let our system be successively 
put in contact with a series of heat reservoirs, 
of slowly varying (3, and let each contact be very 
long. The energy exchanged during each contact 
is of course a random variable and it will be in
terpreted as "heat". Clearly, the averaged "path
integral" j! f3 dE(Q) = j! (3 dE(U) is trivially path
independent. But the unaveraged j! {3 dU might 
have depended upon intermediate random elements. 
Our main purpose here will be to show that such 
is not the case. For that, begin by dividing the 
"zig" into steps corresponding to equal increments 
of {3. Then 

f (3 dU = L (3(x) [U(x) - U(x - dx)] 

U'(y)f3(y) - U"(y - l){3(y - 1 - dx) 

- L U(x)[{3(x) - f3(x - I»), 

the sum on the preceding line being carried over 
all the values of x except the first and last one. 
Let all the steps become infinitesimally small, 
while the contact with each successive heat reservoir 
remains sufficiently slow for the U(x) to remain 
independent random variables. An easy application 
of a form of the strong law of large numbers shows 
that, with probability one, 

f (3 dU =? U'(y){3(y) - U"(y - l){3(y - 1) 

- f E(U I (3) d{3, 

the averaging being due to a theorem and not to 
the fact that one has decided a priori to take account 
of ensemble averages exclusively. 

Free and normal adiabatic changes of volume; 
the pressure. 

Similarly, during the yth zag, the system acquires 
t~e random energy U"(y) - U'(y) = U[{3(y) , 
V(y + 1)] - U[{3(y), V(y)]. But this is not the 
whole story, since only part of this energy was 
contributed by heat reservoirs, the rest being 
contributed by the outside forces that changed V. 
These two parts are respectively called "heat" 
and "work". Suppose that each zag is further 
subdivided into small steps, between which the 
system is put back into contact with a heat reservoir 
of temperature l/{3(y). Each minute change of 
volume requires an addition of energy which depends 
upon the initial and final volume and upon the 
initial energy, but not upon earlier values of energy; 
in particular, it is independent of the earlier tem
perature, and it can be designated by (au/aVk)dVk. 
Such a change of volume is called "free adiabatic" 
and it does not in general preserve the canonical 
distribution: That is, let the same dVk be applied 
to the members of a family of systems with a 
canonical energy; the energy of the perturbed 
systems needs not be canonical. Therefore, one 
replaces the "free adiabatic" changes by "normal 
adiabatic" changes, in which contact is recurrently 
reestablished with the heat reservoir of temperature 
1/{3. Thanks to this canonical averaging, the 
exchange of energy due to changing V k becomes 
independent of the intermediate energies of the 
system. By a further easy application of a variant 
of the strong law of large numbers, one finds that 
(with probability one) the exchanges of energy 
directly traceable to the changes dVk are 

L f J dF(u I (3, V) (au/aVk) dVk 

= LPkdVk = dW. 

The Pk defined by this equality are called "gen
eralized pressures", and dW defines the concept 
of "work", an asymptotically nonrandom part of 
the energy communicated to the system from 
the outside. 

Co~sider now the rest of the energy exchanges, 
that IS the exchanges during the successive inter
~ittent contacts with the heat reservoir. This part 
IS random and uncontrollable and it is natural 
to identify it as "heat" 

Note that the above argument derives the 
concept of pressure and of work for individual 
canonical systems going through a series of small 
transformations. The usual verbal distinction 
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between the "disorderly" character of heat energy 
and the "orderly" character of work is formalized 
as the difference between random and nonrandom. 

Now, putting the zigs and the zags together, 
one finds that 

f (3 dQ = U'(F)(3(F) 

- U"(O)(3(O) - f {E(U I (3, V) d(3 

+ (3 ~ [1 dF(u I (3, V) (au/aVk)]} dVk • 

Conclusion. 

This leads us to the point where the usual discus
sion begins. The last integral is path-invariant if 
and only if its expected value is path-independent, 
If so, 

dQ = H fina , - Hinitia" 

where H is the random entropy 

H = (3U + log Z«(3). 

(This shows the invalidity of Khinchin's7 assertion, 
that H does not satisfy the "second law") Note 
that, when the path is closed, the entropy change 
does not necessarily vanish, because the initial and 
final values of U need not be equal. 

N oncanonical systems, for which an entropy can be 
defined without using additional axioms. 

Szilard l has shown that, when entropy is written 
as L P.tate log Potate, it can also apply to systems 
obtained from canonical systems by a free adiabatic 
transformation. 

8. INCREASE PROPERTIES OF THE 
CANONICAL ENTROPY 

We want to stress that the concept of entropy 
requires the second principle, which is unnecessary 
to derive the canonical law. This is why we insist 
upon avoiding any derivation of the canonical law 
that uses anything resembling entropy (or Shannon's 
"information"). More precisely, even if the use 
and the maximization of "log W" or "-P log P" is 
motivated on some axiomatic grounds, the maximum 
values of these expressions cannot be identified with 
entropy unless one introduces some additional 
statement equivalent to the second principle. But, 
if a second principle is used, one can derive the 
canonical law and the form of entropy. Let us 

7 A. 1. Khinchin, Mathematical Foundations of Statistical 
Mechanics (Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 1949). 

show that one can also derive some "increasing" 
properties of this entropy. 

Irreversible changes oj temperature. 

Returning to the expression for § (3 dU; before 
the steps of (3 are made infinitely small § (3 dU 
depends upon intermediate energy exchanges and 
can be greater or smaller than its limit for con
tinuously varying (3. But, considering expected 
values, one has 

E[L: (3fJ.U - 1 (3 dU ] = 1 E(U) d(3 

- L E[U(x)] [(3 (x) - fJ(X - 1)], 

where E[U(fJ)] is a decreasing function of fJ. Then, 
if fJ increases the above expression is the difference 
between the integral and a lower Riemann sum 
of a decreasing function. If fJ decreases, the above 
expression is the difference between an. upper 
Riemann sum and an integral. Hence, for a closed 
loop, the expected value of L (3fJ.U - f {3 dU is 
the difference between an upper and lower Riemann 
sum and it is positive. 

Irreversible variation of volume. 

The same argument holds, assuming that pressure 
is a decreasing function of every V k. 

9. GENERALIZATION OF THE SCOPE OF THERMO
DYNAMICS TO SYSTEMS WHICH ARE NOT IN 

EQUILIBRIUM AND CANONICAL 

From the viewpoint of the core of results appli
cable to macroscopic systems, the results of the 
preceding sections are not a substantial improve
ment over the results of Sec. 5, relative to means. 
Moreover, for large systems, the fluctuations due 
to contact with a heat reservoir are so small in 
relative value, that the canonical theory gives 
acceptable predictions concerning most charac
teristics of isolated systems of fixed energy. However, 
to be able later to generalize thermodynamics 
beyond the results linked with the basic principles, 
it is necessary first to explicitly define a temperature 
and an entropy for isolated systems. For that, 
one must distinguish between work and heat. 
The path of the system, as sequence of values 
of (u, VlI ••• VK ), will again be approximated 
by zig-zags. The "zigs" are free adiabatic and the 
energy change is the "work" L (au/aVk)dVk. 
The "zags" correspond to an energy addition of 
du - L (au/aVk)dVk , which is all heat. Temperature 
would be defined as a function of the V k and of u, 
constituting an integrating divisor for heat; un-
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fortunately, the existence of such a multiplier 
requires a condition upon the expressions (au/aVk ), 

which was not necessary in the canonical case and 
has no reason of being generally satisfied. Hence, 
this method of generalizing the scope of thermo
dynamical concepts fails. 

Of course, the definition of temperature for 
isolated systems is usually approached very differ
ently. This temperature was discussed in reference 2. 
One knows that it loses all meaning when the energy 
u is known, but it is found convenient to give 
the same name to either one of a variety of functions 
of u, which converge for very large systems but 
differ for small ones. In reference 2 we have analyzed 
these functions and have noted that the choice of 
a definition of temperature bears the closest con
nexions with the basic problem of mathematical 
statistics: knowing that the quantity u is a sample 
value of a random quantity U, and that the distribu
tion of U depends upon a parameter fl, "estimate" 
the value of fl from the value of u. It is intuitively 
true, and is confirmed by the theory, that estimation 
is a kind of guessing and is indeterminate except 
if one has a large number of sample· values. But 
both the practice and the apparent intent of the 
operation "to define a temperature for an isolated 
thermodynamical system" can be interpreted as 
really meaning "to estimate the temperature of a 
heat reservoir, with which the isolated system 
should be presumed to have been in contact". 
For large systems, many estimates are equally good. 

Let us now examine entropy. For isolated systems, 
the distinction between work and heat lacks here 
the clarity which it had in the canonical case. 
In order to define heat or work, one must define 
pressure and this is also done by an estimation 
procedure. By choosing appropriately a set of 
definitions of temperature and of pressure, one 
can arrange for the integral .f fl dq to be path
invariant and thus define H. As a result, the number 
of useful definitions of entropy will be at least as 
large as the number of useful temperatures-in
isolation. The best known groups of definitions are 
the following: 

Boltzmann's definitions. Temperature l/~b is such 
that 

u = E[U(~b)] = -a log Z(~b)ja~ •. 

The pressures are -(l/~b) a log Z(flb)/aVk , and 
entropy is 

hb = ~bU + log Z(~b) = min {flu + log Z(fJ)}. 
II 

Gibbs' differential definitions. Temperature IS 

given by 

~Vd = (a/au) log [dG(u)]. 

The pressures are (a/aVe) log [dG(u)], and entropy is 

hVd = log [dG(u)] 

Gibbs' integral definitions. One replaces dG(u) 
in the differential definitions by G(u). 

Note that nothing can be said in general con
cerning the sign of the difference between the 
Boltzmann and the Gibbs' entropies, the reason 
being that log (dG(u)] depends heavily upon the local 
regularity properties of G(u), while the Boltzmann 
entropy does not. 

Generalization of entropy. The usual generaliza
tions of the concept of entropy are based upon a 
formal broadening of the conditions of applicability 
of either of the two relations:-Boltzmann's: 
"entropy = min {-log [Pr (each "state" of energy 
u)]}"-Gibbs' differential: "entropy = log (number 
of "states" of energy u)". 

Either of these methods (and presumably other 
methods as well) will lead to a generalized theory. 
But the choice between them is largely arbitrary 
and hence controversial (they represent two methods 
of describing the role of the observer and of "informa
tion" in thermodynamics). One knows that, adding 
the right maximization criteria, either of the gen
eralized definitions can replace the "zeroth principle" 
either in the classical sense or in our phenomeno
logical sense. Hence, one may say that the generaliza
tion of thermodynamics hinges upon the zeroth 
principle. 
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From the integral form of the general solution for the retarded electromagnetic field of a local
ized charge-current distribution, the asymptotic field is shown to have the behavior Fp. = Np./R + 
IIIp./R2 + 2Jp./R3, where the coefficients satisfy Np.k' = 0, IIIp,k' = Akp, and kpk' = O. The re
mainder 2Jp• is shown to be bounded by using the second-mean-value theorem. Thus the algebraically 
special character of the asymptotic electromagnetic field is exhibited. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N studying gravitational radiation, recent work 
has been primarily concerned with the asymptotic 

field. 1
-

3 The reason for this, clearly, is that a general 
solution of the nonlinear Einstein field equations 
does not yet exist. With appropriate assumptions 
about "asymptotic flatness", however, the behavior 
of the distant field can be studied and the properties 
of gravitational radiation in the wave zone may be 
examined. Although one finds that an asymptotically 
flat metric (gravitational field) allows an outgoing 
(incoming) radiation field, this result has not yet 
been connected with the sources of the field. 

Because of the simplicity of its structure, the 
electromagnetic field has been used as a model for 
studying the formal as well as the physical properties 
of the gravitational field. The purpose of this paper 
is to look at the retarded electromagnetic field from 
the point of view used in discussing the asymptotic 
Riemann tensor.1.4 However, instead of relying on 
the field equations to propagate the field components 
along the assumed characteristic null directions, 5 

the electromagnetic field from an isolated charge
current distribution is expressed explicitly in 
integral form. Then the asymptotic existence of 
hypersurface-orthogonal characteristic null direc
tions can be shown explicitly. Specifically, the 
following will be proven in the next section: 

Theorem. The retarded electromagnetic field from 
an isolated, but extended, charge-current distribution 
has the asymptotic form 

Fp. = Np./R + IIIpv/R2 + O(R-3
), (1.1) 

* Present address: Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y. 
t Present address: University of Texas, Austin, Texas. 
1 R. K. Sachs, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A264, 309 (1961). 
2 H. Bondi, M. G. J. van den Berg, and A. W. K. Metzner, 

Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A269, 21 (1962). 
3 E. T. Newman and T. W. J. Unti, J. Math. Phys. 3, 

891 (1962). 
4 E. T. Newman and R. Penrose, J. Math. Phys. 3, 566 

(1962). 
6 J. L. Synge, Relativity: The Special Theory (North

Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1956). 

where R is a suitably normalized affine parameter 
along the null rays, kP

, and the coefficients satisfy 
the algebraic conditions 

(1.2) 

Also, kp is hypersurface-orthogonal, 

kp = -u. w (1.3) 

The null surfaces of constant u will be defined later. 
These results agree with previous calculations 

using a multipole expansion for the field6 as well 
as calculations based on Sach's outgoing radiation 
condition in general relativity.l.4 The principal 
advantage of the present work is that only an 
analysis of the asymptotic field is used, and no 
series expansions are involved. Also, we shall find 
explicit expressions for the coefficients in Eq. (1.1) 
as integrals over the intersection of certain null 
planes with the support of the charge-current 
distribution. 

2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic field 
due to a localized charge-current density l(x) are7 

F[p •. Pi = 0, 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

where Fp. is the skew-symmetric tensor representing 
the electromagnetic field, and the square brackets 
mean complete antisymmetrization for all indices 
enclosed. That l(x) is localized means that the 
4-current vanishes outside a timelike world tube 
of finite diameter. 

Introducing the vector potential Ap(x) such that 

Fp.(x) = 2A[p .• i(x), 

6 R. K. Sachs, Chapter in Recent Developments in General 
Relativity (Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, PWN-Polish 
Scientific Publishers, Warsaw, and Pergamon Press, London, 
1962). 

7 Indices are raised and lowered with the Minkowski 
metric 1/P' and 1/p., (1, 1, I, -1). 
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one finds the solution5
•
8 

A,,(x) = 1 j,,(z) I d
3

z I = 1 j,.(z) dw. 
N X - Z N 

The domain of integration N is the intersections 
of the past null cone from the field point x and the 
timelike world tube containing the current. Synge 
calls dw the absolute 2-content of a 3-cell on a 
null cone. 

In what follows, the assumption is made that 
j" is everywhere continuous together with its first 
three derivatives; that is, it is of class C3

• This 
assumption could be weakened to allow j" to be 
discontinuous on a finite number of timelike hyper
surfaces, however, the increase in computational 
difficulty in treating the discontinuities would 
obscure the result. It is sufficient to note that the 
results go through in this case too. With the above 
assumption on the continuity and differentiability 
of j", one obtains immediately 

F",(x) = 2 L jr".V](z) dw. (2.2) 

In order to examine the geometric structure of the 
asymptotic electromagnetic field, it will be necessary 
to give an exact definition for what we mean by a 
localized charge-current distribution. It is not 
sufficient that the intersection of all spacelike 
planes with the support of the source vector should 
be of finite radius, since this would permit null 
geodesics which never left the charge distribution. 
We shall assume that there exists a timelike world 
line ~"(s) and a function a(s), such that 

jl'(x) = ° for all x such that 

(x" - ~!'(s»(x!, - Ms» 
;?: max to, a2(s) - [v,,(x" - ~"(s»YI. (L) 

In the instantaneous rest system of the world line 
at time s, (i.e., ~" = vI' ,;, O~)9, this condition says 
that the charge-current vector is zero in the region 
extending to spatial infinity which is bounded by 
the forward and backward null cones from ~"(s), 
and the cylinder of radius a(s) defined by 

Ix - ((s)l· (Lf) 

Two scalar functions u(x) and R(x), and the 

8 The bold face symbols represent 3-vectors formed by 
the projection of the corresponding 4-vectors into the space
like hypersurface XO = constant. z is an arbitrary point 
inside the support of the current distribution. x is an arbitrary 
field point outside the tube. 

D Equations which have an asterisk above the equality 
(or inequality) symbols are true only in the instantaneous 
rest system of the world line. 

null-vector field kJx) are defined by the following 
equations: 

(x" - ~"(u»(x" - Mu» = 0, XO - ~O(u) ;?: 0, (2.3) 

x!' = ~!'(u) + Rk". (2.4) 

The null vector k" is normalized by the equation 

v"k" = '-I, (2.5) 

so that R(x) is given by 

R = -vix!' - rCu». (2.6) 

It will be observed that the surface of constant u is 
the future null cone with vertex at ~"(u). By dif
ferentiation of Eq. (2.3) with respect to xl', and 
using Eq. (2.5) and (2.6), Eq. (1.3) is obtained. 

In the expression for the electromagnetic field 
[Eq. (2.2)], the point z is restricted to lie on the 
backward null cone from xl', and so l can be ex
pressed as a function of the 3-vector z, 

ZO = X
O 

- Ix - zl = Rko + ~o - IRk - {I, 
where for convenience we have introduced t'P = 
zP - ~P(u). At the time u, in the instantaneous 
rest system of the particle, we have the following 
relations: 

v"(u) ,;, o~, k°,;, 1, R ,;, Ix - ~I, 

If p is defined by 

p = R-t, 
then ZO can be written as 

ZO = ~o + k.{ + 'P(p), 

where 

'P(p) ,;, p -1[1 - pk. { 

- (1 - 2pk. { + / I {12)!], 

Ikl ,;, 1. 

(2.7) 

'P(O) = O. (2.8) 

The function 'PCp) is an analytic function of p in 
the region where 

p I{I < l. 
Since z is restricted to lie inside the sphere of radius 
a(u), and x lies outside this sphere, the above 
condition is always satisfied. We shall also define 
another analytic function, g(p), by 

g(p) ,;, [1 - 2pk· { + i I {1 2r t • (2.9) 

The electromagnetic field tensor can now be written 
as 

F".W(u) + Rk~) 
~ ~ f il~ .• ](Z, ~o + k· { + 'P{p»)g(p) d3z. (2.10) 
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From the definition of p given above, it is clear 
that the asymptotic region is defined by the limit 
as p approaches zero. In this limit, the defining 
equation for ZO [Eq. (2.7)] becomes 

ZO ~ ~o + k.{, 

which is the equation of the null plane P containing 
the null line joining x to the world line. If the 
integrand of Eq. (2.8) were analytic in p, it might 
be possible to express F pv as a power series in p, 

with coefficients given as integrals over P, rather 
than N. However, in most physical situations the 
assumption of analyticity is not justified. For
tunately, the theorem as stated in Sec. 1 requires 
knowing only the first two terms of this expansion, 
and the remainder can be evaluated, using the 
second-mean-value theorem. This analysis is some
what laborious, and therefore is carried out in the 
appendix. The result obtained there is that, in the 
rest system, 

where the remainder 2J pv is bounded by the foIIowing 
expression: 

12J P.1 ~ Is-II[14Mo + 35M1a 

+ 20M2a
2][a5/(1 - pa)3]. (2.12) 

Here, the M,(u) are the maximum values assumed 
by the ith derivatives of jp., between the two planes, 

v,,!;" = ±a. 
These maxima exist for i ~ 3, since the current 
vector was assumed to be three times continuously 
differentiable. The coefficients N p. and II I P' are 
given by 

N p• ~ 2 L j[p •• 1 d3z, 

IIIp , ~ 2 L {j[p"lk· { 

+ !j[P .• lo[(k· {)2 _ I {12]} d3z. 

(2. 13a) 

(2.14a) 

Up to this point, the calculations have all been 
carried out in the rest system of the particle at 
time u, there being no Lorentz frame in which 
vP(JI.) ~ o~ for all u, when the world line is curved. 
However, the coefficients N p. and I IIp. may be 
written covariantly as 

N p , = 2 L j[p"1 dn, 

IIIp, = -2 L {Vp!;Pj[P .• 1 

+ !i[p"laV2!;p!;P} dn, 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

where dn is an invariant measure on the plane P: 

dn = (1/3!) EafJ'Y8Vad(l)xfJd(2)X'Y d(3)X
8

• 

Clearly, in the instantaneous rest system, Eqs. (2.13) 
and (2.14) reduce to the expressions given earlier. 

To establish the theorem stated in Sec. 1, we 
must now determine the algebraic properties of the 
coefficients in Eq. (1.1). For this purpose, we shall 
need the foIIowing relations [Note added in proof. 
In Eq. (2.15) the total differential is to be under
stood as 

dF(z, zO, u) = (aF/azP
) dzP + (aF/au) du. 

For clarity we define 

[F(z, i, u)] = (F(z, i, u»i = ~o + k· {, k = k/ko. 

Then, 

[F.J = [F] .• - kp[F. o]. 

Using D f dn = 0, we have 

Equation (2.15) now foIIows by integrating (*), 
noting that the divergence term vanishes by Gauss' 
theorem, and substituting for the remaining term 
from (**)]: 

L F.p dn = -kp{ D L F dn - L :~ dn}, (2.15) 

where F may be a function of u, as well as zP, and 
the differential operator D is given by 

D = a/au + K, K = vpkP
• 

Applying the above equation to 
n 

F = jp II !;"I, 
i-I 

and using the conservation law for charge, rp = 0, 
we obtain 

kpDgr:",·"a. + n[k..gjP:(" .... a·v"" 

+ 61('" :a .... a.)] = 0, (2.16) 

where the moments are defined by 

gjP:"'·"". = J r IT !;al dn, 
P i-I 

Using Eq. (2.15), we find from Eq. (2.13) 

Np• = 2k[pDgj.l, (2. 17a) 

which clearly satisfies 

(2.17b) 
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because of Eq. (2.15), with n equal to zero. Similarly, 
from Eq. (2.13), 

III~" = 2k[.B~J + 2v[.~~J + 2D~[pJ' 
B" = !(K + D)D~~:p + Vp(K + 2D)~~:~ 

+ vp~" t - ~". (2.18a) 

Again using Eq. (2.15) with n = 1, 2, we obtain 

III".k" = Ak", (2.18b) 
A = v~~" + D~"t 

Eqs. (2.11), (2.12), (2.17), and (2.18), together with 
the definition of k" given in Eqs. (2.3) through 
(2.5), complete the proof of the theorem. 

3. CONCLUSION 

We have shown explicitly how the classification 
of the electromagnetic field shows up in the asymp
totic outgoing radiation field. According to Synge,3 
the real eigenvectors of the electromagnetic field 
are necessarily null, and a null field is characterized 
by having a zero eigenvalue. From the theorem, 
it is clear that although in general the rather 
arbitrarily chosen null vector k~ is not an eigen
vector, asymptotically it becomes one. The leading 
behavior of the asymptotic field is that of a null 
electromagnetic field. Furthermore, this behavior 
is explicitly tied to a localized charge-current dis
tribution, but is independent of the velocity vector 
V~. If we expand around a different world line 
rl'(s), we find 

N'''" /R' = N'" /R + O(R-2
). 

The calculation presented here strongly suggests 
that a similar relationship exists between the 
gravitational field and its sources. However, until 
we are able to find a satisfactory relationship 
between the sources and the distant field, the 
asymptotic results obtained by Bondi2 and Newman3 

are undoubtedly the best we can hope for. 
This problem arose in the course of a discussion 

with Professor J. L. Synge. 

APPENDIX 

For the purpose of establishing an upper bound 
for the remainder in Eq. (2.11), we first observe 
that if j[""J is n times continuously differentiable, 
then so is ifl".(p), where10 

ifl".(p) = 2j[" .• J(z, ~o + k· { + tp(p»g(p), (AI) 

10 In the appendix, all calculations are carried out in the 
rest frame determined by the world line at the point ~"(/L). 
As there is no danger of confusion, the asterisks are omitted 
over the equality (inequality) symbols. 

and cp(p) and g(p) are defined in Eqs. (2.8) and 
(2.9). From the nth-mean-value theorem, we then 
have 

F~.W + Rk") ~ J ifl".(p) d3z 

= ~ 'R
l
'+1 J ifl~:) (0) d

3
z + R~+1 "J"., ._0 8 . 

where the remainder is given by 

J 1 J (n) ( ) d3 • 
n ". = -, ifl". rr z, n. o < rr < p, 

(A2) 

(A3) 

and so we find a bound for ,.J ". if we can find a 
bound for ifl~~)(rr). It is easily shown that all points 
of the set 

{z, ~o + k· { + tp(rr) I 

lie between the forward and backward null cones 
from the point ~"(u), and therefore, from the 
localization condition (L), the domain of integration 
in Eqs. (A2) and (A3) is the sphere S, defined by 

S = It I :::; a(u). 

Since the region R, bounded by the forward and 
backward null cones from ~I', and the sphere S is 
compact, there exist constants Mr(u), (dependent 
on u) such that, for all (p" v), 

It is clear that 

ifl~:) (rr) 
n 

:::; Mr(u); r:::; n. 

_ 2 '" ·(r) n( ('+1)() (I)(). <) - £...J J[",.J5'r tp rr ,g rr, s, t _ n , .-0 

(A4) 

(A5) 

where the ;r. are certain polynomials, with positive 
coefficients, in the cp(Hl) and ll). Furthermore, if 
we can find an a(rr) such that 

Itp(·+I)(rr)1 :::; 2a(')(rr) 1{12 , 

Ig(1)(rr)I :::; a(')(rr), 

then the following inequality will hold: 
.. 

lifl~~) (rr) I ~ L: M.5';(2a<·) I {1 2
, a(I). .-0 

By definition, g(rr) is given by 
., 

(A6) 

g(rr) = (1 - 2k· {rr + I {1 2 rr2)-t = L: P.C'Y)(rr I {\)r, 
.-0 
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If we use the inequalities 

IPh') I ~ 1, 
we find that 

Ig(r)(u)1 ~ [(1 - u IW-1
]('), 

Similarly, from Eq. (2.8), we have 

<p(1)(u) = 12 [(1 - uk'{)g(u) - 1] 
u 

ro 

(A7) 

r ;:=: O. 

= 1{1 2 2: [Pr+2C'Y) - 'YPr+1C'Y)][U I{!]r, 
1'=0 

and so, from Eq. (A7) , 

1<p(r+l)(u)1 ~ 2 1{12 [(1 - 0' ItJ)-I](r). 

Consequently, Eq. (A6) is satisfied, with 

a(u) = (1 - 0' 1{1)-1. (A8) 

The cr:;(a(Hl), aCt)) are defined inductively by 

cr:;+1 = :0' cr:; + 2 1{12 a(O')cr:;_I, 

where we have omitted the arguments a t8l (0'). From 
this equation, and 

a(1)(O') = I{I a2, 

it can be shown inductively that 

(A9) 

where the A; are numerical coefficients satisfying 
the following recurrence relations: 

A;+1 = (n + I)A; + 2A;_1, (AlO) 

These coefficients cannot be expressed in a simple 
closed form. However, they can be written as 
multiple series, 

A; = 2" 2: hlh2 ... h .. _.. (A12) 
Ih t ,h"o··kft_'I'1 

where the summation is over all subsets {hi •.. h .. - r } 

of the set of integers 11, 2, ... , n}. (All products 
which differ only in the order of the factors are 
to be taken only once.) 

Inserting these expressions into Eq. (A3) , we 
see that 

" J Itl,,+r 
nl 1,.J~vl ~ 2 f.; MrA; (1 _ 0' IWn+1 d

3
z 

~ 2 2: MrA~(1 - pat"-1 J Itl"+' d3z, 

and so 

1,.J~vl ~ !~ 2: M'(n + ~;+ 3) 
X a"+r+3(1 - pa)-n-l. (A13) 

This proves that nJ~v is asymptotically 0(1). In 
particular, if jl' is three times continuously dif
ferentiable, then 2J1lV will be 0(1), and (A13) 
becomes 

bJl'vl ~ -a\7T'[14Mo + 35M1a 

+ 20M2a2][a5j{l _ pa)3]. 

The functions N~. and III~v are obtained by dif-
with 

A~ = nl, 
ferentiating <pep) with respect to p, and are given 

(All) in Eqs. C2.l3a) and (2.l4a), respectively. 
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Continuous-Representation Theory. III. 
On Functional Quantization of Classical Systems 

JOHN R. KLAUDER 

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 
(Received 6 August 1963) 

The form of Schrodinger's equation in a continuous representation is indicated for general systems 
and analyzed in detail for elementary Bose and Fer~ syst~ms .for w,hich illustrative solutions are 
given. For any system, a natural continuous representatlOn eXI.sts m w?ICh state vectors are ex~ressed 
as continuous bounded functions of the corresponding classICal variables. The natural contmuous 
representation'is generated by a suitable set ~ of unit vectors labeled by classical. vari~bles ~or which, 
for the system in question the quantum action functional restricted to the domam ~ IS equivalent to 
the classical action. When' a classical action is viewed in this manner it contains considerable infor
mation about the quantum system. Augmenting the classical action with some physical significance 
of its variables, we prove that the classical theory virtually determines th~ quantum theory for the 
Bose system, while it uniquely determines the quantum theory for the Fermi system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N an earlier paper, 1 we introduced functional 
representations of a Hilbert space ~ by con

tinuous, bounded functions y;(CP) = (<I>, i') defined 
for all i' E 8) and <I> E @5, where @5 is a subset 
of unit vectors having the properties of an over
complete family of states (OFS). The richness of 
vectors in an OFS, its first defining property, 1 

permits continuous paths <I>(t) to be constructed 
completely within @5. This property enabled us to 
study in Part II2 a generalized relationship between 
classical and quantum mechanics based on the 
quantum-action functional3 

lre;{<I>(t) I = f [i(<I>, d<I» - (<I>, X<I» dt], (1) 

whose domain is restricted such that <I>(t) E @5. 

It was shown in II that when, as permitted by the 
second property of an OFS, 1 a continuous labeling 
by labels l in some label space £ was introduced 
for the vectors in @5 (i.e., l ~ <I>[l]), then (1) assumed 
the form of a classical action functional I[l(t)]. 
Explicit examples included the familiar Bose and 
Fermi action functionals, which were discussed in 
Secs. II.2 and II.4, respectively.4 

In II, no essential use was made of the third 
property of an OFS l that postulates a measure 
dJ..l.( <I» with which the unit operator in 8) may be 

1 J. R. Klauder, J. Math. Phys. 4, 1055 (1963), hereafter 
referred to as r. References to this paper carry the prefix r. 

2 J. R. Klauder, J. Math. Phys. 4, 1058 (1963), hereafter 
referred to as II. References to this paper carry the prefix II. 

S In the present paper we choose units such that 1i = 1. 
, In equating (1) with a classical action, we are permitting 

Planck's constant to enter the classical fonnalism. From the 
point of view of conventional quantum mechanics, factor
ordering ambiguity enters at this stage; for additional dis
cussion see Sec. II.2. 

resolved as 

(2) 

where <I><I>t denotes the projection operator onto <I>. 
Equation (2) forms the basis of a continuous rep
resentation l of 8), for then the inner product may 
be expressed in the form 

(i", i') = Ie y;'*(<I» dp.(<I»Y;(<I». (3) 

In the present paper we shall examine the quantum 
equations of motion expressed in a continuous rep
resentation, and therefore we shall draw heavily on 
the properties (2) and (3) and on related formulas 
presented in 1. 

Among all the possible continuous representations, 
or among all the possible OFS's generating con
tinuous representations, one stands out as being 
natural for a particular system. In the identification 
of (1) with a classical action, it is necessary to 
reinterpret the classical variables as labels for unit 
vectors in Hilbert space. In all cases examined, 
these vectors constitute an OFS,2 and therefore they 
generate a continuous representation of 8). Con
sequently we shall define the natural continuous 
representation for a specific system as that rep
resentation generated by the OFS @5 which figures 
so significantly in the reinterpreted classical action 
(1) pertaining to that system. Since (1), by definition, 
depends on the classical variables, the natural con
tinuous representation will be expressed as functions 
of the natural classical variables. For example, in 
a one-dimensional, single-particle problem, the 
classical variables are p and q; thus the corresponding 
natural continuous representation of Hilbert space, 

177 
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a phase-space continuous representation, will be 
given in terms of suitable functions y,.(p, q). This 
leads to a new formulation of the familiar Schrod
inger equation which is discussed in Sec. 2. A 
fermion degree of freedom, whose "classical" variable 
may be taken as a complex number x, 0 ::; Ixl ::; 1, 
is discussed in Sec. 3 in analogous terms. 

In order to construct continuous representations 
of the quantum equations of motion, it is of course 
necessary to know the set ® generating the rep
resentation and, in general, also the Hamiltonian 
operator X. 

An extremely useful characterization of <0, apart 
from unitary equivalences, is determined by the 
function 

x(l'; l) == (<t>[l'], <t>[l]) (4) 

for all pairs in ,c. This function forms the reproducing 
kernel of the continuous representation [cf. Eq. (I4)J. 

In special cases it is not necessary to know the 
Hamiltonian operator X to determine the quantum 
dynamics. Suppose that exp( -itX)® = ® for 
all t. Then the Euler-Lagrange equations of (I)-the 
classical equations of motion-are exact, and such 
systems are so named. The classical solution lcl(t), 
expressed as a label-space path, correctly char
acterizes the evolution of <t>[lJ E ® by <t>[lcl(t)], 
or in the natural continuous representation by 

'PI(l', t) = (<t>[l'], <t>[lcl(t)J) 

= x(l'; lcl(t) 

= x(l~I(-t); l), (5) 

where lcl(O) == l, l~I(O) == l'. The last form of (5) 
follows from the unitarity of the evolution operator 
and because we have expressed <t>[lcl(t)J in the natural 
continuous representation. The evolution of any 
initial state y,.(l') = (<t>[l'J, it) is determined from 
superposition of the solutions (5) to be y,.(l~I(-t». 
Thus for exact systems the form of the quantum 
dynamics is completely specified by X and the 
classical solutions. Oscillator examples with this 
property are given in Sees. 2 and 3. 

For inexact systems we require the quantum 
Hamiltonian. A convenient form in which to express 
X is by means of 

XU'; l) == (cf>[l'], Xcf>[l]), (6) 

its matrix elements in the natural continuous 
representation. Given (6) we can immediately 
construct the complete quantum action functional 

I = f [iy,.*(l) 01 ay,.(l)/ at 

- y,.*(l')ol'X(l'; l)oly,.(l)] dt, (7) 

the result of a maximal domain enlargement of (1), 
as well as Schrodinger's equation 

i ay,.(l')/at = f x(l'; [)oly,.(l), (8) 

the extremal equation of (7), both expressed in 
the natural continuous representation. In (7) and 
(8), ol == dJL( <t>[lJ). 

It is to be noted that partial information regarding 
X is contained in (1) in the expression 

i( <t>[l], d<t>[l]) , <t>[l] E ®, (9) 

which we call the canonical kinematical form 
(CKF). Similarly, partial information regarding X is 
contained in (1) in the "classical" Hamiltonian 

H(l) == x(l; l) == (<t>[l], X<t>[l]). (10) 

The last question to which we address ourselves 
in this paper is the following: To what extent does 
the classical theory-in the form of Eqs. (9) and 
(10) plus some knowledge of the meaning of the 
classical variables-determine the reproducing kernel 
xCl'; l) and the Hamiltonian matrix elements X(l'; l) ? 

For the single-particle example, we find that X 
is determined by the classical theory up to a function 
of one variable. For any X, the matrix elements 
of a polynomial Hamiltonian are uniquely de
termined by their diagonal elements, while if X 
never vanishes the matrix elements of any Hamil
tonian are uniquely determined by their diagonal 
elements. For the single fermion degree of freedom, 
both X and X are completely determined by the 
classical theory. 

In both examples the reproducing kernel is found 
by roughly the same method, which involves, in part, 
identifying the CKF with a linear sum of Maurer
Cartan differential forms belonging to some Lie 
group.5 The relevant ideas of this aspect of our 
calculation are outlined in general terms in the 
Appendix. The determination of the Hamiltonian 
operator is somewhat special to each case. 

In conclusion we find the interesting and non
trivial result that the reinterpreted classical action 
functional (1) combined with the meaning of the 
classical variables, essentially determines the quan
tum action and quantum dynamics for the cases 
studied (and for their obvious generalizations to 
systems with additional degrees of freedom). These 
examples have their analogue in field quantization, 
as will be shown in a subsequent paper. 

5 P. M. Cohn, Lie Groups, (Cambridge University Press, 
London, 1961), Chaps. IV and V; C. Chevalley, Theory of 
Lie Groups I (Princeton University Press, Princeton, New 
Jersey, 1946), Chap. V. 
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2. PARTICLE QUANTIZATION IN THE NATURAL 
CONTINUOUS REPRESENTATION 

We consider a one-dimensional, single-particle 
example whose classical action is taken in the form 

I = J [pq - H(p, q)] dt. (11) 

Let P and Q denote irreducible, self-adjoint 
quantum mechanical momentum and position 
operators which fulfill [Q, P] = i. Then it was 
shown in Sec. 11.2 that for any fiducial unit vector 
cJ>o, the set ® of vectors 

(12) 

for all real p and q formed an OFS, and that such 
sets were appropriate to reinterpret the classical 
action (11) in the manner of Eq. (1). To yield 
this correspondence, cJ>o need only satisfy 

(cJ>o, PcJ>o) = (cJ>o, QcJ>o) = 0 (13) 

in order that 

i( cJ>[P, q], dcJ>[p, qJ) = p dq. (14) 

The Hamiltonian H is determined from the operator 
3C(P, Q) by 

H(p, q) = (cJ>[p, q], 3C(P, Q)cJ>[P, qJ), 

= (cJ>o, 3C(P + p, Q + q)cJ>o), 

(15a) 

(15b) 

which for any cJ>o and polynomial 3C differs from 
3C(p, q) by a term (9 of order h. In cases where 
3C=tP2+ V(Q), cJ>o may be chosen so that (9 is as 
small as desired apart from a constant c== t( cJ>o, p 2 cJ>o) , 
[ef. the discussion in Sec. 11.2]. However, we shall 
leave the choice of cJ>o open. 

The natural continuous representation for the 
present example6 is given in terms of 

if;(P, q) == (cJ>[p, q], 'Ii) (16) 

for all 'Ii E $). The inner product of two vectors is 
expressed by 

('Ii', 'Ii) = J if;'*(P, q)(dp dqj21r)if;(P, q). (17) 

The reproducing kernel is 

X(p', q' j p, q) == (cJ>[p', q'], cJ>[P, qJ) 

= e-,p'<a-a')(cJ>o, cJ>[p - p', q - q'J), (18) 

while the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are 

6 A rigorous analysis of 'phase-space continuous repre
sentations characterized by (12), (16), and (17), and their 
relation to more familiar representations will be dealt with 
in a careful study in collaboration with J. McKenna as 
Part IV of the present series. 

determined by 

3C(p', q'i p, q) = (cJ>[p', q'], 3C(P, Q)cJ>[P, qJ) 

= e-ip'(a-a')(cJ>o, 3C(P + p', Q + q') 

x cJ>[p - p', q - q']). (19) 

In terms of these quantities, Schrodinger's equa
tion [Eq. (8)] may be formulated as 

i aif;(p', q')jat 

= J 3C(P', q' j p, q)(dp dqj21r)if;(P, q). (20) 

The functions if;(p, q) in (20) are not arbitrary but 
must be expressible in the form (16) for all t. The 
necessary and sufficient condition6 is Eq. (14) i 
namely, 

if;(P', q') = J X(p', q'j p, q)(dp dqj21r)if;(P, q), 

(21) 

which actually need only be verified initially. 
As initial conditions for Eq. (20), it suffices to 
consider 

if;(P, q) = X(p, qj p, q) (22) 

for arbitrary p, q. That (22) fulfills (21) is ensured 
by Eq. (16), and follows from (16), (18), and (21). 

A more convenient form may be given for (20) 
by the following observations. The matrix elements 
of P, 

PCp, qjP', q') == (cI>[p, q],PcJ>[P', q'J), 

may, on reference to (12), be expressed as 

pep, qj p', q') = (-iajaq)X(p, q; p', q'). 

Similarly, for the matrix elements of Q, 

Q(P, qj p', q') = (q + iajap)x(p, qi p', q'). 

More generally,7 it follows that 3C(P, Q) has the 
matrix elements 

3C(P, qj p', q') 

= X( -iajaq, q + iajap)x(p, qj p', q'), (23) 

which, together with (21), permit Eq. (20) to be 
reexpressed as 

iaif;(p, q)jat = 3C( -iajaq, q + iajap)if;(p, q). (24) 

Clearly, this form also follows from (16) and the 

7 Differentiability of reproducing kernels will be discussed 
in Part IV, where it will be shown that there exists a dense 
set of <1>0 • ~ such that X is Coo in all variables. 
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relation i air/at = Xir. Solutions to (24) must 
still fulfill (21) for all t. Again it is sufficient to 
satisfy (21) at one time, e.g., by imposing the 
initial condition (22). Equation (24) constitutes the 
phase-space form of Schrodinger's equation reported 
earlier. 8 

The fiducial unit vector <Po does not appear in 
the operations called for in (24) but enters the 
solution nonetheless because if;(p, q) must fulfill (21). 
This is as it should be since the precise physical 
interpretation of if;(p, q) depends on the choice 
of <Po. Roughly speaking, if;(p, q) represents the 
probability amplitude that ir equals the state <Po 
translated by q in configuration space and by p in 
momentum space. This may be seen more clearly 
perhaps in terms of a Schrodinger representation 
of (16), where 

if;(P, q) = J <p~(x - q)e-iP(x-O)ir(x) dx. (25) 

The flexibility in selecting <Po is a reflection of the 
usual freedom of choosing distinct but unitarily 
equivalent representations. A clever choice of <Po 
may simplify the analysis of a particular problem, 
or may make some perturbation solution more 
rapidly convergent. 

It is interesting that, in a certain sense, Schrod
inger's equation is obtained as a limiting form of 
(24). The uniform bound 

I (ia/ap)m if;(P , q)1 ::; IIQffl<pollllirll 

based on Schwartz's inequality implies that the 
p derivatives in (24) may be made everywhere 
arbitrarily small by choosing <Po sufficiently sharp 
about zero in configuration space. For purposes 
of (24), if; then loses its p-dependence giving rise 
to Schrodinger's equation. In fact, the arbitrarily 
weak p dependence of if; is important only for the 
inner product as defined by (17). However, by scaling 
each representative if; by a suitable factor N = 
N(<po)-i.e., let Nif;(p, q) -+ ir(q) as <Po becomes 
sharp-we can thereafter ignore the arbitrarily weak 
p dependence altogether and use the usual L 2 (q) 
norm. The scale factor N is conveniently determined 
by the requirement that 

N 2 x(p, q; p, g) -+ o(q - g). 

This type of transition to a Schrodinger representa
tion is illustrated below in an example. 9 It is of 

8 J. R. Klauder. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 8, 466 (1963). 
9 A related construction of the Schriidinger representation 

follows readily from Eq. (25). Let fJ be a point such that 
iJ>o(fJ) ~ O. Then 

-Ir(q) = [2 ... iJ>o(fJ)]-lfe ipP !{;(p, q - fJ) dp 
is the desired representation. In the present case, the inte
gration converts any fiducial vector into a sharp state. 

course always possible to obtain a Schrodinger 
representation by using the unitary mapping 
if;(p, q) ~ if;(x) that exists between a continuous 
representation based on any <Po and elements in 
L2(X).6 

The usual momentum representation of Schrod
inger's equation may be obtained from (24) by 
limiting procedures analogous to those used above. 
It is first necessary, however, to introduce the 
representative 'if;(p, q) ,where 

I if;(P, q) == e-i"qif;(p, q); 

these functions again form a continuous representa
tion defined by (16), but in which 

<P[P, q] == e,pQe-ioP <Po, 

rather than (12). Equation (24) is transformed to 

ia'if;(p, q)/at = X(P - ia/aq, ia/ap)'if;(p, q). (26) 

The standard momentum representation of Schrod
inger's equation can be obtained from (26) by 
choosing <Po arbitrarily sharp about zero in momen
tum space, and proceeding in obvious analogy with 
the preceding discussion. 

Phase-Space Form of Harmonic-Oscillator Solution 

As an instructive, soluble example of Eq. (24), 
we discuss an harmonic oscillator for which we adopt 

iaif;(p, q)/at = U( -ia/aqY 

+ w2 (q + ia/apf - wJif;(P, q). (27) 

As initial condition we choose (22) in which <Po is 
taken equivalent to 

<po(x) = (O/II-)! exp (-jOx2
), 

the ground state of a reference harmonic oscillator 
with classical frequency !l The explicit solution to 
(27) is then 

if;(P, q, 0 = Cl(O exp {_jO(q2 + (2) + i(Pq - jjij) 

+ jiwt + (4wOr1C(t)(w cos wt 

+ iO sin wt)[(qO - ip)2 + (gO + ip?] 

+ (20)-lC(t)(qO - ip)(gO + ip)} , (28) 

where 

C-1(t) == cos wt + if; sin wt, 

f; == ![(w/n) + (O/w)]. 

Equation (28) exhibits the evolution of any member 
of @3, and constitutes an appropriate solution to (27) 
for any O. 
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To illustrate the transition to a Schrodinger 
representation, we choose Q arbitrarily large and 
set the scaling factor N = (Q/471")1 as follows from 
the form of the reproducing kernel [given by (28) 
when t = 0]. The Schrodinger representation of 
the evolution of a "state" that was initially a 
sharp "position eigenfunction" at ij (whence N 2

, 

and not N, below) is then given by 

\[I(q, t; ij, 0) == lim [(Q/471")!~(p, q, t)] 
0-'" 

= (w csc wt/271"i)i exp liw[Hq2 + t) 
X csc wt - qij cot wt + tt]}, (29) 

which is the well-known result for an harmonic 
oscillator. 10 

In the special case Q = w, the set ® is exact for 
the oscillator apart from phase factors. When Q = w, 
Eq. (28) becomes 

~(p, q, t) 

= exp l-!w[qcl( - t) - q]2 - !w -l[PcZ( - t) _ p]2 

(30) 

where 

qcZ ( - t) == q cos wt - w -lp sin wt, (31a) 

pcZ( - t) == wq sin wt + p cos wt. (31b) 

For all t, there exists a choice of p and q in (30) 
[such that pcZ( -t) = p, qcl( -t) = ij] for which 
I~(p, q, t) 1 = 1. But since 

I~(P, q, t)1 ::; 11\[I(t)// = //\[1(0)// == 1 

holds, it follows that, up to a phase factor, t/;(p, q, t) 
represents a vector in ®. This phase factor may be 
eliminated (cf. Sec. II.2) by adopting the OFS 

<I>[p, q] == e-iCOP-pQ)<I>o 

rather than (12). The net effect of this choice is to 
eliminate the term pq - pq in (30), whereupon 
for all t there exists a p and q such that t/;(p, q, t) = 1. 
From the discussion in Sec. 1, we see we are dealing 
with an exact system for which, from (5), it is 
necessary that 

~(P, q, t) = X(PcZ(-t), qcZ(-t);p, ij). 

This is just the form of (30)-less the term 
(pq - pq)-wherein the functions defined by (31) 
are indeed classical solutions based on the Hamil
tonian H(p, q) = !(p2 + w2q2) as defined by (15). 

10 For example, R. P. Feynman, Rev. Mod. Phys. 20, 367 
(1948); M. S. Bartlett and J. E. Moyal, Proc. Cambridge 
Phil. Soc. 45, 545 (1949), Eq. (2.7). 

Since the set ® is exact when Q = w, the solution 
of (27) for any initial condition ~(p, q, 0) == ~(p, q) 
satisfying (21) is simply 

~(P, q, t) = ~(Pcl(-t), qcl(-t», 

where Eq. (31) still applies. 
We note that forced oscillators are also exact 

systems when Q = w apart from possible phase 
factors, which again may be eliminated. 

The harmonic oscillator is, of course, a rather 
special example, soluble in any quantization tech
nique, whose solutions are, in one way or another, 
related to the classical solutions. Our solutions are 
no exception. However, our last results should also 
be considered within the framework of Sec. 1 as 
one example of the class of all exact systems, some 
of which do not even possess classical analogues 
in the traditional sense. 

Determination of the Reproducing Kernel and 
Hamiltonian from Classical Theory 

Construction of the Reproduc£ng Kernel 

We examine the extent that the identification 
(14) combined with some significance of the vari
ables p and q determine that X is based on an OFS 
of the form (12). By significance in the present 
context, we mean the following: We assume that 
variables p and q exist that admit a simultaneous 
interpretation as Cartesian coordinates, and we 
adopt such variables. Homogeneity and the prob
ability significance of IxI 2 then demand that 

x(p', q'; p, q) = f(P - p', q - q')e-i~, (32) 

where {3 = (3(p', q'; p, q) is real. 
The assumed form of (32) determines as well the 

form of the measure on phase-space points in the 
"resolution of unity" in the form (2). Let this 
measure be given by dj.L(p, q) = i1(p, q)dp dq. Then 
the requirement that X be the inner product of two 
unit vectors forming an OFS becomes 

1 = J If(P - p', q - q')1 2i1(P, q) dp dq, 

for all p' and q' leading to i1(p, q) == i1 = constant. 
We show below that an irreducible representation 
of P and Q requires that i1 = (271")-1. 

We follow the Appendix closely in our further 
study of Eq. (32). If p and q labeled a unitary 
representation of a two-parameter Lie group, it 
would necessarily be Abelian as required by the 
form assumed in (32). Hence {3 = (3(p - p', q - q'). 
A computation of the CKF yields a total differential 
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[dp(ajap) + dq(ajaq)]rP(O, 0) + #(0, O)J, 

rather than pdq. Thus p and q do not label a two~ 
parameter group. 11 

In spite of this conclusion, p and q do label a 
set of elements V[p, q] that generate a group g, 
which we now seek. Unitary invariance of (32) 
suggests that 

fJ = Po + p, 

q = qo + q 

(33a) 

(33b) 

are still appropriate combination laws in g but that 
they are not the whole story. Equations (A3) and 
(A5) (see Appendix) state that the CKF should 
be invariant against constant, left translations. How~ 
ever, from (33a) and (33b), 

fJ dq = pdq + dCpoq) ;;z!l pdq, 

which shows the necessity of additional parameters. 
Repeated left translations, which by definition cover 
the group generated by {V[p, q]}, never add any~ 
thing to p dq but a total differential. Hence, one 
additional parameter, a, should suffice, and the 
augmented CKF is taken as p dq + da. The left 
translation of a is defined so that 

fJ dq + d&. = pdq + da, 

fulfilling (A5). It follows immediately that 

&. = aa + a - paq, (33c) 

which completes the (local) group composition law 
in coordinates consistent with (14) and (32). 

The adoption of the group (33) has strong physical 
support as well. In classical particle problems, the 
addition of a total differential to p dq in no way 
changes the physics of a particular system, but 
rather makes possible a different description in 
terms of other canonical variables. The transforma
tions from one set of canonical variables to another 
set form a group, and Eq. (33) is an analogue of 
that group. Indeed, each classical canonical pair is 
characterized by some particular curve a = a(p, q) 
among the elements [p, q, a] in the group space 
corresponding to (33) (cf. Sec. II.2). 

From (33) we see that the unit element is param
eterized by p = q = a = 0, while the element 
inverse to [p, q, a] is [-p, -q, -a - pqJ. Next 
we observe that if any two parameters are zero, 

11 It may be noted: that,. apart from the Abelian group, 
the only other essentIally dIfferent two-parameter group is 
the affine group whose combination law we take as fJ = pop 
lJ ... qo + po-l q, expressed in suitable units (cf. Ref. 5: 
p. 67; our notation differs from Cohn's in several respects). 
In these coordinates, a linear combination of Maurer-Cartan 
differential forms (see discussion in Appendix) does equal 
p f1lJ as needed, but the group composition law is incompatIble 
with (32). 

the third describes a one-parameter subgroup in 
terms of canonical coordinates. & Thus a unitary 
representation of this group in these coordinates 
U[p, q, aJ necessarily corresponds to a representation 
in a generalized form of canonical coordinates, of 
which those of the first or second kind are special 
cases. 12 We now note that the infinitesimal element 
associated with a, say L", commutes with the other 
infinitesimal elements. [This is readily proved by 
showing c!" = ° from (A7) (see Appendix), where 
a and b stand for p, q, or a.] In generalized canonical 
coordinates, this commutation property of the in~ 
finitesimaI element means that the finite element 
factorizes, i.e., 

U[p, q, a] = V[p, q]W[a], (34) 

where 

W[a] = exp (aL,,). 

The factorization (34) has for the reproducing 
kernel the consequence that 

:JeCp', q'; p, q) == (V[P', q']<I>o, Vfp, q]<I>o) 

= (<1>0, U[ _pi, - q', _pi q'J Vfp, qJ<I>o) 

= (<1>0' V[P - pi, q - q']Wfp'(q - q')]<I>O)' (35) 

Completeness of the set <I>[p, q] and the assumed 
form of (32) then require that 

(36) 

the eigenvalue -i for La being necessary in order 
that (35) also conform with (14). In view of (35) 
and (36), the quantity f3 in (32) satisfies the func
tional relation 

f3Cp', q'; p, q) 

= f3(0, 0; p - p', q - q') + p'(q - q'). 

Hermitian symmetry of :Ie and (with no loss of 
generality) also of f leads to f3 being odd under 
the interchange (p', q') .....,. (p, q). From these prop
erties it follows that 

f3Cp', q'; p, q) 

= !Cp' + p)(q - q') + 'YCp - p', q - q'), 

where the homogeneous term 'Y remains unde~ 
termined, and whose contribution we assume here
after to be included in f. Hence we have determined 
that 

:JeCp', q'; p, q) = f(P - p', q _ q') 

X exp {UiCp' + p)(q' - q)] I, (37) 

where 1(0, 0) = 1 and f*(P, q) = f( -p, -q). 

12 Cf. Cohn, Ref. 5, p. 110. 
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We now impose the idempotent condition Eq. (16) 
on X, which implies that 

yields 

X(p', q';p, q) = exp [ip(q' - q)] J «I>~(x) 
!(P', q') = tl J !(P' - p, q' - q) 

X exp [-ix(p' - p)]«I>o(x + q' - q) dx. 

(38) The condition f(O, 0) = 1 requires of «1>0 that 

(44) 

If we introduce 

w(x, q) == tl J e,pzf(P, q) dp, (39) 

then (38) becomes 

w(x, q') = J w(x - !q, q' - q) 

X w(x + !q' - !q, q) dq. (40) 

Further, let 

w(x, q) == vex - !q, x + !q), (41) 

in which case (40) becomes simply 

v(y, z) = J v(y, q) dqv(q, z), (42) 

i.e., v(y, z) is idempotent. The general solution 
to (42) is given by 

R 

v(y, z) = L ar(y)br(z), (43) 
r-1 

where 

J ar(x)b.(x) dx = 6". 

It follows that R, the numbers of terms in (43), is 
given by 

R = J vex, x) dx = J w(x, 0) dx 

= (27rtl)f(0, 0) = 27rtl, 

in view of Eqs. (39) and (41). Therefore we find 
that tl = R/27r, where R is a positive integer. 
We investigate further the case R = 1, for which 

tl = (27rf1. 

The cases R > 1 can be shown to correspond to 
fully reducible representations of the operator 
algebra, and will not be discussed here. 

In the case R = 1, v(y, z) is simply a(y)b(z), 
which leads to 

f(P, q) = J a(x - !q)b(x + !q)e-"P dx. 

(45) 

Equation (44) is recognized as a Schrodinger rep
resentation of (18), the sought-for reproducing kernel 
based on the OFS defined in (12) for irreducible P 
and Q. Equation (45) expresses the fact that «1>0 is 
a unit vector. 

Suppose we now (schematically) calculate the 
CKF from X as given in (44). By itself, the exponent 
outside the integral gives the proper answer pdq, 
but the computation would yield more. For example, 
a change of p in the integrand of (44) generates 
a contribution to the CKF equal to 

which, although a nontroublesome total differential, 
we set equal to zero. A similar consideration to 
annul the contribution of a variation of q in the 
integrand of (44) leads to yet another condition 
on «1>0, both of which are summarized in Eq. (13). 
[It is to be noted that these conditions determine 
that linear combination of the Maurer-Cartan dif
ferential forms (see Appendix) which we identify as 
the CKF.] 

Our derivation of the phase-space reproducing 
kernel from the classical information is thus com
plete; all but the fiducial vector «1>0 (x ) is explicitly 
determined. 

Uniqueness of the Hamiltonian Operator 

To what extent do the diagonal elements (15) 
determine the full matrix (19)? Assume that two 
operators Je1 and Je2 lead to the same diagonal 
elements. Then if 5) == Je1 - Je2, we have 

(<<I> [p , q], 5)«I>[p, qJ) = 0 (47) 

for all p and q. Let 5) be written in Weyl-like form: 

5) = (21Tf1 J e-'·'Pe'p'QD(p', q') dp' dq'. 

Then (47) becomes 

From f*(p, q) = f( - p, -q) it follows that a*(x) = 0 = J (<1>0' e-'·'Pe'P'Q<1>o) 
b(x) == «I>o(x). To recover the reproducing kernel 
we use (37) which, after a slight change of variable, X e-'"·'+'·''' D(p', q') dp' dq'. (48) 
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The expectation value in (48) is just X(O, 0; p', q'), 
and the vanishing of (48) means that 

x(O, 0; p', q')D(P', q') = 0 

almost everywhere. 
Clearly D(p', q') can be considered a distribution 

with support on the set 'U where X(O, 0; p', q/) 
vanishes. Since all of our reproducing kernels are 
continuous functions of their arguments and 
X(O, 0; 0,0) = 1, it follows that 'U does not include 
some neighborhood of the origin p' = q' = O. 
Hence, for a :D ~ 0 to satisfy (47), it is necessary 
that the support of D(p', q/) exclude a neighborhood 
of the origin. In particular, since polynomials in 
P and Q are supported wholly at the origin, we have 

Theorem 1. A polynomial in the operators P and 
Q is uniquely determined by its diagonal matrix 
elements in any phase-space continuous representa
tion. 

If the set 'U where X vanishes is empty, then 
D(p', q/) = 0 almost everywhere, and therefore 
:D = O. We state this as 

Theorem 2. An operator is uniquely determined 
by its diagonal matrix elements in a phase-space 
continuous representation whose reproducing kernel 
never vanishes. 

N onvanishing reproducing kernels are generated 
by Gaussian fiducial vectors <po(x) [set t = 0 in (30)], 
but this is by no means the only possibility. Let 
r > 0 and pes) be a nonnegative real function 
such that 

<po(x) = exp (-ibx)(x - irfl 100 

(x - isflp(s) ds 

is in L2( - <Xl, <Xl) and has unit norm. If this function 
is taken as the Schrodinger representation of a 
fiducial vector, the reproducing kernel so generated 
never vanishes. The constant b is picked so that (13) 
is satisfied. The author is indebted to J. McKenna 
for this class of examples. 

A convenient algorithm to compute the off
diagonal matrix elements of any operator is given 
in (23). Of course, in all our discussions we have 
tacitly assumed that the set e; is in the domain 
of the operators of interest. 

3. QUANTIZATION OF FERMION DEGREES OF 
FREEDOM IN THE NATURAL CONTINUOUS 

REPRESENTATION 

A single fermion degree of freedom may be 
described by a complex number X bounded by the 
unit circle, 0 ~ Ixl ~ 1, and by the classical action 

(49) 

where Aa,B == A(aB/at) - (aA/at)B. 
Let <Po and <PI be any orthonormal pair of vectors 

spanning a two-dimensional Hilbert space .p. Then 
it was shown in Sec. Ir.4 that the OFS whose 
vectors are 

<P[x] == (1 - Ixn!<po + X<PI (50) 

is an appropriate set to reinterpret (49) in the 
manner of (1). The classical Hamiltonian is given by 

HCx) = (<p[x], X<P[x]) (51) 

for some Hermitian operator X. 
The natural continuous representation for the 

present example involves 

ifiCx) == (<p[x], 'lr) (52) 

for all 'lr E .p, in terms of which the inner product 
reads 

('lr/, 'lr) = J 1/1/* (x) (2 dXr dX./7r)1/ICx), (53) 

where Xr and Xi are the real and imaginary parts 
of X, respectively. The reproducing kernel of the 
representation follows from (50) as 

xCx'; x) = (1 - Ix'12)f(1 - Ixn! + X'*X. (54) 

The matrix elements of the most general Hermitian 
X may be expressed in the form 

XCx'; x) = a(1 - Ix'nt (1 - Ix12)1 

+ b(1 - Ix'12)iX + b*x'*(1 - IxI2)! + cx'*x (55) 

for arbitrary real a and c, and complex b. The 
diagonal elements 

XCx; x) = a(1 - Ix12
) 

+ 2(1 - Ixn! Re (bx) + c Ixl 2 (56) 

for all x, clearly suffice to determine the parameters 
a, b, and c. Hence the operator X is uniquely specified 
by the classical Hamiltonian H(x) == X(x; X). 

Schrodinger's equation (8) may be formulated as 

whose solution must simultaneously fulfill 

It is only necessary to verify (58) at one time, 
since continued verification is ensured by (57). An 
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appropriate initial condition for (57) is just 

1/;(x') = X(x'; x) (59) 

for arbitrary x. 

Fermion Oscillator 

The classical fermion-oscillator Hamiltonian wx*x 
corresponds to c = w, a = b = 0 in (56), and thus 
in (55) as well. In this case, Eq. (57) reads 

ia 1/;(x' , t)/at = wx'*'A(t), 

'A(t) == J x(2 dXr dxJTr)1/;(x, t). 

Consistency of this solution requires that 

i].. = 'A J W Ixl 2 (2 dXr dxJrr) = w'A, 

i.e., 'A(t) = exp (-iwt)'A(O). Therefore 

1/;(x', t) = x'*e-;wt'A(O) + f(x'), 

and imposing the initial condition (59) yields 

1/;(x', t) = (1 - Ix'n!(l - IxI 2)! + x'*e-iwtx· (60) 

We note that this solution may be expressed as 

where 
, (t) iw., Xci - == e X 

represents the classical solution of (49) when 
H = wx*x. More generally, for any initial condition 
1/;(x',O) == 1/;(x') satisfying (58), the solution becomes 

(61b) 

Thus the classical fermion oscillator provides 
another example of an exact system. 

A forced fermion oscillator with classical Hamil
tonian H = [w + 'Y(t)]x*x is likewise an exact 
system whose solutions (61) involve X~l (- t) 
exp [-i f;;' (w + 1') dt]x'. 

The oscillator ground state is represented by 
(1 - Ixn! in the natural continuous representation 
[as may be deduced from the limit 1" == it ~ + CX) 

applied to (60), in which only the ground-state 
contribution survives]. Therefore, <Po in (50) is the 
ground state of the partiCUlar oscillator under study, 
while similar reasoning shows <PI to be the cor
responding occupied state. Physically, x is the 
probability amplitude for occupation of the relevant 
oscillator since I (<p[x], <PIW = Ix 12. 

The present description of a single oscillator is 
easily extended to a finite number of degrees of 
freedom, and a related formal treatment of fermion 

fields was discussed earlier. 13 A rigorous analysis 
of fermion fields will be treated elsewhere. 

Determination of the Reproducing Kernel from 
Classical Theory 

We shall show for a fermion degree of freedom 
that the canonical kinematical form and the physical 
significance of its variables determine the reproduc
ing kernel, which is also shown to span a two
dimensional Hilbert space. We concentrate on 
establishing the form (50) for <p[x], since it was 
already remarked that the Hamiltonian operator is 
determined by the classical Hamiltonian (56). 

The CKF which the sought-for OFS fulfills is 

i(<p[x], d<p[x]) = !i(x*dx - dx*x) , (62) 

wherexisanycomplexnumbersatisfyingO:::; Ixl:::; 1. 
This restriction follows because we adopt for x the 
significance of a probability amplitude corresponding 
to some measurable property. Probability amplitudes 
being the inner product of unit vectors, it follows 
that there exists a normalized vector <PI such that 

(63) 

and furthermore that <PI E @5 since all x on the 
unit circle are allowed. 

Our further analysis is patterned after the 
Appendix. Let <p[x] == V [x] <Po, and assume first 
that the unitary transformations V[x] form a two
parameter Lie group. This assumption however is 
readily disproved, for neither the Abelian nor the 
affine two-parameter group (discussed in Sec. 2 
and Footnote 11, respectively) are consistent with 
both (62) and (63). We therefore envisage the group 
9 generated by the set I V[xll· 

We shall follow the guide set in Sec. 2 and add 
to (62) a total differential as the simplest gen
eralization of the CKF that has as a physical con
sequence no alteration of the classical dynamics. 
More precisely, we seek a three-parameter unitary 
group V[x, a] for which the OFS <p[x, a] = V[x, a]<Po 
has 

i(<p[x, a], d<p[x, a]) = !i(x*dx - dx*x) + da (64) 

for its CKF. 
A cursory examination of the four essentially 

different three-parameter Lie groups shows that 
all but the rotation group are obviously incompatible 
with (63) and (64). In suitable Eulerian angles 
<p, fJ, 1/;, the group elements of the rotation group are 

V[<p, fJ, 1/;] = e-iq>M'e-i9M'e-i,yM" (65) 

13 J. R. Klauder, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 11, 123 (1960). 
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where 

[M~, M~] = iM. 

plus cyclic permutations. A computation of the CKF 
for the set <I>[IP, 8, ~] == V[IP, 0, ~]<I>o yields 

i(<I>, d<l» = dlP[cos O(M.) 

- sin O(cos ~(M~) - sin ~(M~))] 

+ dO[cos ~(M~) + sin ~(Mu)] + d~(M.), (66) 

where (M.) == (<1>0, M.<I>o), etc. 
Physically, ~ must be a cyclic coordinate in 

problems of spherical symmetry and cannot enter 
the CKF (66) explicitly. Thus it is necessary that 
(M~) = (Mu) = 0, whereupon Eq. (66) reduces to 

which, from (68), is proportional to dxrdxida. Since 
a enters as a phase factor, it plays no role in the 
resolution of unity other than a nonessential scaling. 
If we omit da, then the net proportionality factor 
~ is determined by requiring 

J 1(<I>[x], <1>1)12 ~ dXr dx, = 1. 

Employing (63) we find ~ = 2/1r. Now, from the 
trace of Eq. (2) it follows that f dJ.L(<I» determines 
the Hilbert-space dimension. In our example, the 
dimension is two, since 

J (2/1r) dXr dx, = 2 

i(<I>, d<l» = (cos OdlP + d~)(M.), 
= [(cos 0 - 1)dlP + d(~ + IP)](M.). 

when integrated over the unit disc. Of course, a 
two-dimensional Hilbert space is completely con

(67) sistent with 

Comparison with (65), expressed in the form 

i(<I>, d<l» = IxI2 dtan- l (x./Xr) + da, 

permits us to set <I>[x, a] = <I>[IP, 0, ~] if we identify 

!(1 - cos 0) = Ix12, (68a) 

IP = -!(M.r1 tan- l (x,/Xr), (68b) 

~ + rp = (M.r1a. (68 c) 

Thus we have found a three-parameter group 
compatible with (64). When a = 0, the OFS of 
interest is 

<I>[x] = V[rp, 0, -IP] <1>0 , 

and, in particular, 

<1>1 == <1>[1] = V[O, 1r, 0]<1>0' 

(69a) 

(69b) 

We now invoke (63), which with the help of 
(69), states 

l(e'9>M'e"r-9)M·ei9>M'<I>o, <1>0)1 = Ixi = sin !O. (70) 

The required rp independence arises only if 

(71) 

so that ~ and similarly a appear in the OFS strictly 
as phase factors. 

Armed with the knowledge that a is a phase 
factor, the proof that the Hilbert space is two
dimensional is straightforward. Theorem 1 of I 
asserts that a multiple of the group-invariant 
measure is always appropriate to resolve unity in 
the manner of (2) whenever ~ is invariant under 
a transitive, compact unitary group. This condition 
holds in the present case, and, for the rotation 
group, the invariant measure is d cos 8 drp d~, 

1(<1>0' e- i9MW<l>O)I = cos !8, 

because M! = ! in the spin-! representation. 
An explicit form for <I>[x] is now easily established 

since the orthonormal pair <1>0 and <1>1 span .p. 
In particular, 

<I>[x] = a<l>o + b<l>l, 

where, from (69) and (70), 

a = (<1>0' <I>[xJ) = cos!O = (1 - IxI2)i, 

b = (<1>1' <I>[xJ) = sin !Oe- i2n'9> = X, 

which is just (50). This completes the derivation 
of the fermion OFS and, thereby, of the fermion 
reproducing kernel from the classical theory, which 
was our aim. 
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APPENDIX 

Here we outline the connection between the CKF 
in Eq. (9) and the Maurer-Cartan (M-C) differential 
forms for a Lie group. We also discuss the M-C 
differential equations, a knowledge of which enables 
the composition law of the group to be found, and 
point out their relevance in determining X. General 
references remain the same as in Footnote 5. 

Let VW], a = 1, 2, ... , N be an N-dimensional 
Lie group 9 of unitary transformations in an n
dimensional (possibly infinite) Hilbert space .p. The 
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element V-tW]dVW], where dV[l"] == V[l" +dl"]- V[l"], 
is an infinitesimal transformation and may be 
expanded according to 

V- 1[l"]dVW] = ci(Z")Lb, (AI) 

where Lb are N skew-Hermitian operators that form 
a basis of the Lie algebra g associated with g. The 
real linear differential forms w6 (l") are the M-C 
differential forms. 

The connection of the M-C forms to the CKF 
arises as follows: For some fiducial unit vector 
4>0 E .p, let 

(A2) 

and require that the set of such unit vectors form 
an OFS. For example, if the V form an n-dimen
sional irreducible representation of a compact group 
g, then the vectors (A2) automatically form an 
OFS for any 4>0. The CKF based on (A2) follows 
from (AI) as 

i(4), d4» = i(4)o, V- tdV4>o) = WbVb' (A3a) 

where 

(A3b) 

Thus the CKF is some linear combination of M-C 
forms, the particular linear combination being 
determined by the real constants Vb. 

Although an OFS may generally be defined as 
in (A2) , it frequently occurs that the set {V[l"lI 
of unitary transformations do not in fact form a 
group. Nevertheless, Eq. (A3) is still correct since 
we can always imagine the set {VI imbedded into 
the group 9 it generates, and in which the parameters 
characterizing the additional elements have been 
kept constant. 

We return now to Eq. (AI) and derive the M-C 
differential equations from the left invariance of the 
M-C forms. Equation (AI) is invariant under 

V- 1 [l"] V-IrZ~l V[l~]dV[l"] 

= (V[l~] V[l"])-ld(V[l~] Vela]) 

== wb((lo·lt)Lb. (A4) 

where V[l~] is an unvaried transformation, and 
where the dot denotes group multiplication. In
dependence of the basis elements leads to 

wb([") = wb(l"), (A5) 

where 

(A6) 

The N equations (A5) are the M-C differential 
equations whose solution enables the group composi
tion law (A6) to be determined. 

The M -C equations are of significance in the 
determination of the reproducing kernel Eq. (4) 
from a knowledge of the M -C forms. Indeed, when 
{VI forms a group g, X is an idempotent function 
depending only on (l'-I . Z)". There are two dif
ficulties in the determination of an appropriate 
X by using the M-C equations, however. Generally 
the variables of the CKF are insufficient to param
eterize a group; and, even when the variables do 
parameterize a group, the CKF gives only one 
linear combination of M -C forms, whereas we need 
N separate equations (A5). 

To make up for these deficiencies, we must 
marshall any other information about X that we 
can to provide the missing forms or their equivalent. 
Perhaps the biggest source of additional information 
can come from independent knowledge of the phys
ical significance of the classical variables, which in 
turn leads to corresponding functional conditions on 
the kernel. Some standard Lie groups can then be 
examined to see if one of them meets all known 
requirements on X. 

The meaning of the classical variables may 
possibly be used to deduce additional M-C forms. 
Assume {VI fails to form a group. As a consequence, 
some differentials, corresponding to group param
eters held fixed, could be missing from (A3). From 
(A5), some insight may be gained into the way the 
fixed parameters would have appeared in (A3), were 
they free to vary. A simple application of this idea 
is discussed in Sec. 2; this example also serves best 
to make clear possible generalizations. 

Finally we remark that the consistency of a 
given set of M-C forms to determine a group by 
(A5) may be ascertained from the Maurer-Cartan 
relations 

(A7) 

where /\ denotes exterior multiplication,8 and where 
C!b satisfy the well-known relations for the structure 
constants of a Lie algebra. 
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Separation of Angular Variables in the Bethe-Salpeter Equation 
for Two Spin-! Particles 
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The Bethe-Salpeter equation for two fermions, in its usual differential form, is reduced here to one 
which involves a single spatial and a single temporal variable. Concomitantly, the original underlying 
16-dimensional spinor space is reducible to one of 8 dimensions for angular momentum I "" 0 and of 
4 dimensions for I = O. The possibility of this reduction derives from the existence of one (or two) 
normal divisors of the matrices operating on the original spin or space, in these respective cases. The 
procedure is illustrated with the positronium problem, but may easily be seen to be quite general. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ALTHOUGH the relativistic two-body equation 
known as the Bethe-Salpeter equation had been 

proposed and subsequently rigorously derived from 
basic principles by several authors' quite some 
time ago, to date there has been no instance known 
where it permits of an exact solution corresponding 
to a realistic physical situation. The most note
worthy of the attempts to solve it has perhaps been 
that of Wick and Cutkowsky2 who solved the 
relativistic two-body problem exactly for two scalar 
particles interacting through the exchange of a 
quantum of zero mass, but only for (in the usage 
of the notation of the present paper) the K = 0 case. 

Similar attempts for spin-t particles have also 
been made by Goldstein and later by Scarf and 
Umezawa3 for a very specialized situation as far 
as the spin variables are concerned (also K = 0 case). 
The latter attempts come closest to the problem 
dealt with in this note although no general angular 
analysis is attempted. A more thorough analysis 
of the angular-variable problem for the two-fermion 
case, as attempted here, seems furthermore indicated 
by the recent revival of interest in the Bethe
Salpeter equation, e.g., from the standpoint of 
Regge analysis. 4 Such an analysis has so far been 

* This work had it.s inception during the author's affiliation 
with the Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of War
saw, Warsaw, Poland. 

1 Y. Nambu, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 5, 614 (1950); 
E. E. Salpeter and H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. 84,1232 (1951)' 
M: Gell-Mann and F. Low, ibid. 84, 350 (1951); M. Gunther; 
~1nd. 88, 1411 (1952); M. Giinther, ibid. 94, 1347 (1954). 

2 G. S. Wick, Phys. Rev. 96, 1124 (1954); R. E. Cutkosky, 
Phys. Rev. 96, 1135 (1954); F. L. Scarf, Phys. Rev. 100,912 
(1955) . 
• • 3 J. S. Goldstein, Phys. Rev. 91, 1516 (1953); H. S. Green, 
~bzd. 97, 1135 (1955); F. L. Scarf and H. Umezawa, ibid. 109, 
1848 (1958). Compare also H. S. Green and S. N. Biswas 
Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 18, 121 (1957). ' 

4 B. W. Lee and R. F. Sawyer, Phys. Rev. 127, 2266 (1962)' 
N. Nakanishi, ibid. 130, 1230 (1963). See also N. Nakanishi; 
Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 24, 1275 (1960). 

attempted only for scalar particles where the angular
variable problem is rather easy and straightforward. 
The scope of this note does not permit an attempt 
to guess if the analysis given here would be of more 
use in the nonrelativistic limit or completely rel
ativistic case. However, if solving the Bethe
Salpeter equation could be expected to make any 
substantial progress in the future, the author is 
inclined to believe that the present analysis would 
be of more importance in the latter, as indeed was 
the original aim of the author-this notwith
standing the fact that the present note does not 
go beyond the K = 0 case as far as actually solving 
the equation is concerned. 

The interrelation between nonrelativistic and 
extremely relativistic limits can be discussed, in
cluding angular analysis, more fully for spin-zero 
particles as done already by many authors. The 
nonrelativistic limit has been investigated ab initio 
by some authors5 employing, e.g., the Foldy
Woythusen transformation6 to separate "large" and 
"small" spinor components (which further obscures 
its connection with the original relativistic problem) 
and only then angular analysis is carried out. The 
nonrelativistic limit of the solutions of Goldstein 
and Scarf and Umezawa can be investigated, of 
course, but they become limited to the special 
cases of their relativistic counterparts. 

II. ANGULAR ANALYSIS 

To the lowest order in a = ie2/27rhc, the differential 
form of the Bethe-Salpeter equation for two 
fermions, as exemplified by the positronium problem, 

6 Z. V. Chraplyvy, Phys. Rev. 91, 1310 (1953); M. Kawa
guchi, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 25, 178 (1961)' J. 
Reinfelds, ibid. 27, 1165 (1962). See also R. Karplus and A. 
Klein, Phys. Rev. 87, 848 (1952) for the application of the 
"nonrelativistic limit" approach to the positronium problem. 

6 L. L. Foldy and S. A. Woythusen, Phys. Rev. 78, 29 
(1950). 
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reads 

1['Y~l)a/O;!) + Ko]h~2)a/a;!) + Ko] 

+ a')'~Jl'Y~2) [x;l) - x~2)r2}'IF = o. (I) 

After transform~ng away the motion of the 
"composite particle" and going over to its rest 
frame, by putting 

'IF = exp [iK(X~l) + X~2»]X(X~1l - X~2», (2) 

we obtain 

{['Y~l)a/az. + i'Y~l) K + Ko][ -'Y~2)a/Oz. 

+ . (2) + ] + 0) (2) ( )-2} 0 1,1'0 K Ko 01.1' p l' p x, X = , (3) 

where 

In Eq. (2), K plays the role of the mass eigenvalue 
parameter of the positronium. 

A systematic way of transforming spinors into 
spatial polar coordinates is furnished by the trans
formation 

X -t exp (!('Y~1)'Y~1) + 'Y~2)'Y~2»~} 
X exp a('Y~l)'Y~l) + 'Y~2)'Y~2»lP}X. (4) 

This corresponds to the standard way of transform
ing spinors into a Cartesian coordinate system 
locally coincident with the r, ~, lP axes. The ex
pressions 

"',0) "/"x" d (2) "/" , u u an 1'; u ux;, i = I, 2, 3 

then become 

O)(~ + !) + Q(I, 2) + 1-
1'3 ar r r 2r 

X (",0)",(2) + 0) (2» (2) 
,1,1 1'2 1'2 1'3 , (5) 

and 

X (",(1)",(2) + (I) (2» (1) 
11 11 1'2 1'2 1'3 , (5') 

where 

Q(l k) (1)( I a 1 (k) (k) ) 

, = 1'2 sin ~ arp - 21'1 1'2 cot ~ 

+ 'Y~l)(a~ + ! cot ~) ; k, l = 1,2. (6) 

'Yoojoxo, 'YoK, and the invariant 'Y~1l'Y~2) are of course 
unaffected by the transformation (4). 

We now have 

[Q(I, 2), Q(2, 1)] = 0, (7) 

and 

(8) 

Furthermore, if Q(I, 2) and Q(2, I) are multiplied 
by 'Yill and 'Yi2) , respectively, only the products 
'Yill 'Y~1) and 1';2) 'Y~2) appear, and the problem of 
finding the angular eigenfunctions would seem to 
pose no further difficulty. This is not quite so, 
however, since Q(I, 2) and Q(2, 1) fail to commute 
with the remaining terms of (5) and (5'). We 
therefore propose to apply a somewhat less direct 
approach, and try to find a spinor matrix function 
Z, such that 

(9) 

and in the hope that "pulling Z through" 'Y~1,2) 
and ['Yi ll 'Yi2) + 'Y~1l'Y~2)h~I,2) will result in some 
simple relations of the type of (9). 

The eigenvalue problem (9) is especially simple 
in the case of no lP dependence, since then the 
Q2 of (8) becomes 

2 a2 a 
Q = a~2 + cot ~ a~ 

1(1 (1) (1) (2) (2» 1 
- 2 - 1'1 1'2 1'1 1'2 sin2 ~ . (10) 

We note that (10) is just the Legendre operator, 
whose eigenfunctions are the Legendre functions 

P~P(cos 8), where p, = !(1 - 'Yil)'Y~I)'Y~2)'Y~2». (11) 

Now, since p, is an idempotent operator, we also 
have / = p,. It may now be shown that the P': (cos 8) 
[alone of the two possibilities p~p (cos 8)], also 
satisfy (9), with 

(12) 

If there is no lP dependence, we therefore have 
for the desired Z, 

Z~(cos 8) = P':(cos 8) 

= !(I - 'Yill'Y~I)'Y?)'Y~2»P~(cos 8) 

+ HI + 'Yil)'Y~1l'Yi2)'Y~2»p~(cos 8). (13) 

The following relations are then also valid: 

['Y~1,2) ,Zn = 0, 
(14) 

['Yi ll 'Y;2) + 'Y~1)'Y~2) ,Z~] = 0, 

and thus the Z so constructed satisfies the required 
conditions with the simple properties stated in (14). 
These latter then give the behavior of Z upon 
"pulling it through" 
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Old pole 

FIG. 1. Auxiliary drawing illustrating how 
tp-dependent eigenfunctions can be gener
ated with help of '" independent ones. 

z: can now be used as a generating function for 
eigenfunctions in the most general case of IP depend
ence. Choosing a new pole on the unit sphere, at 
an angular distance 01 from the old one, we have 
the situation depicted in Figure 1. 

We are now assured that the function1 

Zz = exp [_!(y~Il'Y~1l + 'Y~2)'Y~2»n]p~(cos t'J) (15) 

will satisfy the general form of Eq. (9), and so 
also will all its Fourier components with respect 
to IP, since a/alP commutes with Q(i, j). Upon 
Fourier-analyzing (15) with respect to IP, and using 
the spherical harmonic addition theorem, we then 
arrive at the most general set of solutions of (9): 

Z~(t'JIP) = {HI + 'Y?)'Y~1l'Y~2)'Y~2» 
+ [l(1 + 1)]-1 !(1 - 'Y~1l'Y~1l'Y?)'Y~2» 

X ( a (1) (1) 1 a )} ;"''''P'''( ) 
at'J - 'YI 'Y2 sin t'J alP e I cos t'J . (16) 

Because of (14) we then also have in general, 

[ (1.2) zm] - 0 'Ya , z - , 
(16') 

['Y (Il'Y(I) + (2) (2) zm] - 0 I 2 'YI 'Y2, Z - • 

When Z~(IPt'J) is "pulled through" the entire B-8 
equation (3), (and eventually dropped on the left 
side), the result is 

{[ 'Y~I) :r + ; (y~ll + 'Y~Il'Y~2)'Y~2»[l(1 + 1)]1 

+ .!('Y(1)'Y(2) + (ll (2)\...,(2) 
2 I I 'Y2 'Y2 ITa 

+ 'Yo a!o + i'YoK + KoJ 

7 The factor exp [-!('YI (1)1'2(1) + 1'1 (2)1'2(2»0] corresponds 
in the spinor space, to the rotation by angle 0 about th~ 
r axis

b 
and comes from readjusting the " direction when 

going ack to the old pole (Fig. 1). 

X [ _'Y~2) :r - ; ('Yi2) + 'Yi2)'Y~1)'Y~Il) 
X [l(1 + 1)]1 + t(y~1)'Y~2) + 'Y~1)'Y~2)n~l) 

- 'Yo a!o + i'YoK + KOJ 

+ ay~I)'Y~2)[r2 - x~rl~ = 0 (17) 

[where actually X ofEq. (3) is equal to Zx ofEq. (17)]. 
At this point we may effect the simplification 

of reducing the spinor space to a lesser dimen
sionality. We note that neither 'Y~ll nor 'Y~2) appears 
alone, but only in the combination 'Y~1) 'Y~2). Con
sequently, there exists a normal divisor 

NI = 'Y~1l'Y~1l'Ycil)'Y~2)'Y~2)'Yci2), (18) 

which commutes with all terms of Eq. (17). The 
original 16-dimensional spinor space can therefore 
be split into two independent 8-dimensional sub
spaces wherein the normal divisor N I plays the 
role of + I and - I, respectively (l being the 8 X 8 
identity matrix), and in each of which the quantities 
'Y~ll, 'Y~ll, 'Ycill , 'Y~2), 'Y~2), 'Yci2) , and the product 
'Y~1l'Y~2) can be represented by three independent 
sets of Pauli (I matrices «(1(1), (1(2), };) as follows: 

'Y
(1.2) -7}; (1.2) 
1.3 3(11,2 , 

'Y~1.2) -7 i};3(1~1.2) , 

'Y~1l'Y~2) -7 };2' 

(19) 

In the case l = 0, a further normal divisor No 
exists, because now, again, neither 'Y~l) nor 'Y?) 
appears alone in (17), but only in the combination 

(20) 

The normal divisor No is 

(21) 

The original 16-dimensional spinor space splits into 
four 4-dimensional subspaces, in each of which only 
two sets of Pauli (I matrices «(1(1), (1(2) suffice to 
represent the remaining operators, according to the 
correspondencess 

(22) 

If the wavefunction X has nonvanishing com-

8 Since 
1'1 (1)1'1 (2) + 1'2(1)1'2(2) = 1'1 (1)1'1 (2)(1 - 1'1 (1)1'1 (2)1'2(1)1'2(2» 

= 1'1 (1)1'1 (2)(1 - NINo), 
and, in two of the subspaces, N rN 0 = 1. 
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ponents only in the subspaces corresponding to 
NINo = 1, and if l = 0, then the B-8 equation 
reduces to its simplest form, namely 

{[ 
(ll 0 . (1) 0 (1) + J 

Ul or + tU2 oXo - KOU2 Ko 

[ 
(2) 0 . (2) 0 (2) + J 

X -Ul or - tU2 oXo - KoU2 Ko 

+ ( (1) (2) (1) (2»)(r2 X2)-1}<_" - 0 U Ul Ul - U2 U2 0 - o'JV - • (23) 

m. A SOLUTION FOR K = 0 

Despite the great simplification, Eq. (23) is still 
very difficult to solve unless we put K = 0, thereby 
artificially restoring the rotational symmetry in the 
(r, ixo) plane, which was lost due to our having 
distinguished the "direction of flight" of the pos
itronium system. This case, corresponding to the 
assumption of a zero-mass system, may actually be 
completely solved. The study of this case yields 
the conditions imposed on the interaction strength 
a, in order to yield a massless composite system. 
To conclude this work, we propose to give two 
examples of such solutions, one of which is identical 
with that studied by Goldstein. No criteria as to 
the physical admissibility of the wavefunctions will 
be studied here, however, because they could be 
worked out very much in the same fashion as done 
by the above authors. Besides, such discussion is 
best postponed until the complete variety of the 
K = 0 solutions is arrived at. Work in this direction 
is being undertaken by the author. 

With the substitutions 

r = x/ Ko, -it = y/ Ko, (24) 

Eq. (23) for the K = 0 case can be written as 

{[ 
(1) ~ + (1) ~ + IJ[- (2) ~ - (2) ~ + IJ 

Ul oX U2 ay Ul ax U2 ay 

+ ia ( (1) (2) + (ll (2»)( 2 + 2)-J - 0 211' Ul Ul U2 U2 X y fX - . (25) 

Going over to polar coordinates in the (x, y)-plane, 
according to 

x = p cos 'P, y = p sin 'P, (26) 

and performing the transformation 

X -+ x' = exp [(!i'P)(u!1l + U!2»)]X, (27) 

we first get 

exp [+[!(irp)(u~ll + U!2»)](U~i) ! + u~i) a~) 

co 0 + (i) 1 CJ i co = Ul - U2 - - - - Us 
CJp p a'P 2p 

X ( (ll + (2») 
Ua Ua, i = 1,2, (28) 

so that, if we assume no 'P dependence of x', Eq. (25) 
becomes 

+ ia1. (1) (2)(1 _ (1) (2»)} 1 - 0 
2 2 Ul Ul Ua Ua X - , 
1I'P 

(29) 

with 

_ +1(1 + (1) (2») p. - 2 Ua Ua • (30) 

Since ui1.2) does not appear alone in Eq. (29), 
but only in the combination uill ui2

) , and U~1.2) 

does not appear at all, there exists a further normal 
divisor 

(31) 

with eigenvalues ± 1. The spinor dimensionality 
of (29) is therefore subject to further reduction. 
In the two irreducible 2-dimensional subspaces 
which thus result, we can make the following sub
stitutions using one set of Pauli U matrices: 

(32) 

and, as a consequence of (30), 

(33) 

For the eigenvalue + 1 of M, we therefore have 

+ :2 [ -p. + : (1 - p.) J - 1~' = 0, (34) 

whose solution is obviously 

where H,,(p) is any Bessel function, and where 

x. = 'Y(1 - p.) ± p., 
with (36) 

'Y = - (ia/1I')l 

(there are actually four values of A since p. has two 
eigenvalues 1 and 0). 
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Equation (34) and two of its solutions correspond 
to the case studied by Goldstein3 [compare Eq. (22) 
and the solution (23) of his paper if (1 - p.) is 
replaced by 1 in the above Eq. (36).] 

The equation which results for the eigenvalue -1 
of M which reads 

JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 

x [ - JL + : (1 - JL) ] + 1 + 2u 1 (:p + ~) }X1 
= 0 

(37) 

is certainly more complicated however, at least 
because there appear two noncommuting matrices 
u, and JL. 
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A theorem concerning the asymptotic behavior of forward elastic scattering amplitudes in relativistic 
theories is stated and proved. The assumptions made are (1) identical spinIess particles interact via G<I>' 
and N/>4 couplings; (2) a cutoff of the propagators is introduced; (3) the forward scattering amplitude 
satisfies a Bethe--Salpeter equation in the crossed channel; (4) the kernel of the equation is an arbitrary 
finite subset of the Feynman graphs which compose the exact kernel. The theorem states that under 
these assumptions, the forward scattering amplitude exhibits Regge behavior, i. e., A(s, 0) -? 8" + 0 (1) 
aS8-? 00. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N this paper we state and prove a theorem con
cerning asymptotic behavior of forward elastic 

scattering amplitudes in relativistic theories. 
The theorem, modeled closely upon the work of 

Regge1 in potential scattering, predicts a similar 
behavior for the relativistic amplitude. However, 
restrictive assumptions must be made which do 
not allow the theorem to be applied to realistic 
(i.e., divergent) field theories, but only to appro
priately cut-off versions. 

More specifically, we shall study the elastic 
scattering amplitude by means of a Bethe-Salpeter 
equation in the crossed channel (see Fig. 1 and 
below). Our conclusion is that if the kernel is 
sufficiently nice-i.e., has properties sufficiently 
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1 T. Regge, Nuovo Cimento 14, 951 (1959); 18,947 (1960). 

similar to those of potential scattering-Regge 
behavior of the scattering amplitude is guaranteed.2 

The theorem will quite precisely define what is 
meant by "sufficiently nice". Unfortunately, realistic 
field theories (aside possibly from Gcp3) do not 
satisfy the criteria. 

In Sec. II we state the theorem and outline the 
proof. Section III is devoted to details of the 
calculation. In Sec. IV we discuss the conclusions. 

II. THE THEOREM 

We first state the assumptions entering into the 
theorem: 

(A) We consider an off-shell forward scattering 
amplitude A (k, q) for identical spinless particles of 
incident momenta3 k and -q. We assume these 

2 B. W. Lee and R. F. Sawyer, Phys. Rev. 127,2266 (1962), 
have established Regge behavior for the Bethe-Salpeter equa
tion in ladder approximation. 

3 Our metric is gJ1.J1. = {-I, 1, 1, I}; J1. = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
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k\!q kMq 
k)\q kj\q 

kAA' q = K A 

k k' q 

FIG. 1. Bethe-SaIpeter equation for A(k, q). 

particles interact with themselves via Gq} and Xq/ 
couplings. 

(B) The theory is rendered convergent, order by 
order, by replacing all propagators (p2 + m2) -1 by 
(p2 + m2)-l-f with e > 0, and including a mass 
counterterm if e < i. 

(C) The exact amplitude satisfies a Bethe
Salpeter equation in the crossed channel (see Fig. 1), 

. d4k'/{(k, k')A(k', q) 
A(k, q) = /{(k, q) - ~ J (2'rrY(k'2 + m2)2+2.· (1) 

Here g(k, q) is the set of all Feynman graphs with 
no two-particle states in that crossed channel which 
has zero total energy. We shall approximate /{ by 
any finite subset of the graphs composing the exact 
g. With these assumptions we can prove the follow
ing theorem: 

Theorem. Let s = (k - q)2, u = (k + q)2. Then 
for k2 = l = _m2

, 

A(s, k2, q2) ~ 0(1) + L: {3;(k2){3i(l)[sCX' + U CX ,] 
i 

(a; > 0), (2) 

when s ~ 00. 

The terms in the sum will be identifiable as con
tributions from Regge poles. 

We now outline the steps involved in the proof: 
(1) Remove any point couplings (as in Fig. 2) 

from 1?. They will be put back in at the end. 
(2) Choose the coupling constants G and X 

sufficiently small so that there are no Regge poles 
in (2) and that the perturbation expansion of (1) 
converges. Strictly speaking, if A rv sa (a > 0) 
the integral on the right hand side of (1) diverges, 
and the equation does not make sense. The amplitude 
in general must be defined by analytic continuation 
in the coupling constants G and X of the perturbation 
solution of (1). 

(3) Continue equation (1) to values of k2
, q2, 

and k·q corresponding to a Euclidean space4 of 
spacelike vectors, i.e. k2 > 0, q2 > 0, and 

This continuation may be done as follows: The ie's 

• G. C. Wick, Phys. Rev. 96,1124 (1954); R. E. Cutkosky, 
Phys. Rev. 96, 1135 (1954). 

in Feynman graphs allow any Feynman integral 
to be defined for all real k and q-in particular, 
when k = (0, k) and q = (0, q), which satisfy our 
specifications. To change the Lorentz to Euclidean 
metric, we need only rotate the contours of all 
intermediate energy integrations in the graphs up 
to the imaginary axis. This may be done graph by 
graph by (a) combining denominators using Feyn
man parameters; (b) rotating contours of the 
intermediate energy integrations to the imaginary 
axis using standard arguments (no completion of 
the square is needed because k and q are pure 
spacelike); and (c) undoing the Feynman param
eterization. Provided perturbation theory converges 
(as it will in our model for small G and X), this 
defines also A (k, q) in the spacelike region by the 
equation 

d4k'K(k, k')A(k', q) 
A(k, q) = K(k, q) + J (2'rr/(k,2 + m2r2., (4) 

where the integral is now over 4-dimensional 
Euclidean space. 

(4) Expand A(k, q) = A (k2, q2, cos 8) in a 
series of orthogonal functions of cos 8 appropriate 
to the 4-dimensional symmetry of the problem; i.e., 
the 4-dimensional analogue of Legendre functions. 
These are Gegenbauer polynomials of the first kind: 

C,,(cos 8) == sin (n + I)8/sin 8. 

So we write 

(5) 

n even 

The sum is over only even n provided K(k, q) 
K(k, -q), a property of the exact kernel due to 
crossing symmetry. 

(5) Using this expansion, separate the integral 
equation (4) and solve for the A"W, q2) by the 
Fredholm method. This expresses An(k2, q2) as the 
ratio of two power series, each of which is an entire 
function of G and X. 

(6) Continue the expansion back to k2 = q2 = 
_m2 with cos 8 still in the interval (-1, 1). By 
direct inspection it will be seen that the Fredholm 

+ 

FIG. 2. Decomposition of the kernel K. 
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expansion still exists and converges after this 
continuation. 

(7) To get to high energies s, it is necessary 
to discuss the behavior of A (cos 8) for large cos 8. 
For this we use the Watson transform a la Regge. 
By using a perturbation-theory type of integral 
representation' for K(k, q), it is possible to explicitly 
extend the definition of K .. (k2

, q2) to complex values 
of n. Indeed we shall construct an interpolation of 
K .. (k2, q2) for all n satisfying Re n ~ 0 such that 
K .. (k2q2) < M with M a fixed constant. Then using 
the Fredholm expansion, we construct A .. (k2

, q2) 
for all n in the right half-plane; in addition we 
show that 

(6) 

(8) Using the Watson transform and the above 
construction, we write (for Icos 81 < 1) 

A(k2 2 8) = _l f dnA .. W, l) ,q,cos 4' . 
1, (J SID1!'1'/. 

C .. (cos 8) l"Ve11m"IB (O ::; 8 ::; 11') 

A,,<M 

and therefore the contour C may be distorted to 
the imaginary axis and replaced by C'. 

(9) With this replacement, we may let Im 8 
run into the complex plane with 0 < Re 8 < 11', 
and the integral (7) with C replaced by C' will 
still converge. Thus, A (k2, q2, cos 8) is defined for 
all cos 8, with the exception of cuts running from 
ClOS 8 = ± 1 to co, and A is bounded by a constant 
in this region. 

(10) We now let the coupling constants G and 
X become large. The Fredholm expansions are seen 
to still converge for all n in the right half-plane; 
the only changes are possible zeros in the Fredholm 
determinant in the denominator of the expansion 
for A", giving rise to poles in the n plane which 
lie on the positive real axis. These are associated 
with bound-state solutions of the equation, and 
therefore behave like Regge poles, e.g., satisfy the 
factorization condition. They contribute terms to 
A(k2, q2, cos 8) of the structure 

{1.(k2){1i(q2)[C".(cos 8) + C".( - cos 8)] 

I"V {1i(e){1;(q2)[s'" + u'''], 

with s = (k - q)2 and u = (k + q)2. 
(11) Finally, the additional 8-wave point 

interactions may be included. Let us denote the 
complete kernel by K, i.e., 

K(k, q) = K(k, q) + X. 

x [C,,(cos 8) + C,,(-cos 8)], 
Then, denoting A and A as the solutions of (1) 

(7) with K and K, respectively, as kernels, we may write 

with the contour C illustrated in Fig. 3. For Icos 81 < 1 
and n ~ IX) 

A = A + A', 

where A' satisfies the equation 

A'(k ) = X + J d4
k'[XA(k', q) + XA'(k', q) + K(k, k')A'(k', q)]. 

, q (211')4(k,2 + m2)2+2. (8) 

This equation is separable and admits the solution 
[easily constructed by drawing some pictures and 
verified by substitution into (8)]: 

A'(k, q) = xrW)r(l)/(l - XJ), (9) 

where 

r(k2) - 1 + J d
4

k' A(k, k') 
(2wl(k,2 + m2/+ 2

• 

t Y. Nambu, Nuovo Cimento 6,1064 (1957); K. Symanzik, 
Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 20, 690 (1957). 

- 1 + J d
4
k' A(k', k) 

- (211' )4(k,2 + m2y+2' , 

J - J d
4
krW) • 

- (211')4W + m2)2+2. 

(10) 

A' is independent of s and therefore contributes 
only to 0(1) in (2). This completes the outline of 
the proof. 

m. DETAILS OF THE PROOF 

There are three areas in the proof which require 
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discussion: (a) The first is the question of the 
separation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation and the 
properties of the Gegenbauer polynomials. Then we 
discuss the radial equation and the formal construc
tion of the Fredholm solution. (b) In order to 
justify the procedures of analytic continuation used 
in the proof and to establish the convergence of the 
Fredholm expansion, we shall need a number of 
properties of the kernel K(k, q). These we derive 
from its Feynman parameter integral representa
tion. (c) Finally using properties of K derived in 
(b) and the Fredholm expansion constructed in 
(a), we prove the properties of A(k, q) used in the 
proof of Sec. II. 

(a) It is straightforward to separate the Bethe
Salpeter equation (4) using the expansions (5) and 
the following lemma. 

l.,.(k, q; kl' ... km ) 

K,,(k, q) K,,(k l , q) ... K,,(km , q) 

K,,(k, k l ) 
(13) 

K,,(k, km ) K,,(km , km ) 

il,.(k l , ••• km ) = 

K,,(km , km ) 

We must still show this expansion converges for 
k 2 

;::: m2, q2 ;::: m2 and Re n ;::: O. To do this we 
need properties of K". 

(b) The information about Kn will be derived 

K = 1'" dSI .•. dr4 dM2 

Lemma 1: Defining a solid angle dO by f d4k = 
f; e dk f d~, the Cn functions satisfy 

Inm = f dQ"C,,(k"kn)Cm(t'k i ) 

27r
2 ~"mC,,(k,· k.) (11) 

= n + 1 . 

This is proved in analogy to the corresponding proof 
for Legendre functions; it is outlined in the Appendix. 
One then finds the radial equation 

A"W, q2) = K,,(k2, q2) 

1 r'" dk,2k,2 K"W, k,2)A,,(k,2, q2) 
+ n + 1 10 1&n-2(k,2 + m2)2+2. , 

(12) 

for which the formal solution is 

from the following integral representation: 

x Pi(rl ... r4, M2) . 

[slk
2 + S2q2 + raCk + q? + s4(k - q? + M1" 

(14) 

This representation was first derived by Nambu.3 

The sum runs over a finite number of terms, 
each one corresponding to an individual Feynman 
graph. For simplicity, we shall hereafter suppress 
the sum. Symanzik3 showed that when k2 = _m2

, 

l = _m2
, Icos 01 ~ 1, the denominator in (14) 

remains positive semidefinite; therefore (14) may 
be rewritten as 

X P(SI .. , S4' M2)0(Sa - S4) 
[G'l + Sa + S4)(k" + m

2
) + (S2 + Sa + S4)(q2 + m2

) + 2(Sa - r4)[(kV)t cos 0 + m2
] + M2J' , 

+ (cos 0 ~ -cos 8) 

where crossing symmetry has been used. 
We may draw the conclusions that: 
(1) For positive e and q2, K is analytic in the 

(15) 

cut cos 8 plane. It satisfies a dispersion relation 
of the form [obtained by a change of variables 
in (15)] 
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1m (cos 9) 1m (cos 9) 

-cosh t. 
Re(cos9l 

-cosh t. cosh to Re (cos9l 
cosh to 

1m(cos 9l 

Re(cos9l 
---+-*---

cosh to-cosh to 

(c)-m2 <k2 <O: _m2<q2<O 

FIG. 4. Singularities in the cos 8 plane. 

K(k2, q2, COS 0) = 1m 

d~ a{~, k
2
, q2) 

<ow .• ') [cosh ~ + cos OJ' 

+ (cos 0 +-t - cos 0), 

with ~o > O. 

(16) 

(2) An analytic continuation from spacelike to 
timelike k2 is guaranteed by the representation, 
provided Ik2

1 < m2 and III < m2. This is because 
the real part of the denominator never vanishes 
under these conditions. Thus by letting k2 ~ k2ei

<l>, 

with cp running from 0 to 7r, we can continue back 
to the timelike region. The cuts in the cos 0 plane 
migrate as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, once we establish 
the solution for spacelike k2 and q2, the integral 
representation for K gives us a chance of continuing 
the solution back to physics, namelye = q2 = _m2

• 

(3) Because K(e, q2, cos 0) exists for e ;::: _m2, 
q2 ;::: _m2

, Icos 01 ~ 1, 

1m l 
1m l! 

1m d~ a(~, k
2
, q2) < M. 

<0 [cosh ~ - 1]' 
(17) 

(4) a and the weight function p are positive 
definite. This follows from the way in which the 
Nambu representation6 is constructed from the 
original Feynman integral. 

(5) From inspection of (15), 

Icosh~ol > 1 for e> _m2, q2> _m2. (18) 

We may now construct Kn(e, q2). From the 
expansion (5), we deduce 

K .. (k2, q2) 

= 1: f2" dO sin o sin (n + I)OKW, q', cos 0) 
7r 0 

= -1m f dz ( _ -1) "+1K(k2 2 Z + Z-1) 
2 z Z Z ,q, 2 

7r c. Z 

(e > 0, q2 > 0, n = 0, 2, 4 ... ), (19) 

where the contour C1 is the unit circle in the z plane. 
Using the integral representation (16), we may 
shrink the contour C1 to the contour C2 (Fig. 5) 
and find: 

K .. W, q2) 

= 1: 1m 1m 

d~a(~, k2, q2) f dz z .. -1(I - Z2)(:Z)' 
7r <0 c. (z + e<)'(z + e <)' 

= ~ sin 7re 1m 

d~a(~, k2
, q2)2'e-<"+'''F(n, ~), (20) 

7r <0 

where 

11 x"+'-1(I - e- 2 <x2 ) 

F(n,~) = 0 dx (1 _ x)'(1 _ e-2<x),' (21) 

It follows that 

IF(n, ~)I < e'</(e + Re n)(1 + e)2'(sinh~)', (22) 

-+-_ffi_~R~el! and consequently, with the help of (22) and (17), 

1m l! 

Re l! 

(cl-m2 <k 2 <O: _m2<'q2<O 

FIG. 5. Distortion of contours in the z plane. 

IKnW, q2)1 < (e + ~e n) 

x 1m 
d~ la(t e, l)1 e-<R ... < 2M . 

'0 (sinh ~)' e + Re n 
(23) 

These relations (20) and (23) hold for all spacelike 
e and q2 and for all n in the right half-plane, and 
provide us with the desired continuation of K .. into 
the complex n plane. 

We may now check that nothing unpleasant 
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happens as e and q2 are made timelike. We find 
that the cuts in the z plane migrate as shown in 
Fig. 5(b). The end point of the short cut is now 
at z = -ie-x, where 

sinh X = cosh~. 

The same kind of analysis can be made as before, 
with the result that 

Kn(k2, q2) = e!U",,) K,,(k2, q2), 

with IK,,(k2
, q2)1 < 4M/(e + Re n) for all n in 

the right half-plane. 
As q2 becomes timelike, the cuts migrate to the 

positions shown in Fig. 5(c). Another factor of 
e!Ci .. ,,) appears, which, together with the first such 
factor, can now be ignored, since ei 

.... = 1 for all 
even n. Thus by an integral representation similar 
to (20), Kn(e, q2) is constructed for 0 > k2 > _m2, 
o > q2 > _m2; Re n ;::: 0 such that 

IKnW, q2)1 < 2M/(e + Re n) 

as before. 
We may now summarize what we have done. 

We have found functions K,,(k2, q2) and K,,(k2, q2) 
such that for n an even integer, K,,(k2, q2) agrees 
with the partial-wave projections of K(k, q) if k2 

and q2 are both space like or both timelike and 
> _m2. For k2 timelike and q2 spacelike, and n 
an even integer, K,,(k2, q2) agrees with the partial
wave projection of K(k, q) except for a factor 
(-I)!". In addition, the functions K" and K" are 
analytic in the right half n plane and bounded by 
a constant. 

(c) We now can study the full partial-wave am
plitude. We first consider even n. Since K" is bounded 
by a constant independently of whether k2 and q2 are 
spacelike or timelike (or indeed anywhere in between 
in the continuation), we may use Hadamard's lemma 
on the magnitude of the Fredholm determinants to 
ensure the convergence to the power series in (13) 
defining A". In particular, 

Imth term I < II M 1

m 
m!" [ 1'" e de Jm 

e + Re n m! 0 (k2 + m2)2+2. , 

which is sufficient to guarantee convergence for all 
G and A. 

From this we conclude that, for even integer n, 
A,,( _m2

, _m2
) is given by the convergent Fredholm 

expansion (13) and represents the partial-wave pro
jection of the scattering amplitude according to the 
expansion (5). 

Now we observe that A,,( _m2
, _m2

) may be 
continued into the right half n plane. This is done 

by first replacing all K,,( _m2
, k!) and K,,(k!, _m2). 

Although each such replacement should be ac
companied by a factor (_l)tn

, there are always an 
even number of R's in any term in the expansion 
of the determinants, and so these factors may 
fortunately be omitted. There is no longer any 
obstacle in extending A" into the right half n plane, 
since the Kn and Kn have the same (or better) 
convergence properties that they possess when even 
integers. Furthermore, because of the factor (n+ 1)-1 
in the radial equation, it is clear that as Inl ~ co 

(in the right half-plane), An ~Kn < 2M/(e + Ren). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

As we remarked in the beginning, the essence 
of the theorem is that, at least for forward scattering, 
Regge behavior of an elastic amplitude is assured 
provided the kernel K in the Bethe-Salpeter is 
"nice enough". We may now define more precisely 
what a "nice" kernel is: 

(1) K should have the general analytic properties 
of Feynman graphs. There may be some mass 
restrictions which eliminate cases with anomalous 
or superanomalous thresholds, but reasonable kin
ematics such as encountered in 7r7r, 7rN, and NN 
scattering appear to possess, in general, sufficiently 
good analytic properties for the purpose of studying 
asymptotic behavior via integral transforms. 

(2) K must have good asymptotic behavior; the 
crucial condition appears to be tr K < co. In 
our case, 

tr K rv J d4
k K(k, k) . 

(k2 + m2y+2' 

This ensures that the Fredholm expansion makes 
sense. 

In order to see the limitations of the proof we 
have given, it is instructive to see what happens 
when some of the initial assumptions are relaxed. 
For instance, if we omit the convergence factor 
introduced into the propagators, it is possible to 
obtain a different kind of asymptotic behavior. 
This has been investigated in detail by Sawyer6 for 
the kernel illustrated in Fig. 6. If the divergent 

Q 

FIG. 6. Sawyer's kernel. 

q 

6 R. F. Sawyer (to be published). 
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N···\l\Z 
FIG. 7. Truss bridge graphs. 

kernel is cut off, Lee and Sawyer2 found Regge 
behavior, consistent with the results of our theorem. 
However, if the kernel is renormalized, then asymp
totic behavior of the form s"(log s)-i is obtained 
instead. 

The effect of relaxing the assumption that K 
consist of a finite set of graphs has been studied 
by the author and T. T. Wu.7 An infinite set of 
graphs (Fig. 7) for K is asymptotically summed, 
and· the asymptotic behavior of the sum is again 
8"(lOg s)-f. 

Thus there exist counter examples which indicate 
that the main assumptions which enter the proof 
cannot be easily relaxed. We are thus forced to 
conclude that the results of this theorem shed 
little light on the behavior of the interesting, highly 
singular, scattering amplitudes of quantum field 
theory. 
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APPENDIX. ORTHOGONALITY OF GEGENBAUER 
POLYNOMIALS 

To prove (11), we choose 

k; = (1, 0, 0, 0), 

k/ = (cos 8, sin 8, 0, 0), 

k,. = (cos 0, sin 0 cos x, sin 0 sin X cOS!p, 

sin 0 sin X sin !p). (AI) 

Then 

J dn .. = for dO sin2 0 Lr 

dx sin X {r dqJ. (A2) 

We first consider the case m > n. From parity 
considerations, (11) is zero unless m - n is even, 
so that we need only consider m > n + 1. Then 

In ... = 211" for dO sin ij .r dx sin X C .. (cos 0 cos 8 

+ sin ij sin 8 cos X) sin (m + 1)0. (A3) 

Since C .. (z) is a polynomial in z, after doing the 
X integration, we will be left with a polynomial 
of degree n in cos 0 multiplying sin 0 sin (m + 1)0; 
since m > n + 1, the result of the integration will 
be zero. 

To prove (11) for m = n, we observe that I .... 
will be a polynomial in cos 8; hence, 

2 .. 

In,. = L A",C",(cos 8). (A4) 

By left multiplying by Cn(cos 8) and integrating 
over the angles of k" we find 

A", = 0, m ¢n. (A5) 

To find an, we set n = m and k/ = k; in (11); an 
elementary integration gives the result. 
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Diffraction by Polygonal Cylinders * 
BURT JULES MORSE 

Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University, New York, New Yorkt 

Asymptotic solutions for the two-dimensional reduced wave equ~~ion in the ex~erior of a convex 
polygonal cylinder with both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condl~lOns are obtal~ed .. T~e method 
used is the geometrical theory of diffraction. Both the cases of oblIque and grazm~ mCldence are 
treated and the far fields in all directions including those along shadow and specular lInes are found. 
A featdre of the method is that the solutions may be carried to any desired order. The calculation 
is illustrated for the case of a rectangular cylinder and, for this geometry, cross sections, su~ace cur
rent densities and radiation patterns are obtained. Graphs of some of these results have been mcluded. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N this paper we treat diffraction by infinite 
cylinders of convex polygonal cross section using 

the geometrical theory of diffraction. This amounts 
to determining asymptotic expansions of solutions 
of the two-dimensional reduced wave equation in 
the exterior of a convex polygonal domain. An E 
or H polarized plane wave is incident with wave
length small compared to the length of any side 
of the polygon. Either the total field or its normal 
derivative is required to vanish on the boundary. 
The time dependence factor e-;wt is suppressed. 

A survey of the geometrical theory of diffraction 
and the mathematical basis for its application to 
polygonal cylinders are contained in articles by 
Keller. 1

•
2 Since this theory has already been applied 

to problems closely related to ours,3.4 it is relevant 
to indicate the lacunas in those treatments which 
we have attempted to fill. Essentially, these concern 
the determination of shadow-boundary fields and 
the calculation of higher-order terms in the asymp
totic representation of the field. Thus, according 
to the geometrical theory of diffraction, the diffracted 
field uiP) at a point P is equal to the sum of the 
fields on all rays through P: 

uiP) = L: Uj(P). (1.1) 
rays 

Here Uj(P) is the diffracted field on the jth such 
ray, and if this is an m-fold diffracted ray 

* This research was supported by the Office of Naval 
Research, under Contract No. Nonr 285(48). 

t Present address: The University of New Mexico, Albu
querque, New Mexico. 

1 J. B. Keller, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 52, 116 (1962). 
2 J. B. Keller in Electromagnetic Waves, edited by R. E. 

Langer (University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, Wisconsin, 
1962), pp. 129-137. 

8 S. N. Karp and J. B. Keller, Courant Institute of Mathe
matical Sciences, New York University, Res. Rept. No. 
EM-I43 (1959). 

4 J. E. Burke and J. B. Keller, Electronic Defense Labo
ratories, Mt. View, California, Res. Rept. No. EDL-E48 
(1960). 

(1.2) 

where k is the propagation constant, 8; the arclength 
along the ray and the functions A in depend on the 
geometry of the diffracting objects. The gaps in 
previous work are due to the facts that only the 
leading term in the series (1.2) was determined 
and the form of this term was not valid along 
shadow boundaries. A form valid there is required 
in problems with grazing incidence and in order 
to compute the field in directions parallel to sides 
of cylinders. 

For a polygonal cylinder all the diffracted rays 
are produced by wedges of various vertex angles. 
Hence the inclusion of higher Aj,,(n = 1, 2, ... ) 
in the expansion (1.2) involves the use of more 
terms in the asymptotic solution of the wedge
diffraction problem. The calculation of the diffrac
tion coefficients corresponding to these higher-order 
terms necessitates the solution of the wedge problem 
for nonplane-wave incidence. However, as is shown 
in the work of Zitron and Karp,s the relevant 
nonplane waves are expressible in terms of linear 
combinations of plane waves and their derivatives. 
Thus the diffraction coefficients are easily found 
from those for plane waves. 

To calculate diffraction coefficients corresponding 
to shadow-boundary fields, we show that these fields 
too are expandable in terms of plane waves and 
their derivatives. Finally, we treat the problem of 
finding the far fields along shadow boundaries, which 
are in directions parallel to cylinder sides or which 
are not. The latter are easily computed by expanding 
the wedge solution near shadow boundaries. In the 
former case we employ Green's theorem for distances 
large compared to the cylinder dimensions. In this 

& N. Zitron and S. N. Karp, Courant Institute of Mathe
matical Sciences, New York University, Res. Rept. No. 
EM-126 (1959). 
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p 

2b 

2a 

FIG. 1. Notation for 
diffraction by a rectangu
lar cylinder. The incident 
angle is "l. The polar co
ordinates of point Pare 
(r, <pl. The lengths of the 

x sides are 2a and 2b. E l , 

E 2, E a, and E, designate 
the vertices. 

connection as well as in many other places we make 
extensive use of the work of Oberhettinger.6 

Section 2 contains a collection of results relating 
to diffraction of a plane wave by hard and soft 
rectangular cylinders. These include formulas and 
graphs for total scattering cross section and far 
fields. They agree with the results of Mei and 
Van Bladef who treated the same problem by 
numerical methods. In Sec. 3 will be found the 
analysis of the rectangular cylinder problem. Finally, 
in Sec. 4 we summarize our results and show how 
they apply to a convex polygonal cylinder of 
arbitrary cross section. 

2. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FOR RECTANGULAR 
CYLINDERS 

For the case of the soft (i.e., u=o on the boundary) 
rectangular cylinder at oblique incidence (see Fig. 1), 

2.2 

2. 

IT.1ITo 

1.8 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

1.0 

. 8 

b I 
o""! 

2 4 

ITg" OPTICAL SCATTERING 
CROSS SECTION 

6 8 10 ka 12 

FIG. 2. The ratio of the total to the optical scattering cross 
section u./ug as a function of ka at <p' = 1 ... for various 
values of b/a in the soft case (Le., u = 0 on the boundary). 

• F. Oberhettinger, J. Math. and Phys. 34t 245 (1955). 
7 K. Mei and J. Van Bladel (to be published). 

we find that the total scattering cross section (f. 

is given by 

(f. = 4(b sin IP' - a cos IP') 

+ 8 [cos (kA_ + t7r) 
27k7rt (ka)t 

X E(tn- - IP')E(IP' + !7r) (2.1) 

+ cos (kB+ + p) E(2 - ')E( ')] 
(kb )4 7r IP IP 

where E(O) = (!+cos ~O)-2 sin ~O, and 2a(1±sin IP') = 
A±, 2b(1 ± cos IP') = B±. Figure 2 shows (f./(f., 
where (f g is the optical scattering cross section, 
as a function of ka at IP' = !7r for various values 
of b/a. For the hard (Le., iJu/iJn=O on the boundary) 
rectangle, the corresponding quantity, (fH, is 

(fH = 4(b sin IP' - a cos IP') 

+ 4 [cos (kA_ - p) F(.:!. _ ')F(' + 1. ) 
3k7rt (ka)! 27r IP IP 27r 

+ cos (kB+ - p) F( ')F(2 - ')] 
(kb )t IP 7r IP 

+ O[k-l(ka)-l] , !7r < IP' < 7r, (2.2) 

where 

F(O) = (! + cos ~Ofl. 

Additional terms of (2.2) are included in (3.29). 
Figure 3 corresponds to Fig. 2 with (fH replacing (f •. 

At grazing incidence, Le., IP' = 7r, (2.1) and (2.2) 
are not valid. They are replaced by 

(f. = 4a + (4/k7r')(2kW - (19/18k7ri )(2kbf! 

+ O[k-l(ka)-l] , (2.3) 

_ 4 + 2! + 4 sin (4kb + p) 
(fH - a 27k7r!(kW 

_ 8 sin (2ka + t7r) + O[k-l(k )-1] 
3k7r!(ka)l a . (2.4) 

Figure 4 shows (f./4a as a function of ka for various 
values of b/a where (f. is given by (2.3). Figures 5 
and 6 correspond to Fig. 4 with fYH given by (2.4) 
replacing (f •. 

We have also calculated the scattered far fields 
for the soft rectangle at oblique incidence, and the 
hard rectangle at grazing incidence. These results 
are illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8 in terms of the gain, 
G(IP). Using the polar coordinates (r, IP) as shown 
in Fig. 1, G(IP) is defined as the ratio of the power 
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FIG. 3. The same data as in Fig. 2 in the hard case (Le., 
au/an = 0 on the boundary). 
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FIG. 4. The ratio of total to optical scattering cross section 
(J'./4a at grazing incidence, Le., <p' = '11', in the case of the soft 
cylinder. 
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FIG. 5. The ratio of total to optical scattering cross section 
(J'H/4a at grazing incidence, in the case of the hard cylinder. 

scattered in direction cp to the average power 
scattered in all directions. If the scattered far field 
u. be written in the form 

u. '""'-' [e ikr /(kr)!Jf(cp) + 
then it maybe shown that G(cp) for the soft cylinder 
becomes 

(2.5) 

The same formula also holds for the hard cylinder 
with (J'H in place of (J' •• 

If J. and J'an, respectively, denote the axial and 
tangential current densities on the surface of the 
cylinder, then from Maxwell's equations we have 
in the soft case 

aujdn = -iw/JoJ., 

and in the hard case 

(2.6) 

Here u and au/an are, respectively, the total H
polarized field and normal derivative of the E
polarized field, both evaluated along the sides of 
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FIG. 6. The same situation as in Fig. 5, but with alb = i. 

6 6 

the polygon. These quantities are readily obtainable 
by our method. For example, some components of 
the quantity au/an for grazing incidence will be 
found in (3.51)-(3.53). 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE RECTANGULAR CYLINDER 
PROBLEM 

A. The Field on a Wedge-Diffracted Ray 

The exact solution for a plane wave diffracted 
by a semi-infinite wedge has been examined by 
Oberhettinger.6 If the incident wave is u, = exp 
[-ikp cos ('P - 'P')], he finds that the diffracted field 
can be written as 

Ua(P, 'P) = I(7r - 'P + 'P', a) + I(7r + rp - rp', a) 

± 1(7r - 'P - rpl, a) ± 1(7r + 'P + rp', a). (3.1) 

Here (P, 'P) are the polar coordinates of the field 
point, the wedge faces are at 'P = 0 and 'P = a > 7r 
CLe., a is the exterior angle of the wedge), rpl is 
the direction of the incident wave; the upper signs 
apply to a hard wedge, the lower to a soft one. 
It is easy to show that the function I, which also 
depends on kp, is a wavefunction. It has the properties 

l(a + 2na, a) = 1(0, a), Inl = 0, 1,2 .. " 

l(a, a) = -l(-a, a), 

and for I al ~ a, it is given by 

1(8, a) = - s~ 8 exp [iCkp cos 0 - t7r)] 
7r 

(3.2) 

e ;(kp+i") ., 

X S{[kp(1 - cos o)]t} - (k )1 L ~"'r(n + !) 
p n-O 

X [A,,(o, a) - (-)~!-n-l (sin !o)-2n-l }kp)-'" (3.3) 

Here S(z) is the Fresnel integral 

S(z) = J.'" eH
' dt, (3.4) 

and the first two of the coefficients A,,(o, a) are 

Ao(o, a) = (2-1: /2a) cot (7ro/2a) 
(3.5) 

If 0 is not near zero and kp » 1, the argument 
of the Fresnel integral in (3.3) is large and the 

FIG. 7. The gain G(",) for a soft rectangle at oblique incidence. integral can be expanded asymptotically. Then (3.1) 
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FIG. 8. The gain for a hard square at grazing incidence. 

yields 

uip, tp) = (e lkP I pT)[D(tp', tp, n) + O(p -I)], (3.6) 

where 
, _ eli .. sin (win) 

D(tp , tp, n) - n(2wk)t 

X [( cos ~ - cos tp ~ tp't
l 

( + ')-IJ ± cos ~ - cos tp n tp , (3.7) 

with n = OtI7r; the upper sign applies to the hard 
wedge, the lower to the soft. 

FIG. 9. Illustration of the terminology of formula (3.~) 
which gives the far field near a ray diffracted by a seml
infinite wedge. 

uiB2; EI , E2) = ~ {D(tp~, tp12, nl)ud(B2; E2) r l2 

From (3.6), applying a formula due to Zitron 
and Karp,6 we obtain the field on and near the ray 
determined by the point PI = PI(rl, tpl)' More 
precisely, we obtain the asymptotic expansion of 
the diffracted field, ud(BI; E I ), at any point BI = 
BI(~' '1]) in the neighborhood of the point PI (see 
Fig. 9), 

uiBI; E I) = (elkr
• Irt){ D(tp~, tpl, nl)p(O) 

+ [(2ikflp"(0)D(tp~, tpl, n l ) 

- (ikflp'(O)D.p(,pI, tpl, nl) 

+ p(O)D(1) (tp~, tpl, nl)]r~l + O[(krl)-~}' (3.8) 

Here 

D(l)(tp',tp,n) = (2ikf l[l-D(tp',tp,n) + D",,(tp',tp,n)], 

and 

p(B) = exp [ik(~ cos B - 'I] sin B)]. (3.9) 

Since (3.8), which may be continued to any 
desired order, is linear in p(B) and its derivatives, 
the fields resulting from successive interactions are 
readily derived. Indeed, if the field given by (3.8) 
strikes a second wedge, with edge at E 2 , the resulting 
diffracted field uiB2 ; E I , E 2 ) is given by 

+ (2ik)-IU~'(B2; E2)D(tp~, tp12, n l) - (ik)-IU~(B2; E2)D .. (tpL tp12, n l ) 

r I2 

+ uiB2; E2)D(!)(tpL tp12, nl) + O[(krI2f 2]}. (3.10) 
r l 2 
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In this equation, (rI2' ep12) are the polar coordinates 
of E2 with respect to E l, ud(B2; E 2) is given by (3.8) 
with the subscripts 2 in place of 1, and the primes 
on this function indicate derivatives with respect 
to plus or minus ep~ depending, respectively, on 
whether or not 0 and ep~ have the same orientation. 

Equation (3.8) is premised on oblique incidence. 
Whenever the incident field is along a side (i.e., 
when ep; = 0), the value of the field given by (3.8) 
must be divided by two. This normalization is due 
to the coalescing of the reflected and incident fields 
at this angle of incidence. 

In deriving (3.8) we assumed that the angle 0 
in (3.3) was not small. As a result, (3.8) becomes 
infinite along shadow or specular boundaries. When 
o is small, the argument of the Fresnel integral in 
(3.3) is also small, and the integral can be expanded 
in a Taylor series: 

Sex) = ~1T!eii" - x - !(ix3
) + .... (3.11) 

Then expanding (3.3) in terms of the variables (~, '1]), 
where p = [(r +~? + '1]2]1 and 0 = tan- l f'l//(r + ~)], 

1(0 ± 0) = 3(~:;:;;)! {P(O) cot to 

X k'l] + O[(kr)-5/2] 
(kr)! . 

Hence if 0 > 0, we obtain, using (3.9), 

1(0, a) = _~eikrp(O) 

e-il"eikr {iP'(O) V2 [P'(O) + P"'(O)]} 
+ 1T! (2kr)t + I2(kr)! 

(3.12) 

+ ikr e
i1 

.. (~+ 1 ) ip'(O) + O[(k )-5/2] (3 13) 
e 2i 6a2 I21Tt (kr)t r.. 

In addition to (3.12) and (3.13), we shall need the 
following expansion in order to treat shadow 
boundary fields: 

+ =F8ip'(0) csc
2 

(to) - 3ip(0) cot (t;~~~~ ~ csc
2 

(to)] - I2ip"(0) cot (to) + o [(krt 2] }. 3.14) 

Here 0 is an arbitrary but fixed large angle, and 
o a small angle defined as before by the relation 
o = tan- l ['I]I(r + m. Equation (3.14) follows 
from (3.3) after setting a equal to !(31T) and proceed
ing as in the derivation of (3.12) and (3.13). In 
(3.14) as well as the sequel we use the notation 
lew) == lew, !1T). 

B. Scattering Cross Sections at Oblique Incidence 

We consider a plane wave 

Ui(P) = exp [-ikr sin (ep + ep')], (3.15) 

incident on a rectangular cylinder, the vertices of 
whose cross sections are E l, E 2, E 3 , and E 4 • The 
polar coordinates (r, ep) of the field point P = per, ep) 
have their origin at the center of the rectangle 
(see Fig. 1). The length of side ElE2 is 2a and that 
of side E 2E 3 , 2b. Equation (3.15) implies that the 
direction of propagation of the incident wave makes 
an angle ep' with side E2E3 • By oblique incidence, 
we mean that t1T < ep' < 1T. 

We begin by applying (3.8) and the method 

illustrated by (3.10) to calculate the multiply
diffracted fields at the vertices. un(E), n = 1,2, ... , 
indicates the n-tuply diffracted field at E. The 
notations h(O) and v(O) will be used, in place of 
p(O), given in (3.9), to distinguish between plane 
waves striking the same vertex on the "horizontal" 
or "vertical" side respectively. Thus ul(EI) = 
UiEI; E2). u2(EI) =ud(EI; E l, E 4 )+ud(EI; E l , E 2)+ 
ud(EI ; E 3 , E 4 ) + ud(EI ; E 3 , E 2) and so on. 

The functions un(E.) with n ~ 4 consist entirely 
of terms of order higher than (ka)-! and hence 
will be disregarded. The incident vertex fields 
ui(E;) j = 1, 2, 3 are found from (3.15). 

The resulting vertex fields apply to both hard 
and soft rectangular cylinders. However they 
simplify when applied to each of these cases sep
arately. From (3.7) it may be seen that the function 
D(ep', ep, n) is analytic and odd in ep for the soft 
case, but even in ep for the hard. Thus D(ep', 0, n), 
D(l) (ep', 0, n) and all even-order derivatives 
D~2.;!.'P(ep', 0, n) vanish in the soft case, whereas all 
odd-order derivatives D(!~:.l~(epl, 0, n) vanish in 
the hard case. 
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The Soft Cylinder 

For the soft rectangular cylinder, the vertex fields 
reduce to: 

u1(E1) = -u,CE2)LCa, a) 

X D'P(!1I" - cp', 0, !)h'(O) + O(ka)-S!2, (3.16) 

u t (E2) = -u,CE1)L(a, a) 

X D'P(cp' - !11", 0, !)h'(O) - u,CEa)L(b, b) 

X D'I'(1I" - cp', 0, !)v'(O) + O(kafS/2
, 

ul(Ea) = -u,(E2)L(a, b) 

X D'I'(cp', 0, !)v'(O) + O(kaf~!2, 
u t (E4) = -u,(Ea)L(a, a) 

X D<p(cp' + !11", 0, !)h'(O) 

-u,(E1)L(b, b)D'PC211" - cpl, 0, !)v'(O) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

+ O(ka)-5/\ (3.19) 

where 

L(u, v) = eik2U/ik(2v)~, 

and up to the order considered, 

(i = 1, ... ,4), n> 1. 

In order to find the total scattering cross section 
we compute the far field in the forward direction 
i.e., referring to Fig. 1, in the direction cp = !11" - cpl. 
Rays from vertex E 2 , of course, do not go in this 
direction but those from the other three do. We 
consider the contributions from E 1• 

The total field, u(Et ), at vertex E1 is 

u(Et ) = u,CE1) + u1(E1) + o [(kaf 0/
2
]. 

In order to find the forward response of El to the 
excitation u,(E1) we construct the configuration 
shown in Fig. 10. Here the lineE101 is in the forward 
direction and of length r l , where r 1 is assumed large 
with respect to a or b. PI = PI (h, 111) is any point 
whose distance from the point 01 is small compared 
to r1. The angle cp; = 211" - cp' is the angle between 
the direction of propagation of the incident field --- , 
u ,(E 1 ), and the side E 1E 4 • CPl = 11" - cp' is the angle 
between E 10] and this same side. 01, the angle 
between E,P, and the shadow line E,O, is, of course, 
small. 

Since Ud(Pt; E I) is the diffracted field at PI 
caused by the field u,(E1), we have from (3.1) 
and (3.2) 

ua(PI;Ej ) = ui (E1)[1(01) - 1(11" + 01) 

+ 1(211" - 2cp' + 01) - 1(11" - 2cp' + 01)], 

FIG. 10. Configu
ration for finding the 
far field in the neigh
borhood of a shadow 
line at oblique inci

''�r_---- dence. 

From (3.12) we obtain 

1(01) = sgn 01eik(r,+t" 

[ 
1 e-·i:r!£.bJ J 

X -2 + 7 (2k;1\! + O(kr1f l 
, 

and from (3.14) and (3.9), 

1(0 + 01) = _[eij;"cik(r,+t,) /3(211")1(krl)1] 

(3.20) 

X cot iO + O(kr1rt . (3.21) 

Hence, using these expressions in the above, 

Ua(Pl; E
1

) = u
i
(E

1
)c,k(r<+t,1 

{ [ 
1 e-·1 .. k 1111 1J cit .. 

X sgn 01 -2 + 7 ~ + 311"t(2kr1)i 

X [V3 + 2 V3 ] + O(krt fi}. (3.22) 
3 2 cos -hcp' + 1 

It remains to determine the field Ud(Pl; E2, E1) 

using (3.16). Recalling that h'(O) in (3.16) represents 
the derivative of a horizontal plane wave at vertex 
E 1, we obtain, after applying (3.10) and dividing 
by two (since h'(O) is along a side], 

uiP1; E 2 , E1) = -u.(E2) 

X (c ik(r,+hl/2rI]D'P(!1I" - cp', O,!) 

X D'P'(O, cp' + !11", !)(L(a, a) 

+ O(2ka)-5/2] + O(kr1)-!. (3.23) 

Similarly, the forward responses from Ea and E4 
are also calculated. 

The total diffracted field within the shadow 
boundary ua(P) is now found by adding the con
tributions from Ell Ea, E4 • Here P has the coor
dinates Cr, !11" - cpl) relative to the system shown 
in Fig. 1. The geometry of the relevant coordinate 
transformations is shown in Fig. 11. Hence, defining 
the scattered field at P, u.(P), by 

u.(P) = ud(P) - u;(P) where ui(P) = e'k. 

and 

ulP) = ud(P; E,) + ud(P; E 2 , E 1) + uaCP; Ea) 

+ uiP;E2 • Ea) + uiP .. ;E1 • E 4 ) 

+ ua(P .. ; Ea. E4) + O(ka)-5/2, 
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FIG. 11. Coordinate relationships used in calculatin~ the 
total diffracted field in the shadow of a rectangular cylmder. 

we obtain 

u,(P) = ~ { - (~~:;t k(2b sin cp' - 2a cos cp') 

2Va e'i .. (1 2) 
+ 3(2k1l")t 3 + 2 cos fcp' + 1 

ikA-

- 2:k(2a)t [D,,(tn" - cp', 0, !)D",(O, cp' + !11", !) 
e'kB+ 

+ D,,(cp' +~, 0, !)D",(O, !11" - cp', !)[ - 2ik(2b)1 

X [D,,(211" - cp', 0, !)D",(O, cp', !) 

+ D,,(cp'. 0, i)D",(O, 211" - cp', i)] 

+ O[k-t(ka)-5/2]} + O(kr)-i. 

Here, applying (3.7), 

D,,(8, 0, !) = D",(O, 8, i) 
4e'l" Va (1 + .a )-2 . 28 

= 9(211"k) I "2 cos 3 8 sm '3 • 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

The total scattering cross section IT. of the soft 
cylinder can now be found from (3.24) by using 
the cross-section theorem. Hence defining E(8) by 
the equation 

E(8) = (! + cos i8)-2 sin f8, 

we have from (3.24) 

IT. = 4(b sin cp' - a cos cp') 

+ 8 [cos (kA_ + tn-) 
27k1l"t (ka)t 

X E(tn" - cp')E(cp' + ~) 
+ cos (kB+ + tn-) E(2 - ')Ef I)J 

(kW 11" cp \cp 

+ O[k-1(ka)-6/2]. (3.26) 

It is to be remembered that, by our premise of 
oblique incidence, (3.24) and (3.26) are only valid 
in the range !11" < cp' < 11". 

The Hard Cylinder 

In this case, as we have seen above, D,,(cp', 0, n) = 
D",,(O, cp, n) = 0. Since the procedure is exactly 
the same as in the soft case, we shall not repeat 
the details but only give the results. Thus, cor
responding to (3.24), 

u.(P) = e::
r 

{- (~-~:;l k(2b sin cp' - 2a cos cpl) 

2 Va e,l" (1 2) e'u-
+ 3(2k1l")t 3 - 2 cos fcp' + 1 + (2a)1 

X D(b - cp', 0, !)D(O, cp' + !11",!) 
e ikB+ + (2b)t D(cp', 0, !)D(O, 211" - cp', !) 

4a-ik 

+ e
4a 

D(cp' - !11", 0, !)D(O, 0, !)D(O, cp' + !11", !) 
ik(A_+B_l 

+ e 4(ab)t DC1I" - cp', 0, !) 

X D(~, 0, !)D(O, cp' + !11", !) 
'k(A_+B+l 

+ e 4(aW D(~ - cp', O,!) 

X D(!1I", 0, !)D(O, cp',!) 
eik(A++B+l 

+ 4(ab)' D(cp' - !11", 0, !) 

X D(~, 0, !)D(O, 211" - cp', !) 
4b,k 

+ e 4b D(211" - cp', 0, i)D(O, 0. !)D(O, 11" - cp', !) 

+ O[k-i(ka)-i]} + O(krti. (3.27) 

The function D and its derivatives are determined 
from (3.7). Hence, defining F(8) as 

F(8) = (! + cos f8rl, (3.28) 

we find from (3.27) and the cross-section theorem, 

ITH = 4(b sin cp' - a cos cp') 

+ --±- [cos (kA_ - tn-) Fe _ ')F(' + !?r) 
3k1l"t (ka) i 211" cp cp 2 

+ cos (kB+ - tr) F( ')F(211" - ')] 
(kb)i cp cp 

- ~ cosk!ka F(cp' - tn-)F(cp' + tn-) 
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+ 40 cos (kA_ + kB_) F( _ ')F(",I + 111') 
9k1!' k(ab)f 11' IP r Z 

+ 40 cos (kA_ + kB+) F(~ _ ')F(IP') 
9k1l' k(ab) f z'lr IP 

+ 40 cos (kA+ + kB+) FI , _ l11')F(211' - IP') 
9k1l' k(ab) 1 \IP z 

_ 4V3 cos 4kb F(2 _ ')F( _ ') 
27k'lr kb 11' IP 11' IP 

+ O[k-\kaf!j. (3.29) 

Since they apply to the cases of oblique incidence, 
(3.27) and (3.29) are only valid for t1l' < IP' < 11'. 

C. Asymptotic Expansion of Green's Theorem 
Integrals 

As we have seen above, the interacting vertex 
fields are linear expressions which involve plane 
waves and their derivatives traveling along the 
sides of the rectangle. Hence directions parallel to 
a side are along shadow lines with respect to these 
vertex fields. The determination of the far fields 
along these shadow lines by the methods used 
heretofore consists of forming appropriate linear 
combinations of angular derivatives of (3.1). When 
this process is carried out, it is found that the 
resulting far-field formulas contain positive powers 
of kr and thus are not in the desired form. 

In order to see the cause of this heuristically, 
we observe that the field changes rapidly across a 
shadow line. Hence the angular derivative of the 
field evaluated at a shadow line is a large quantity 
rather than one which becomes asymptotically small 
with increasing distance. Analytically this is dem
onstrated by differentiating (3.3) with respect to 
8 and then letting 8 approach zero. 

Thus to generate the far fields in these cases, 
a different procedure is required and we shall use 
Green's theorem, 

u,(r, IP) = u(r, IP) - u,(r, IP) 

= f J [u..! H~(kR) - H~(kR) au] ds. (3.30) 4j an an 

Here u,(r, IP) is the scattered field at the point 
Cr, cp), and hence is the total field u(r, cp) minus the 
incident field u,(r, cp). In the integral, which is 
taken around the sides of the rectangle, u = u(s) is 
the total field at the surface of the rectangle, n 
the outer normal, and R = R(s, P) the distance 
from a point s on the side to the field point, P. 
We observe that, depending on whether the soft 

or hard case is being considered, u or au/an will 
vanish. 

To obtain the asymptotic representation of 
Green's theorem for r large with respect to the 
lengths 2a and 2b, we use the following expression 
for the Hankel function: 

H~(kR) = (2/1I'kR)ieiCkR-1r) + O(kRff. (3.31) 

Applying (3.31) after sUbstituting appropriate 
formulas for R in terms of r we obtain 

i (kr-i.-) 4 

u.(r, cp) = ;(211'kr)f {; exp [-ik(x; cos cp + Yi sin cp)] 

X {a i {-leu sin [cp + (1 - j)i1l'j - i :~} 
X exp {-ikp; cos [IP + (1 - i)i1l'jl dp; 

+ O(krf!, (3.32) 

where Pi, j = 1, ... , 4 is the distance measured 
from vertex E; toward E 1+1, a; is the length of 
this side, and (x;, y;) are the coordinates of EI 
(see Fig. 1). 

Examining (3.32) it is observed that the integrals 
to be evaluated are of the form 

{d (u or :~) exp (ikp sin r) dp, 

with suitable values for T and d. As will be seen 
below, u and au/an are expressible as linear combina
tions of the functions 

j = 1,2 '" 

Hence the integrals arising in the application of 
Green's theorem reduce to the two types 

r d 

J
o 

[(0, a) exp (ikp sin r) dp, (3.33a) 

and 

(2dal[(o,a) ('k' )dp • 
J 0 a 81 exp ~ p sm r p (3.33b) 

We require asymptotic representations of these 
integrals for a = !11' with respect to the large 
quantity kd. To obtain these representations it is not 
sufficient to use the series given in Eq. (3.3) since 
the resulting expressions would be divergent. There
fore we shall employ the integral form of the function 
[(8, a) which, according to Oberhettinger,6 is 

/(8 a) = _1- sin ('lro) , 2a a 

X 1'" exp (ikp cosh x) dx (3 34) 
o cosh (1I'x/a) - cos (1I'8/a) . 
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The form of this function forces us to consider 
several cases. We consider type (3.33a) first and 
return to (3.33b) later. 

Case al: 8 ¢ 0, T ¢ - !71". 

Substituting (3.34) into (3.33a), we may inter
change order of integration by Fubini's theorem. 
Thus letting fJ = - ik, 

fa /(8, a) exp (-fJp sin T) dp 

= _I-sin 71"8 {exp (-2dfJsin T) 
2afJ a 

1'" exp (-2dfJ cosh x) dx 
X 0 (cosh x + sin T)[cosh (7I"x/a) - cos (7I"8/a)] 

1'" dx } 
- 0 (cosh x + sin T)[cosh (7rX/a) - cos (7I"8/a)] . 

(3.35) 

The second integral on the right side of this equation 
has been evaluated in the appendix for a, a rational 
mutiple of 71". The remaining integral on the right 
can be expanded by the use of Watson's lemma. 
Since similar integrals have been so expanded by 
Oberhettinger,6 we omit the details. For a t7l", 
our result is 

u . 1 /(8, b) exp (ikp sin T) dp '" 3:k sin j8 

X { - ~ [2T + 7I"(4j - 5)]R; 

- ~ [8 + 371" sgn 8(h - 1)]Th } 

+ exp /i[2kd(1 + sin T) + 1:71"]) 

'" 
X L: i"K(8, t7l", T)r(n + !)(2kd)-n- i , 

,,-0 
(3.36) 

where R; and Th are given in the appendix (m = 3, 
n = 2), and the first two coefficients are 

Bo(8, a, T) = [2- t/2afJ(I + sin T)] cot (7I"8/2a) 

T! cot (7I"8/2a) 
2afJ(1 + sin T) 

{
I 1 71"2 2 (7I"O)} 

X 4 + 1 + sin T + 2a2 csc 2a . 

Case a2: 8 ¢ 0, T = -!71". 

(3.37) 

When T = - !71", poles occur in the integrands 
on the right side of (3.35) at the lower limit of 
integration. To circumvent this we add and subtract 

a known integral with the same singularity. Thus 
from (3.35) with T = - !1r, 

1
2a 

/(~ ) ~p d 1. 71"8 ( 2~a 1'" -2Mco.h~ u a e p = - sm - e e 
0' 2afJ a 0 

X {(COSh X - 1) [cosh (~x/a) - cos (7I"8/a)] 

_ [1 - cos (7I"8/a)r
1 

cosh !x} dx 
cosh x - 1 

+ I· { -2~a sin '(1 71"8)-1 1m e -cos-
T--i .... + a 

X COS 2X 1'" h.! e-2~a cosh Z dx 

o cosh x + sin T 

- 1'" (cosh x + sin T)[COs:(7I"x/a) - cos (7I"8/a)]})' 

(3.38) 

The limit in (3.38) exists and may be evaluated. 
Furthermore, the first integrand on the right-hand 
side of this equation is regular at x = O. Thus the 
asymptotic expansion of this integral can be found 
by Watson's lemma. Again, since similar integrals 
have been so treated by Oberhettinger,6 we only 
state the result: 

'" + eit .. L: ~"'Cn(8, t7l")r(n + !)(2kd)-n-t . (3.39) 
n=O 

Here 

T( ) i. 2 [ 1 + 271" V3 
8 = 371"k sm 3

8 3(1 - cos j8) 9(! + cos j8)2 

2 -8 
- 3(! + cos j8) + 2(cos 8 + 1) sin j8 

+ 8 - 371" sgn 8 _ (271")ie-ii"(2kd)!] 
2(cos 0 - 1) sin jo 1 - cos jo ' 

and the first two coefficients are 

iTt 71"0 CoCo, a) = -- cot-
8ak 2a 

(3.40) 
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in fact, 

A,,+l(O, a) = -ikC,,(o, a), (3.41) 

where the coefficients A,,+l(O, a) have been given 
in (3.5). 

Case a3: T = -!-rr, 0 in neighborhood of zero. 

As 0 approaches zero, (3.36) and (3.39) become 
infinite. This is due to the occurrence of a pole 
in (3.34) at x = 0. The limit still exists however, 
since the effect of the pole is balanced by the 
vanishing of the factor, sin 7ra/ a, multiplying the 
integral. 

In this case, applying a formula of Oberhettinger6 

yields 

1
2d 

1(" 3 ) -ikp d _ sgn 0 -it .. u -27re p - --,-e 
0' 7r'J 

1
2d 

X 0 eikp(cos H) 8[ Vkp(l - cos 0)] dp 

(3.42) 

As he shows neither of the terms I (27r a, 27r) 
or 1(0, !7r) - l(a, 27r) are singular at a = 0, hence 
the second and third integrals on the right hand 
side of (3.42) can be expanded by the same method 
as was employed in Case a2. The remaining integral 
may be integrated by parts. Collecting terms, our 
result is 

i 2d 

l(a, !7r)e- ikP dp ,....., _S~t~ eil 
.. 

X (8 {[2kd(1 - cos a)]i}e2ikd
(CO. !-1)) 

1 - cos a 
'" + T(a) + e+'- 2: ~"'[C .. (a, !7r) - C .. (a, 27r) 

,,~O 

- C,,(27r - a, 27r)]r(n + ~)(2kdr"-t. (3.43) 

In the limit as a goes to zero it may be shown 
that (3.43) becomes -d sgn a. For a not near zero, 
(3.43) may be transformed into Eq. (3.39). 

This concludes our treatment of integrals of type 
(3.33a). It remains to consider those of type (3.33b). 
Of this type we shall only require the cases j = 1 
and 2. The case j = 2 will be taken up first. 

Since it may be shown that 1(0, a) is a wave
function, we have from the reduced wave equation 

1. ill _ _ pel _ ~ (p (1) . 
p oa2 

- op op' 

therefore, 

1
2d 021(a, a) ikpoinT d 

o p oa2 e P 

= _ {d [pk21 + :p (p ~!) ]eikPBinr dp. 

Integrating by parts twice we therefore obtain 

1
2d 1.-.. l(a )eikp sin T dp = _ oJ eikp sin r 12d 

o Oa2 , a p p op p-o 

+ ikpsin TleikPsinT!!:'o 

[ 
0 ] 12d 

• • + ik COS T OT - sin T 0 le,kP Sin T dp. (3.44) 

Hence the asymptotic representations of the integral 
on the left side of Eq. (3.44) may be obtained from 
those previously found in Cases aI, a2, and a3 
together with the expansion of l(a, a) given in 
Eq. (3.3). We omit the details of these calculations 
and only give the results. 

Case b1: a '¥- 0, T '¥- - ~7r. 

1
2d 1.-.. 1(" .it )eikP .in r dp L· ~ " 

o 002 u, 27r P ,......, 67r sm 3 u 

X {3[COS (~T + i!) - cos ~a] 
+ 2 2 

3[cos iT + cos ia] 3[cos (iT - h) - cos io] 
+ a(l - cos a sin T) 

sin ia(cos a - sin Tl 
+ (0 - 37r sgn a)(l + cos 0 sin T) 

sin ~a(cos a + sin T)2 

2(2T - 7r) sin (h - !7r) } 
- 9[cos (iT - !7r) - cos ia]2 

+ 2(2T + 37r) sin iT 
9[cos ~T + cos ~a]2 

_ 2(2T - 57r) sin (~T + !7r) + eiI2kd(l+sinT)+lr] 

9[cos (iT + !7r) - cos ~o] 2 

X {(I - sin T) ~ ~"'+lA,,(o, !7r)r(n + ~)(2kdr"+t 
'" - 2: i"(n + ~)An(o, !7r)r(n + ~)(2kdr'd 

n-O 

'" 
- (2ed cos2 T + ik sin T) L~'" 

,,-0 

(3.45) 
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Case M: 0 ;e 0, T = -!11'. 

l 2d ~ 1(0 .a_) -ikp dp 
o 002 , 2"" e p 

'" ikT(o) - 2/(311''")e- iir (kd)i cot 10 

+ eit{ -2 ~ ~"'(n + I)A,,+l(O, b) 
., 

X r(n + !)(2kd)-"-i - E f'(n + !) 
,,-0 

(3.46) 

Case b3: T = -!11', 0 in the neighborhood of zero. 

l2d 02 I( ~ 311') -ikp dp sgn 0 -i: .. 
- u - e -r-.J-=re 

o 002 '2 p 11' 

X (2;tt~ ~osc~)\o) + S{[2kd(1 - cos o)]i} 

X e2iidCooo ~-l) [2ikd(1 + cos 0) +' 1 J) 
I - cos 0 

+ ikT(o) - 2/C311'i)e- iir Ckd)i cot 10 

+ eit .. { -2 ~ ~"'[A"+l(O, b) - A .. +l(o, 211') 

- A"+1(211' - 0, 211')](n + I)r(n + !)(2kd)-,,-t 
., 

- E ~"'[A,,(o, !11') - A,,(o, 211') - A,,(211' - 0,211')] 

X (n + !)r(n + !)(2kdrn-t}. (3.47) 

We also require the expansions of integrals of 
the type given in (3.33b) with j = 1. It may be 
shown that 

Hence these integrals are divergent. But we shall 
always be concerned with differences of the form 

fd :0 [1(01, a) - lC 02' a)]eikPoiu d: ' 
and it is easily seen that these do converge. 

The asymptotic expansions of these integrals 
(j = I) may be found by integrating the correspond
ing expansions for j = 2 in Cases bl, b2, and b3 
with respect to O. They are calculated in Ref. 8. 

8 B. J. Morse, Ph.D. thesis, New York University, June 
1963. 

D. Scattering Cross Sections at Grazing Incidence 

When the direction of the incident wave is 
parallel to a side of the cylinder, i.e., q/ = 11' in 
Fig. I, we define the incidence as grazing. In this 
situation the two trailing edges Ea and E4 lie in 
the shadow of the leading edges El and E 2• Further
more, the direction of the forward far field, If' = !11' 
in Fig. 1, is also parallel to a side. Both these 
circumstances require that the precedure used for 
oblique incidence be modified. These details are 
illustrated below in finding the scattering cross 
sections for hard and soft rectangular cylinders. 
The latter will be considered first. 

The Soft Cylinder 

We first calculate the interacting fields at the 
vertices of the cylinder. As in our previous computa
tions, only terms up to order (ka)t will be retained. 
As shown in Fig. 12, P(~, '1/) is any point in the 
neighborhood of Ea such that '1/ > O. Then the 
diffracted field at P due to the incident field at E 2, 

uiP; E 2 ) is found from (3.2), (3.3), (3.13) and 
(3.14). We define ul(Ea) = Ui(P) + uiP; E 2). 

Hence 

eikbe-iir [iV'(O) 
ul(Ea) = u l (E4) = 1I't Ckb)t 

+ 17v'(0) + 12V"'(0)] + O(kb)-6I2 
144(kW ' 

(3.48) 

where ul(Ea) = ul CE4) by symmetry. 
Consistent with our definition for ul(Ea), the 

only singly diffracted field reaching E I comes from 
E 2• Hence from (3.8) we obtain 

ul(EI ) = UI(E2) = _e- ikb L(a, a) 

X [DI'(t1l', 0, !)h'(O)] + O(kaf6/2. (3.49) 

It is easily shown that 

U .. (Ei) = 0 + O(kaf2, n;::: 2. 

Now, having found the vertex fields, we proceed 
to obtain the forward far field. For reasons pre
viously explained, Green's theorem will be employed 
in this task. Letting Uij be the total surface field 
along side EiE; of the cylinder and observing that 
Uij = 0 in the soft case, we have from (50) 

u.(r, ~) = _ ;i(~::;~ {eikb[i2b a~a e- ikP
• dp2 

+ r2b aU4l -ikp. d ] + ikb r2G 
aUI! d 

10 an e PI e 10 an P2 

+ e- ikb fG a~4 d pa} + O(kr)-J . (3.50) 
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As seen from (2.6) the fields aUij/an are proportional 
to the axial surface currents. Our first step will be 
to calculate these quantities with the help of the 
vertex fields found above. The notation 

[au/Jan 1 uh(Em)] 

denotes the component of aUij/an contributed by 
the vertex field uh(Em ). 

Determination of aUa4/an: Referring to Fig. 13, 
we have for the diffracted field from Ea by (3.1) 
and (3.2) 

uip,({J) = I(1f' - ({J - ({J') + I(-21f' + ({J - ({J') 

- I(1f' - ({J - ({J') - I( -21f' + ({J + ({J'). 

But since n is the outer normal, along the side EaE4' 

a2Ud a2 I ( -!1f' + ({J') a2 I ( -!1f' - ({J') --,= ,- I 
an a({J Pa a({J a({J Pa a({J a({J 

_ a
2
I( -!1f' -, ({J') + a2

I( -!1f' +, ({J'L 

Pa a({J a({J Pa a({J a({J 

Hence evaluating for ({J' = 0 and remembering that 
in this case we must divide by two, 

a2Ud(p, !?r)/an a({J' 1"'-0 = 2[a2I(-!1f')/Pa aIl2]. 

Similarly we obtain 

a'uip, !?r)/an aa({J' 1"'-0 = 2[a4I(-!1f')/Pa all']. 

Thus from (3.48) 

[
aUa4 1 (E)] = eikbe-ii .. { 2i a

2
I( -~) 

an Ul a 1f'1 (kb)t Pa all2 

+ 17[a2I( -!1f')/ Pa a1l2] + 12[a4I( -!1f')/ Pa aIl4]} 
72(kb)t 

+ O(kb)-512. (3.51) 

By symmetry (except that P4 replaces Pa), 

[aUa4/an 1 ul(E4 )] = [aUa4/an 1 ul(Ea)]. (3.52) 

The effect of ui(Ea) has been accounted for in our 
definition of ul(Ea), that is, (3.48). Similarly the 
components of aU2a/ an, aUld an, and au14 jan may 
be found. We omit these except to note that 

[a:a I u,(E2 ) ] 

= e-ikb[aI(O+) + aI(O-) _ 2 aI( -1f')] (3.53) 
P2 all P2 all P2 all ' 

where 0+ and 0- indicate the limits of Il going to 
zero through positive and negative real values, 
respectively. 

p 

n 

FIG. 12. Configuration for 
calculating the vertex fields 
at grazing incidence. 

(E) -ikb 
ui 2 = e 

Substituting these values into (3.50), we obtain 

ei(kr+ir) { . 12B 
u.(r, !1f') = 2(21f'kr)! -2~k 0 dp 

+ 412B [aI(!1f') _ aI(tn-)] dp2 
o all all P2 

+ 21
2b 

[aI(O+) + aI(O-) _ 2 aI( -1f')]e-ilP1 dp2 
o all all all P2 

_ 4 e _U_1f'_ eikP1 .J!l ii.. 12b 
!l

2I( ) d 
1f't(kW 0 all2 

Pa 

+ 4ei; .. 12B a2I( -!1f') dpa 
1f't(kb)t 0 all2 Pa 

+ O(kd)-I} + O(krr l . (3.54) 

The expansions required for evaluating these 
integrals have been found in Sec. 30. Thus, for 
instance, 

1

2b 
[aI(O+) + aI(O-) _ 2 aI( -1f')]e-ikP dp 

o all all all P 

= lim 1
2b 

aI(Il) e-ikP dp 
~-o+ 0 all P 

+ 1
. 12b aI(Il) -iip dp 
1m --e -
~-o- 0 all P 

2 1· 12b aI(Il) -ikp dp 
- 1m --e -

~_-.. 0 all P 

2v3 e- ii .. 
'" --9- + (21f')14(2kb)1 

+ (~:;t 158 (2kbr l + O(kbrJ
• (3.55) 

q> FIG. 13. Angular relation-
ships used in the determi
nation of the normal deriva
tive of the surface field along 
side EaE •• 
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Substituting these evaluations into (3.54) yields 
the scattered forward far field 

u.(r, h) = e~~:~:)~) [2ka + ~;:)~ (2kW 

- ~~~;:): (2kb)-! + O(kar !] + O(krf!. (;~.56) 
Hence applying the cross-section theorem, 

u. = 4a + (4/k1l'i)(2kb)i 

- (19/18k1l'i)(2kb)-i + O[k-1(ka)-l]. (3.57) 

The Hard Cylinder 

Proceeding as in the soft case, the interacting 
vertex fields are obtained first. We shall give our 
results to O(ka)-i, although, of course, with addi
tional computation it is possible to obtain any 
order desired. Since the computational details are 
similar to the preceding, they are omitted. 

Since iJu,;/iJn = 0 in the present case, (3.32) yields 

u.(r,~) = !k e(~:~r~:) (e-
ikb fa U H dpa 

_ eikb fa U 12 dp2) + O(krf!. (3.58) 

As indicated in (2.7), the quantities Uii are equal 
to the tangential surface currents. They are cal
culated using the vertex fields as in the soft case. 

SUbstituting the values of Uij into (3.58) we obtain 
,(kr-lr) [ r2a 

u.(r, !11') = !k e(211'kr)! -4a + 8 10 I( -!11') dp 

ra 
a 4e'ir (1 + e4ikb) 

- 4 10 1(7:11') dp + 3 va; (kW 

X fa I(-!1I') dp + ~::~~ ~~:)a! 
X fa 1(11') dp + OWaf1] + O(krf!. (3.59) 

The expansions of the integrals in Eq. (3.59) are 
obtained from (3.36). Placing these evaluations in 
(3.59), and collecting terms, 

1 ei(kr-ir) [ 4iV3 4e-'lre2ika 

u.(r, 211') = (211'kr)t -2ka + -9- + 311't(ka)i 

- 2e-'~;~!(~b)fkb) + O(ka)-lJ + o (krf I . (3.60) 

Hence applying the cross-section theorem, 

_ 4 + 2V2 + 4 sin (4kb + h) 
UH - a 27k1l't(kb)! 

_ 8 sin (2ka + 111') + O(k-1[k ]-1) 
3k1l't(ka)t a . (3.61) 

E. Far-Field Radiation Patterns 

The calculation of the far-field radiation pattern 
is a straightforward application of the geometrical 
theory. Equation (3.8) alone is sufficient in all but 
certain exceptional directions. They correspond to 
directions parallel to a side of the cylinder (cp = 0, 
!11', 11', !11'), along specular lines (cp=cp'_!11", cp' +!11'), 
or along the shadow line (cp = !11' - cp'). 

The problems arising in these cases have already 
been met in our calculation of the scattering cross 
sections. Indeed, the far field along a shadow line 
has been found in (3.24) and (3.27). Thus the same 
methods which have been previously applied again 
suffice. The patterns for the soft cylinder at oblique 
incidence and for the hard cylinder at grazing 
incidence are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The complete 
set of formulas from which these figures are cal
culated are contained in Ref. 8. Those contained 
herein are (3.24) and (3.60). 

4. DIFFRACTION BY CONVEX POLYGONAL 
CYLINDERS 

Although the foregoing calculations have been 
carried out for a rectangular cylinder, nothing 
essentially new is needed to apply them to any 
convex polygonal cylinder whose sides are large 
with respect to the incident wavelength. This section 
will serve to recapitulate the method as well as 
to provide an outline of its application to these 
more general cylinders. 

Figure 14 illustrates our terminology. It is assumed 
that we are dealing with a convex cylinder of 8 sides, 
8 ;::: 2, with lengths 2ai(ka, » 1) and exterior 
angles ai, i = 1, ... , 8. The coordinates of vertex 
Ei measured with respect to suitable axes are 
(x" y,). The origin of these axes is arbitrary but we 
assume the x axis is parallel to side E.E1' Pi is 
the distance from E i to any point on the side 
E,Ei + 1 • The angle (Jj defined by 

i 

(Jj = La, - j1l', 
i-I 

j = 1, '" ,8, (4.1) 

is the inclination of the side EjEi+1 to the x axis. 
The steps below are listed in the order in which 
the calculation proceeds. 

A. Computation of Vertex Fields 

(1) Oblique incidence, i.e., direction of Uj not 
parallel to any side: In this case the vertex fields 
are calculated by application of (3.8). The only 
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r 
y 

u = eikr cos(~-V) 
i 

Fro. 14. Notation used in diffraction by a polygonal cylinder 
of arbitrary cross section. 

difference is that n, as given in (3.7), now varies 
from vertex to vertex: 

'/. = 1, ... ,8. (4.2) 

(2) Grazing incidence, i.e., direction of u, parallel 
to one or more sides: Here the procedure is the 
same as in the oblique case except when calculating 
the response to U; at a vertex which is in the shadow 
of the excited vertex. Since (3.8) is not valid along 
shadow lines, it cannot be used for this purpose. 
Let E ,.E; + 1 be such a pair of vertices and assume 
that E;+l is in the shadow of E;. If P is any point 
in the geometrically lit region near Ei+l we observed 
from (3.1) and Fig. 15, 

n Fro. 15. Configuration for find- (P E) (E )[l( ~ ) l( ~ ) 
ing vertex field along a grazing Ud ; ; = Ui ; u, Ct.; =f u, Ct.; 
side of a general polygonal cyl-
inder. + J(27r - 0, Ct.;) ± J(27r + 0, Ct.;)] 

{O}(. e-it"e2iko/ 

uiP; E;) = u,(E;) 1 _e2
•
kofp(O) + 7rt 

where the upper signs refer to the hard cylinder, 
and the lower to the soft. Hence using (3.13) and 
equations analogous to (3.14), we obtain 

[
iP'(O) 1 {3 7r2 [ 2 (7r2) ]} p'(O) p"'(O) ]) {I} 7rle-ii"e2iko/ 

X (ka;)l + 24 "2 + Ct.~ 3 csc Ct.; - 1 (ka) + 12(ka;)i - ui(E;) 0 4Ct.; 

{
2iP(O) cot (7r~) p(O) cot (7r~)[1 + 2~2 csc2 (7r~)] + 4p"(O) cot (7r~)} 

X Ct., + Ct., Ct., Ct., Ct., + O(k .)-5/2 
(kai)! 8(ka;)i a, . (4.3) 

Here the upper figures apply to hard cylinders and 
the lower to soft. This formula supplants (3.8) in 
this case. A particular case of the above is seen in 
the derivation of (3.48). 

B. Computation of the Far Field 

(1) In directions not along shadow or specular 
lines, and not parallel to a side: The far field is 
computed from the appropriate vertex fields using 
(3.8). According to the geometrical theory, only 
those vertices visible from the field point contribute. 

(2) In directions along shadow or specular lines, 
but not parallel to side: Here the procedure is the 
same as described in paragraph B(l) above, except 
for those contributing vertices which are illuminated 
by the incident wave. Equation (3.8) is not valid 
for finding the components of the far field con
tributed by the incident wave excitation at these 
vertices. If E; is such a vertex and P; a field point 

in the neighborhood of a shadow or specular line, 
then, typically, 

uiPi ; E;) = u;(E;)[J(o, Ct.;) + l(wl' Ct.i) 

± l(w2' Ct.i) ± l(wa, Ct.;)], 

where 0, WI, W2, and Wa are appropriate angles such 
that ° is small and each of the Wn is of the form 
w" = n .. ± 0, /n .. / » o. Then, referring to Fig. 16, 
we use the following formulas to find the far field: 

l( 0, Ct.;) = sgn oeik(r;+<;} 

(4.4) 

l(n ± 0, Ct.i) = 
7rle il .. e ik (r;+ <;) 

2iCt.;(kr;)! 

X cot ;~. + O(kr;)-l. , 
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FIG. 16. Computa Shadow or 

tion of far field along Specular Line 
a shadow or specular 
line. 

Equations (3.20) and (3.21) are particular cases of 
(4.4). This process is illustrated in detail, for a; = !1r, 
in the derivation of (3.22). 

(3) In directions parallel to sides: The far field 
in this case is determined by means of Green's 
theorem. The components of the field (or its normal 
derivative) along the sides of the cylinder are 
determined from the vertex fields [cf. (3.51)]. In 
analogy with (3.32) we have 

1
2al 

[ a ] x 0 -kusin (tp - 8;) - i a~ 

x e- ikPI 
OOB C",-81l dp; + O(krr', (4.5) 

where n is the outer normal. Hence, as in the rectang
ular case, we must find asymptotic representations 
for integrals of the forms given in (3.33a) and (3.33b). 

The methods used for finding these representations 
are illustrated in Sec. 3C of this paper for a = !1r. 
The same methods apply for any a which is a 
rational multiple of 1r. Indeed, assuming a = m1r/n, 
where m and n are positive integers, and 

R; = - (2m cos r{ cos [: (r + ~ 

+ 21rj)] - cos ~})-1, (4.6) 

T {
. na 

h = - nsm m 

[( 
21rmh). ]}-1 X cos a + sgn a -n- + sm r ; 

then, as shown in the appendix, 

[= 1'" dx 
- 0 (cosh x + sin r)[cosh (1rx/a) - cos (INa)] 

",-1 

= 2: [2r + 1r(4j - 2m + 1)]R; 
;-0 

.. -1 [ (2h)] + t; a + m1r sgn a n - 1 Th , (4.7) 

where !1r > r > -!1r and 21rm/n > 151 > O. Using 
this result, in place of its particular value when 
a = !1r, in the computation of the integral rep
resentations in Sec. 3C, will give the corresponding 
results for a any rational multiple of 1r. 
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APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF AN INTEGRAL 

We evaluate the integral [ defined in (4.7). Letting 
a = m1r/n, m and n positive integers and y = eZ

/"', 

[-4m y y f
'" m+ .. -ld 

- 1 (y2m+2y"'sinr+l)(y2n-2yncosn5/m+l)" 

By partial fraction decomposition, the integrand 
equals 
",-I [A; Bf ] 

~ y _ ei/mCT+i,.+2r;l + y _ e-i/mCT+i,.+2,.;l 

.. -1 [ Ch +2: y e-i[~/m+agn~C2rh/l.l] 
10-0 -

D/o ] + y _ e-iU/m+ognH2rh/"l) , 

where 

-i 
A· = B; = -Aj, 

I 4m cos r{cos en/mer + ~ + 21rj)] - cos (n5/m)} , 

-i 
C/o = 4nsin (n5/m) I cos [5 + sgn a(21rmh/n)] + sin r} , DA = -Ch

, 

{

m-l 1 _ e-ilmCT+i.,+2,.il ,,-I 1 _ e-iU/m+aan H2.,h/"l]} 

[ = 4m L Aj log 1 _ ei/m(T+i,.+2,.;l + L C/o log 1 _ i)&/m+ognH2"h/"l] • 
I~ ~o e 

Hence if we let R j and T/o be as defined in (4.6), 
then the result stated in (4.7) follows. 

Note added in proof. In a forthcoming paper, the 

method of Sec. 4 will be used to obtain specific 
formulas for the scattering cross sections of arbitrary 
convex polygonal cylinders. 
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Accuracy of the Semicircle Approximation 
for the Density of Eigenvalues of Random Matrices 
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Certain statistical properties of the energy levels of complex physical systems have been found to 
coincide with those for distributions of eigenvalues derived from ensembles of random matrices. How
ever, if ensembles of random matrices give a fair representation for the Hamiltonian of a complex 
physical system, the density of the characteristic values at the lower end of the spectrum should show 
some similarity with the exponential dependence found in nuclear spectra. The limiting distribution 
of the density for very high-dimensional random matrices is a semicircle, i.e., concave from below if 
plotted against the characteristic value which represents, in this case, the energy. Hence the deviations 
from the limiting distribution are investigated and it is shown that there is a region, at the very lowest 
part of the spectrum, where the density is convex from below, similar to an exponential function. The 
region of convexity is called the tail of the distribution. It is shown, however, that the avergae number 
of roots in the tail is very small, of the order of 1. It is concluded that those ensembles of random ma.
trices which have been studied up to now, do not give a fair representation of Hamiltonians of com
plex systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE eigenvalue distribution for an ensemble of 
random Hermitian matrices represented by the 

Wishart-like density function 

D(H) = A exp [(-trace H2)/4a2] (1) 

has been determined by Wigner.l D(H) gives the 
probability of finding a matrix in the ensemble with 
elements in the neighborhood around the elements 
of a given matrix H. The real and imaginary parts 
of each matrix element are independent random 
variables, each having a Gaussian distribution with 
the variance of the off-diagonal elements equal to a2

• 

A is a normalization constant, and 4a2 is set equal 
to one for convenience. The dimension of the matrices 
is considered specified, and will be denoted by n. 
The probability for the appearance of an eigenvalue 
in the neighborhood of e was found to be 

.. 
P .. (e) = (lin) E q,!(e) , (2) 

where q,1I is the 11th Hermite function, normalized 
in the interval (- ex>, ex». 

1 E. P. Wigner/ "Distribution Laws for Roots of a Random 
Hermitian MatrIX" (unpublished). The notation of this 
reference is used in the present article. It should be pointed 
out that the semicircle distribution is actually appropriate 
for a very large class of ensembles, which contains the real 
symmetric ensemble (Sec. IV) as a special case. This is 
discussed by Wigner in Ann. Math. 67, 325 (1958). Cf. ibid. 
62, 552 (1955). 

S (a) Bateman Manuscript Project, edited by A. ErdeIyi 
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1953), 
Vol. II, Sec. 10.13. (b) The correct expression for the Hermite 
function near the turning point is well known, and could 
also be obtained by the connection of the Hermite Functions 
with the Laguerre functions. See Sec. 10.13, Eqs. (2) and (3), 
and Sec. 10.15. Eqs. (10H13), part (a), this reference. 

q,.(e) = 71"-1(2'-1(11 - l)!)-! exp (-lj2)H'_I(e), 

H,(e) = (-Y exp (e2)d'(exp (-e2»lde'. (3) 

The asymptotic form for P .. (e), as n becomes 
large, was found to be 

nP .. (e) = (2n - e2)! for l < 2n, (4a) 

nP .. (e) = 0 for e
2 ~ 2n. (4b) 

The present article is concerned with the precision 
of these equations near the lower end of the spectrum, 
which is of particular interest. This is the neighbor
hood of e = - (2n)!, but since the distribution is 
an even function of e, we may as well investigate 
the neighborhood of e = +(2n)!, since keeping 
track of signs will be easier for positive argument. 
The corrections which we expect must be small 
compared with nt-otherwise (4) would not be 
valid-but the total number of roots in the tail 
could still increase with increasing n. Suppose for 
instance that P .. (e) were proportional to n1 in the 
neighborhood of e = (2n)t extending over an interval 
which is possibly also proportional to nt. In this 
case, the number of roots which are not accounted 
for by the limiting law (4), would increase with 
increasing n. However, as was mentioned in the 
abstract, it turns out that this is not the case. 
Actually, it will turn out that the accurate nP .. 
differs from that given only by ni, and that the 
region in which nP .. (e) is convex from below-and 
thus may show similarity to an exponential-is 
proportional to n -j. 

The fact that, for very large (or very small) e, 
the distribution (2) is convex from below, can be 

215 
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FIG. 1. Logarithmic plot showing rapid approach of numerical 
value of '1P[2'1)t] to asymptotic behavior ("''11/ B). 

inferred already from (2) and (3). For very large E, 
each IP, is convex, i.e., IP.IP;' is positive. This follows 
also from the differential equation (S) for these 
functions. The second derivative of P" is a sum 
of expressions 2IP~2 + 2IP,IP~' which are all positive. 
Hence P" is convex for large E-as (S) shows it is 
merely convex beyond E = (2" - 1)'. However, it is 
also very small beyond that point. 

II. CALCULATION OF THE TAIL OF THE 
DISTRIBUTION 

We note that cp, is the solution of the one-dimen
sional harmonic-oscillator equation, with CP1 cor
responding to the ground state, 

-cP~' + lcp. = (211 - 1)CP.. (S) 

The asymptotic form for cp, is conveniently ob-
tained in the neighborhood of E = (211 I)', by 
the transformation E ~ Et + X, where 

Et = (211 - I)'. (6) 

This gives for riJ.(X) = CP.(E) 

-riJ~' + 2EtXriJ.(X) = 0, for X2« 2EtX. (7) 

This is Airy's equation. Since CP.(Et + X) must 
clearly approach zero very closely, even in the 
region of validity of (7), riJ.(X) is the decreasing 
solution of (7). This leaves only the normalization 
of this solution to be determined. 2 This is obtained 
by comparing the average value of [riJ.(X)]2 for 
X < 0, )X) » 1 with the classical approximation 
for the quantum mechanical probability density for 
a harmonic oscillator in that region. (This is the 
reciprocal of the velocity). The solution of (7) 
which goes to zero for large X is3 

3 G. N. Watson, Theory of Bessel Functions (Cambridge 
University Press, London, 1944), 2nd ed. Paragraphs 6.4, 
7.2, and 7.21. 

riJ.(X) = i(tX)t 

X exp (ti7r)H~1>(ii(2Et)tXi) X;;::: 0, (8a) 
or 

riJ.(X) = [H -X)}'/sin i7r[J -lei( -2EtX
3)l) 

+ J1(i( -2EtX3)l)], X :$ O. (8b) 

Hi1> is a Hankel function of the first kind, J t 
and J -1 are Bessel functions. The form (8b) is 
connected with (8a) by 

HJi> (Z) = [J -K - e-Kri J K(Z)1/i sin K7r (9) 

at X = 0, and the fact that once a real solution 
of (7) is chosen, it remains real for all X. 

The asymptotic form for (8b) which was used in 
determining the constant in (8) is 

riJ.(X) ex: (_X)-i cos (fi(-X)! - i7r) 

for X < 0. (10) 

The asymptotic form for (8a) is 

riJ.(X) = (37r{3)-'X-i exp (_{3XI) for X> 0, (11) 

{3 = (i2!) (211)i. 

These are valid for Ixl » (211)-1. 
For Ix) « 1, we obtain an approximate expression 

for riJ, by using the series form for J i in (8b). 

riJ.(X) = 1/(6lsin i7r)[3i/(2Et)I(-i)! 

- (2Et)'X/31(i)1], 

riJ~2) (X) ~ (C 1/ El) exp (-C 2EtX) , 
(12) 

cp~2) (E) == riJ~2) (X) = riJ~2) (E - Et). 

It is clear that (12) becomes a good approximation 
as X approaches zero. We must however establish 
its validity as an upper bound for cP, throughout 
our region of interest, which turns out to be that 
part of the E axis to the right of 

E; = Et - 1.86/(211)1. (13) 

This will be done in the appendix. The expression 
for riJ~2) given in (12) will be used for riJ. in the rest 
of the article. 

In order to evaluate P,,(E) at points near E = (2n)t, 
we must find the correct argument to use in (12) 
for each term in the sum (2). Set II = (n - K); then 

Et. = (2v - I)! ~ [2(n - K) - 1]1 

~ (2n)! - !(2K + I)/(2n)', (14) 

so 

(2n)! + Y = Et. + Xv 

= E" + [t(2K + I)/(2n)' + y]. (IS) 
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Expanding and dropping terms O(K/n) from both P,,(e) = [1/(2n)!][cJ>~+1(e)(f>n(e) - cJ>~(E)cJ>n+l(E)]. (20) 
the coefficient and the exponential, we get 

[4>n_K(XK)]2 ~ .2/C2n)l 

X exp {-1.84(2n)i(K/(2n)' + y]}, (16) 

where we noticed that only terms with K « n 
contribute appreciably to (2). 

Using (16) in (2), 

nPn(e) :s .2/(2n)i (17) 

X exp (-1.84(2n)iy) f exp (-1.84K/(2n)i) dK 

~ [(2n)i/9.2] exp (-1.84(2n)iy) 

X 11 - O[exp (-nJ)]} ~-i'tr(2n)1, for large n. 

The numerical value of nP,,[(2n)t] for various 
values between 2 and 40, was computed on Prince
ton's IBM 7090 computer using the following exact 
expression2 for 4>.( E) : 

;(n-1) (or !(n-2). "even) 

4>.(e) = [nl/(2"lI't)]! L (- )K(2e),,-2K 
k~O 

X [exp !(-e2)]/[K! (n - 2K)!]. (18) 

It was found that nP,,[(2n)!1 indeed varies as ni, 
with a numerical constant about 0.8 times that 
estimated in (17). Hence (17) is an overestimate 
as expected. 

Now, define T .. as the total number of roots 
one would expect to find with values larger than 
(2n)t. 

Tn ~ 1:,,)1 P .. (e) dE ~ Ll~8!)2 ]c2n)i/(2n)i 

~ 0.06 for large n. (19) 

That is, Tn is independent of n, the dimension of 
the matrix, if n is large. 

III. LOCATION OF THE INFLECTION POINT IN THE 
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (2) 

We shall use the convexity of P" as the criterion 
that it may show some similarity with the expo
nential function. Hence, we shall determine the 
inflection point E. of P n outside of which it is convex 
from below. It was noted already that le,1 < (2n-l)f 
but we need a lower limit for IE./. 

An alternative form of (2) is arrived at by use 
of the Christoffel-Darboux formula, 4 

(a) 

'G. Szego, Orthogonal Polynomial.a (American Mathe
matical Society Colloquium Publications, Providence, Rhode 
Island), Vol. XXIII: (a) Paragraph 3.2 (Christoffel-Dar
boux formula); (b) Theorem 6.32 (location of largest zero), 
(c) Theorem 7.31.1 (relative max of 11/>,,1 ). 

Notice that (20), although compact in appearance, 
simplifies neither numerical nor analytical calcula
tion of (17), as the right side is the difference of 
two large numbers. Differentiating (20), and sub
stituting (5) for cJ>~'(e) gives 

P~(E) = [-2/(2n)t]4>"+1cJ>,, (21) 

P~/(E) = [-2/(2n)!][cJ>~+1(e)cJ>,,(e) + cJ>~(E)cJ>n+l(E)]. (22) 

We wish to find the greatest zero of P~! (fo). 
Call the expression inside the brackets, B. At 

e » et, cJ>" (e) and cJ>n+l(e) are defined so as to be 
positive, and since they are both decreasing, both 
terms of B are negative. The derivative of cJ> .. (e) 
is given by 

cJ>~(e) = [!(n - l)]tcJ>"_l(E) - (!n)tcJ> .. +l(e). (23) 

From (23), we see that as long as CP,,+l is greater 
than cJ>n-I1 4>~ is negative. As we proceed left, we first 
come to the outermost maximum of cJ>n+l' Just to 
the left of this, cJ>~+1 is positive, and cJ>,. is still positive, 
so the first term of B is now positive. The greatest 
zero of cJ>n+ 1 is to the right of the greatest zero 
of cP", so that the first term of B is still positive 
when cJ>n+ 1 goes through its greatest zero. Therefore B 
is positive at this point. Thus the point of inflection 
is located between the largest zero of cJ> .. +1, and the 
largest zero of cJ>~+1' From (23), we see that the 
latter is approximately at the largest zero of cJ>"+2.4

(b) 

These two points are very close together, and using 
Eq. 6.32.5 of reference 4, we locate the inflection 
point: 

e, ~ (2n)t - 1.86/(2n)i. (24) 

Adjusting the lower limit of the integral in (19) 
in accordance with (24) has only the effect of 
multiplying T by a constant of order unity. 

We could also have located E, by noticing that 
it is also to the right of the largest zero of cJ>~. This 
can be found by integrating Schrodinger's equation 
(5), obtaining 

dcJ>d,,(e) [ = 0 = f" [l - (2n - l)]cJ> .. (e) dE 
e" (2,,) I 

j
{2n)i 

+ 00 [e2 
- (2n - l)]cJ> .. (e) de. (25) 

Substitution of the asymptotic form for cJ>", (10), 
into the integrand in (25) leads to the same location 
for e •. 

IV. REAL SYMMETRIC ENSEMBLE 

We consider next the ensemble of real symmetric 
Hamiltonians which is the appropriate one to use 
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for the case of time-reversal-invariant physical sys
tems. A formula corresponding to (2) has been given 
already by Mehta and Gaudin.1I In the notation 
of this article the density of roots is given by 

n-1 

p .. (Z/V2) = V2 E 4>~(Z) 
real i-I 

+ (n - l)i4>,,(Z) LZ 

4> .. -l(X) dX, (26a) 

n/V2 P" (Z/V2) = (n - l)P"-l (Z) 
real Herm 

(26b) 

In the real symmetric case the radius of the 
semicircle is nt. We therefore have for the expected 
number of roots in the tail 

f
a> 

T" = nP.. (Z') dZ' 
real (n) t real 

= fa> nP" (Z/V2) dZ/V2, 
(2,,) 1 re.1 

= f'" (n - 1)P .. - 1 (Z) dZ + [len - l)]i 
(2 .. )1 Herm 

X f'" dZ4> .. (Z) lZ 4> .. -1(X) dX. (27) 
(2 .. ) 1 0 

The first term on the right is :5 0.06. Let us call 
the second term I, and change the order of integra
tion to evaluate 

I = [{2n)1 4> .. -1(X) dX J[f~")1 4> .. (Z) dZ] 

+ f'" dX[4>,,-I(X) 1'" 4>,,(Z) dZ]. (28) 
(2 .. ) 1 z 

For the second term, and the second integral 
of the first term, the asymptotic form (16) (its square 
root) is appropriate throughout the region of integra
tion. This gives 

1
(2,,)1 

I ~ 0.5(2n)-1 0 4> .. -1(X) dX + 0.12(2nti . (29) 

It only remains to evaluate 

1(2 .. )1 1'" 
J = 0 4> .. -lCX) dX ~ 0 4> .. (X) dX. (30) 

Let us designate by Xl > X 2 > '" x. > ... Xo 
the positive zeros of 4>,,+ 11 Xl being the largest. 
Well-known theorems tell us that the absolute value 
of successive extrema4

(o) going out from zero along 

1M. L. Mehta and M. Gaudin, Nucl. Phys. 18,420 (1960). 

the positive real axis form an increasing sequence, 
and that the distance between zeros in the same 
intervaI6

(a) increases in the same direction. By a 
suitable modification of a theorem of numerical 
comparison,s(b) the following can be established: 

IL~i+' 4>,,(X) dxl > IL~::' 4> .. (X) dxl· (31) 

Since 4> .. is alternately positive and negative, 

J < LX. 4> .. (X) dX + L~ 4> .. (X) dX 

< 21'" 4>,,(X) dX. 
x, 

(32) 

Using the asymptotic form for 4> .. , and integrating 
from €i to infinity, we get J "" n-i . Therefore, 
the right-hand side of (27) is smaller than one and 
we have essentially the same result for real symmetric 
matrices as we had for Hermitian. 

V. CONNECTION WITH PHYSICS 

Various theoretical considerations,7 as well as 
empirical evidence lead us to expect that the 
density of nuclear energy levels will obey an expo
nential law for a reasonably large range. We have 
seen above, however, that our study of n by n 
random matrices shows that the part of distribution 
which may show a similarity with the exponential is, 
in fact, completely negligible. No matter how large 
n is, as a rule, not even one root will be in the 
exponential part of the distribution. In the case 
of an n by n Hamiltonian which is invariant with 
respect to time reversal (real), Porter and Rosenzweig 
s~owed8 that if one assumes only: 

(a) The various matrix elements are statistically 
independent; 

(b) The density function is invariant under real 
orthogonal transformations; 
then one is forced to choose a density function of 
the form 

D .. (H) = A exp (- tr H 2/2a). (33) 

It is hard to imagine that the basis we choose 
for our ensemble should affect the eigenvalue dis
tribution. The requirement at fault must therefore 
be (a). The next question will be, what sort of 
correlations among the elements of a general 

6 F. Tricorni, Differential Equations, (Blackie & Son Ltd., 
London, 1961): (a) Sec. 21 (distance between successive 
zeros); (b) Sec. 20 (theorem of numerical comparison). 

7 D. ter Haar, Elements of Statistical Mechanics (Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., New York, 1960), Chap. XIII. 

8 C. E. Porter and N. Rosenzweig, Ann. Acad. Sci. 
Finnicae Ser. A VI 44, (1960). 
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Hamiltonian should be assumed, and how should a 
density function with these correlation be chosen 
so as to satisfy (b). Since (33) does give us reasonable 
results with respect to local properties of the energy 
spectrum, (level spacings9

) the most promising 
procedure would seem to be to look for a reasonable 
modification of that equation. 

Let us look at (33) from another point of view. 
Consider an infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian ma
trix, with one row and one column labeled with 
a zero, the remainder numbered consecutively with 
the integers as they go out from zero. Let (i u j) 
denote the maximum of i and j, where i designates 
the row of a matrix, and j the column. Let f(i u j) = 1 
if (i u j) ~ n, and f(i u j) = co otherwise. Then 
D .. (H) is a product of terms of the form exp 
[-CH~d(iuj)l. Hence we have actually introduced 
a drastic correlation for elements with (iuj) > n, 
saying that the probability of such elements having 
finite value is identically zero. This has led to an 
almost equal abrupt cutoff in the eigenvalues at 
nt. While this assumption may be appropriate in 
certain cases, where special knowledge of the dimen
sion of the Hamiltonian is available, it is not valid 
in general. One possibility of avoiding such a 
drastic assumption would be to replace P .. (E) by 
some suitably weighted average of Pm(E) for m ~ n. 
This would have some analogy to the grand canonical 
ensemble of ordinary statistical mechanics. 
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APPENDIX 

We want to establish the validity of using ¢;2), 
given by (12) as an approximation for ¢.. We do 
this by showing that it is an upper bound for ¢. 
throughout the region of interest, i.e., to the right 
of e; as given by (13). 

In Sec. III [e.g., (25)J it was shown that the 
outermost maximum of CP.(E) is located at eo. If we 
write (5) as an equation for cp~/, we see that except 
for zeros of CP., the only inflection point of cP" and 
thus the maximum of the slope (in this section, 
we are interested only in the absolute value of the 

• N. Rosenzweig and C. E. Porter, Phys. Rev. 120, 1698 
(1960). 

slope) for our region, is at et. From the same equa
tion, we see that the magnitude of cP~' at a point 
to the right of EI is always somewhat less (since 
CP .. is monotonic there) than the magnitude of cp~' 
evaluated an equal distance to the left, as long as 
the distance is less than (2n)-1. Therefore the slope 
to the left is less than that an equal distance to 
the right. Thus since CP .. never reaches zero on the 
right, its value at the maximum point on the left 
is less than twice its value at et. 

The asymptotic formula (11) is valid for X»(2v)-1. 
For such an X, we can write the ratio 

_ -(2) (211rr!(2vr1X-l exp (-f3X!) 
CP.(X)Jcp. (X) = Cl(2vrl/12 exp [-C2(2v)lX]· (34) 

This ratio goes to zero rapidly for large X. [For 
X > (2v)-t it is already a decreasing function of v.] 

Now from (5) and (12), we can write the equations 
in a form suitable for comparison: 

cp~'(E) + [(2v - 1) - e2]cp.(E) = 0, (35a) 

cp;2) "(E) - 0.8etcp;2) (e) = o. (35b) 

Multiplying the first equation by cp;2) and sub
tracting it from the second multiplied by CP., we 
obtain after integrating 

[cp~(E)cp;2) (e) - cp.(e)cp;2), (E)] 

= f.'" 10.8E! - [l - (2v - 1)]}cp.(e')cp;2)(e') dE', 

(36) 

since both terms on the left vanish at infinity. 
Rearranging and changing variables, 

[
-(2) (X)]2 d [¢,(X) ] 

cP, dX ¢;2) (X) 

= L'" [0.8et - (2E IX' + X,2)]<i>.(X,)¢;2) (X') dX'. 

(37) 

For X greater than 0.4(2v)-t, the integrand is 
always negative, therefore the ratio is decreasing 
to the right. Since the sign of the integrand can 
change only once for positive X, the two functions 
can be equal at most twice. If, proceeding left, 
the two functions are first equal at a point to the 
right of E" the reason is because the slope of the 
ratio of the two functions can change sign only once, 
and we already know that the graphs cross at el. 
If going left, the two functions are first equal at 
E" they cross again at a point left of Et. In either 
case, once ¢;2) is greater than ¢. at or to the left 
of E" it stays greater, because its slope (absolute 
value) is increasing while that of ¢. is decreasing. 
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We have three possibilities: 

(a) The graphs are tangent at EI; 

(b) The graphs cross at EI, and one other point Ee , 

to the left of Et; 
(c) The graphs cross at Et, and one other point Ee , 

to the right of Et. 

In Cases (b) and (c), cp~2) is greater than cp" 
everywhere outside the region bounded by E. and 
Et. Consider Case (b). Let cp;2) ~ excp;2), where 

1 ~ ex < 2. 

Call the point to the left of b, where the slopes 
are equal, E.. As ex is increased continuously, both 
cp!2) and its slope (absolute value) increase every
where. The point corresponding to E. moves right, 
while the crossing corresponding to Et moves left. 
In this manner, we fix the magnitude of ex so that 
the two curves are tangent at some Eo. Case (c) is 
handled identically. For clarity, we reexamine the 

situation to the right when we have tangency at 
Eo near Et. Now we have 

cp,(Eo) = cp;2) (Eo), 
(38) 

cp~(EO) = cp~2)' (EO). 

We can now in the same way we obtained (37) get 

[cp,(E)]2 .1:.. [cp!2) (E) ] 
dE CP.(E) 

= r {0.8Et - [E2 - (2v - 1)] }cp,cp~2) dE. (39) 
'. 

The only place to the right of Eo, where the 
integrand can become negative is at X equal to 
0.4(2v)-1. But if cp!2) once crossed or touched cp, 
to the right of that point, it could not become greater 
than CP. further to the right as required by (34), 
because the integrand does not change signs again. 
Hence cp!2) is now an upper bound for cp,. 
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Theory of Vibrational Structure in Optical Spectra of 
Impurities in Solids. I. Singlets 

D. E. MCCUMBER 
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General expressions are derived describing the modifications of the optical spectra of isolated im
purities induced by the subclass of interactions with host-lattice phonons which shift the energy eigen
values of the internal impurity state but which do not mix those internal states. The results apply to 
localized phonon modes as well as to extended modes (whose individual coupling decreases with increas
ing lattice volume), to anharmonic- as well as harmonic-phonon systems, and to phonon-impurity 
couplings which need not be linear in the dynamic local strain field. They take the form of "linked
cluster" expansions which, in the linear-coupling harmonic-phonon case, terminate after the second 
term. The relation of these expansions to moment methods is indicated. As a simple application of the 
linked-cluster expansions, we compute the dependence of the sharp "no-phonon" spectral line on 
impurity mass. We conclude that the no-phonon line should not exhibit isotopic-mass displacements in 
those impurity sites for which the lattice is inversion symmetric. 

1. INTRODUCTION tonians they considered had the basic structure 

A NUMBER of ions, notably those of the 
transition-metal and rare-earth sequences, 

exhibit one or more sharp optical lines when they 
are present sUbstitionally in host lattices. The gross 
features of such spectra can often be quantitatively 
interpreted by means of static-crystal-field theory. 
The detailed properties of the spectra-that is, the 
line shapes and the temperature dependence of the 
line positions-depend upon the dynamic inter
actions of the impurity with its environment. In 
this paper we present results relative to an important 
subclass of such environmental interactions, lattice
vibration (phonon) interactions which shift the 
energy eigenvalues of the internal states of an 
isolated impurity but which do not mix those internal 
states. In this introductory paper we implicitly 
consider an impurity system whose internal states 
are nondegenerate singlets. In the second paper of 
this series we shall discuss generalizations of our 
present results which apply to transitions between 
degenerate or nondegenerate impurity multiplets. 
Other features of impurity spectra will be discussed 
elsewhere. 1 

Special interactions of the type we consider have 
previously been treated in relation to trapped
electron spectra by many authors.2

-
8 The Hamil-

H = 8",+", + ",+", :E (C.a; + C~a.) 
• 
+ :E m.,.(a~a. + !), (1.1) 

where the {a., a~} are phonon annihilation-creation 
operators having the familiar commutation relations 

[a., a.,] = [a;, a;,] = 0, [a., a;,] = o(q, q'), (1.2) 

and where "', '" + are similar operators relevant to 
a single internal "electronic" state of the isolated 
impurity having the Fermi-Dirac anticommutation 
relations 

The phonon index q ranges over a complete set 
of lattice-vibration modes (not necessarily plane
wave modes). In this Hamiltonian, the phonon 
interaction shifts the energy level of the electronic 
state but does not mix that state with other elec
tronic states. 

Making the assumption that IC.1 2 
"'" 1/V as the 

volume V of the lattice system increases, it is 
possible to demonstrate2

,6 that, to within corrections 
of order 1/V, 

1 D. E. McCumber, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 8, 256 (1963). ( ) ( 1 
2 M. Lax, J. Chern. Phys. 20,1752 (1952). f t Nln,) == N, {n.} [",(t) , "'+]+1 N, {n.}) 
3 M. Lax and E. Burstein, Phys. Rev. 100,592 (1955). 
• H. Gummel and M. Lax, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 2,28 (1957). { IC 12 
5 B. S. Gourary and A. A. Maradudin, J. Phys. Chern. = exp (-iet/h) exp (--y) exp ". ~(~ •• )2 

Solids 13, 88 (1960). LJ nw 
G E. O. Kane, Phys. Rev. 119, 40 (1960); W. E. Lamb, 

Jr., ibid. 55, 190 (1939). [( N 
7 J. J. Hopfield, Proceedings of the International Conference X 1 + n.) exp [-i( -1) w.t] 

on Semiconductor Physics, Exeter, 1962 (The Institute of 
Physics and the Physical Society, London, 1962), p. 75. } 

8 R. C. O'Rourke, Phys. Rev. 91, 265 (1953); S. Kiode, + n. exp [i( _1)N w.t]] , 
Z. Naturforsch. 15A, 123 (1960). (1.4a) 
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where 

'Y = L: IC.1 2 (1 + 2n.)/(hw.)2, 
• (lAb) 

e = 8 - L: IC.1 2/(hw.), 
• 

and where if;(t) is the Heisenberg operator if;(t) 
exp (iHt/h)if; exp (-iHt/h). The expectation value 
in (1.4) is taken with respect to N{n.} states for 
which y/ if; has the eigenvalue N (= 0 or 1) and the 
the set of operators {a:a.} the eigenvalues {n.}. 

The function f(t) describes the spectral properties 
of the interacting impurity state if; relative to some 
fixed energy reference. With minor modifications its 
Fourier transform is the optical absorption spectrum 
appropriate to the impurity-doped solid. 1

•
2

• 7 

In this paper we derive several important generali
zations of (1.4). As a special application of our 
more general result, we verify that, if the N {n.} 
ensemble is replaced by a canonical N~ ensemble 
characterized by the quantum number N of if; + if; 
and by a phonon temperature T = h/k~, then the 
result (1.4) is exact for arbitrary C. provided only 
that n. is replaced by 

n. = n(w.) == (''''. - 1)-1. (1.5) 

The importance of this result (previously reported 
by O'RourkeB

) is that it extends Eqs. (1.4) to 
localized phonon modes for which the ICl '" I/V 
argument does not obtain. Such modes are of 
importance in real systems. 

Equations (1.4) are valid only if the system 
Hamiltonian has the rather idealized form (1.1). 
We have derived a generalization of (1.4) appro
priate to the Hamiltonian 

H = H. + Hp + if; + ",A , (1.6) 

where H. is any "electronic" Hamiltonian diagonal 
in the electronic occupation operator if; + if; (and 
independent of {a., a:}), where Hp is any phonon 
Hamiltonian (not necessarily quadratic in {a., a:} 
but independent of '" + "'), and where A is any 
Hermitian function of the phonon operators {a., a:} . 9 

As before, the phonon interaction shifts the energy 
level of the impurity state appropriate to the 
operators "', if; +, but does not mix that state with 
any other impurity states. An effective Hamiltonian 
of this structure can often be used to describe 
the lattice interactions of those impurity levels 
which are well separated (relative to phonon energies) 
from other impurity levels. In addition, those 

9 R. C. O'Rourke (Ref. 8) also computed lowest-order 
corrections for the case when the phonon frequencies are 
functions of ,y+,y. 

components of a more general Hamiltonian which 
have the basic structure of the Hamiltonian (1.6) 
can profitably be treated separately from those 
components which mix electronic impurity states. 
We shall discuss this feature in detail in a subsequent 
paper. 

Using the Hamiltonian (1.6), we establish in 
Sec. 5 that 

f(t)N{J == (N~ I [if;(t), if; +]+ I NP) = f.(t)N{JU(t)N{J, (1.7) 

where 

f.(t)NfJ = (N~ I [if;(t)' , if;+]+1 N~) 

= (N~ l[eiH.!/-/rif;e-iH.!/-/r, if;+]+1 N~), (1.8) 

and 

g(t)N{J = 1 - (~) L dtl(N~ IACtI)1 N~) 
1 (i)211 + 2! h 0 dtl dt2 

X (N~ I(A(tl)A(t2»NI NP) 

1 (')31 1 

- -.! dtl ... dta 
3! 'Ii 0 

X (N~ I(A(tl)A(t2)A(ta»NI NfJ) + ... (1.9a) 

= exp {-~ L dtl(NfJ IA(tl)1 NfJ) 

1 (i)211 + 2! h 0 dtl dM(NfJ I (A(tl)ACt2))NI NP) 

- (N~ IA(tl)1 NP)(NfJ IA(t2)1 NP)] 

- -.! dtl ... dts 1 (')S11 

3! h 0 

X [(N~ I(A(tl)A(t2)A(ta»NI NP) 

- (N~ IA(tl)1 NfJ)(N~ I (A (t2)A (ta»N I N~) 
- (N~ I(At2)1 N~)(NfJ I (A(ta)A(t1»NI N~) 

- (NfJ IACts) I NP)(NfJ I(A(tl)A(t2»NI NP) 

+ 2(N~ IA(tl)1 NfJ)(N~ IA(t2)1 NP) 

X (N~ IA(ta)1 N~)] + ... }. (1.9b) 

Here A(t) is the Heisenberg operator A(t) = 
exp (iHt/'Ii)A exp (-iHt/'Ii). In Eqs. (1.9) and 
below, (N~I ... INM designates the expectation 
value taken with respect to the N~ ensemble 
(indicated in greater detail in Sec. 2). Also, the 
abbreviation ("')N indicates that the operators 
contained within the parentheses are to be time 
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ordered with times closest to t (greater times for 
t > 0, lesser times for t < 0), to the left when 
N = 0, and to the right when N = 1. [For example, 
if tl > t2 for t > 0, then (A(t l )A(t2»N = A(tl )A(t2) 

when N = 0, and A (t2)A (t l ) when N = 1. If tl < t2, 

the situation is reversed.] 
The expansion (1.9b) is a type of "linked-cluster" 

or Baker-Hausdorff expansion. lo Alternatively, if 
we view Eq. (1.9a) as a type of generalized moment 
expansion, then Eq. (1.9b) is the corresponding 
generalized cumulant (or semi-invariant) expansion. 
Such expansions and many of their formal properties 
have been discussed by Kubo. ll 

The usefulness of the expansion (1.9b) stems 
from the fact that we expect the first few terms 
to dominate the series. The nth-order term of the 
exponent series involves what are intrinsically nth
order correlations. In fact, if A is linear in {a., a:}, 
as in (1.1) where 

A = 1: (C.a; + C~a.), (1.10) 
• 

and if the phonon system is harmonic-that is, 
if Hp is at most bilinear in the {a., a:l-then 
only the first two terms in the exponent (1.9b) 
are different from zero. The intrinsic third- and 
higher-order correlations of the operator A in the 
harmonic-phonon ensemble vanish. Equations (1.4) 
result from this harmonic case if in addition 
(0,8/ A /0,8> = 0 and f.(t)N~ = exp (-i8tlh). If A 
is not linear in the {a., a:}, or if Hp is not harmonic, 
the higher-order terms of the expansion (1.9b) are 
not strictly zero. Nevertheless it is still frequently 
useful to retain only a few terms of the correlation 
expansion (1.9b). 

In Sec. 2 we briefly discuss properties of the 
optical absorption and emission spectra, noting 
especially those properties which obtain when the 
series in (1.9b) is approximated by its first two terms. 
By rearranging the components of those two terms 
and by expanding one exponential in powers of its 
argument, we can identify the "no-phonon" and 
"vibrational structure" spectral components. The 
absorption and emission spectra appropriate to 
initially thermalized phonon ensembles of temper
ature T differ only by a factor of the type exp 
[fJ(w - p.)J, where fJ = h/kT, and p. is a temperature
dependent "chemical potential." 

In Sec. 3 we use Eq. (1.9a) to derive sum rules 
or moment relations. 2-6 These are particularly 

10 G. H. Weiss and A. A. Maradudin, J. Math. Phys. 3, 
771 (1962); R. Englman and T. Levy, ibid. 4, 105 (1963). 

11 R. Kubo, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 17, 1100 (1962). 

useful in those strong-interaction cases for which 
it is not feasible to use Eq. (1.9b).6 

Restricting the general Hamiltonian (1.6) to be 
the simple Hamiltonian (1.1), we verify in Sec. 4 
that Eqs. (1.4) follow from Eqs. (1.9). In Sec. 5 
we prove Eqs. (1.9). 

Using results previously derived, we compute in 
Sec. 6 the shift in the position of the no-phonon 
line which arises because the impurity mass is 
different from the mass of the lattice ion it replaces. 
For simplicity we restrict the unperturbed Hamil
tonian to the special harmonic Hamiltonian (1.1) 
with the linear coupling (1.10). The mass difference 
generates a kinetic-energy perturbation of the 
phonon spectrum which will be reflected in the 
position of the no-phonon line (as well as in detailed 
features of the vibrational structure, which are more 
difficult to compute). Experimentally the mass
difference effects can most easily be determined by 
comparing spectra from different impurity isotopes. 
It is an important result that for a Hamiltonian 
of the type (1.1) the position of the no-phonon line 
is not dependent upon the isotopic mass of the 
impurity when the impurity site is a center of 
inversion symmetry of the lattice. 

2. EMISSION AND ABSORPTION SPECTRA 

If we indicate the structure of the N,8 ensemble 
more explicitly than in the first of Eqs. (1.9), thenl2 

f(t)N~ = trN (e-~HI*[1f(t), f+]+)/trN (e-~HI*), (2.1) 

where trN indicates the trace over all states for 
which the eigenvalue of 1f + 1f is N = 0, 1. Relative 
to the absorption and emission spectra of isolated 
impurities, we note that 

f(t)o~ = tro (e-~HI*e'HtI*1fe-iHtl*1f +)/tro (e-~HI*) (2.2) 

describes the (absorption) spectrum appropriate to 
the excitation of the impurity state N = 1 from 
the initial impurity reference (ground) state N = 0.2 

[For simplicity we assume in this paper that the 
initial reference state does not interact dynamically 
with phonons.] The time dependence of this function 
reflects the weighted energy differences between 
initial and final states; more precisely, its Fourier 
transform is the observed spectrum. 

In (2.2) the initial phonon states are distributed 
according to the thermal weight factor exp ( -,8H In) ; 
the final phonon states are not a priori restricted. 
The function 

12 P. C. Martin and J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 115, 1342 
(1959), and references cited therein. 
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f(t)IP = trl (e-PHI*e-iHI/*y/eiHIH'!f;)/trl (e-fJH1*) (2.3) 

describes the spectral properties of the inverse 
(emission) process in which the impurity goes from 
the state N = 1 to that with N = O. Again the 
phonons are initially (N = 1) distributed as in 
a thermal ensemble. It is a trivial consequence of 
the cyclic property tr (AB) = tr (BA) of the trace 
that the two functions (2.2) and (2.3), appropriate 
to initially thermalized phonon ensembles, are 
related by 

t(t)IP = t(t - i(3)op/t( -iP)op, 

f(t)op = t(t + i(3)IP/f(iP)I/J' 
(2.4) 

Each function f(t)Nfi! N = 0 and 1, thus has relevance 
to both absorption and emission. Equations (2.4) 
also apply separately to the functions f.(t)NfJ' 

If we define Fourier transforms S(W)Nfl' S.(W)N/J, 
and P(W)NP such that 

f( ) f a> cU., () - ... , 
t N/J = _a> 2'lT' S W NpB , 

(2.5) 

f ( ) f a> dw () -,." 
• t N/J = _a> 2?r s.'w N(Je , 

and 

(t) f '" cU., () -,,,I 
g Nfl = -2 P W NfJe , 

_'" 'IT' 
(2.6) 

then Eq. (1.7) takes the form 

S(W)N/J = 1'" 2
dw 

s.(w - W)NfJP(W)NfJ' (2.7) _ .. 'IT' 

In terms of these Fourier transforms, Eqs. (2.4) 
take the form 

s(w)OfJ = e{J(,,-p)s(w)lfJ, s.(w)o/J = !(.,-II>}s.(W)I{h 

p(w)o/J = !("-P)P(W)I/J, 
(2.8) 

where the temperature-dependent "chemical poten
tia.l" f.L is defined such that 

exp ({jf.L) = tro[exp (-PH/h)]/trl[exp (-PH/h)]. 

From the fact that get = 0) = 1, we have alterna
tively 

JII> = i: t eP"p(w)lfJ = [I: g; e-/J"p(w)OfJ JI. (2.9) 

Equations (2.8) imply that Eqs. (2.4) apply sepa
rately to the functions g(t)NfJ' 

For a harmonic crystal in which A has the linear 
form (1.10), the only nonvanishing components of 
the exponential in Eq. (1.9b) are, as we indicate 
in Sec. 4, the first two terms 

i l' 1 (i)1 -ti, 0 dtl(NP IA(tl)! NP) + 2! ti, 

X f dtl dM(NP I(A(tl)A(~»NI NP) 

- (NP IACtl)1 N(3)(NP IA(t2)1 NP)] 

f'" dw 
= -it(NP IAI N(3)/h + _a> 2'lT' PaN(W)n(W) 

X 
exp [iC-l)Nwt] - 1 - i(-I)Nwt. 

(hw? 

Here new) is defined in (1.5), and 

P2N(W) = L: dt e,.,I(NP ![A(t), A] I N(3) 

(2.10) 

(2.11a) 

(2.11b) 

The P2N(W) spectral representation in Eq. (2.10) is 
valid for the thermal phonon ensemble and has been 
extensively discussed in the literature. 12 The proof 
of its validity parallels that of Eq. (2.4). The two 
terms (2.10) are often an excellent approximation 
to the complete exponent in (1.9b) even when A 
contains small nonlinear terms and HI> contains 
small anharmonic components, in which case the 
higher-order terms are not strictly zero. 

In the integrand of the last term in (2.10), the 
W = 0 singularity in new) is canceled by the P2N(W) 
zero ensured by the symmetry relations (2. 11b). 
Since the integrand is therefore regular at W = 0, 
we may replace the w2 denominator by (w ± ie)l, 
E = O+, without thereby changing the value of 
the integral. We choose the sign of ie so that the 
exp (iwt) component of (2.10) will not contribute 
in the limit ltl ~ co, and so that all terms of order 
unity and of order t will derive respectively from 
the integrand numerator components (1 ± iwt). 
In order that this be true, the W = 0 pole present 
in the separate terms of the integrand (but not in 
the integrand as a whole) must not contribute to 
the exp (iwt) integral when for t ¥ 0 the contour 
is closed at infinity about a suitable half plane. 
Tbis will be true if we rewrite (2.10) in the form 

1 fa> dw 
-it(NP !A I Np)/h + h2 _a> 2'lT' P2N(W)n(W) 

X exp [iC-1)NwtJ - 1 - i(-1)Nwt 
(w + ie( _I)N sgn t? 

. 1 1'" duJ = -"(Nt - 1,tl::i.8Nt /h + h2 _Q) 2'lT' 

X P2N(W)n(W) exp [i( -1twt] 
(w + i€( _I)N sgn t)2 , 

(2. 12a) 
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where, for E = O+, 
1 f'" d6J P2N(W)n(W) 

"tNI = 11,2 _'" 211" (w + iE( -It sgn t)2 , 
(2. 12b) 

and 

MNI = MN - i!hrN sgn t 

= [(N(3 IA I N(3) - (-It 1'" d6J P2N(W)] 
o 211" hw 

i iJP2N(W) I t ----- sgn 
2(3h iJw ., -0 • 

(2.12c) 

With respect to Eqs. (2.4), we define sgn (t ± i[j) = 
sgn t. 

If A has the linear form (1.10), phase-space 
considerations generally ensure that in three-dimen
sional lattices P2N(W) vanishes at least as fast as 
w

3 as W ~ O. In that case, we may set E = 0 and 
ignore the sgn t parts of (2.12). For more general 
A operators, such components cannot be neglected. 
If rN ¢ 0, we note in particular that the energy 
shift flew, in (2.12c) is complex. The sign of the 
imaginary part of fl8N, will always be such as to 
damp the time response when the results of (2.12) 
are used in (1.9b): 

g(t)Nld<2.12) = exp {-"tNI - itfl8N/h - !rN Itl} 
X exp{\ f"" d6J P2N(W)n(W) expy(-lt~t]}. (2.13) 

11, -"" 211" (w + i( -1) E sgn t) 

The degree to which equations of this type are 
consistent with Eqs. (2.4) or (2.8) is a measure of 
the validity of approximations based upon trunca
tions of the series (1.9b). For example, we find 
after some manipulations involving the definition 
(1.5) of new) and the properties (2.11b) of P2N(W), 
that Eqs. (2.8) and (2.13) are completely self
consistent only if 

P20(W) = P21(W) == P2(W) , (2. 14a) 

and 

(1(3 IAI1(3) - (0(3 IAI 0(3) 

= -21"" dw P2(W). 
o 211" hw 

(2. 14b) 

These conditions do obtain in the linear-A harmonic
Hp case for which Eqs. (2.13) are exact. Notice 
that they do not impose any condition on the no
phonon width rN of Eq. (2.12). 

Following Kane,6 we may rewrite the last expo
nential in Eq. (2.13) in the form exp ( ... ) = 1 + 
[exp ( ... ) - 1]. The first term generates a sharp 
"no-phonon" component; the second generates what 
is commonly known as "vibrational structure." 
This separation is particularly appropriate when 

the phonon-impurity coupling is not large [exp 
(-"t) ~ 0.1]. In that case it is sometimes useful 
to continue the expansion of the exponential in 
powers of its argument. For the linear A operator 
(1.10), we would identify the nth-order terms in 
that expansion as n-phonon vibrational structure. 
For more general A operators, the n-phonon identi
fication is less direct. 

When Eqs. (2.14) obtain, the vibrational structure 
predicted by Eqs. (2.13) in absorption is the mirror 
image about the no-phonon line of that in emission. 
A typical case for which Eqs. (2.14) are not exactly 
met and for which the emission and absorption 
spectra are not mirror images about the no-phonon 
line is that in which the phonon frequencies w. 
are functions of y, + y, or, equivalently, the operator A 
is bilinear in the {a., a:}. If such effects are small, 
the order-A 3 corrections to Eqs. (2.13) may often 
be inconsequential. 

3. MOMENT RELATIONS (SUM RULES) 

While it is often convenient and satsifactory to 
analyze the spectral function g(t)NfJ by expanding 
the last exponential in (2.13) in powers of its 
argument, this is feasible without machine computa
tion only if the phonon-impurity interaction is 
relatively weak, as it is for example in the R-line 
spectrum of ruby.13 In F-center spectra and in the 
green and violet broadband components of the ruby 
spectrum,14 the interaction is not weak and the 
exponential expansion does not converge rapidly. 
In such cases one can usefully characterize the 
optical spectrum by means of its moments or semi
invariants, as Lax has noted.2

-
4 The relevant 

expressions are easily derived from Eq. (1.9) and 
the definition (2.6). 

The first few moments of the function P(W)NfJ are 

(3.1a) 

f <XI d6J . iJ I 
_<XI 211" WP(W)NfJ = '/, iJt g(t)NfJ 1-0 

= (N(3 I (A/h) I N(3), (3.1b) 

and 

f"" 2dw W2P(W)NfJ = i 2 :t22 g(t)NfJl 
-00 7r U e-o 

= (N(3 I (A/h)2 I N(3). (3.1c) 

Equation (2.12c) gives a related result for l/w. 

13 G. Burns and M. 1. Nathan, J. Appl. Phys. 34, 703 
(1963). 

" D. S. McClure, J. Chern. Phys. 36, 2757 (1962). 
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The semi-invariants x... of the spectral function 
P(W)NfJ are defined by the expression 

get) = exp {t x~ (-it)"'}. (3.2) 
",-1 m. 

For the special case of the harmonic Hamiltonian 
(1.1) with A of the linear form (1.10), we can easily 
establish from Eqs. (1.4) that for integral m ;::: 1, 

Xo = Xl = 0, (3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

(3.3c) 

The ratios r", == X ... /(X2),m for m ;::: 3 are measures 
of the deviation of P(W)N/3 from a Gaussian line 
shape, for which rm = 0 if m ;::: 3. [The ratios ra 
and r4 are the coefficients of skewness and of excess, 
respectively, for the spectral distribution P(W)N/l'] 

The first-moment expression (3.1b) is particularly 
relevant to static-crystal-field analyses of phonon
broadened absorption or emission bands. IS. 16 It 
implies that the unperturbed crystal-field level 
is to be identified with the mean frequency of 
the absorption band (less (0131 (A/Ii) lOp» and not 
with the frequency of the remnant "no-phonon" 
line located near the low-frequency edge of the band. 
According to Eq. (2.12c) the no-phonon line is 
displaced a distance 

from the unperturbed frequency appearing in j.(t)o/l, 
and a distance (.<:180 - (0131 A 10p»/N from the 
mean band frequency. 

Moment methods do not adequately reflect fine 
structure in the vibrational structure. When such 
structure is important and the phonon-impurity 
coupling is strong,17 a machine computation based 
on an approximate expression of the type (2.13) 
is most satisfactory. Hopfield has given one spectral 
equation based on Eq. (1.4) which is suitable for 
such a computation. 7 

4. THE HARMONIC HAMILTONIAN (1.1) 

To verify that Eqs. (1.7)-(1.9) reduce to Eqs. 
(1.4) when the Hamiltonian (1.6) has the special 

16 S. Sugano and Y. Tanabe, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 13, 880 
(1958). 

1& S. Sugano and M. Peter, Phys. Rev. 122, 381 (1961). 
17 A notable example is the exciton spectrum reported by 

R. E. Dietz, D. G. Thomas, and J. J. Hopfield, Pbys. Rev. 
Letters 8, 391 (1962). 

form (1.1), we find it convenient to introduce in 
place of the fields la., a:l in (1.1), new fields 
I a., a:} defined by the canonical transformation 

(4.1) 

where N is a constant. This transformation preserves 
the commutation relations (1.2). Relative to states 
for which the eigenvalue of Vt + Vt is N, the Hamiltonian 
(1.1) becomes 

HN = (eN - N 2 :E IC.1 2/liw.) 
• 

+ :E liw.(a:a. + i). (4.2) 
• 

With respect to the NP ensemble the operators 
I a., a;} have the property18 

(Np I(a;.)'n'(a;.)m • ... (a.jii·(a.,)m'l Np) 

= II {8(m;, Tn;)m; 1 (n(w.i»"'I}, (4.3) 
; 

where new) is defined in (1.5) and where {mil 
and {Tn;} are two sets of nonnegative integers. 
In the Heisenberg picture, when the Hamiltonian 
(4.2) governs the dynamics of the la., a:l fields, 

• 

+ 2N :E IC.1 2/liw., (4.4a) 
• 

== A(t) + 2N :E IC.J2/liw.. (4.4b) 
• 

Using these results in the right-hand side of 
Eq. (1.9a), we find that 

g(t)NP = {I - ~ f dt12N ~ IC.1 2/liw 

1 (i)21' + 21 h 0 dt1 dtll 

X (2N ~ IC.llI/liw.Y' + ... } 

{
I (i)21t 

X 1 + 21 h 0 dt1 dt2 

X (Np I(A 1A2)NI Np) + ... }, (4.5a) 

18 This may be verified by direct computation using 
(NfJ 101 N{J) ~ tr [0 exp (-{3HN/n)J/tr {exp (-fJHN/k)]. 
Alternatively, see Eq. (6.7) of Martin and Schwinger, Ref. 10, 
which more directly applies to our Eq. (4.5). 
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= {exp (-it2N E IC.12/h2w.)} 
• 

1 (')4 [' + 4! ~ J
o 

dt1 ". dt4(Nfl l(lLA2)NI N(3) 

X (Nfl I(AaA4)NI Nfl) + (Nfl I(A1Aa)NI Nfl) 

X (Nfl I(A 2A 4)NI Nfl) + (Nfl I(A1A4)NI Nfl) 

X (Nfl I(A2Aa)NI Nfl)] + ... } , (4.5b) 

= {exp (-it2N E IC.12/h2w.)} 
• 

X {I - 2~2 { dt1 dt2(Nfl I(A1A2)NI Nfl) 

1 [1 [I + 2! 2h2 -0 dt1 dt2 

X (Nfl I(A1A 2)NI Nfl) T - ... }, (4.5c) 

= exp (-it2N ~ IC.1
2
/h

2
w.) exp [ - 2~2 

X { dt1 dt2(Nfl I(A,A 2)NI Nfl) J ' (4.5d) 

where for notational simplicity we have written 
A; for A(t;). In (4.5a) we used the property (4.3) 
to eliminate from the second factor the expectation 
values of all odd powers of A. In (4.5b) we again 
used (4.3) to factor the fourth- and higher-order 
correlation functions. That such functions factor 
into products of second-order functions is char
acteristic of the linear operator A for a harmonic
phonon system. Equation (4.5c) obtains from (4.5b) 
by interchange of dummy integration variables. 

From Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (404), it follows that 

(Nfl IA(t,)A(t2)1 Nfl) = E IC.1 2 [n(w.)ei ... (I,-t.) 

or 

• 
+ (1 + n(w.))e-iW.(I,-I.)] (4.6) 

X {n(w.)e, .. ·1 + (1 + n(w.»e-'''·' 

+ iw.t - (1 + 2n(w.)}. (4.7) 

Substituting this into Eq. (4.5d) and using the 
result in turn with Eq. (1.7), we have Eqs. (104). 

Equations (104) could have been verified by an 
extension of the method used by Kane,8 although 

the algebraic manipulations are very involved. As 
an illustration of what is encountered, we indicate 
the analogue of (4.5) for the factor exp (-'Y) in 
the no-phonon component of (104). If n. = 0;:0;., 
that factor would appear in the form 

< { lQL 1 [~J2 
Nfl IlJ 1 - (hw.)2 (2n. + 1) + 2! (hw.)2 

X [2n.(n. - 1) + 4n. + 1] + .. ·}I Nfl) 

= lJ {I - ~~~;2 (211. + 1) 

1 [~_ J2 1 + 2! (hw.)2 (2n. + 1) + ... J 

= exp {- E IC.12 (211. + 1)/(hw.?), (4.8) 
• 

where 11. is defined in (1.5). To obtain the second 
of Eqs. (4.8), we were required to use the property 
(4.3). The factors m! in (4.3) played essential roles. 
In contrast, Kane used the argument that 

1): {I - ~~~;2 (2n. + 1) + ... } 

= exp {- E IC.1 2 (2n. + 1)/(hw.? + O(VC!)} 
• 

if ICl '" I/V for V large. Our result does not 
depend for its validity upon this property of the 
coefficients C.; it therefore obtains even for localized 
phonon modes for which the approximation (4.9) 
is invalid.8 

5. PROOF OF THE EXPANSIONS (1.9) 

It remains to verify the fundamental expansions 
(1.9). For this purpose we introduce the "un
perturbed" Hamiltonian 

Ho = H. + H .. , (5.1) 

whose components appear in the Hamiltonian H 
of (1.6). If 0 is an arbitrary operator, we introduce 
time-dependent Heisenberg operators according to 
the following conventions: 

0(t) = eiH'/fr0e-iH'/fr; 0(t)° = e,Hollfr0e-,Hol/fr; 

{0(t)O}(t') = eiH"/freiHotlfr0e-iH.tlfre-iH"/fr. , 
(5.2) 

etc. If H - H o = y/t/;A, as follows from (1.6) 
and (5.1), it is easy to verify by differentiation that 

0(t) = 0(t)O + ~ { dt' {[A t/; + t/;, 0(t - t')O] }(t'). (5.3) 
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Applying this result successively to the field 1/;(t) 
in f(t)NfJ, we obtain the two equivalent results 
[A(t j ) = A j for conciseness] 

f(t)NfJ == (N{3 \[If(t), If+]+\ N(3) 

= (N{3 \[1/;(t)O, If+]+\ N(3) 

- ~ { dtl(N{3 \[Allf(tt, If+]\ N(3) 

+ (~r { dtl {' dt2 

X (N{3 \[AIA2lf(t)O, 1/;+]+\ N(3) 
(5.4a) 

= (N{3 \[If(t)O, 1/;+]+\ N(3) 

- ~ { dtl(N{3 \[If(t)OAI' 1/;+]\ N(3) 

(')21' 1" + i ° dtl ° dt2 

+ "', (5.4b) 

depending upon whether we move A to the right 
or left each time (5.3) is applied. If we next observe 
that, for the F-D fields If, If + for which Eqs. (1.3) 
obtain, 

tro ([AI'" A,,1/;(t)O, 1/;+]+) 

= tro (AI'" A,,[1/;(t)O, 1/;+]+), 

trl ([1/;(t)°A .. ... AI, If+]+) 

= trl ([If(t)O, If+]+A .. ... AI), 

and that for the N{3 ensemble 

(N{3 \A I ... A,,[ If(t)O, If +]+ \ N(3) 

(5.5) 

= (N{3\A I ... A,,\ N(3)(N{3\[lf(t)O, 1/;+]+\ N(3), (5.6) 

then by using relations of the type 

{ dtl {' dt2(N{3 \AIA2\ N(3) 

= i! [f dtl f' dt2 + f dt2 I: dtl] 

, 1 (i)2 
X 10 dtl(N{3 \AI \ N(3) + 2! h 

X { dtl dt2(N{3 \(A IA 2)N\ N(3) - ... } (5.8a) 

= f.(t)NfJ( N{31 (exp {-i { dt' A(t')} tl N{3 >. 
(5.8b) 

Equations (5.8) are equivalent to Eq. (1.9a). 
Equation (1.9b) follows from Eq. (5.8a) if we write 

{I - ~ { dtl(N{3\A I \ N(3) + ... } 

= exp {In [1 - ~ f dtl(N{3\A I \ N(3) + ... ]}, 
(5.9) 

expand the logarithm in powers of its argument 
less unity, and rearrange the resulting series to 
collect equal powers of A in the same term. The 
proof is straightforward and requires no special 
techniques. II 

Since Eqs. (1.9a,b) are simply algebraic re
arrangements of the same result, one might ask 
why Eq. (1.9b) is generally to be preferred except 
in the moment calculations of Sec. 3. The answer 
is indicated fairly clearly by the linear-A harmonic
phonon case. In that case, only the first two terms 
of the series in Eq. (1.9b) are different from zero, 
whereas the series in Eq. (1.9a) does not terminate. 
Since Eq. (1.9b) is an expansion in terms of intrin
sically higher-order correlations, we expect that, 
even for a general operator A and a general Hamil
tonian (1.6), the first few terms of the series (1.9b) 
yield a more accurate representation of g(t)NfJ than 
do an equal number of terms from the series (1.9a). 

6. ISOTOPE SHIFT IN NO-PHONON LINE 

As a simple application of the preceding results, 
we compute the dependence of the position of the 
no-phonon spectral line upon impurity mass. For 
simplicity we restrict ourselves to the Hamiltonian 
(1.1), modified by the addition of a kinetic-energy 
perturbation deriving from the mass difference be
tween the impurity and the lattice ion it replaces. 

X (N{3 \AIA2\ N(3) 

1 l' = 2! ° dtl dt2(N{3 \(A IA2)o\ N(3), 

we may rewrite Eqs. (5.4) in the form 

We assume that the index q in (1.1) is now a 
vector q of the reciprocal lattice, and that it iden

(5.7) tifies plane-wave phonon modes. Different phonon 
branches are taken into account by a suitable 
extended-zone scheme in the reciprocal lattice. 
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With a convenient choice of {aq, a~} phases, the 
mass perturbation of H may be written: 

AH = UACm;l)/m;l] ~ C:V)CwqWq,)l 

More generally, 

P20(W) = 2 Re P20(W), 

The Heisenberg equation of motion 

(6.5) 

(6.1) i :t aq = wqaq + [(mb/mr) - 1] l: [(wqwq,)t /(2n V)] 
II 

where A(m;I)/m;l = [(mb/mr) - 1] measures the 
relative difference in impurity-ion (mI) and lattice
ion (mb) masses at the impurity site b, where 
eqb = et-li) b is the displacement vector associated 
with phonons q at site b, where Wq = W_q is the 
angular frequency in (1.1) of the phonons q, and 
where n is the number of unit cells per unit crystal 
volume. The vectors eqb are normalized such that 
Lll e:b ·eqb = 1 when the b summation ranges 
over all atoms within a unit celI.19 

The phases in Eq. (6.1) have been chosen such 
that the displacement from equilibrium Ulb of atom 
b in lattice cell 1 (relative to the impurity cell 
1 = 0) is 

UI b = i L ( h )1 
q 2mbWqnV 

X {eiq'le a e- iQ
' le* a+} qb II - qb II • (6.2) 

It is important to specify these phases since they 
also enter (1.1) through the coupling coefficients Cq. 
The relative phases reflect whether the impurity 
or some other ion is responsible for the mass modifica
tion (6.1). 

In the system we consider, the total Hamiltonian 
remains harmonic. The no-phonon line is described 
exactly by the parameters of Eq. (2.12) with 
(0{11 A 10(1) = 0 and ro = O. To determine the 
mass shift of the no-phonon line it is convenient 
to compute the retarded correlation function 
P20(t) == (0{11 [A (t), A CO)] 10M 8(t). In terms of 
the spectral function P20(W) defined in (2.11), the 
Fourier transform of P 20(t) is 

P20(W) = i'" dt ei ""(O{1I[A(t), A(O)]I 0fJ) 

- '1'" dw P20(W) 
-~ 2 -+., _ .. 7r W - W ~E 

(6.3) 

E = 0+. Since (0{11 A 10M = 0, it follows easily 
from the properties (2.11) and from Eq. (2.12c) that 
the displacement of the no-phonon line from the 
unperturbed electronic level 0 is 

(6.4) 

19 Our phonon notation parallels that of J. M. Ziman, 
Electrons and Phonon8 (Clarendon Press, Oxford, England, 
1962), Chap. 1. 

X etb' (eq'baq' + ehaq~) (6.6) 

follows immediately from the Hamiltonians (1.1) 
and (1.6). A corresponding equation for a~ follows 
by Hermitian conjugation. Using this equation with 
the definition CLIO) of the operator A, we find in 
a straightforward fashion that (E = 0+) 

~ P20(W) = {:E 2wq ICII 1
2/[(w + iEl - w::l} 

~ q 

+ {[(mb/mr) - 1]/C2nV)} 

X {:E w![w(C!e:b - Cqeqb) 
II 

+ wq(C!e:b + Cqeqb)]/[(W + ie)2 - w!J} 

• D(w)' { :E w![w(eqbCq - e.;"bC:) 
q 

(6.7) 

The dyadic DCw) is the solution of the equation 

D(w) = I + MbCW)' D(w) (6.8a) 

with 

MbCW) = ([(mb/mI) - 1]/(2nV)} 

X {2 L w;eqbe:b/[(W + ie)2 - w:J}. (6.8b) 
q 

Using this result in Eq. (6.4), we find the no
phonon displacement to be 

Aoo = - { L ICq I2/hwq } 
q 

where the vector 

'=b(CJ = L (Clleqb + C!e:b)/(2n VhwJt 
II 

= L eqb(Cq + C!J/(2nVhwJi . 
II 

In the limit w ~ 0, Eq. (6.8b) reduces to 

Mb(O) = - {[(mb/mI) - l]/n VI :E eqbe:b 
q 

(6.10) 

(6. 11 a) 

where the second expression obtains because the 
q summation is over a complete set of phonon modes. 
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For the special case (6.11a), the solution of Eq: 
(6.8a) is trivial: 

(6.llb) 

Thus, 

.180 = - { L ICqI2/h<rJq} 
q 

- t[(mr - mb)/mb}=tb(CJ"7I:b(CJ, (6.12) 

where 7I:b(Cq) is defined in Eq. (6.10). 
Using the Schwarz inequality with Eq. (6.12), 

we find successively that 

IABo + L ICq 12/h<rJqI 
q 

~ Hlmr - mb I/mb] L ICq + C!qI2/h<rJq, (6.13a) 
q 

~ [/mr - mb I/mb] L /CqI2/h<rJq. (6.13b) 
q 

The factor Lq ICq l
2/hwq in (6.13b) can be evaluated 

experimentally if one measures the distance between 
the no-phonon line and the mean spectral frequency. 

It is interesting to evaluate the mass shift in 
(6.12) when the phonon-impurity coupling depends 
upon the dilation (trace) of the site-b "strain 
tensor" 

q 

X [(qeqb + eqbq)aq + c. c.]} (6.14) 

appropriate to the displacement (6.2). For this case 
we take 

3 

A == L (Cqa; + C~aJ = C L (Sb);;, (6.15) 
q ;-1 

where C is a real coupling constant. For this coupling 
which can provide a useful phenomenological rep~ 
resentation of the real phonon-impurity coupling, 20.21 
the constants Cq are 

Cq = - Cq" e:b (h/2mbWqn V)f. (6.16a) 

Since etb = e(-q)b, this implies that 

Cq + C!q = 0 and 7I:b(CJ = o. (6.16b) 

The no-phonon line exhibits no isotopic frequency 
shift in spite of the fact that the spectral function 
P20(W) determined by Eq. (6.5) win display mass 
difference (mr - mb) perturbations. 

It is notable that the observed isotopic shift 
of the no-phonon components of the R lines in 

so D. E. McCumber and M. C. Sturge J Appl Phys 
34, 1682 (1963). ,. . • 

Sl D. E. McCumber, Phys. Rev. 130,2271 (1963). 

pink ruby22 is about forty times smaller than is 
predicted by the right-hand side of Eq. (6.13b). 
It is very likely that this very large reduction from 
the estimate of Eq. (6.13b) results from a cancella
tion of the type appearing in Eq. (6.16b). 

Crystal symmetry often restricts the properties 
of the vector 7I:b(Cq) in Eqs. (6.10) and (6.12). 
If Gb is the group of crystal symmetry operations 
which leave the impurity site b invariant, the group 
Gb is a point group and a subgroup of the full 
crystal symmetry group. Its operations leave the 
electronic, the lattice-phonon, and the interaction 
parts of the system Hamiltonian separately in
variant. If the group Gb contains the site-b inversion 
operator lb' we expect the vector 7I:b(Cq) to vanish 
and the no-phonon line appropriate to the H amil
tonian (1.1) to exhibit no isotopic frequency shift. 

Without developing the full proof by group 
theory, we can indicate by the following simple 
argument why 7I:bCCq) = 0 when Gb contains lb. 
Invert the impurity electronic configuration, leaving 
the lattice and coordinate systems unchanged. Be
cause for I b in Gb the electronic Hamiltonian is 
inversion invariant and the wavefunctions are there
fore eigenfunctions of the parity operator P, the 
inverted wavefunctions must be P' = ±1 times 
the original wavefunctions. Since the phonon
impurity interaction in Eq. (1.1) is diagonal in 
the electronic states, the parity eigenvalue P' enters 
the matrix elements Cq through its square (p')2 = 
+1. That is, because the Cq depend upon the absolute 
value squared of the electronic wavefunction the , 
coefficients Cq and hence the vector 7I:b(Cq) are 
invariant with respect to electronic inversion. How
ever, since in Eq. (6.10) we indiscriminately sum 
over all vectors q which refer to the lattice phonons, 
any directional preference in the vector 7I:b(Cq) must 
arise from the electronic configuration. In particular, 
we expect 7I:b ~ -7I:b when the electronic con
figuration is inverted. This is consistent with our 
previous remarks only if 7I:b (Cq ) = o. 
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A new perturbation procedure is presented for treating initial-value problems of nonlinear hyperbolic 
partial differential equations. The characteristic variables of the partial differential equation and the 
functions of these variables are expanded in powers of E, and the formal solution is uniformly valid 
over time intervals 0(1/ E). The uniform first-order solution is evaluated for the equation 

YII = (1 + EY.)Y •• , 
subject to the standing-wave initial conditions: Vex, 0) = a sin 'IrX, vb, 0) = O. This equation is the 
lowest continuum limit of an equation for which numerical computations are available. The uniform 
zero-order solution breaks down after a time tB = 4/ Ear. A detailed study of the solution is made in 
the vicinity of the breakdown region of the (x, t) plane, and it demonstrates that the formal solution 
for Y. and YI goes from a single-valued to a triple-valued function while Y.z and Ytt become singular. To 
compare the solutions with the available numerical computations, the y. and y I waveforms are de
composed into spatial Fourier modes. The effect of breakdown is manifest in the modal amplitudes 
a: In(nT)/nT. The modal amplitudes change their asymptotic behavior, from exponentially decreas
ing as n -> 00, to algebraically decreasing when t goes from smaller to larger than tB • In the time inter
val up to breakdown, t < tB , the modal energies are in excellent agreement with the modal energies of 
the numerical computations, whereas for t > tB they diverge. For t < tB, the total energy calculated 
from the uniform zero-order solution is conserved and equal to the initial value, 

Ec(O) = 2aY n~ [J(~n;/ J = laY = Ec 1/-0, t::; tB • 

Thus, the lowest-continuum-limit equations describe the dynamics of a discrete model for a finite 
time. A heuristic discussion is given which suggests that the time of description can be extended be
yond t B by including higher spatial derivatives in the continuum model. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

T HE representation of wave motion by means 
of signals propagated along the characteristics 

of the wave system has proved to be a powerful 
too1. 1

.2,3 The method of characteristics is especially 
useful for treating initial-value problems. The 
concept of "domains of dependence" which in
fluence a point in the Cr, t) volume and the concept 
of "range of influence" of a point along the initial
condition surface provide a cogent image for 
appreciating the physical significance of the results 
which underlie the mathematics. 

The subject of this paper is the development and 
application of a uniform perturbation procedure for 
a large class of nonlinear hyperbolic equations. 
This is accomplished by resolving the partial dif
ferential equation into a set of first-order ordinary 

1 R. Courant, Methods of Mathematical Physics II (Partial 
Differential Equations) (Interscience Publishers, Inc., New 
York, 1962). 

IT. Taniuti, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) Suppl. 9, 69 
(1958). 

a R. Courant and K. O. Friedrichs, Supersonic Flow and 
Shock Waves (Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 1948). 

differential equations, each describing a one-param
eter family of characteristics. The characteristic 
variables are used as the basis for the perturbation 
expansion.4 

Many of the nonlinear wave equations of mathe
matical physics are derivable from Lagrangians 
which are basically analogous. The equations of 
one-dimensional elasticity, hydrodynamics, mag
netohydrodynamics, and electrodynamics all yield 
equations which can be treated by the above
mentioned perturbation procedure. In all these 
cases one finds similar physical phenomena, as, 
for example, the exchange of energy among the 

4 P. A. Fox, J. Math. and Phys. 34, 133 (1955). This 
paper applies a perturbation method to the study of a one
dimensional polytropic fluid, that is, a fluid whose sound 
speed c a: (density)H~-l). The spirit of the method is the 
same as that contained in the present work because the 
characteristic variables are used as the basis for the pertur
bation expansion. However, the formal mathematical de
velopment of the method, its general usefulness, and its 
detailed application to a physical problem are distinctly 
different in the two. See also the related work by C. C. Lin, 
J. Math. and Phys. 33, 117 (1954). The authors wish to 
thank Dr. Joseph B. Keller for bringing these references to 
their attention. 

231 
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various modes of oscillation of the system. Of 
particular interest is the development of dis
continuities or "shocks" in the solution after times 
(tB ) which are related to the strength of the non
linearity and the initial excitation. The perturbation 
solution will exhibit this discontinuity or "break
down" in zero order. The partial differential equation 
does not describe the physical processes beyond 
this time, and recourse must be made to higher-order 
processes to resolve the nature of the breakdown. 6 

At first, the perturbation procedure will be 
illustrated for a one-dimensional system whose 
Lagrangian density is the ordinary Illinear" energy 
density difference 6 !Cy~ - y;) plus two small terms, 
one being an arbitrary function of Y I and the other 
an arbitrary function of YX' We limit our discussion 
to nonlinearities which are functions only of deriva
tives of y. 

We will apply the stroboscopic-perturbation pro
cedure in detail to the Lagrangian density,7 

.c = Hy~ - y;J - E[(P + 2)(P + 1)rt y;p+2) . (1.1) 

The work of Fermi, Pasta, and Ulam (FPU)8 on 
the standing longitudinal oscillations of a nonlinear 
beaded string motivated the choice of the Lagrangian 
[Eq. (1.1)]. It represents the typical beaded La
grangian which they studied, in the Illowest" con
tinuum limit, that is, the limit of infinitely dense, 
infinitesimal beads and springs. 

& R. Courant, Ref. 3. See, for example. Appendix II to 
Chapter II. and Chapter V, paragraph 9. The occurrence 
of discontinuities in the solution of nonlinear second-order 
hyperbolic equations is a well known phenomenon. Much of 
the recent work in this field has been motivated by hydro
dynamic considerations. To resolve the discontinuities, 
"viscositylike" terms have been included in the equations 
of motion. In essence, the included term is of one higher 
spatial derivative than those which characterize the wave 
motion (a third-spatial-derivative term .'a3y/ax3 would be a 
typical term). For propagation in solids, a more natural 
term to add would be of an "elastic" nature, for example, 
l iJ4y / ax'. This renders the system dispersive, whereas with 
viscositylike terms the system is made dissipative. 

6 Subscripts are used to designate partial derivatives, 
y, = ay/at. 

7 This Lagrangian also describes the longitudinal elastic 
vibrations of a bar whose streos (u)-strain (s) law is charac
terized by the relation 

du/ds = 1 + fY"P. 
8 E. Fermi, J. R. Pasta, and S. Ulam, Los Alamos Rept. 

No. 1940, May, 1955. The problem studied in this report is 
described briefly in S. Ulam, A Collection of Mathematical 
Problems (Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 1960) 
Chap. 7, paragraph 8. Recently, Joseph Ford [J. Math. 
Phys. 2, 787 (1961)) and E. Atlee Jackson [J. Math. Phys. 4, 
551, 686 (1963)) have attempted to explain the recurrence 
phenomena described in the FPU report. For further dis
cussion see N. J. Zabusky in Mathematical Models in Physical 
Sciences, edited by S. Drobot (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engle
wood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1963), p. 99 and M. D. Kruskal, 
in a talk at International Business Machines, Inc., Confer
ence on Numerical Computations in Large-Scale Physical 
Phenomena, Dec. 1963 (to be published). 

The numerical computations of FPU for standing 
oscillations showed unexpected recurrence phenom
ena. The present authors attempted to describe 
these phenomena with the Lagrangian density of 
(1.1), and this led to the development of the pro
cedure which constitutes this paper. It is found, 
however, that after a finite time of order 1/ E, the 
perturbation solutions of the equations of motion 
obtained from (1.1) exhibit a breakdown, in that 
the second derivative Yxx becomes singular. This 
conclusion was rigorously established by one of 
the authors (N.J.Z.)9 for the original exact partial 
differential equation with p = 1. By using an 
inversion or hodograph transformation, he put the 
nonlinear wave equation into an equivalent linear 
form. For p = 1 he obtained an exact solution in 
terms of known functions and proved rigorously 
that breakdown occurs. 

Up until the breakdown time tB , the results of 
the zero-order perturbation procedure agree with 
the numerical computations. to At about this time, 
the numerical solutions cannot be described by the 
Lagrangian density given in (1.1). To extend the 
continuum analysis beyond iB , one must modify 
the lowest-order continuum Lagrangian to include 
higher-order (spatial derivative) terms. This aspect 
of the problem is discussed in Sec. 6 and is presently 
under investigation. 

2. DECOMPOSITION OF THE EQUATIONS OF 
MOTION INTO THEIR CHARACTERISTIC 

REPRESENTATION 

A. The Stroboscopic Conceptll 

In treating linear phenomena one almost always 
invokes the principle of superposition. This allows 
one to decompose a complicated motion into a sum 
of simpler motions, called states or modes, each of 
which can be analyzed on a more elementary level. 
For nonlinear systems the principle is of course 
invalid. 

For nearly linear systems12 we can develop a 
9 N. J. Zabusky, J. Math. Phys. 3, 1028 (1962). 
10 The method of comparing the analytical and numerical 

results will be made clear in Sec. 5, to follow. Essentially 
it involves a comparison of the energy in the normal mode~ 
obtained by decomposing the waveform into spatial Fourier 
modes. 

11 The stroboscopic concept is implicit in the more com
prehensive work of one of the authors. [M. D. Kruskal 
J. Mat~. Phys. 3, 806 (1962)). In thi~ paper an asymptoti~ 
theory IS presented for treatmg phYSIcal systems described 
by coupled first-order differential equations whose solutions 
are nearly periodic. 

12 In a nearly linear system, the nonlinearity enters with 
a small parameter f. This is exhibited in (1.1). The "corre
sponding linear system" is defined as the one obtained by 
setting E = O. 
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perturbation procedure applicable to both standing 
and progressive oscillation phenomena. This is 
accomplished by decomposing the partial differential 
equations of the system into a set of ordinary 
differential equations, each of the latter describing 
a one-parameter family of characteristics. Moving 
along a particular characteristic direction, one finds 
that variations associated with opposite character
istics appear as rapid oscillations. These rapid 
oscillations are associated with the corresponding 
linear system and can be "averaged out" in each 
order of the perturbation calculation, which, in 
effect, decouples the phenomena along oppositely 
directed characteristics. One performs the averaging 
over one period of the linear oscillation and obtains 
a period-by-period or stroboscopic view of the wave
form. This stroboscopic waveform will vary "slowly," 
that is, in accordance with a time scale governed 
by the nonlinear coupling constant. 

It may be mentioned that the final solution is 
constructed from a set of relationships that give 
the (x, t) path of each characteristic implicitly in 
terms of the characteristic variables. This is unlike 
a linear analysis, where one merely superimposes the 
results from elementary states. 

B. Decomposition of the One-Dimensional Wave 
Equation into a Characteristic Representation 

Consider the partial differential equation 

[r(Yt)]2YII = [cf?(Yr)]2yrr , (2.1) 

where 

r = 1 + Eg(Yt). (2.2) 

In general, 5' and 9 are written as power series in E 

beginning with terms 0(1). The linear sound speed 
has been normalized to unity and we have chosen 
the nonlinearity to be separable into a product of a 
function of Yr by a function of Yt, a form frequent 
in applications. 

If we definel3 

U = Yr, v = Yt, (2.3) 

then (2.1) can be written as two coupled partial 
differential equations, 

U t - Vr = 0, (2.4) 

(2.5) 

where (2.4) is a consistency condition. We now 
introduce new dependent variables which serve to 
symmetrize the coupled pair of equations. This is a 

13 N. J. Zabusky, Ref. 9, paragraph 3, where r = 1. 

standard transformation in the method of charac
teristics, and in our case is made by multiplying (2.4) 
by ±cf?r and adding the result to (2.5). We obtain 
the symmetric pair of equations, 

r 2vt ± cf?rut =t= (cf?rv", ± cI>2ux ) = O. (2.6) 

Dividing by rev) we obtain 

(r",)t =t= [cI>(u)/r(v)](r",)", = 0, (2.7) 

where 

r", = { ± f rev') dv' + f cI>(U') dU'] 

= H±A(v) + B(u)]. (2.8) 

The new dependent variables r", are known as the 
Riemann invariants of the given partial differential 
equation (2.1). They and any function of either 
of them are constant along the solutions of their 
respective characteristic ordinary differential equa
tions, 

dx/dt = =t=cf?(u)/r(v) for r",. (2.9) 

Instead of r", on the left side of (2.8), we could 
have taken an arbitrary function of r",. We have 
chosen the form shown, with the multiplicative 
constant t and zero on the lower limit of the integrals 
(corresponding to an additive constant), so that 
r", goes over to the conventional expression for 
the invariants in the corresponding linear system. 
The coefficient cf?/r in (2.7) can be expressed as 
the ratio of a function of (r + + r _) to a function 
of (r + - r _) by using the inverse of the relations 
obtained by adding and subtracting the two equa
tions (2.8). Thus, 

(2.10) 

C. Representation of the Exact Solution by a 
Pair of Implicit Relations 

If one knew, a priori, the exact path of the 
characteristics in the (x, t) plane, one could write 
down the exact solution to an initial-value problem. 
In this section we derive the solution in the form 
of a pair of implicit relations. These will serve as 
the starting point of the perturbation procedure. 

We observe that the coefficient of (r±)x in (2.7) 
can be written as 

(2.11) 

since cI> is a function only of u, and r is a function 
only of v. For the perturbation method, F can be 
expanded in a power series in E if r", remain of the 
same order of magnitude as initially. This is the 
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case for the FPU problem, where it is only the 
derivatives of r,., that become unbounded. 

We next observe that the left sides of Eqs. (2.7) 
are in the form of convective derivatives, that is, 
a time derivative plus a multiple of a space deriva
tive. This suggests that if we transform to a suitable 
moving reference frame, the equations obtained 
will be more amenable to analysis. A Lagrangian 
transformation!4 will replace convective derivatives 
in one reference frame by partial time derivatives 
in another reference frame. Thus, we make a dif
ferent Lagrangian transformation of the independent 
variables for each equation (2.7), namely 

t = T, 

X =~,., =F [T + E for F(r+,r_) dT:] , 
and obtain the pair of equations 

a(r,.,)/iJT = 0, 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

where the upper and lower signs always correspond 
to r + and r _ respectively. Thus, r,., are independent 
of T, so 

wherelo R* (x') are the initial values (t = 0) of 
the Riemann invariants r,.,. 

No subscripts are appended to x and t as they 
are the generic space-time variables. The integra
tion in (2.12) is performed along characteristics. This 
is represented symbolically by appending the sub
script ± to T'. Since r,., in (2.12) can be expressed 
in terms of ~,., by (2.14), we find it convenient to 
change the variables of integration from T: to ~~, 

dT~ = J T d~~ = at/a~~ I~ ... d~~. (2.15) 

In other words, ~ T varies if we move along the ~,., 
characteristic. Thus, (2.12) takes the form 

(2.16) 

where 

1~· z,., = E FJ T d~~ 
~. 

(2.17) 

is a function of ~+ and ~_. That is, one expresses 
F in (2.12) in terms of ~+ and ~_ by using (2.14). 

14 The Lagrangian representation of the equations of 
hydrodynamics is sometimes preferred to the Eulerian form. 
The form of these equations and their meaning are given by 
J. Serrin, "Mathematical Principles of Classical Fluid Me
chanics," H andbuch der Physik (Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1959), 
Vol. VIII, Pt. 1, p. 125. If a partial differential equation is pre
sented in convective (Eulerian) form, it may be transformed 
to a stationary form by using an appropriate Lagrangian 
transformation. 

16 For clarity, we use x' to designate the independent 
spatial variable at t = O. 

The lower limit of the integral follows from (2.12) 
at T = t = 0, namely ~T 1,-0 = ~,., = x'. 

We obtain J T by first eliminating x from the 
pair of equations (2.16), 

t = ±!(~,., - ~T) - !(Z* + ZT), (2.18) 

and then taking the partial derivative of t with 
respect to ~T' holding ~,., fixed, or 

J T = =F! - !(Z,., + ZT)~ .. ' (2.19) 

Hence, the problem of solving a nonlinear partial 
differential equation has been cast into one involving 
the solution of a pair of coupled linear integral 
equations of the second kind, namely (2.17). 

The step-by-step manner of computing J T and 
of evaluating the integrals is the essence of the 
perturbation procedure. We make the Ansatz that 
the function Z,., can be calculated in nth order by 
using the function J T from the previous order, or 

(2.20) 

where 

n ~ o. (2.21) 

It is not at all obvious that this procedure yields 
a convergent solution, for although Z,., is defined 
with the coefficient E, the range of integration 
in (2.17) is 0(1/ E). In fact, we must validate the 
assumed procedure in each order by showing that 
z~n) is unchanged if J T is determined from it in 
an iterative fashion. 

In Secs. 3B and 30 we will show that the initial 
conditions as well as the nonlinearity govern the 
validation calculation. 

Equation (2.14) with ~,., defined by (2.16) gives 
an implicit representation of the solution and thus 
will not always define a single-valued function 
t.(x, t). The implicit function theoreml6 states 
that if the Jacobian J does not vanish, then the 
relations (2.16) do define a single-valued function, 
where 

J = a[(x + t), (x - t)] = {I _ ('>1) } 
a(~+, ~_) .... + ~+ 

X {I + (Z-)~_} + (Z+)e-CZ-)~+ (2.22) 

and (x ± t) are defined in (2.16) and are treated 
as functions of ~+ and ~_. 

In the problem to be studied in Sec. 3, it will be 
16 T. M. Apostol, Mathematical Analysis (Addison-Wesley 

Publishing Co., Inc., Reading, Massachusetts, 1957), p. 146, 
paragraph 7-5. 
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shown that the last term of the right side of (2.22) 
is of higher order in e than the first is. Thus, to 
O(e), the Jacobian vanishes whenever either of the 
relations holds: 

(2.23) 

The earliest time that this occurs is called the 
breakdown time, tB. In the (x, t) plane, breakdown 
occurs when two neighboring characteristics inter
sect. Beyond this time the formal solution is multi
valued in certain regions (and therefore physically 
meaningless), since there is more than one char
acteristic of the same family passing through a 
point. We will show below that at t ~ tB , (r +)z or 
(r -)z becomes singular at isolated points along the 
x aXIS. 

3. A STROBOSCOPIC-PERTURBATION PROCEDURE 
AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE FERMI-PASTA

ULAM PROBLEM 

A. Preliminaries 

We will now develop a uniform order-by-order 
perturbation procedure for calculating the path of 
the separate characteristics in the physical plane. 
By a uniform procedure, we mean one which yields 
a valid solution over time intervals 0(1/ e), that is 
we treat the quantity e"+lt as O(e"). This procedure 
starts from the equations derived in Sec. 2 and 
will be applied to the wave equationl7 

(3.1) 

obtained from (2.1) by setting r = 1 and 4' = 
(1 + eyz)i. This corresponds to the Lagrangian (1.1) 
with p = 1. Equation (3.1) with periodic initial 
conditions and fixed boundary conditions has been 
solved exactly.9 The power of the perturbation 
procedure will become evident by the facility with 
which it generates the power series expansion of 
the exact solution. 

We examine, as FPU did, the standing-wave 
oscillations resulting from the initial conditions 

y(x', 0) = a sin 'll"X', and Yt(x', 0) =0. (3.2) 

The new independent variables defined in (2.8) 
become 

17 This equation was used by Ornstein and Zernike as a 
model for studying the effects of nonlinear elastic phenomena 
on the thermal conductivity of nonconducting crystals. 
However, they linearized the equation early in the analysis 
and the!eby faile~ to ob~erve breakdown. Thus, they did 
not re~ze that thIs equatIOn could be us~d only to describe 
short-time phenomena. See L. S. Ornstem and F. Zernike 
Proc. Roy. Acad. Soc., Amsterdam 19, 1295 (1917). J 

r,j, = !{±v + (2/3e)[(1 + eu)! - I]}, 

= H±v +u + (!e)u2 - (Jte~31 + 0(e3
), (3.3) 

so that their initial values (v = 0, u = a'll" cos 'll"X') 
are 

R.(x') = (I/3e)[(1 + ea'll" COS'll"X,)i - 1] 

= ![a1r cos 1rX'] + (te)[a'll" cos 1rX,]2 

- (-he2)[a'll" cos 1rX't + ... . (3.4) 

An equivalent initial-value problem over the 
infinite x space is obtained by replacing the fixed 
boundary conditions yeO, t) = y(l, t) = ° by the 
requirement that the solution y(x, t) be periodic 
over a length of 2 and odd in x. 

4' can be written as a function of (r + + r _) by 
inverting the sum of Eqs. (3.3), 

4' = (1 + eF) = (1 + eu)! 

= [1 + (!e)(r+ + r_)]i. (3.5) 

Expanding the right side of (3.5) and comparing 
yields 

eF = !e(r+ + r_) - U(r+ + r_)2 

+ (-i4)e3(r + + r _)3 + (3.6) 

Substituting for r,j, the relations given in (2.14) 
and (3.4), one finds 

eF = j3( cos 1r~+ + cos 1r~_) - 2j32( cos 1r~+ cos 1r~_) 

- ri(cos3 1r~+ - 3 cos2 1r~+ cos 1r~_ 

- 3 cos 1r~+ cos2 'll"~_ + cos3 1r~_) + O(ll), (3.7) 

where 

j3 = !ea1r. (3.8) 

B. The Uniform. Zero-Order SolutionIS S(,,) 

S(O) is obtained by including terms O(et) or O(j3t) 
and neglecting terms O(e). If the leading terms 
of eF as defined in (3.7) are substituted into (2.20), 
we obtain 

x (=F!) d~~ + 0(j3), (3.9) 

where we have taken J(;IJ = =F!, according to 
the Ansatz made in Sec. 20. This is the value 
one obtains from the linear partial differential equa
tion (e = 0), where 

(3.10) 

18 We designate by S(,,) the phrase "uniform nth-order 
solution. " 
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Then 

E± = ±!,8(~± - ~'F) cos 7r~± + 0(;3). (3.11) 

The second term of the integrand of (3.9) contributes 
a term oem. 

We now verify the Ansatz that E~O) given in 
(3.11) is not affected to 0(1) if we use J~O) instead 
of J~-l). 

i· .. E± = ,8 (cos 7r~± + cos 7r~~) 
.= 

X [=F! ± t,87r(~± - ~~)sin7r~~] d~~ + 0(;3), (3.12) 

where the quantity in brackets is the new value 
of J 'F, calculated by substituting (3.11) into (2.19). 
This can be simplified to 

i·· E± = ±!,8(~± - ~'l') cos 7r~± ± t,827r (~± - ~~) 
•• 

X [cos 7r~± sin ~~ + ! sin 27r~~] d~~ + 0(;3), (3.13) 

If t is smaller than the breakdown time tB , the 
implicit relations given in (3.18) will define unique 
functions u and v of x and t. 

C. The Uniform First-Order Solution S(l) 

J~O) is obtained by substituting (3.11) into (2.19), 
or 

J'F = =FU1 - !,87r(~± - ~'F) sin 7r~'F] + 0(,8). (3.19) 

This expression was used in (3.12) to verify the 
Ansatz in zero order. Hence E± can be calculated 
from (2.17) or (2.20) as 

i· ... E± = =F!,8 [1 - !,87r(~± - ~~) sin ~~J .-
X [cos 7r~± + cos 7r~~] d~~ + 0(;32), (3.20) 

or 

and one verifies (as will be demonstrated below) E± = ±!,8(h - h) cos 7r~± ± (;3/27r) 
that the integral in (3.13) is Oem. This validates X (. t ·.t ) ( 1 p,2)(t t ) sm 7r<;;± - sm 7r<;;'f =F 16,.. <;;± - <;;'F 
the Ansatz in this order. S(O) is given by the pair 
of relations X (cos 27rfl' + 4 COS7r~± COS7r~'F) + 0(;32). (3.21) 

~± = x ± t + !,8(~± - ~'F) cos 7r~± + 0(,8), 

and 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

The first space and time derivatives of the wave
form are obtained directly in lowest order by taking 
the sum or difference of r... and r _ as defined in 
(3.15). Thus, 

u = y,.(x, t) = r + + r _ + O(E) 

= !a7r(cos 7r~+ + cos 7r~_) + O(E) 

= a7r[cos !7r(~ ... + ~_) 
X cos !7r(~+ - e-)] + O(E), 

and 

v = Yt(x, t) = r+ - r_ + O(E) 

= !a7r(cos 7r~+ - cos 7r~_) + O(E) 

= -a7r[sin !7r(~+ + ~_) 

(3.16) 

Again, one can verify that E~ll given in (3.21) is 
unaffected if we use J~l), derived from (3.21), 
instead of J~O). Sm is given by (2.16) [with (3.21) 
for E±l and the relation 

r ± = !a7r( cos 7r~± + ,8 cos2 7r~±) + 0(;32). (3.22) 

One can verify that (3.22) with (3.21) is the correct 
solution to O(e) by direct substitution in the char
acteristic equations (2.7), which are written as 

(3.23) 

The verification is straightforward but lengthy, and 
only an outline of it will be given. 

We take the t and x partial derivatives of r±(~±), 
substitute into (3.23), divide through by (~±):r, and 
obtain 

(~±)t!(t±)x = ±[1 + !e(r+ + r_)] + 0(e2
) 

= ±[1 + ,8(cos 7r~+ + cos 7r~_)] + 0(;32). (3.24) 
X sin !7r(~+ - ~_)] + O(E). (3.17) The left-hand side is evaluated by taking partial 

One can rewrite (3.16) and (3.17) as the coupled derivatives of (2.16) with E± given by (3.21). We 
pair of implicit relations obtain 

u = a7r cos 7r(x + lEiv) 

X cos 7r(t + lEtu) + O(E), 

v = - a7r sin 7r(x + tEtV) 

X sin 7r(t + iEtU) + O(E), 

if we substitute for t+ ± t- from (3.14). 

(3.18) 

(t~l),/(~~I),. 

= ± {(I ± IJ.± =F P±)/[l ± (p,± + p±)]} , (3.25) 

where we have defined IJ.± and p± through the 
relations 

(E±), = J''F(l;±), + P±(h)., (3.26) 
:r z :r 
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and have determined them as 

J.&", = =Ft3 cos 1f~", =F ~t3(~", - ~",)(sin 1ft",) 

X [2 - 13 cos 1f~.J + 0(/32), 

V'" = =F!t3(cos 1f~", + cos 1f~'f) ± lt321f(~", - h) 

X (sin 1f~'f)[cos 1ft", + cos 1f~'f] + 0(/32). (3.27) 

If we substitute (3.27) into the right-hand side of 
(3.25) and consistently omit terms 0«(32), we obtain 
the right-hand side of (3.24), thus verifying the 
solution. The solution for this problem given pre
viously in Sec. 6 of reference 9 appears to be valid 
to terms O(E). However, not all the terms O(E) 
were explicitly given in (6.8) and (6.9) of reference 
9 [compare with (3.21)1, and hence the solution 
there is uniformly valid only to 0(1). 

4. BREAKDOWN PROPERTIES OF THE UNIFORM 
FmST-ORDER SOLUTION S(I) 

A. Introduction 

In Sec. 1 we remarked that the exact solution 
exhibited a breakdown after an elapsed time of 
0(1/ E); that is, the solution of the problem is not 
everywhere defined beyond the breakdown time tB • 

We will now demonstrate that S(1) also exhibits 
this behavior and we will proceed to study the 
properties of the solution for space and time inter
vals near breakdown. Such a study is a prerequisite 
for resolving the breakdown when appropriate 
higher-derivative terms are included in the original 
partial differential equation. 

B. Breakdown Time 

To study the properties of the Jacobian (2.22), 
we evaluate the partial derivatives (Z",).,. and 
(Z",h ... as 

CZ",h .. = -(31f0 sin 1f~", ± (3 cos 1f~± 

+ (!(321f0)(sin 1f~± cos 1f~'f) + 0«(32), 

(Z".) •• = !,8[=t=( cos 1f~-r + cos 1f~'f) + «(31f0) 

X sin 1f~±(cos 11"~± + cos 1I"~'f)] + 0«(32), 

where 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

and where Z", is the first-order quantity given in 
(3.21). From (4.1) it follows that the last term 
of (2.22) is 0(132). Thus, J = 0 if either of the 
pair of relations obtained by substituting (4.1) into 
(2.23) holds: 

1 - 13 cos 1f~* = ±t3d sin 1f~* 

X [-1 + !t3 cos 11"~",] + 0(/32). (4.3) 

We express t in terms of 0 by substituting (3.21) 
and (4.2) into (2.18), 

t = 0[1 - !t3(cos 1f~* + cos 1ft",)] 

+ 0(/3) + 0(/320). (4.4) 

Rearranging (4.4) we obtain 

o = t[I + !t3(cos ~* + cos ~"')] + 0(/3), (4.5) 

since terms 0(1325) are a fortiori 0(t3). Substituting 
into (4.3) yields 

r- I = =t=[sin 1f~", + tf3 
X sin 211"h]/[1 - (3 cos 1I"t .. ] + 0«(32), (4.6) 

or 

'1'-1 = =t=sin 11"~* =t= (~t3) sin 21f~± + 0(/32), 

where 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

is a monotonically decreasing function of t. Equation 
(4.3) will be first satisfied at the points which 
maximize the right side of (4.7). Taking the deriva
tive of the right side of (4.7) with respect to ~* 
and setting it equal to zero, we obtain the pair 
of relations 

cos 11"~± = - (!i3) cos 2~", + 0(/32), (4.9) 

which are obviously satisfied by 

(4.10) 

where the signs have been chosen to make ,/,1 a 
positive number. If (4.10) is substituted into (4.7) 
we find that 

'1'-1 = 1 + 0(/32), (4.11) 

or that the breakdown time is given by 

tB = «(311"t 1 + 0(/3) = 4/(Ea1l"2) + 0((3). (4.12) 

We see that the expression for the initial breakdown 
point 1I"~~l) differs from =Fh by 0(t3), whereas the 
normalized breakdown time '1' B differs from 1 by 
0(,82). 

C. Multivaluedness of the Solution After 
Breakdown 

We now investigate the properties of the break
down region in the physical plane. We will show 
that at breakdown ~~l) (x, t) goes from a single
valued function to a triple-valued function, so that 
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the quantities y: ll (x, t) or y;ll (x, t) behave the 
same way. If we multiply (3.14) by 11' and introduce 
the variables 

(4.13) 

and 

fh = !11' ± lI'(x ± t), (4.14) 

we obtain the expression 

q,. = (J* + fl1l'5 sin q* - lfl(cos q* + cos qT) 

=r (tfl211'5)(cos 2qT + 4 sin q,. sin qT) + 0(fJ2). (4.15) 

If 5 is obtained from (4.5) with (4.12), and the 
result substituted into (4.15), we obtain 

q,. = (J* + T(sin q± + lfl sin2 q±) 

- lfl cos q± + flfT + 0(fJ2), (4.16) 

where 

fT = !(-cos q'f' + iT cos 2qT)' (4.17) 

If we take 

O± = (J± + ifl<! + f'f') = O(fJ), 

T = 1 + u, 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

and we expand the trigonometric functions in (4.16) 
which involve q± (but not qT)' we obtain the cubic 
equation 

q! - I(fJ)q! - 6uq - 60± + 0(fJ2) = 0, (4.20) 

where we have omitted terms O(uq!), O(q!), and 
O(fluq!). We simplify the form of the cubic equation 
by introducing the transformation suggested in the 
breakdown calculation (4.10), namely 

from negative to positive values, the solution of 
the partial differential equation goes from a single
valued function to a triple-valued function. The 
value of ~ corresponding to breakdown is obtained 
by setting p = 1 in (4.25), or 

~B = l(30±)f = O(fJt). (4.26) 

That is, with the above analysis, one can study 
the properties of the breakdown region provided 
u > 0«(3'). 

D. The Behavior of the Singularity of (r±)z Near 
Breakdown 

Since Yz passes from a single-valued to a triple
valued function in the breakdown region, Yzz(x, t) 
has a singularity in this region. The nature of the 
singularity is obtained most readily from the be
havior of the first partial derivatives of r ±. 

For example, from (2.7) the spatial derivative 
is given by 

(4.27) 

where we have taken r = 1 and <P = 1 + O( E) 
as in Sec. 3A. Substituting r ± from (3.22) into (4.27), 

(r±)z = =f(!a1l'2 sin 1I'~±)(~±)1 + O(E), (4.28) 

where we have assumed that ~+ and ~_ are dependent 
only on t through the relations given in (2.18). 
We now follow a procedure which is similar to 
that used for evaluating the Jacobian J in Sec. 2, 
namely we take time derivatives of the left and 
right sides of (2.16) (treating x as a constant) and 
solve the resulting pair of equations to obtain 

(~±)I = ±Fl[1 ± (8:T)~. ± (8:±) • .], (4.29) 

q± = fj± + !fl, 
and also by replacing u by 

(4.21) where J is given by (2.22). Thus, 

(~±)I = ±[1 =f (8:±).* + 0(fJ)r1 

U=~_!fl2. (4.22) 

The result of these substitutions is 

ifJ.! - Ufj± - 20± + 0(fJ2) = 0, (4.23) 

which takes the standard form of a cubic equation19 

y3 _ 3pY = -2, (4.24) 

if we define 

p = 2~(30±)-f. (4.25) 

Equation (4.24) has one real root for p < 1 and 
three real roots for p > 1. Thus, as ~ increases 

18 E. Jahnke and F. Emde, Tables oj Functions with 
Formulas and Curves (Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 
1945); Bee p. 20 at rear of book. 

(4.30) 

For our purposes we need only consider the first 
term of the right side of (4.30), which we rewrite as 

(4.31) 

or 

(t±), = ±[(tj± - ?rZ±) •• r 1 + O(fJ), (4.32) 

since d(lI'~±) = ±dfj± by (4.13) and (4.21). The 
quantity in parentheses has been studied in Eqs. 
(4.15) and (4.16) and in expanded form in (4.23). 
Hence, taking the fj± partial derivative of (4.23) 
and substituting into (4.32), we obtain 

(~±), = ±[fj! - Url + 0(fJ), 
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or 

(4.33) 

where we have eliminated qo, and u by (4.25). 
The leading term of the right side of (4.33) is 
O(fj)f since flo, = Oem and (y2 - p) = 0(1) when 
Y is a root of the cubic equation (4.24) with finite p. 
SUbstituting (4.33) into (4.21) and eliminating ~o, 
in favor of qo" we obtain 

x cos (q", + !fj) + O(E). (4.34) 

Thus, in the breakdown region, (r",)", varies essen
tiallyas ±[x ± t + Ocmrf. 

5. SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF THE S(O) 

WAVEFORM INTO SPATIAL FOURIER MODES 

A. Introduction 

We have emphasized the phenomenon of break
down as inherent in those wave systems whose 
nonlinear terms are functions of the derivatives 
of the dependent variable. Another property of 
nonlinear systems is the flow of energy between 
the normal modes of oscillation of the corresponding 
linear system, the rate of flow being governed by 
the strength of the nonlinear coupling constant. 
To study this aspect of nonlinear wave systems, 
we will decompose the S(O) waveform into spatial 
Fourier modes. We can then compare our results 
directly with the FPU computations, which are 
given in the form of modal energy vs time. 

It should be noted that we will be taking the 
Fourier decomposition of a periodic function given 
implicitly. Before breakdown this is a well-behaved 
function (continuous and possessing all derivatives), 
and equals the sum of its Fourier series. However, 
as t passes through tB , y", becomes infinitely steep 
and then multivalued. The spatial region over which 
y" (as well as y) is multivalued increases with t. 
The multi valued waveform has no physical meaning 
for times t > tB , and so the formal Fourier coeffi
cients which we obtain are irrelevant although they 
depend on the parameter Et continuously and 
analytically at and beyond ftB' 

The computation of a Fourier coefficient is a 
smoothing process, since it forms a weighted average 
in a region where the curve is multivalued. For 
example, assume that the curve f(x) is muItivalued 
in the region (a, b), as shown in Fig. 1. The Fourier 
sine coefficients over the interval (0, 1) are 

o Q b 

FIG. 1. Fourier decomposition of a multi valued function. 

iBn = f I(x) sin 1I"T/,X dx 

= { 11 sin 1I"TtX dx + { f2 sin 1I"T/,X dx 

+ { fa sin 1I"T/,X dx = foa 11 sin 1I"TtX dx 

+ f (11 + fs - 12) sin 1I"T/,X dx + { 13 sin 1I"TtX dx, 

where the middle integral is the weighted average 
referred to above. If one sums the Fourier series 
determined by the coefficients Bm then one obtains 
a single-valued function (the dashed line) with 
amplitude f = 11 + fs - f2 in the region (a, b). 

B. Procedure for Decomposing into Spatial Fourier 
Modes 

The total energy contained in the string vibrations 
is conserved. For the system described by (3.1), 
it is given by 

E = ! Ll dx[y; + 1l + lEY!], (5.1) 

where the quantity in brackets is twice the energy 
density of the system. 

As E is a small number in the FPU calculations 
(smaller than h), and y", has a maximum value 
of a7r, we can consistently neglect those terms in 
the energy expression which appear with the 
explicit coefficient E. Our results, for comparison 
with FPU, will be affected by no more than the 
thickness of a graph line. 

Thus we will calculate 

E(fJ) = i El dxf[y;O)]2 + [y;O)]2}, (5.2) 

always omitting terms which appear with the 
coefficient E. Now, ylO) = v(O) and y~O) = u(O) 

are uniquely determined by (3.18), from which one 
verifies by inspection that u is even and v odd 
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under spatial inversion. Thus, we can write 

'" co 

UCO) = LA,. COS7!"nX, V
CO

) = L B .. sin7!"nX, (5.3) 
n-l n-l 

where the coefficients A.. and B.. are functions 
of time only and are defined by 

and 

Bn = fl V
CO

) sin 7!"nX' dx', 
-1 

It will be seen that Ao = O. 

n> l' - , (5.4) 

n 2:: 1. (5.5) 

It is convenient to replace the dummy variable 
x' by ~+ or ~_, for x can be written as an explicit 
function of ~+ and ~_. This is exhibited in (2.16) 
where t is held fixed throughout. To lowest order, 
we use (3.14) and replace ±!(~ .. - ~,,) by t. Thus, 

(5.6) 

and 

(5.7) 

where T is defined by (4.8). By (5.6), the limits 
of integration in (5.4) and (5.5) remain the same. 
Furthermore, r .. , u, and v are periodic functions 
of ~ .. with period 2. 

We now substitute into (5.4) and (5.5) the expres
sions for u and v given in (3.16) and (3.17), 

A .. = A: + A;;- and B .. = B: - B;;-, (5.8) 

where 

A: = f\ r ± cos 7!"nX' dx' 
-\ 

and 

B: = f' r ± sin 7!"nX' dx' 
-\ 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

That is, the upper and lower signs on A and B 
indicate the contribution to these coefficients from 
r + and r _, respectively. For convenience, we have 
introduced 

(C,,) .. = cos 7rnx' = cos [7rn(~ =r t) =r n 
(8,,) .. = sin 7!"nX' = sin [7rn(~ =r t) =r tJ, (5.11) 

where 

t = nT cos 7r~. (5.12) 

NotethatA~ = 0, because (C,,)o = 1. 

After some computation, we find for each n 2:: 1 
that 

[~:J = (2a7r){J~;T)} 

(5.13) 

where matrix mUltiplication is understood. To 
arrive at this compact form, we have expanded 
(C,,) .. and (8,,) .. in infinite trigonometric series with 
Bessel function coefficients and derived the identities 

2[J .. (nT)/nT](sin !7rn) == fl dHcos 7r~ cos 7!"n~ cos t) 

+ !T fl dHsin 27r~ sin 7!"n~ sin t), (5.14) 

and 

2[J,.(nT)/nT](cos t7!"n) == - fl dHcos7r~ COS7!"n~sin t) 
+ !T fl dHsin 27r~ sin 7!"n~ cos t)· (5.15) 

This is discussed in detail in the appendix. 
The modal energy is obtained by substituting 

(5.3) into (5.2) and carrying out the integrations. 
Thus, 

ro co 

E CO ) = ! L (A! + B!) LE(O) .. , (5.16) 
n=l .. -\ 

where 

E~O) = 2[a7rJ .. (nT)/nT]2, n2::1. (5.17) 

E~O) is the energy in mode n for a string of length 2, 
and is twice the value obtained in the FPU computa
tions. By SUbstituting the initial conditions (3.2) 
into (5.1), one finds the total energy residing in 
the string at t = 0, as Elo = ta2

7r
2

• The series 
for the total energy given in (5.16) is a particular 
case of the Kapteyn series of the second kind20 and 
has been summed by G. A. Schott: 

co 

E CO
) = 2a27r2 L [J .. (nT)/(nT)]2 = !a27r2 

= Elo, 
n-I 

20 G. N. Watson, A Treatise on lhe Theory of Bessel Func
tions (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, England, 
1958). The Kapteyn series are discussed in Chap. 17. Equa
tion 1, Sec. 17.6 gives the summation formula used. 
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for T =:; 1. Thus, the total energy calculated from 
the S(O) solutions is a conserved quantity and is 
equal to the initial total energy. 

Table I lists properties of the functionJ,,(nT)/ (nT), 
which has its first maximum (for n > 1) at t = Tn. 

Breakdown corresponds to T = 1. All modes 
greater than the first (mode 1 decreases monoton
ically) increase monotonically in energy during the 
time interval in which the analysis is meaningful. 
They have maxima in the region just beyond 
breakdown. 

C. Behavior of the Modal Amplitude Function Near 
Breakdown 

It is interesting to consider how the occurrence 
of breakdown is manifest in the properties of the 
modal amplitude functions given in (5.13). The 
singular nature (or sharpness) of u or v will be 
characterized by the behavior of limn ... ", [J,,(n)/n], 
for breakdown is associated with T = 1. We apply 
Watson's formulas21 in this transitional region 

x < n: 

TABLE 1. Numerical properties of the modal amplitude and 
modal energy functions. 

Mode 
n TM nTM In(nTM)/(nTM) Max [E,,(O)/E1 1,_o] 

1 0 0 1/2 1 
2 1.150 2.300 0.1799 0.1295 
3 1.203 3.611 0.1105 0.0488 
4 1.203 4.812 0.0786 0.0247 
5 1.192 5.963 0.0607 0.0147 

situation before and after breakdown, respectively. 
If / « 1, then 

.1 - in" = a = -in/ + 0(/), (5.25) 

and we obtain from (5.18) and (5.19) the expres
sions 
before: 

J,,(nT) = (71"31)-1 P 

X exp (-in
2
/)Klin/) + O(I/n); (5.26) 

after: 

J,,(nT) = (p3- i )[J1(ln/) cos .1 

J,,(x) = (7I"3i)-lwe''''Kl(nw3/3) + O(n-I), 

x > n: J,,(x) = (w/3i )[J1(inw3) cos .1 

(5.18) - Yt(in/) sin .1] + O(I/n). (5.27) 

- Y!(lnw3
) sin .1] + 0(n- 1

), 

where 

.1 = new - iw3 - tan-1 w) + in" 
= -(inw5)[1 + iw2 + 0(W4)] + i7l", 

a = new + iw3 - tanh- 1 w) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

-(inw5)[1 - tw2 + 0(w4
)], (5.21) 

w = l(x2/n2
) - Ill. (5.22) 

According to the calculation of the breakdown 
time given in (4.11), it is appropriate and convenient 
to replace T by 

T = (1 ± /)1 = 1 ± !/ + 0(/), (5.23) 

for the first correction to T is o ((i). The upper 
and lower signs correspond to after and before 
breakdown, respectively. If we substitute x = 
nT = n(1 ± /)1 in (5.22), we find in both cases 

(5.24) 

Thus, w = p is treated as a positive and small 
number in (5.18) and (5.19), which describe the 

21 Bateman Manuscript Project, Higher Transcendental 
Functions, edited by A. Erdelyi (McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, Inc., New York, 1953), Vol. II, paragraph 7.13, 
Eqs. 28 and 30. 

Now we take the limit n/ ~ ex>; that is, the 
closer we are to the breakdown time, the larger 
must the mode number n be for our conclusion 
to be valid. Using the asymptotic forms of the 
Bessel functions we obtain 
before: 

J ,,(nT) = (n/ /1871")i exp ( - in2
/) + 0(1 /n) ; 

after: 

(5.28) 

JnCnT) = (2/~p)t cos (in/ - tw-) + O(I/n). (5.29) 

Thus, before breakdown the maximum value of 
the modal amplitude function J,,(nT)/nT decreases 
exponentially, predominantly as exp (-in2

/). After 
breakdown it decreases algebraically as (n3p)-I. 
Hence, although the Fourier series for y!O) (x, t) is 
absolutely convergent, its first space derivative is 
not. That is, 

a '" '" 
y!~)(x, t) = -;- L A" cos~x = -71" L nA" sin 7rnX 

uX ,,-1 ,,-1 

'" 
ex: L (np)-i cos (n/ - tw-) sin ~x. (5.30) 

.. -I 

D. Comparison with the Numerical Computations 

In Figs. 2 through 5 we have compared the 
analytical result (5.17) with the numerical computa
tions for strings composed of N = 16, 32, and 64 
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--- N-16 
-ANALYTIC 

E1o) 
_1- 0.51----_l1--~~_l----_l 
Edo 

o 1.0 

N=64 
UNTIL 
HERE 

T' tIts 
2.0 3.0 

FIG. 2. The first-mode energies for the computational and 
analytic S(O) solutions. 

particles.22 The larger N is, the less "granular" or 
more nearly continuous is the string. 

Fig. 2 compares the N = 16 and N = 64 first
mode energies with the analytic results. Up until 
breakdown the computations coincide with the 
analytic solutions (solid line). After T = 1, the 
N = 64 case continues to coincide with the analytic 
curve (up until the point shown), whereas the 
N = 16 case digresses. This digression is more 
vividly shown in Fig. 3, where the energies in mode 2 
are plotted against normalized time. After break
down, the large N (less granular) solutions are in 
better agreement with the analytic solution than 

0.20 I----_ll-------A~----l 

(0) 0.151-----I1-:-,..j----+----_l 

.l 
Edo O.IOf----J'-I--~o:__~ 

0.05 f--+----:I----~~~--_l 

o 3.0 
T • tlte 

FIG. 3. The second-mode energies for the computational and 
analytic S (0) solutions. 

H The original FPU report, Ref. 7, contained computa
tions for the N = 32 string. The results for the N = 16 and 
N = 64 strings were obtained in 1961 by James L. Tuck of 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, and were made available to 
the authors in April of 1962. It should be emphasized that 
the smallness parameter E used in the present analysis is 
related to the parameters a and N of the numerical com
putation by 

• = 2a/N. 
:r~e nonlinear coupling constant a was taken to be 1', and N 
1S the number of particles on the string. This relation implies 
that the amount of time (or computation steps) required 
to reach breakdown increased linearly with N, because 
tB ex: (1/.) 0:: N. 

0.1 0 r-'--'--''--''--'--'''',:-r--r--r--.--.-,.-.,.-.,......., 
t 

BREAKDOWN 

I 

I 
I , 

: N-16 

-NoIS 
-oN-54 
-ANALYTIC 

£(0) " 
_3 _ 0.051--------J """'..."..---=.."...,.-!-___ ---I 

Ello 

o 1.0 2.0 3.0 
T' tIts 

FIG. 4. The third-mode energies for the computational and 
analytic S(O) solutions. 

are the small N solutions. The reason for this 
presumably lies in the behavior of the multivalued 
region. The percentage of the total string length 
occupied by the multivalued region increases more 
slowly for the large N string. 

Figures 4 and 5 are similar comparisons of the 
energies of modes 3 and 5. For the higher mode 
numbers, the energies of the more granular strings 
diverge rapidly from the analytic solution-even 
before breakdown. This is because the properties 
of the normal modes of a beaded string differ from 
those of a continuous string-for example, the 
normal-mode frequencies of the former are not 
integral multiples of the fundamental frequency. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
PERTINENT TO RESOLVING BREAKDOWN 

In this paper, from the start, we have addressed 
ourselves to the study of nonlinear hyperbolic 
partial differential equations. These are typical of 
a wide range of physical phenomena and were 
mentioned as the Hlowest-order continuum limit" 
of problems studied at the Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory on high-speed computing machinery. 

,.' 
// 

0.0201-------11-+---4-----1 
(N=64 
I 

8REAKlJOWN 

(0) O.OI51-------1i+=----4-----I 
l 
Edo O.OII-----Il--t---+-------1 

0.005f----1------J,1----+---!-----l 

o 2.0 ~.o 
T = tlte 

FIG. 5. The fifth-mode energies for the computational and 
analytic 8(0) solutions. 
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A perturbation procedure was presented for treat
ing these nonlinear wave phenomena, and it was 
shown that the solutions broke down for times 
greater than tB , which is proportional to the ratio 
of the number of particles on the string to the 
nonlinear coupling constant. A Fourier decomposi
tion of the analytic waveform gave good agreement 
with the Los Alamos computations. 

Breakdown is associated with the development 
of a singularity in YZZ. This implies that, immediately 
before breakdown, the second and higher spatial 
derivatives will become very large. To study what 
happens around and after tB one must include the 
higher spatial derivatives that were omitted in 
taking the lowest continuum limit. This heuristic 
attitude is similar to that in hydrodynamics, where 
one adds viscosity (a higher-derivative term) into 
the equations of motion and thereby prevents the 
solution from breaking down. Instead, one has a 
region of steep shock front whose thickness is 
related to the coefficient of viscosity. 

The present problem is qualitatively different 
from the hydrodynamical one because of the nature 
of the higher-derivative terms.6 This is readily seen 
if one takes the continuum limit of one of the 
models studied on the computing machine. Equation 
(6.1) presents the model for the "quadratic" non
linearity, 

(l/k2)~~y~ = (l/h2)~~y~[1 + a(Y!+1 - Y!-l)], (6.1) 

where ~2 is the central second-difference operator. 
The subscript i on ~ corresponds to spatial differences 
and j to temporal differences. Thus, the spatial 
central difference operator is defined by 

2 i _ iii 
~'Yi - Yi+l - 2Yi + Yi-l· (6.2) 

If we assume that spatial and temporal differences 
can be expanded in Taylor series, then 

Y,±l - y, = {±hyz + (!h2)Yn 

± (h3/3!)yzzz + ... }z-Zil (6.3) 

where h = I/N is the particle spacing. 
A similar relation holds for temporal differences, 

with h replaced by k. Expanding the terms in (6.1) 
in this manner yields 

y" - (1 + EYz)Yzz = (!h2)[(1 + EYz)Yzzzz 

+ 2YzzYm - (k
2
/h2)YII"] + OW) + O(k4

), (6.4) 

where E = 2a/N. For a typical case N = 32 and 
a = t, E = -h and -hh2 = 1/[3(64)2]. Thus, at 
t = 0 where the first spatial and temporal deriva
tives were area = 1), we were justified in taking 

the continuum limit h = I/N = 0 and E small. 
However, for large times, this approximation is no 
longer valid in certain spatial regions and we must 
include some or all of the terms given on the right
hand side of (6.4). The terms included will be those 
which are largest in magnitude. 
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE FOURIER 
COEFFICmNTS 

In this appendix we will carry out the details 
of the computation of the Fourier coefficients An 
and Bn given in (5.13). We begin with the definitions 
of A! and B! given in (5.9) and (5.10), substitute 
them into (5.8), and obtain 

A .. = !a{i .... dx cos x[(C+) .. + (C_) .. ] 

- !T i"" dx sin 2x[(C +) .. - (C _) .. ]} , 

B .. = !a{i .... dx cos x[ - (S+) .. + (S_) .. ] 

+ !T L: dx sin 2x[(S+) .. + (S_) .. ]}, 

(AI) 

(A2) 

where the dummy variable r~ of (5.9) and (5.10) 
has been replaced by x. If we expand the trig
onometric functions (C.J .. and (S.) .. defined by 
(5.11) and (5.12), we can express the bracketed 
quantities in (AI) and (A2) as 

[(C+) .. + (C_) .. J/cos nx = [(S+) .. + (S_) .. ]/sin nx 

= 2(cos 7rnt cos r - sin 7rnt sin r), (A3) 
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and 

-2(cos 7rnt sin S + sin 7rnt cos s), (A4) 

where 

x = 1r~ and s = nT cos x. 

Equations (A3) and (A4) are substituted into (AI) 
and (A2) and the terms regrouped, to yield 

where matrix multiplication is understood. The co
efficients are defined by the relations 

(A7) 

where 

Ie" = 1r -I fir" dx(eit cos X cos nx), (A8) 

I B .. = 1r -I ["" dx(eit sin 2x sin nx). (A9) 

We now use a modified form of the Jacobi series,23 
and express eit as a trigonometric series with Bessel 
function coefficients, namely 

eit = exp (inT cos x) 

'" 
= :E J m(nT) exp [im(!1r + x)]. (AlO) 

m"'-(X) 

If (AlO) is substituted into (A9), the integrals 
can be evaluated easily because of the orthogonal 
properties of the exponential functions. We obtain 

len = i,,+l[J,,+l(nT) - J .. _1(nT)] = [-sin!7rn 

+ i cos !7rn][J,,+l(nT) - J .. - 1(nT)], (All) 

I." = -2",+2[J .. +2(nT) - J"_2(nT)] = [cos!7rn 

+ i sin !7rn][J,,+2(nT) - J"_2(nT)]. (A12) 

If (All) and (AI2) are substituted into (A7) and 
(A8), we find that 

an/sin !7rn = b,./ cos !7rn 

= {-J .. +1(nT) + J .. -1(nT) 

+ !T[Jn+2(nT) - J .. _2(nT)]} 

= 2J,,(nT)/(nT) , (AI3) 

and therefore finally obtain (5.13). 

23 G. N. Watson, Ref. 20. The form given in Eq. (AlO) 
is obtained from the first expression given by Watson in 
Sec. 2.22. 
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Generalization of Laplace's Expansion to Arbitrary Powers 
and Functions of the Distance between Two Points* 
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In analogy to Laplace's expansion, an arbitrary power rn of the distance r between two points (rI' {h, <PI) 
and (r2, "2, <P2) is expanded in terms of Legendre polynomials of cos "12. The coefficients are homogeneous 
functions of rl and T2 of degree n satisfying simple differential equations; they are solved in terms of 
Gauss' hypergeometric functions of the variable (r</r»2. The transformation theory of hypergeometric 
functions is applied to describe the nature of the singularities as rl tends to r2 and of the analytic con
tinuation of the functions past these singularities. Expressions symmetric in rl and T2 are obtained by 
quadratic transformations; for n = -1 and n = -2; one of these has previously been given by Fontana. 
Some three-term recurrence relations between the radial functions are established, and the expressions 
for the logarithm and the inverse square of the distance are discussed in detail. For arbitrary analytic 
functions fer), three analogous expansions are derived; the radial dependence involves spherical Bessel 
functions of (r<iJ/iJT» of of related operators acting on f(T», f(rl + r2) or f[(rI2 + r22)!]. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HE inverse distance r- I between two points 
QI and Q2, specified by the polar coordinates 

(rl' t'JI, <PI) and (r2' t'J2, <P2) with reference to a common 
origin 0, is given by the well-known Laplace 
expansion 

'" 
r-l = r;l L: (r<lr»lpl(cos t'JI2), 

1-0 

where 

T< = min (TI' T2), 

cos t'J I2 = cos t'J i cos t'J2 

(1) 

(2) 

+ sin t'J1 sin t'J2 cos (<PI - <P2), (3) 

and the P1(x) are the Legendre polynomials. In 
many physical problems, the distance between QI 
and Q2 may be required to powers other than the 
inverse first, and an expansion analogous to (1) is 
required for such cases. One way of approaching 
the problem is to preserve the expansion in powers 
of (r <Ir»; the expression 

'" 
r-2V = r;2v L: (r <Ir>/C~(cos t'JI2) (4) 

1-0 

serves to define the angular dependence as Gegen
bauer polynomials of the argumene (cf. B 3.152

); 

* This work was begun at the Laboratory of Molecular 
Structure and Spectra, University of Chicago, supported by 
Office of Naval Research Contract Nonr-2121(01), continued 
at Salford, and completed at the Theoretical Chemistry 
Institute, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, sup
ported by National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Grant NsG-275-62(4180). 

1 L. Gegenbauer, Wien. Sitzung. 70, 6, 434 (1874); 75, 
891 (1877). 

2 Bateman Manuscript, Frojeet, Higher., ,Transcendental 
Functions, edited by A. Erdelyi (McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, Inc., New York, 1953). Sections and formulas in this 
work are directly referenced by the letter B. 

but for three-dimensional problems it is more con
venient to preserve the dependence on the angles, 
and to redefine the dependence on the radii, and 
the writer is not aware that the corresponding 
expansion 

Vn = rn = L: Rnl(rI , r2)Pl(coS t'JI2) (5) 
1 

has been given in the general case. If n is a positive 
even integer, Vn is the inth power of 

(6) 

and the expansion (5) is a finite series terminat
ing with l = in; the form of the radial functions Rn is 
independent of the comparative values of r l and r2 • 

For odd positive values of n, recurrence relations 
based on (1) and (6) have occasionally been quoted; 
the expressions for n = 1 have been given explicitly 
by Jen. 3 

The purpose of the present paper is to derive 
the explicit terms in the expansion (5) for the general 
case. For variations of the positions of the points 
QI and Q2, the function Vn appears as the solution 
of the partial differential equation 

V~Vn = V;Vn = n(n + 1)Vn- 2 ; (7) 

the corresponding differential equation for the 
radial functions Rnl following from (5) and (7), 
together with simple additional conditions of dimen
sionality and continuity, are solved in Sec. 2 in 
terms of Gauss' hypergeometric function 

F(a {3. 'Y x) = 1 + ~ (a).({3). • 
'" L....(),X, 

1 'Y .8. 
(8) 

where 

(a)o = 1; (a). = a(a + 1) ... (a + 8 - 1) 
(9) 

= rea + 8)/r(a). 
3 c. K. Jen, Phys. Rev. 43, 540 (1933). 

245 
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In Sec. 3, the extensive transformation theory of 
the hypergeometric function is applied to express 
the R" in a variety of forms and to study their 
behavior, expecially in the asymptotic case r l ~ r2• 

The results obtained are asymmetric in r < and r>, 
but by means of quadratic transformations can be 
expressed in several symmetric forms; one of these 
transformations has recently been derived by 
Fontana 4 on the basis of group-theoretical arguments. 

In Sec. 4, Gauss' relations between contiguous 
hypergeometric functions are used to establish re
currence relations between the R"z, and the case 
of the logarithm and the inverse square are discussed 
in greater detail in Sec. 5. 

The results obtained in Sec. 3 are rewritten in 
Sec. 6 in a symbolic form, independent of the power 
n, but involving powers or functions of differential 
operators; this yields an expansion theorem for an 
arbitrary analytic function fer). The more general 
problem that the function depends on the relative 
orientation of Ql and Q2 as well as on their distance 
are considered in a separate paper. 

2. MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION 

Substitution of (7) into (5) leads to 

a
2

R;, + ~ aR", _ l(l + 1) R"i 
Orl r l arl r l 

= a
2

R;, + ~ aR", _ l(l + 1) R~, . (10) 
Or2 r ar2 r2 

Furthermore, the R", are homogeneous functions of 
degree n in the variables r l and r2, and since V" is 
a continuous function if r < = 0, they must contain 
the factor r ~ so that 

R",(rl , r 2) = r~r~-IG"I(r <Ir» , (11) 

where G"I(X) is an analytic function for 0 ~ x < 1. 
Expressing G" as a power series, 

Gnl(r <Ir» = L c"I.(r <Ir>)' , (12) . 
and substituting (10) into (11), we obtain the 
recurrence relations 

(8 + 2)(2l + 8 + 3)C".I .• +2 

= (n - 21 - s)(n - s + l)c"". (13) 

The sequence of coefficients thus begins with 8 = 0, 
as the other possibility 8 = - 2l - 1 would violate 
the continuity condition, and hence Cn " = 0 for 
odd 8, and for even 8 = 21', 

• P. R. Fontana, J. Math. Phys. 2, 825 (1961). 

(l - !n).( -!n - t), (14) 
C".1.2, = (l + !),vl C"IO, 

where (a). is defined in (9). Hence, with the defini
tion (8) for Gauss' hypergeometric function, (11), 
(12), and (14) yield 

R",(rl , r 2) = K(n, l)r~r~-I 

X F(l - !n, -t - !n; 1 + !; r~/r;). (15) 

The coefficients K(n, l) are most easily determined 
by considering the case t?-l2 = 0 when all the 
PI (cos t?-l2) = 1: 

V" = Ir> - r<I" = r~ ~ (~)( ~:<r; (16) 

comparison of the coefficients of r ;r~-~ in (15) and 
(16) yields 

n(n - 1) ... (n - A + 1) 
Al = K(n, A) 

+ K(n, A - 2) (A - 2 -At~(!t - !n) 

+ K(n A _ 4) (A - 4 - !nM-t - !n)2 + 
, (A - %)221 

(17) 

Considered as a function of n, the left-hand side 
is a polynomial of degree A; it follows by induction 
that each K(n, l) must be a polynomial in n of 
degree 1 at most. 

Now for positive even n, the series (17) breaks 
off at 1 = tn, and conversely for any value of l, 
K(n, l) vanishes for n = 0, 2, ... 21 - 2. Hence 
it must be a multiple of n(n - 2) ... (n - 2l + 2) 
or of (-tn)" and since by virtue of (1) all K( -1, l) 
are unity, the general solution is 

(18) 

3. SOLUTION FOR THE RADIAL FUNCTIONS AND 
THEIR TRANSFORMATIONS 

The Eqs. (15) and (18) show that radial functions 
R", in the expansion (5) are given as 

(19) 

The hypergeometric functions (8) are finite series, 
i.e., they are polynomials in x, if either a or f3 is a 
negative integer or zero. This implies that, for all 
positive odd integer values of n, the series for R", 
break off, and if n = -1, they consist of the leading 
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term only, in agreement with (1). For positive 
even n, the series are finite for Z ~ tn; for Z > tn, 
the factor (-tn)z ensures that Rnz vanishes 
identically. 

Of the numerous transformations of the hyper
geometric function, the following are especially 
relevant in the present context [cf. (B 2.9.1, 2); 
(B 2.10.1, 2)]: 

F(a, is; 'Y; x) 

= (1 - xr-a-~F('Y - a, 'Y - (3; 'Y; x), (20a) 

r('Y)r(-y - a - j3) 
r('Y - a)r('Y - is) 

X F(a, (3; a + is - 'Y + 1; 1 - x) 

+ r('Y)r(a + is - 'Y) (1 _ )..,-a-~ 
r(a)r({3) x 

X F('Y - a, 'Y - is; 'Y - a - (3 + 1; 1 - x), (20b) 

= r('Y)r({3 - a) (_x)-a 
r({3)r('Y - a) 

X F(a, 1 - 'Y + a; 1 - (3 + a; X-I) 

+ r('Y)r(a - j3) (-X)-II 
r(a)r('Y - (3) 

X F({3, 1 - 'Y + {3; 1 - a + (3; X-I). I (20 c) 

The first, if applied to (19), yields 

(-tn)1 r~(r; - r~r2 
Rnl(rl , r2) = (t)l r;+n+4 

X F[Z + 2 + tn, ! + tn; Z + !; ~~J ' (21) 

which shows that the functions F are invariant 
against the substitution n ~ -n - 4. Thus the 
coefficients R are rational functions of r l and r2 
for odd integer n whatever its sign, and also for 
negative even n as long as Z < t Inl - 1, though 
in the latter case, the expansion (5) does not break 
off as with positive even n. 

The transformation (20b) applied to (19) yields 

R ( ) 
270+I(Z + !)( - tn)1 1 n-I 

nl r l , r2 = (1 + 1. ) r<r> 
2n 1+1 

[ 
1 1 1 r; - r~J X F l- 'in, -'i - 'in; -1 - n; r; 

2l + 1 r~(r; - r~Jn+2 
2n +3(n + 2) r;+n+4 

X F[Z + tn + 2,! + !n;n + 3, r; ~ r~l (22) 

Here the gamma products have been simplified with 

the use of (9) and Legendre's duplication formula 
(B 1.2.15) 

r(2z) = 22.-!7r -ir(z)r(z + !). (23) 

The expansion (22) shows the nature of the branch 
point for fractional n as r < approaches r>; we see 
that for n ~ - 2, the individual functions Rnz are 
divergent, though they remain integrable as long 
as n > -3. 

For integer n, (22) needs special interpretation 
since either one series contains terms with the inde
terminate factor 0/0, or else both series possess 
infinite coefficients. In particular, if the function F 
in (19) represents a polynomial in r~/r;, it trans
forms into a polynomial in the variable (r; - rD/r;; 
this corresponds to the terminating part of that 
series in (22) which has negative parameters; the 
terms of this series resume when the denominator 
in (8) also vanishes, a passage to the limit shows 
that the ratio % is to be interpreted as t, and the 
resumed terms exactly cancels the other series 
(22). On the other hand, for the nonterminating 
series Rnz in (19), at negative even n the infinities 
of the two series cancel out, leading to logarithmic 
terms in agreement with (B 2.10.12, 13). 

The transformation (20c) when applied to (19) 
leads to 

R - (-tn)1 (1)1" 1 .. -II 
nl - (!)I - cos "2n7r r < r> 

X F(Z - 1.n· _1. - 1.n· .a. + z. r;) 
2, 2 2, 2 , r~ 

+ r(Z + !)7ri (_1)1(n+l) n+Z+1 -1-1 

r(-tn)r(2+Z+tn) r< r> 

X F(-1 - Z - ~1 _1. - In' 1. - l' r;) (24) 
,2 2,2 'r~' 

the constant factor of the first series having been 
simplified by means of the relation (B 1.2.6) 

r(z)r(1 - z) = 7r/sin 7rZ. (25) 

Equation (24) shows the nature of the analytic 
continuation of R .. I from r1 < r2 to r1 > r2, or 
conversely. As expected, this agrees with the true 
expression (19) for r 1 > r2 only if n is a nonnegative 
even integer; in this case, the second series in (24) 
has zero coefficient. For the nonterminating series 
Rn' in the case of negative even n, the second term 
in (24) has a purely imaginary coefficient of in
determinate sign; the true function (19) for r1 > r2 

corresponds to the first term in (24) only, and is 
therefore not the analytic continuation of Rn , for 
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Tl < T2, but its Cauchy principal value with respect 
to the logarithmic singularity at r1 = T2' 

The relations between the three parameters 
occurring in the hypergeometric function in (19) 
allow additional, quadratic transformations to be 
applied to the Rnl • Thus, application of (B2.11.34,36), 

F(a, ~; a - ~ + 1; x) = (1 + x)-a 

X F[!a, !a + !; a - ~ + 1; 4x(1 + Xf2] (26a) 

= (1 + xi)-
2aF[a, a - ~ + !; 20t - 2~ + 1; 

X 4x!(1 + Xi)-2], (26b) 

to (19) leads to 

) 
(-!n)1 (r1T2)I 

R"I(r1 , r2 = ml (T~ + r~)1 f" 

(-!n)1 (T1T2)I 

- ml (rl + r2)21-n 

X F[l- !n, 1 + l;2 + 2l;(Tl~r;2)2l (27b) 

These expressions are completely symmetric in Tl 
and r2, the asymmetry in (19) in the two variables 
is related to the transformations inverse to (26) 
and (27) [cf. (B 2.11.6, 31)], which involve square 
roots which must be taken with a fixed sign. This 
leads to variables of the form 

T! + r~ - Ir! - r~1 and [Tl + r2 - ITI - T21J2, (28) 
r1 + r2 + Irl - r21 Tl + r2 + iTt - r21 
both of which equal r~/r; of (2). Similar considera
tions apply to the factor outside the hypergeometric 
function. Fontana4 has derived a formula equivalent 
to (27a) by group-theoretical methods, and given 
explicit expressions for R_ 1• 1 and R_2.1 in terms 
of double factorials; a number of numerical results 
given in Fontana's paper thus appear as special 
cases of (26). For positive even n, the functions F 
in (27) reduce to polynomials; but for odd n, they 
are infinite series, so that the main advantage of 
(19) and (21) is lost by this transformation. 

Hypergeometric functions which admit of quad
ratic transformations such as (26) are related to 
Legendre functions. Comparison of (27a) with 
(B 3.2.41) shows that the Rnl (r 1, T 2 ) can be expressed 
in terms of associated Legendre functions of the 
second kind Q~[(r~+r~)/(2rlr2)1, where f.J.= -1-!n. 
Since, however, the various definitions of Qj for 
fractional f.J. involve differing phase angles, this 
approach is not studied further. 

4. RECURRENCE RELATIONS 

Any three contiguous hypergeometric functions, 
i.e., whose parameters differ by an integer only, 
satisfy a linear recurrence relation; hence there 
exists a linear relation between any three radial 
functions Rnl (rl, T2), provided the values of l differ 
by integers and those of n, by even integers. Thus 
application of (B 2.8.31) to (27b) yields 

(4 + 2l + n)(2l - 2 - n)R,,+2.1 

+ 2(2 + n)2(r~ + T;)R"I 

- n(n + 2)(r~ - r~)2R"_2.1 = 0, (29) 

of (B 2.9.3) and (B 2.8.45) to (19) 

r~+r~R _l+2+!n R r
1
T

2 
"I l + ! ".1+1 

l-I-!n 
l _! R".I-l = 0, (30) 

and of (B 2.8.35) to (27a) 

(
2 2)R 2l + 1 R r 1 + r2 "I - l _ ! T 1r2 ".1-1 

2+l+!n 
- 1 +!n R,,+2.I' (31a) 

Elimination of Rn,l-l or Rnl from (30) and (31a) 
leads to 

and 

(31c) 

respectively, and application of (29) to (31a) and 
(31b) yields 

n(r~ - r~)2Rn_2.1 = (2l + 2 + n)(r~ + r~)R"1 
- (2l + 1)(2l - 2 - n)r1r2Rn.I-1/(l - !), (32a) 

= -(2l - n)(r~ + r~)Rnl 
+ (2l + 1)(4 + 2l + n)r,r2Rn ,I+,/(l + !); (32b) 

with a renewed application of (30), this leads to 

n(r~ - r~)2Rn_2,1 _ 2 (l + 1 + !n)2 R 
r

1
r2 - l + ! n.l+l 

_ 2 (l - 1 - !n)2 R (32 c) 
l _ ! n.I-1· 
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All these formulas are three-term recurrence rela
tions, independent of the relative magnitudes of 1'1 

and T2' As mentioned in the introduction, use has 
previously been made of (6) to express R"+2,Z in 
terms of Rnl.R".Z-l and R".z+1; such formulas are, 
of necessity, four-term recurrence relations. 

5. EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR THE LOGARITHM AND 
THE INVERSE SQUARE 

The expansion for log l' corresponding to (5), 

log l' = L R lo.,I(r1, r2)PZ(cos t?-12) , (34) 

is most easily deduced from the limiting process 

as n ~ 0. (35) 

The factor (-!n)h which occurs in the expressions 
for R"z, vanishes for n = 0, 1 > 0, but gives a 
nonzero derivative; hence for all l > ° we obtain 
from (19), (21), and (27), 

(l - I)! (1'<)IF(l _1.. 1 +~. r~) (36) R lo •• 1 = (~) r' ,2, 2, 1'2, a 
2 1-1 > > 

(l - I)! r~(r; - r~) 
(
3) --1+-2-
'2 1-1 r> 

(36b) 

F[ Ii Il + 1. 1 + 3. 4r~ri ] 
X 2" , 2" 2" , 2", (ri + r~)2 , (36c) 

(l - I)! (r1r 2) 1 

(!)I-l (rl + 1'2)21 

[ 1 4rlT2 ] 
X F l, 1 + 1; 2 + 2; (1'1 + r 2)2 . (36d) 

For 1 = 0, the differentiation must be applied to 
the other factors; (19) and (27) yield 

(r</r>l' 
R lo •• o = log 1'> + L 28(28 _ 1)(28 + 1) , (37a) 

- 1 ( + ) _ 1. " 1 (41'11'2)' (37b) 
- og r 1 T2 2 £...J 8(8 + 1) (rl + r

2
)28 , 

I 1 (2 + 2) 1" 1 (2r1r2 )2' (7) 
= 2" og r1 1'2 -"8 £...J s(s + t) r~ + r~ , 3 c 

the index of summation running from 1 to co in 
all cases. These series can be summed, leading to 

R lo •• o = log ITI - 1'21 

(38a) 

Similarly, (36) can be summed for 1 = 1, with the 
result 

(38b) 

Differentiation of (30) yields, with (35), for 1 > 0, 

r; + r; R 2l + 4 R 
~ 10g,I - 2l + 3 10""Z+1 

21- 2 
- 2l _ 1 R log ,Z-1 + OZ.1 = 0, (39) 

Ol,m being the Kronecker symboL Similarly, (19) 
can be easily summed for n = - 2 leading to 

R_2.0 = log [(1'1 + r2)/h - r2IJ(2r1r2tt, (40a) 

R-2,1 = !(r~2 + r;j 
X log [(1'1 + r2)/h - r2 1] - !(r1r2)-I. (40b) 

The recurrence relations (30) remain valid for 
n = -2, but in (31) the limiting ratio Rn +2.z(1+!n)-1 
is to be interpreted as 2R log , I (l > 0); similarly 
in (32), R"z/n tends to RIo., 1 as n tends to zero 
and 1 > O. 

6. EXPANSION FORMULAS FOR ARBITRARY 
FUNCTIONS OF r 

The expansion (19) has the advantage that n 
occurs, as an exponent, for r> only, and, within 
·each gamma product, only in the numerator. This 
allows the algebraic products to be expressed as 
products of the operator (a/ar». In fact, we can 
equate 

(-!n)z+.(-! - !n). r;-Z-2. 

(_)1 z(l a )Z[l ( a )28 n+ ] 
= 22 +28 1'> 1'> ar> 1'> ar> r> 1 (41) 

so that (19) can be written as 

"" 2. 

Rnz = (-r<r»Z(21+ 1) ~(28)!I(28~2i+ I)!! 

X (;> a~JT;> (a~>rr;+1 ] ' (42) 

where 

(2k)1I = 2·4 ... 2k = 2kkl 0" = (-1)" = 1 .. ., .. .., (43) 

(2k + 1)!! = 1·3··· (2k + 1) = 2k+l(!)k+I' 

This suggests, for any function f(r) which can be 
represented as a finite or infinite sum of powers, 
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not necessarily integer, which with (47) turns (50) into 

(44) fl = (21 + l)il (_r1r2 ~) exp (_rlr2 ~)f(r+). (52) 
f . ( ) r+ ar+ r+ ar+ i.e., for essentially all well-behaved unctIOns f r , 

fer) = L: c"r", 

that 

'" 
fer) = 1: /!Cr>, r<)PI(cost112), (45) 

1-0 

where 

(46) 

This formula can be written symbolically by means 
of the modified spherical Bessel functions 

~ ZI+2. ('If')l 
il(z) = ~ (28)!! (2l + 28 + I)!! = 2z 11+i (z) (47) 

[this is not the notation given in (B 7.2.6)] as 

(1 a)' fl = (2l + 1)( -r <r»' --a 
r> r> 

X {!... i,(r<a/ar~) [r>f(r»]}. 
r> (r <a/ ar» 

(48) 

Similarly, (27) can be turned into an operational 
expansion if we introduce the new variables p 

(r~ + r~)l and r + = rl + r2. Thus (27a) leads to 

(-r1r2)'+2'(21 + 1) (1 a )1+2' 
fl = ~ (28)!! (28 + 21 + I)!! ~ ap f(p) 

Taylor's expansion, which can be written opera
tionally 

exp (ha/az)f(z) = fez + h), 

and the identity 

(z-Ia/ az) = 2a;a(i), 

show that (52) is equivalent to 

fl = (21 + l)il(_r1r2 -!-)f[(r! - 2r1r2)i], r+ ur+ 

which is another way of writing (49). 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

The convergence of the expansions (42), (49), 
and (50) are not discussed in detail. Qualitively 
we can say that, for any function fer) which is 
analytic for Irl < M, the expansions converges 
as long as hi + hi < M. If fer) 'r-"(n ¢ 0) tends 
to a finite nonzero limit as r tends to zero, this 
does not affect the convergence for rl ¢ r2, and 
even when rl = r2, (22) shows that we can expect 
convergence as long as n > -2. 

For two types of functions f(r) , the expansions 
(42), (49), and (50) factorize. Let fer) be a spherically 
symmetric solution of the wave equation, 

(56) 

i.e., a spherical Bessel function of order zero of the 
first, second, or third kind (B 7.2.6), 

= (21 + l)i{ _r1;2 :Jf(p). 

Similarly, (27b) yields 

(49) jo(kr) = sin (kr)/(kr), Yo(kr) = - cos (kr)/(kr), (57) 

h~ll(kr) = _ie ikr /(kr) , hci2)(kr) = ie- ier /(kr) , 

1 

(50) 

where q, is the confluent hypergeometric function 
(B 6). In both (49) and (50), the product r1r2 is 
to be treated as a constant on differentiation. The 
equivalence of (49) and (50) follows from the 
connection of q,(a; 2a; 2z) and the Bessel functions 
(B 6.9.10), 

1.(z) = [(!zY /r(y + 1)]e-'q,(! + v; 1 + 2v; 2z), (51) 

where the same relation as (47) holds between the 
pairs of functions jl and J I +1> YI and Y'+h and 
hi and H I +i . Then in view of (56), the recurrence 
relations (B 7.11.7-10), 

WI(Z) = (-z) l(z- ld/dz)IWO (Z) , 
(58) 

W = j, y, h(1), h(2), 

and the series expansion for iz(z) which differs from 
(47) only by the factor (- )', (45), and (46), lead to 

wo(kr) = 1: (21 + l)j,(kr<)w,(kr»P,(cos t1 12), 
I (59) 

w = j, y, h(1), h(2), 

which is Gegenbauer's addition theorem1 (B 7.15.28, 
30) particularized to spherical Bessel functions. For 
the modified Bessel functions i l and k, = ('If'/2z)iK'+l> 
the corresponding results are, in view of (B 7.2.43) 
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and (B 7.11.20), 

io(kr) = L (- )1(2l + l)i,(kr <)i, (kr»P, (cos t'J12) , (60) 

ko(kr) = L (2l + l)i,(kr <)kl(kr»P1(cos t'J12) 

(cf. B 7.6.3); the latter serves as the basis of the 
zeta-function expansion about a common center in 
the method by Barnett and Coulson5 for evaluating 
molecular integrals. 

If fer) is a Gaussian function, 

fer) = exp (-kr2), (r-1a/ar)f(r) = -2kf(r) , (61) 

the expansions (49) and (50) factorize, with the 
result 

exp (- kr2) = L (2l + l)i,(2kr1r2) 

X exp [-k(f{ + r:)]P1(cos t'J12), (62) 

i M. P. Barnett and C. A. Coulson, Phil. Trans. Roy. 
Soc. A243, 221 (1951). 

or, on dividing by the common exponential, 

exp (2kr1r2 cos t'J12) 

= L (2l + l)i, (2kr1r2)P1 (cos t'J12). 

For imaginary values of k, this becomes 

exp (2ikr1r2 cos t'J12) 

(63a) 

= L il(2l + l)jz(2kr1r2)Pz(cos t'J12); (63b) 

these two formulas are equivalent to Bonine's 
expansion (B 7.10.5) for p = !; (63b) is equivalent 
to the well-known expansion for a three-dimensional 
plane wave in terms of spherical harmonics. 
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For any vector r = rl + r2 an expansion is derived for the product of a power rN of its magnitude 
and a surface spherical harmonic YLM(.1,~) of its polar angles in terms of spherical harmonics of the 
angles (.11, ~1) and (.12, \02). The radial factors satisfy simple differential equations; their solutions can 
be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions of the variable (r</r»2, and the leading coefficients 
by means of Gaunt's coefficients or 3j symbols. A number of linear transformations and three-term 
recurrence relations between the radial function are derived; but in contrast to the case L = 0, no 
generally valid expressions symmetric in rl and r2 could be found. By interpreting the terms oper
ationally, an expansion is derived for the product of Y LM(.1, ~) and an arbitrary function fer). The 
radial factors are expansions in derivatives of fer»~; for spherical waves, they factorize into Bessel 
functions of TI and T2 in agreement with the expansion by Friedman and Russek. The 3j symbols are 
briefly discussed in an unnormalized form; the new coefficients are integers, satisfying a simple recur
rence relation through which they can be arranged on a five-dimensional generalization of Pascal's 
triangle. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N the preceding paper/ a generalization was 
derived of Laplace's expansion for the inverse 

distance between two points QI and Q2, specified by 
the vectors r I and r 2 or the spherical polar coordinates 
(rl' iJ I, c,ol) and (r2' iJ2, c,02)' It was shown that in 
the expansion for an arbitrary power of the distance 
in terms of Legendre polynomials of (cos iJI2), 

h - rll" = LRnl(rl,r2)PI(cosiJI2); (1) 

the radial functions Rnl can be expressed in terms of 
hypergeometric functions of the argument (r <lr»2, 
and by giving the expressions an operational in
terpretation, an addition .theorem was obtained, 
valid for arbitrary analytic functions of Ir2 - rll. 

A more general addition theorem would apply 
to functions H(r2 - r l ) or H(r2 + r 1), depending 
on the direction as well as on the magnitude of 
the vector argument. In Cartesian coordinates, such 
an expansion is given by Taylor's theorem in three 
variables; in many physical applications, however, 
it is of advantage to specify the dependence on 
the angles in terms of spherical harmonics. These 
harmonics can be defined in several ways in terms 
of the associated Legendre functions P7(x), 
p:ml(x) = (_)m(1 _ x2)!lml[dlmlpl(X)/dxlml]; 

p~m(x) = (_)mp7(x)[(1 - m)!j(l + m)!]. (2) 

* Supported in part by National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration Grant NsG-275-62(4180). This work was 
begun at the Laboratory of Molecular Structure and Spectra, 
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, Supported by Office 
of Naval Research Contract Nonr-2121(Ol). 

t Permanent address. 
1 R. A. Sack, J. Math. Physics 5, 246 (1964). (Hereafter 

referred to as I). 

The most useful definitions are for the unnormalized 
harmonics 

e~(iJ, c,o) = eiml'plml(cos iJ), 

n7(iJ, 'P) = eim'l'p~(cos iJ), 

and the normalized form 

Y~(iJ, 'P) = [(21 + 1)(l - m)!j4,r(l + m)!]! 

X e·m'l'P7(cos iJ). 

(3a, b) 

(3c) 

The functions PI (cos iJ12) in (1) can be written as 
I 

Pl(cos iJ12) = L (- )mn~m(iJl' 'Pl)n~(iJ2' 'P2), (4) 
m=-l 

with corresponding expressions in terms of e or 
Y (cf. B 3.11.2)" 

The purpose of the present paper is to derive 
the expansion for the product of a spherical harmonic 
and a power of the radius 

VNML = rNnY,(iJ, c,o) 

= L: R(N, L, ll' 12, M, ml , m2; r l , r2) 

X n7:(iJ1 , c,ol)n~:(iJ2' c,02), (5) 

and its generalization for functions of the type 
f(r)n~ (iJ, c,o). In contrast to I, the vector r = (r, iJ, 'P) 
denotes the sum of r I and r 2; the corresponding 
expressions for the difference (r2 - r l) differ from 
those in (5) at most by a sign, corresponding to 
the parity of 11 , The spherical harmonics in (5) could 
equally well be expressed in terms of e or Y; the 

2 Bateman Manuscript Project, Higher Transcendental 
Functions, edited by A. Erdelyi (McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, Inc., New York, 1953). Formulas in this work are 
directly referenced by the prefix B. 
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corresponding radial functions Ra and R y differ 
from R == Ro only by a factor which is easily cal
culated from (2) and (3). In view of the trans
formation properties of the normalized functions Y, 
their use would have the advantage that the 
azimuthal quantum numbers m = M, ml, m2 can 
affect the expressions Ry only through the Wigner 
coefficients or 3j-symbols.a- s The writer's personal 
preference is for the functions n, as they do not 
necessitate the use of square roots; the place of 
the 3j-symbols is then taken by unnormalized 3j
coefficients which have the advantage of being 
integers; as shown in the Appendix, they can be 
arranged on a five-dimensional generalization of 
Pascal's triangle. 

For some specific cases, expansions of the type 
(5) have been given before; an addition theorem 
for solid spherical harmonics (N = L or N = - L - 1) 
have been given by Rose,6 and for spherical waves 
by Friedman and Russek;7 more recently similar 
results have been rederived by Seaton.8 The radial 
functions in the expansion (5) for the general case 
could be obtained by combining these results with 
those of I, i.e., by considering the product 

n = N - L, (6) 

but this would involve the summation of mUltiple 
infinite series. Instead, the derivation of the func
tions R for arbitrary values of N are based, as in I, 
on the solution of the set of differential equations 

\l~VVLM = \l;VNLM , (7a) 

\l2VNLM = (N - L)(N + L + 1)VN - 2,LM' (7b) 

These solutions are again expressible in terms of 
hypergeometric functions, and leading coefficients 
are determined by comparison with special known 
cases; it is found that these constants can always 
be expressed in terms of integrals of products of 
three harmonics which may be given in their 
normalized or unnormalized forms. An alternative 
method of deriving these coefficients could be based 
on the transformation properties of the spherical 
harmonics, but neither this approach, nor any 

3 E, P. Wigner, Group Theory and Its Application to the 
Quantum Mechanics of Atomic Spectra (Academic Press Inc., 
New York, 1959). 

4 A. R. Edmonds, Angular Momentum in Quantum Me
chanics (Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 
1957). 

6 M. E. Rose, Elementary Theory of Angular Momentum 
(John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1961). 

6 M. E. Rose, J. Math. and Phys. 37, 215 (1958). 
7 B. Friedman and J. Russek, Quart. Appl. Math. 12, 

13 (1954). 
8 M. J. Seaton, Proc. Phys, Soc. 77, 184 (1961). 

other group-theoretical arguments are employed 
in this paper. The only use made of the extensive 
theory of normalized harmonicsa

- s is of the relation 
between the integrals over triple products (Gaunt's 
coefficients)9,lO and the 3j-symbols, and the results 
obtained in terms of the functions n is reformulated 
in terms of the normalized harmonics Y. 

The solutions of the Eqs. (7) satisfying the 
appropriate continuity conditions will be derived in 
Sec. 2, and the results discussed in Sec. 3. A selected 
number of recurrence relations are given in Sec. 4, 
and in Sec. 5 the formulas are given an operational 
form, applicable to arbitrary functions of r. The 
special case that one of the vectors points in the 
direction of the polar axis is considered in a later 
paper. 

2. MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION 

To avoid an excessive use of subscripts, formulas 
in this section are derived for the range r2 > r l 

only. The dimensionality of (5) requires that the 
functions R be of the form 

R(N, 1, m; r l , r2) = r!'r;r-l, L cN.(rt/r2)'. (8) 

The differential equation (7a) substituted in (5) 
leads to 

a2~ + ~ a2R _ ll(ll + 1) ~ ar l r 1 ar l r l 

a2R 2 aR R 
= -a 2 + - -a - 12(12 + 1) '2 , (9) r2 r2 r2 r2 

which together with (8) yields the recurrence 
relations 

(8 + 2)(271 + 8 + 3)CN,a+2 

= (N - 11 - 12 - 8)(N - 11 + 12 + 1 - 8)CN.. (10) 

The leading term in the power series (8) is of degree 
8 = 0, since the other possible solution, beginning 
with 8 = - 21 - 1, would lead to a singularity 
as r l ~ O. As in I, the solution is best expressed 
in terms of Gauss' hypergeometric function 

'" 
F(a, {J; 'Y; z) L (a)w(fJ)wzw /[('Y)ww!], (11) 

o 

(a)o = 1; (a)w = (a; w) = a(a + 1) ... 

X (a + W - 1) = rea + w)/r(a). (12) 

9 J. A. Gaunt, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. A228, 151 (1929). 
10 M. Rotenberg, R. Bivins, N. Metropolis, and J. K. 

Wooten, The 3-j and 6-j Symbols (Technology Press Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, 1959). ' 

11 The archaic form (ex; w) is employed mainly when 
w carries a subscript. 
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If we abbreviate 

A = i(L + II + l2), A = A - L, 
Al = A - 11 , A2 = A - l2' 

(13) 

and use n as defined in (6), the solutions (8) and 
(10) can be expressed in the form 

R(N, 1, m; r l , r2) 
= K(N, 1, m)r~'r~-Z'F[!(l1 + 12 - N), 

!(ll - 12 - 1 - N); 11 + !; r~M], (14a) 
= K(N, 1, m)r~'r;+L-Z' 

X F(A - !n, -! - !n - AI; 11 + !;r~M). (14b) 

As the functions U7 have the parity of 1 on inversion, 
(-0, ({) ~ (7r - -0, 7r + (() , K(n, 1, m) can take 
nonzero values only if 

L - 11 - 12 = even, (15) 

and hence all the quantities defined in (13) are 
integers. The leading coefficients K in (14 a,b) 
satisfy the recurrence relation, in view of (7b): 

This is the unnormalized form of Rose's addition 
theorem.6 Multiplication by r" gives rise to terms 
for which (20b) is no longer satisfied. For positive 
even n, Eq. (19) of I shows that in the expansion 
(1) for Irl + r21", the radial coefficient of PA is 
X!(rlr2)A/mA for X = !n, and vanishes for X > In. 
Hence the leading term in R(ll + 12 , 1, m), in view 
of (6), (13), and (19), is made up of terms 

A!r~'r~' L (_Y (L + M)! 
(!h P (A2 + ml + J.I)! (AI + m2 - J.I)! 

X n;:,+p(l)g~:-p(2)n;p(1)n~(2). (21) 

The product of two surface harmonics of the same 
coordinates (-0, ({) can be expressed as a sum of 
spherical harmonics,a-s.9.12.la 

nmgp _ (21)! (2A)! (l + A)! (1 + A - m - J.I)! 
Z A - (21 + 2A)! 1! A! (l - m)! (A - J.I)! 

X n~:~ + ... n~:~-2 + ... . (22) 

This leading term can be found most easily by a 
(16) comparison of the leading coefficients of P~(x), 

which in view of (2) and Rodrigues' formula 
This means that K depends on n through the factors 

(B 3.6.16), are 

n(n + 1 + 2L)K(N - 2, 1, m) 

= (n - 2A)(n + 1 + 2AI)K(N, 1, m). 

(--21n,' A)( --21 - !n - L; A2); (17) 
P7(x) = (- )"'(1 - x2)m/2 

the only other way K could depend on n would 
be through an additional, periodic, factor of period X [(21)!/2

i
1! (1 - m)!]x

i
-

m + ... (23) 

2; but, according to the results of I, the factor r" The leading coefficient K in (14) for N = 11 + 12 
in (6) does not show any such periodicity and the thus becomes, in view of (21) and (22), 
solid harmonics are independent of n; hence (17) 
describes the full dependence of K on n. To find K(ll + l2' 1, m) = (- )A+M 
the absolute value of K(N, 1, m) we first consider 
the case N = Lor n = O. Making use of (B 3.7.25) 
and its converse 

Pm( _Q) im", _ i"'(l + m)! 
Z cos u e - 27r1! 

X fr [COB -0 + i sin -0 cos «({) - ~Weim!f, d1/l, 

[cos -0 + i sin {} cos «(() - 1/I)r 

_ '" 1! pm( ) im(",-!f,) 
- ~ ~""(l + m)! Z cos-oe , 

(18a) 

(18b) 

we obtain for the solid harmonics, by means of the 
binomial theorem, 

L M iM(L + M)! 12
.. • 

r 1} L(-o, ({) = 27rLI 0 (ZI + ~XI COB 1/1 

+ iYI sin 1/1 + Z2 + iX2 cos 1/1 + iY2 sin 1/Ile
iM

!f, d1/l 
= L (L + M)! WI + ml)! (l2 + m2)!r l 

X r!'r!'g;:'(-ol, ({)1)g~:(-o2' ({)2), (19) 

the sum to be taken over all 

(20 a,b) 

(24) 

where the symbols U represent the sums 

u( L II 12) = ~ (_)-A+P+M 

-M ml mz 

X ( 2A)( 2AI )( 2Az ) (25) 
A + J.I AI - m2 + J.I A2 + ml + J.I ' 

provided (20a) holds. They are related to the Wigner 
3j-symbolsa- s 

u( il i2 ia ) = (il i2 ia ) 
ml m2 ma ml m2 ma 

[ 

3 (2A )' J1 
X (2A + I)! IT (j _ )' (: + )" (26) .-1. m.. J. m •. 

12 L. Infeld and T. E. Hull, Rev. Mod. Phys. 23, 21 (1951). 
13 E. A. Hylleraas, Math. Scand. lO, 189 (1962). 
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where, for this equation only, we have put 

A = !(jl + j2 + ja); (27) 
X. = A - j. ~ 0 (8 = 1,2,3). 

In the present context these unnormalized 3j
symbols are required for integral values of 1, m, 
and ~ only, but, as shown in the Appendix, their 
definition (25) also covers the case of half-integer 
parameters. For integer A they are invariant under 
a permutation of (1, 2, 3) in (26), and under a 
simultaneous change of sign of all the m,. 

The expression (24) can be simplified by the 
explicit use of Gaunt's coefficients9

•
lo for the integral 

over the product of three associated Legendre func
tions. If we put 

(L l l') 
III M -m -m' 

= fl P~(x)Pim(x)Pi·m·(x) dx, (28) 

where the azimuthal numbers add up to zero, these 
integrals can be expressed in terms of the U's as9 

I Il(L II l2 ) 
M -m l -m2 

(-)A2(l1 - m l )! (l2 - m2)! (L + M)! A! 
(2A + I)! XI! A2! A! 

X U(L II l2 ), 
M -ml -m2 

so that (24) becomes 

K(ll + l2' 1, m) 

= (_)MX! (!; A + 1) I (L 
(!; ll)(!; l2) Il M 

(29) 

Using (17), we find, for the leading coefficient for 
arbitrary N, 

K(N, 1, m) 

= (_)A (-!n; X)(-! - !n - L; A2) 
A! (-! - A; A2) 

X K(ll + l2' 1, m) 

= (_?+M (l2 + !)(-!n; A)(! + !n; L) 
(!; ll)(! + !n; AI) 

X I Il(L II l2). (31) 
M -ml -m2 

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RADIAL FUNCTIONS R 

According to (14) and (31), the radial functions 
R in the expansion (5) are given, for T2 > TI , by 

R(N, 1, m; fl' f 2) = K'(I, m)R'(N, 1; fl' f 2), (32) 

where 

K'(I, m) = (- )A+M(ll + !)(l2 + !) 
X I n(L II 

M -ml 
(33) 

R'(N 1 ) (-!n;A)(} + !n;L) I, N-I, 
, ; TI , f2 = (1. l + 1)(3 + 1 . ) fl f2 

2, I 2~' XI 

X F(A - !n, -! - !n - XI; II + !; fUf~), (34) 

and the symbols are explained in (6), (11)-(13), 
(25), (28), and (29); for fl > r2, the subscripts 
1 and 2 should be interchanged. Equation (32) 
factorizes the functions R(N, 1, m) into a constant 
K', independent of N or n, and a function R', 
independent of the azimuthal quantum numbers m. 
The precise separation is, to some extent, arbitrary, 
since any dependence on 1 or ~ only can be drawn 
into either factor; the selection (33), (34) was chosen 
primarily to give the recurrence relations of Sec. 4 
their simplest form. In the case of spherical symmetry, 

L = M = Al = A2 = 0, ml = -m2 = m, 
(35) 

II = l2 = X = l, K' = (_)/+m(l + t), 
and the R' differ from the functions R .. , of (1) and 
I only by a factor (l + !)-I. 

If the spherical harmonics in (5) are given in 
their normalized form Y7, (3c), the analogous 
radial functions R y can be factorized as in (32), 

Ry(N, 1, m; fl' f 2) = K~(I, m)R'(N, 1; fl' f 2), (36) 

where R' remains unaltered as in (34), whereas in 
view of (3c) and (26), 

K~(I, m) = 27l'{ - )\LM / r,: / l2m2)' (37) 

Here 

(LM / Y7/l'm') 
= (- )M[(2l + 1)(2l' + 1)(2L + 1)/47l']t 

X (_~ m ~,l[~ ~ ~) 
= ff [Y~(~, ~)]*Y7(~, ~)Y7:(~,~) 

X sin~ d~ d~ (38) 

is the integral of the product of three normalized 
harmonics taken over the whole unit sphere. lo In 
view of the properties of the 3j-symbols, the co
efficients K', and hence the radial functions R, 
is nonzero only if the conditions 
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III - l21 s L s 11 + l2 (39) 

are satisfied, as well as (15) and (20a). The functions 
R also vanish, in view of (13), (32), and (34), if 

L s N < II + 12 , n even, (40a) 

or 

-L S N + 1 < 11 - l2' n odd, r 2 > r 1 • (40b) 

The hypergeometric series are polynomials if 

N ;::: 11 + l2' n even, 

or 

N ;::: II - 12 - 1, n odd; (41) 

if either equality holds, they reduce to the leading 
term unity. The particular case N = L has been 
discussed in (19) and (20); if N = - L - 1, the 
only nonvanishing functions in (5) for r2 > r 1 are 
those for which 12 = L + 11, and for these we have, 
in view of (22) or from Refs. 9 and 11, 

I n(L, ll' L + ll) = (_ )M-nl, 
M, -ml, ml - M 

X 2(2L)! (211)! (l1 + L)! (II + L + m1 - M)! (42) 
(21 1 + 2L + I)! L! ll! (L - M)! (II + m1)! ' 

so that (5) and (32)-(34) yield 

r-L-1n~(t'J, "') 

_ '" (_)I+m (1 + L + m - M)! I -L-l-1 
- f:. (l + m)! (L - M)! r 1r2 

X n7(t'J1, "'1)n~;t'(t'J2' "'2)' (43) 

This corresponds to the expansion for normalized 
lIirregular" solid harmonics given by Rose6 and 
recently by Chiu.14 

As in I, the transformation theory of the hyper
geometric functions can be applied to the expression 
(34) for the functions R'. Thus (B 2.9.1, 2) or Eq. 
(20a) of I leads to 

R'(N, 1; r 1 , r 2) 

_ (-!n; A)(! + !n; L) ri'(r; - rDN +2 
(!; II + 1)(! + !n; AI) r:+4+I, 

X F(A + 2 + tn, ! + !n + A2 ; II + !; rilr;) , 
(44) 

which shows that the radial functions are also 
rational in r 1 and r2 if t(ll + 12 + N) + 1 or 
HZl - 12 + N + 1) are negative integers. Similarly 
(B 2.10.1) or (20b) of I yield 

14 Y. N. Chiu, J. Math. Phys. 5, 283 (1964). 

R'(N, 1; r l , r2) 

2"+1 ( -!n; ,,)(! + tn; L)(2 + n; L) I, N-l, 
r1 r2 

(1 + tn; A + 1)(! + !n; Al)(! + !n; A2) 

X F(A - tn, -t - !n - AI; 

-n - 1 - L; (r; - rD/r;) 

[ 
(-)"(! + !n; L) r:'(r~ - rDN+2] 

+ (n + 2; L + 1)2"+2 r:+4+I, 

X F(A + 2 +!n,! +!n + "2; 

n + 3 + L; r~ -; r~) , 
r2 

(45) 

where the coefficients have been simplified in view 
of the properties of the gamma function (B 1.2.6) 
and (B 1.2.15), or (23) and (25) of 1. This equation 
shows the nature of the branch point as r 1 approaches 
r2; the difficulties arising for integer values of n 
have been discussed in I, following Eq. (22); the 
result is either a polynomial or a series involving 
logarithmic terms. 

In the case L = 0, it was shown in I that, by 
means of quadratic transformations applied to the 
hypergeometric functions, the radial functions R"z 
could be expressed in several forms symmetric in 
r 1 and 12, involving power series in r lr 2/(r1 + r 2 )2 

or in rlrd(r~ + r;). The same transformations can 
be applied whenever II l2' regardless of the 
value of L; for general values of 11 and 12 , (34) 
shows that even the leading coefficients are different 
as r 1 < r 2 or r 1 > r2. In consequence, it is unlikely 
that analogous simple symmetric expansions exist 
in the general case. On the other hand, the leading 
coefficients in (45) are invariant for r1 Z r2, and 
together with the symmetry of the recurrence rela
tions derived below, this suggests the existence of 
symmetric expansions involving power series in the 
two arguments rlrd(r; + r;) and (r; - r;}/(r; + r;) 
or similar variables, though presumably involving 
the one variable only to a finite power depending 
on III - ld. So far the writer has been unable to 
derive such expansions. 

Quadratic transformations for arbitrary hyper
geometric functions have recently been derived by 
Kuipers and Meulenbeld 15 in terms of generalized 
hypergeometric functions or MacRobert's E func
tions, [cf. (B 4) and (B 5)]. This generalization, 
however, is not quite relevant to the problem at 
this stage, as it corresponds t 'a generalization of 
the transformation from (27a) to (27b) of I, and 
not of the transformation from (19) to (27), 

15 L. Kuipers and B. Meulenbeld, J. London Math. Soc. 
35, 221 (1960). 
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It might be considered that the expansion (5) 
would simplify if one of the vectors, say r h points 
in the direction of the polar axis; for this choice 
all the Legendre functions of cos {}I are 1 or 0, 
according as ml = 0 or ml ~ 0, and hence for all 
nonvanishing terms, m2 = M. The individual terms 
in (5) are therefore considerably simpler than in the 
general case; on the other hand, because of the 
restrictions imposed on r I, the rotational quantum 
number II ceases to be meaningful and any consistent 
expansion making use of this restriction should 
reasonably involve an implicit summation over ll' 
i.e., over products involving 3j-symbols. From an 
analytic point of view, these symbols are generalized 
hypergeometric series9

•
16 [cf. also (B 4)] of unit 

argument and all integer parameters, and any 
expansion involving such functions is likely to lead 
back to functions of at least the same, and possibly 
higher, complexity. This has indeed been found to 
be the case, and in order not to complicate any 
further the mathematical apparatus required for 
the present paper, the case {}I = 0 is to be considered 
separately in a later publication. 

4. RECURRENCE RELATIONS 

The relations between contiguous hypergeometric 
functions (B 2.8.28-45) can be used, as in I, to 
derive linear recurrence relations between any three 
radial functions R' for which L, ll' l2 and !N differ 
by integers only; the recurrence formulas between 
the coefficients K' of (33) or (37) are known from 
the theory of angular momentum.a-6.9.IO Equation 
(14a) shows that the functions F depend on nand 
L only through their sum N; according to (34), 

R'(N, L + 2, ll' 12 ) 

R'(N, L, II, 12 ) 

3+N+L 
L-N 

3 + n + 2L 
n 

(46) 

It is therefore sufficient to derive any further 
relations for varying values of the angular quantum 
numbers L, ll' and l2 only, leaving 

n = N - L = const; (47) 

the value of N can then be increased or decreased 
in steps of 2 by means of (46). In view of the larger 
number of independent parameters, the number of 
recurrence relations for even small changes in 1 are 
considerable; we therefore confine our attention 
to the following special cases: 

16 P. E. Bryant, Tables of Wigner 3j-Symbols (Res. Rept. 
60-1, published by University of Southampton, Southampton, 
England, 1960). 

(i) Between any two of the three functions R', 
none of the numbers L, ll' and l2 differ by more 
than unity. 

(ii) One of the angular quantum numbers remains 
constant, the second varies by at most unity, and 
the third by at most two units. 

There are eight inequivalent three-term recurrence 
relations of type (i) and 12 of type (ii); for the sake 
of brevity, only those parameters are indicated 
which differ from L, II, l2' e.g., R'(L+, ll-) = 
R'(L + 1, II - 1, l2) [ef. (B 2.9)], and N is under
stood to vary according to (47). The formulas are 

(! + !n + L)(r~ - r~)R' 

= (XI + ! + !n)r2R'(L+, l2+) 

- (X2 + ! + !n)rIR'(L+, 11+), (48a) 

= (X - 1 - !n)r2R'(L+, l2-) 

- (A + 2 + !n)rIR'(L+, ll+), (48b) 

= (A + 2 + !n)r2R'(L+, l2+) 

- (X - 1 - !n)rIR'(L+, ll-)' (48 c) 

= - (! + X2 + !n)r2R'(L+, 12-) 

+ (XI + ! + !n)rIR'(L+, ll-); 

(! + !n + Lf1R' 

= (X - !nt l [r2R' (L-, 12+) 

+ rIR'(L-, II +)], 

= (! + in + Alt
l [r2R'(L-, 12-) 

- rIR'(L-, II + )], 
= (! + !n + A2tl[ -r2R'(L-, l2+) 

(48d) 

(49a) 

(49b) 

+ rIR'(L-, II - )], (49 c) 

= (A + 1 + !nt l [r2R'(L-, 12 -) 

+ rIR'(L-, ll-)]; (49d) 

(l2 + !)R' 

= (! + !n + L)r2 [R'(L-, l2+) + R'(L-, l2- )], 

(50a) 

= r2[(A + 2 + !n)(AI + ! + !n)R'(L+, l2+) 

- (X - I - in)(A2 + ! + in) 

X R'(L+, 12-)]/[(! + in + L)(r~ - r~)], (50b) 

= (r2/r\)[ - (AI + ! + !n)R' (ll -, 12+) 

+ (X - 1 - !n)R'(lI-, l2- )], (51a) 

= (r2 /r\)[(A + 2 + !n)R'(lI+, 12 +) 

+ (! + !n + A2)R'(l1 +, l2-)]; (5Ib) 
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(L + n + 2)(! + In + L)rJl' 

= (! + !n + LMr: - rDR'(L-, 12 -) 

+ (A - 1 - In)(A2 + in + !)R'(L+, 12-), (52a) 

= -(! + In + LMr: -1{)R'(L-, 12+) 

+ (2 + A + !n)(A1 + in + !)R'(L+, 12+), (52b) 

The other six relations of the type (ii) are obtained 
by an interchange of the subscripts 1 and 2 in 
(50)-(52). Although the resulting equations are 
invariant on interchanging (ll, r1) and (12, r2), their 
derivation is not symmetrical; thus (50) follows 
from (B 2.8.32,37), but the corresponding equations 
for varying 11 follow from 

'Y('Y - 1)[F('Y-) - F] = af3zF(a+, f3+, 'Y+) (53) 

and from (B 2.9.1, 2). Equations (49 a,b) follow 
from (B 2.8.38, 43), and (48c, d) from (B 2.8.35, 42); 
the remaining relations are derived from these by 
linear elimination, though to prove (51), the values 
of Lin (48) and (49) must be lowered or raised. 

It should be remembered in applying the re
currence relations (48)-(52), that they do not apply 
to the full radial functions R of (32); these latter 
vanish whenever the triangular condition (39) 
is violated because of the factor K' in (33), whereas 
the factors R' have perfectly well defined, usually 
nonzero, values in accordance with (46) regardless 
of the relative values of L, 11, and 12, provided 
only (15) is satisfied. 

5. AN OPERATIONAL EXPANSION FOR ARBITRARY 
FUNCTIONS 

As in I, the way in which the power N enters 
into the expressions (32)-(34) allows the functions 
R'(N, I; r1, r2) to be expressed in operational form. 
For r 2 > r 1, the expressions differ according to the 
relative magnitudes of Land 12• For the factor in 
the general term in (34), which depends on N, 
we have, using (11)-(14), 

(-)1'2"+2'CiL - iN; A + 8) 

X (-i - iN - iL; A2 +8)r~-I'-2' 

-1-1.(1 a )L-I. L - r -- r 
- 2 T2 aT2 2 

X [~ _ 1.(1. + 1)]X+' N+I 

()r~ r~ r, 

1.(1 a )I.-L -l-L - r -- r 
- 2 r

2 
aT

2 
2 

[ 
a2 L(L + 1)]X'+' N+I 

X -;2- 2 r, Ur2 r2 

(54a) 

(54b) 

Hence any function fer), which can be represented 
as a power series in r, we can expand, in analogy 
to (5), 

f(r)n1f(iJ, ip) = 2: K'(I, m)f'(l; T1, T.) 

X nr;;(iJ1, ipl)nr;:(iJ2, ip2)' (55) 

where K' is given by (33), or by (37) if normalized 
surface harmonics are used. For the radial functions 
we obtain from (34) and (54) 

1'(1; r l , T2) 

x r!,+2'y.(I; T2) 

= 2(-) ~ (2l1 + 28 + I)!! (28)!!' r2 > r 1 (56) 

(for the double factorials see (43) of I), where 

-1-1.(1 d )L-la L y,(I; r2) = r2 - d- r2 r 2 r 2 

C57a) 

[ 
d2 L(L + l)]X'+' 

X dr; - r22 [r2f(r2)] , L ~ 12, (57b) 

Alternatively, the powers of the operator (r;,ldjdr2) 
can be put last, with the result 

(58a) 

(58b) 

The quadratic operators occurring in (57) and (58) 
can be factorized, but not expressed as squares; 
hence the operational factorization of fl in (48) ofI, 
in terms of Bessel functions of a differential operator, 
does not appear to have a simple analog in the 
general case. 

The expressions (56)-(58) factorize analytically 
if f is a spherical Bessel function, 

(59) 

in the usual notation, satisfying 

[d"jdr2 - L(L + l)jr1[rf(r)] = -erf(r). (60) 

In view of (B 7.2.44-46, 52, 53) and (B 7.11.5-13), 
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we have 

(z-ldjdz),[Z-IWI(Z)] = (- )'Z-I-·WI+.(z), 

(z- l djdz),[Zl+!WI(Z)] = Zl+I-aWI-a(Z), 

so that (56) and (57) or (58) yield 

(61) 

1'(1; r l , r2 ) = 2jl,(krl )WI.(kr2 ) , r2 ~ r l • (62) 

Substituting this into (55) and making use of (33) 
or (37), we find an expansion equivalent to the 
expansion theorem for spherical waves derived by 
Friedman and Russek7

; apparent discrepancies are 
due to the differing definitions of the spherical 
harmonics. For modified spherical Bessel functions, 
the expressions corresponding to (62) become, in 
view of (B 2.7.19-22), 

f = il(kr); (63) 
f = kl(kr)j l' = 2(-Y"idkrl )kl.(kr2), r2 ~ r l • 

lt should be borne in mind that the actual signs 
in the expansion (55) are not necessarily those 
given in (62) or (63) in view of the changes in 
sign occurring in (33) and (37). 

The algebraic recurrence relations (48)-(52) are 
not directly applicable to the operational expansion 
terms (55)-(58); it should, nevertheless, be possible 
to derive recurrence relations for the functions 1'(1), 
if necessary involving more than three terms. Such 
relations might lead to a considerable simplification 
in the evaluation of the radial functions. 

APPENDIX: THE UNNORMALIZED 3j-SYMBOLS 

The theory of the Wigner 3j-symbols is well 
established3

-
6 and their values have been extensively 

tabulated lO
•
16

; it may therefore appear futile to 
return to the use of unnormalized harmonics and 
3j-symbols associated with these. However, the 
use of integers has its advantages, compared with 
expressions involving square roots, and from this 
point of view, the symbols U introduced in (25) 
may be found useful. Their definition is easily 
generalized to any set of integral or half-integral 
parameters (j., m.), provided ml + m2 + ma = 0, 
all the (j. + m,) as well as 2A = jl + j2 + ja are 
integers, and the triangular relation (39) holds for 
the j's. Using the abbreviations (27), we define 

where 

q == 2jl + m2 - ma == ml + 2ma 

== -ml - 2m2 (mod 2), (A2) 

and the sum is to be taken over all integral or 
half-integral values of,." (depending on AI) for which 
all the binomial coefficients are nonzero. The relation 
of these quantities to Wigner's normalized 3j
symbolsa- 6 is given in (26); like the latter they are 
invariant under a cyclic permutation of (1, 2, 3), 
and are multiplied by ( - )2A for a noncyclic permuta
tion or for the transformation m --t -m. On the 
other hand, the constant numerator in the sum 
(AI) destroys the Regge symmetries l7 of the symbols 
under permutation of the triples 2A., j.+m., i.-m •. 

Against this loss of symmetry, the definition (AI) 
has the advantage that all the terms in the sum 
are integers which, even for A = 16, never exceed 
109. For il = j2 + ja, i.e., Al = 0, the sum reduces 
to a single term, 

u( j2 + ia, i2, i3) 

-m2 - ma, m2, ma 

= (_Y'+i,-m,+m,(. 2j2 )(. 2i3 ). (A3) 

h + m2 Ja + m3 

In view of the property of the binomial coefficients 

(:) = (: = ~) + (N ~ 1), (A4) 

the definition (AI) entails the recurrence formula 

U(il 
ml 

(A5) 

the equivalent formula for the normalized 3j-symbols 
has been given by Edmonds. 4 Apart from signs, 
the relation (A5) is similar to that obtaining in 
Pascal's triangle; and since for ia = ° the absolute 
values of U are binomial coefficients, the whole set of 
coefficients U can be regarded as a five-dimensional 
generalization of Pascal's triangle. The numbers can 
thus be generated by means of (A3) and (A5); for 
work with electronic computers, this would appear 
more convenient than the more usual representation 
of the squares of the normalized symbols a13 products 
and ratios of powers of primes. IO

•
16 A more detailed 

discussion of the symbols U is given elsewhere. 
17 T. Regge, Nuovo Cimento 10, 545 (1958). 
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The powers r" of the distance between two points specified by spherical polar coordinates relating to 
two different origins, or of the modulus of the sum of three vectors, are expanded in spherical harmonics 
of the angles. The radial factors satisfy simple partial differential equations, and can be expressed in 
terms of Appell functions F" and Wigner or Gaunt's coefficients. In the overlap region, first discussed 
by Buehler and Hirschfelder, the expressions are valid for integer values of n ~ -1, but in the other 
regions, for arbitrary n. For high orders of the harmonics, individually large terms in the overlap region 
may have small resulting sums; as a consequence the two-center expansion is of limited usefulness for 
the evaluation of molecular integrals. Expansions are also derived for the three-dimensional delta fune
tion within the overlap region, and for arbitrary functionsf(r), valid outside that region. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HE inverse distance between two points Q1 and 
Q2 specified by the polar coordinates (r 1, t'J 1, rp1) 

and (r2, t'J2, rp2) with respect to a common origin 0, 
is given by the well-known Laplace expansion in 
powers of r <Ir> and in terms of Legendre poly
nomials of the mutual direction cosine (cos t'J 12). 

For powers other than the inverse first, analogous 
expansions exist either in powers of r <ir> or in 
PI (cos t'J12); in the former case the angular depend
ence is given by Gegenbauer polynomials of (cos t'J 12 ) 1 ; 

in the latter case, the writer has shown in two 
recent papers that the radial dependence can be 
expressed by means of Gauss' hypergeometric 
function2 

F(a, 13; 'Y; z) L (a) .. (f3) .. z'" 
('Y) .. w! ' 

(Ia) 

(a) .. Ca; w) = a(a + 1) ... (a + w - 1) 

defining rp = 0 are kept parallel. If the coordinates 
of O2 with respect to 0 1 are given by (ra = a, t'Ja, rpa), 
expansions for the inverse distance in terms of 
spherical harmonics of the angles have been given 
by Carlson and Rushbrooke, by Rose, and by 
Buehler and Hirschfelder. a-6 The precise form of 
the expressions depends on the specific definition 
of the spherical harmonics; in the present context, 
the most useful are the unnormalized forms 

e~(t'J, rp) = eim"plm 1(cos t'J), (2a) 

Q~(t'J, rp) = eim"P7(cos t'J), (2b) 

and the normalized form 

Y7(t'J, rp) = [(2l + I)(l - m)!j41l"(l + m)!]! 

X eim"p~(cos t'J). (2 c) 

Buehler and Hirschfeldero consider in detail the 
case t'Ja = 0 and put 

= rea + w)/r(a). (Ib) IQIQ2r 1 = L B(ll, l2, Iml; r 1 , r 2 , a) 

In many physical problems, it is more convenient 
to express the positions of Q1 and Q2 in spherical 
polars about two different origins 0 1 and O2 in 
such a way that the polar axes and the planes 

* Supported in part by Office of Naval Research Contract 
Nonr-2121(01). This work was completed at the Theoretical 
Chemistry Institute, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis
consin, supported by National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration Grant N sG-275-62( 4180). 

t Permanent address. 
1 L. Gegenbauer, Wien. Sitzung. 70, 6,434 (1874); 75, 891 

(1877). 
I R. A. Sack, J. Math. Phys. 5, 245 (1964); 5, 252 (1964). 

(Hereafter referred to as I and II, respectively. 

X e~,m(t'Jl' rpl)e~.(t'J2' rp2) 

[ll, l2 = 0, 1, -l< ::; m::; l<; 

l< = min (ll, l2)]' (3) 

They have shown that the form of the radial func-

3 B. C. Carlson and G. S. Rushbrooke, Proc. Cambridge 
Phil. Soc. 46, 215 (1950). 

4 M. E. Rose, J. Math. and Physics 37, 215 (1958). 
6 R. J. Buehler and J. O. Hirschfelder, Phys. Rev., 83, 

628 (1951); 85, 149 (1952). 
6 J. O. Hirschfelder, C. F. Curtiss and R. B. Bird, Molecu

lar Theory of Gases and Liquids (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New 
York, 1954). 
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tions B differs according to the relative values of 
r l , r2 and ra = a; there are, in fact, four distinct 
regions defined by the following inequalities [see 
Fig.l(a)]: 

so: Ir, - r21 ~ ra ~ r l + r2; SI: r l ;::: r2 + ra, (4) 

S2: r2 ;::: r l + ra; Sa: ra ;::: r l + r2· 

The same arguments apply to the more general 
expansions for arbitrary values of the angle fJa and 
of the power n of r. 

rn = L [2R(n; ll' l2' la, ml , m2, ma; r l , r2, ra) 
l.m 

a 

X II Q~:(fJ., ~.)]; (5) 

if either of the definitions (2a) or (2c) is used for 
the spherical harmonics, the corresponding radial 
functions differ from those in (5) by constants only; 
the subscripts e or Yare added to 2R in such cases. 

For the inverse first power n = -1, the functions 
2R == 2Ri vanish in each of the /touter" regions 
S. (i = 1, 2, 3) unless 

(8 = 1,2,3), (6a) 

and 

m. + mj + mk = 0, Im.1 ~ l. (8 = 1,2,3); (6b) 

throughout this paper, (i, j, k) denote permutations 
of (1, 2, 3). If (6) is satisfied, 2R; consists of a 
single term, 

(7) 

where the coefficients 2K; can be expressed in terms 
of Wigner coefficientsa

•
4 or as ratios of factorials. G

•
6 

For the overlap region So, Buehler and Hirsch
felder6

•
6 found an expression for Bo as a double 

power series in rl/a and rda for which they tab
ulated the coefficients as ratios of integers for 
o ~ m ~ II ~ l2 ~ 3. They could not derive a 
generally valid formula in this region, though in 
their later paper (second paper of Ref. 5) they 
gave a (rather cumbersome) generating function 
for the function Bo• 

The aim of the present paper is to derive generally 
valid expressions for Bo or 2R. in all the regions; 
but for the sake of greater symmetry, the vector 
r = (r, fJ, ~) in (5) is to be understood to mean, 
not the vector QIQ2, i.e. r2 + ra - r l, but the vector 
sum r l + r2 + fa; the corresponding radial functions 
2R differ only by the factor (-) z.. 3 As in I and II, 
the functions are derived as solutions of sets of 

'. 

L. 

5. 

L, 
5. 

L, 

5, 5, 

(a) 

(b) 

FIG. 1. The four regions So, SI, S2, Ss and their boundaries. 
(a) as functions of rl and r2; (b) as functions of ~ and '1. 

partial differential equations; they can be expressed 
in terms of the Appell functions F 4, which form a 
generalization to two variables of the hypergeometric 
function (1): 

( • ,. ) _ " (ex)UH({3)U+. tU • 
F4 ex, {3, "I, "I ,~, f/ - L..J ("IM"I').u! v!" TJ , (8) 

summed over all nonnegative values of u and v. 
The theory of these functions is given in detail in 
the monographs by Appell and Kampe de Feriee·8

; 

7 P. Appell, "Sur les fonctions hypergeometrique!, de 
plusieurs variables" in Memorial des Sciences M atMmat~ques. 
Fasc. 3, (Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1925). 

8 P. Appell and J. Kampe de Feriet" Fonctil?'ls hyperv.w
metriques et hyperspheriques, PolyntJmes d Hermlte (Gauthler
Villars, Paris, 1926). 
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most of the relevant formulas are to be found in 
Chap. 5 of the Bateman Manuscript Project,9 but 
for the benefit of the reader, all the formulas utilized 
in the present paper will be collected in the Appendix. 
The differential equations do not involve the 
azimuthal quantum numbers m, and hence the 
nature of the functions 2R does not depend on these 
numbers; they can only affect the leading coefficients. 
In the outer regions, these constants can be de
termined from the results of I and II, and in the 
inner region So, indirectly, by means of certain 
linear relations between Appell functions along 
critical lines. They can be expressed, as in II, 
by means of 3j-symbols, Wigner coefficients, or 
integrals of triple products of spherical harmonics 
(Gaunt's coefficients).lo-ll 

It is found that for n = -1 the functions 2R == 2Ro 
appear in the region So with nonzero coefficients 
whenever 

Furthermore, all the 2R are homogeneous functions 
of the variables r, of degree n, and in the region Sj 
they are regular as r; and rio tend to zero; hence 
they must be of the form 

R II h .. -II-I·G ( 1 . / !) 2 , = r; rk r, ,n, ,m, r; r., rk r. , (12) 

where 

G,(n, 1, m) = L: CII.(n, 1, m)(rJr.)"'(rk/r.Y. (13) 

Substitution of (11) into (12) and (13) leads to 
the recurrence relations 

(p + 2)(2l; + p. + 3)CII+2 .,(n) 

= (11 + 2)(2lk + 11 + 3)CII .• +2(n), (14a) 

= (n + 1 + l. - l; - lk - P. - 11) 

X (n - li - l; - lk - P. - lI)CII .(n), (14b) 

= n(n + l)Cp .(n - 2). (14c) 

III - l21 ~ la ~ II + l2' II + l2 + la = even, (9) This defines G. as an Appel function F, in the 

so that by confining attention to this case, it would 
not be possible to determine the leading coefficients 
in this region, unless at least one of Eqs. (6a) is 
satisfied. In consequence, the general case (5) is 
considered from the start; the resulting formulas 
are valid for arbitrary values of n in the outer 
regions, but in So only for integer n ~ -1. The 
formulas obtained for SI> S2, and Sa can be put 
into an operational form which permit generally 
valid expansions to be derived in these regions for 
any function of r; this is done in Sec. 4. Within 
So, on the other hand, the Laplacean operator 
applied to the expansion for r- l does not vanish; 
this gives an analogous expansion for the three
dimensional Dirac delta function and its derivatives. 

2. MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION 

The functions rn satisfy the differential equation 

V~(r") = V:(r") = Vi(r") = n(n + 1)r,,-2, 

which, when substituted into (5), yields 

[ a22 + ~ ~ _ l,(l, t l)J R(n, 1, m) 
ar, r, ar, r, 2 

variables 

(15) 

G.(n, 1, m) = K.(n, 1, m)F4(A - !n, 

(16) 

where we abbreviate 

A = Hll + l2 + la), A. = A - l, 

(8 = 1,2,3). (17) 

In view of (lla) and (12), it is easily shown that 
the function G. satisfies the set of differential equa
tions of Appell's function (A2) (see Appendix), with 
the variables and parameters defined in (15)-(17). 
Hence, according to (A3), the complete set of solu
tions satisfying the differential equations for 
2R(n, 1, m) becomes 

-A. - 1 - !n; ! - l;, ! - lk;~' 11), (18a) 

'IJr" = r~(rJr.)I/(rk/ri)I·F4(A - !n, A. - !n - !; 

= invariant (8 = 1,2, 3), (11 a) i + 1;, j + 1k ;~' 11), (18b) 

= n(n + 1) 2R(n - 2, 1, m). (llb) 'V.; = r7(rJr.)-I;-1(rk!r.)I·FiA; - !n - !, 

g Bateman Manuscript Project, Higher Transcendental -AI> - 1 - in; ! - l;, i + lk;~' 11), (18c) 
Functions, edited by A. Erdelyi (McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc., New York, 1953). Formulas in this work are ,T, "( / )II( / )-I.-1F (' 1 1-
directly referenced by the prefix B. "'.10 = r, r; r, rio r, 4 "10 - ~ - 2, 

10 See Refs. 3-5 and 10 of II. 
11 J. A. Gaunt, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. A228, 157 (1929). -A; - 1 - !n; i + 1;, ! - 1k;~' 11). (18d) 
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Here the first subscript in notation Wit indicates 
which radius r. occurs in the denominator of the 
definitions (15) for ~ and 71, and the second subscript 
~hows that wil/r7 becomes singular as r, ~ 0; 
If t = 0, this ratio becomes singular, whichever 
radius tends to zero. Further we denote the function 
2R in the region Sv, by 2R", as in (12), and the 
coefficients of (IS) in the expression for 2R,. by K"'il: 

2R",(n, 1, m) = L: K"'it(n, 1, m)w;t(n, 1). (19) 
t 

In view of (AI) the Appell functions in the outer 
regions are convergent only if i = wand the . ' 
regulanty of 2R; for small values of rj and rk requires 
that the solution is of the form given by (12) and 
(16), 

K;it == 0, t ~ i; Kw = K;. (20) 

In the region So, the series are always divergent 
unless they terminate; in those cases in which (IS) 
leads to useful expansions, the choice of i is some
what arbitrary. The nature of the functions W of 
(19) being known from (1S), it remains to calculate 
the coefficients K; and K oit . 

To determine K; in S; we provisionally combine 
rj + rk to a vector (rjk, -U jk, <Pjk); then according 
to (19) of I and the addition theorem for the 
P1(cos -U12) [(B 3.11.2)], we have 

rn = L: [r~-Ir:k(-)I+mo~m(-U;, <p;)O~(-Ujk' <Pik) 
I.m 

x «;;:)1 F(Z - !n, -! - !n; i + 1; ;~k) 1 (21) 

This expression involves r;k only through the solid 
harmonics r:kO;n and through positive even powers 
r~;; both factors are regular functions of r i and rk. 
If these products, in turn, are expanded in spherical 
harmonics of (-U;, <p;) and (-Uk, <Pk), we see from (5) 
and (32)-(34) of II that the lowest power 2v which 
contributes to terms for which 1; + 1k - 1 = 2A 
occurs for v = A, irrespective of n. We have, from 
(5) and (30) of II, 

r~;2Xm(-U;k' <P;k) = (-)'" L: r:ir!" O~:(t?;, <p;)Q~:(-Uk' <Pk) 

X (!; 1; + 1k + I)A! I [1 l; 1k 1 + ... 
(!; l;)(!; Zk) 0 

m -mj -mk 
(22) 

where 10 is Gaunt's coefficientll 

[ 
1 l' 1" 1 11 10 = P~(x)P";:(x)P";::(x) dx. 

m m' m" -1 

(23) 

If we put 1 l •• m = -m;, X XI, and use the 

abbreviations (17), the constant K;(n, 1, m) in (16) 
is found, from (21)-(23) and (1), 

K.(n 1 m) = (_)/. (li + !)( -in; A)( -! - in; A;) 
• , , (1 . 1 )(1. 1 ) 2, ; 2, k 

X I o[ _l~; _l~; _1~J. (24) 

The radial functions 2R; in the outer regions are 
thus completely determined by (12), (16), and (24). 
The corresponding expressions in the overlap region 
So can be obtained by means of the linear relation 
(AS) between the four solutions (A3) of the dif
ferential equations (A2) on the critical lines (A4) 
(see Fig. 1). These lines correspond exactly to the 
boundaries L; separating the regions S; from So, 
but the 2R,. must be brought to a common set 
of variables before (AS) can be applied. In (IS) 
we can transform Wj ;, on which 2R; solely depends 
into a linear combination of Wit and w;; by mea~ 
of (A6) , but the resulting series are in general 
divergent. The only cases in which (A6) leads to 
an expression which can be usefully interpreted 
without recourse to contour integration, are those 
in which the initial series terminates, i.e., where 
a or {3 is a nonpositive integer; then (A6) shows 
that one of the series in the new variables has zero 
coefficient and the other terminates. Applying this 
argument to the set (IS), we find we can deal with 
two cases: 

(A) n is a nonnegative even integer; then rn is 
analytic throughout and can be represented by a 
finite expansion common to all regions; the value 
of i in (IS) and (19) is immaterial, and the result 
can be expressed in a form involving only positive 
powers of the r ,. 

(B) n is an odd integer ~ -1; then 

T .. = (_ )!+!n-X; r(! + li)r(! + 1;) (25) 
II rCA - !n)r(2 + !n + Ak) . 

Now since 2Ro = 2R, on L,(s = 1, 2, 3), the co
efficients Koit in (19) can be determined from (24) 
and (A8) leading to 

KO;k = iKk;k = iKk/Tk ;, (26) 

Kala = -!K; 

X r(! + l;)r(! + lk)r(l + in - A)r(! + !n - A;) 
r(~ lj)r(! - lk)r(2 + in + A;)r(':' + in + A)' 

(27a) 
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= (- )I'+l!Cli + !) 
X (!; li + 1)(!; 1k + 1) 

(1 + !n; Ai + 1)(~ + ~ ; A + 1) 

X lt~; _~, _1:J (27b) 

The expression (27a) is meaningless (0· 0:» if 
Ai > ! + in; nevertheless (27b) is valid for all 
values of 1 and m satisfying (6b) and (9); the result 
could first be derived for n raised by a sufficiently 
large even number for this difficulty to disappear, 
and then be extended by repeated application 
of (Bb). 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

As in II, it is convenient to factorize the expression 
for the functions 2R in (5) in the form 

2R(n, 1, m; 11, r2 , 1a) 

= 2K'(1, m) 2R'(n, 1; r l , 12 , ra), (28) 

where the constant 2K' is independent of nand 
the values of 1. and comprises the complete depend
ence on m. The selection preferred by the writer is 

2K'(1, m) = (l1 + !)(12 + !)(la + !) 
X 1 o[ 11 12 la] , (29) 

-ml -~ -ma 
where the 10 are Gaunt's coefficientsll defined in 
(23), or if the unnormalized 3; symbols defined in 
(25) and (29) of II, and the abbreviations (17) 
are used, 

2K '(1, m) = 2(_)A (2A ~ I)! 

X IT [(l. - ,m.)! (1. + !)] 
>-1 A •• 

The second factor 2R' in (28) differs according to 
the region 8 t1!; in the "outer" regions 8 i we obtain, 
from (12), (16), (17), and (24), 

2R:(n, 1; ri , r j , rk) = (_ )Z' 

X (-!n; A)(-! - in; Ai) (~)li(~)lkr~ 
(!; li + 1)(!i Ik + 1) ri r i • 

In the overlap region 80, the expressions for 2R' 
are valid, according to the discussion of the previous 
chapter, only if n is an integer ~ 1; two cases are 
to be distinguished: 

(A) n even ~ 0; then 2R is the same expression 
in all four regions, 

2Rf = 2R~ = 2R~ = 2R~. (32) 

(B) n odd ~ -1; then according to (18), (19), 
(26), and (27), 

2R~ = !C2R~ + 2R~ + 2R~) _ !( _ )Z' 

X (!; lj)(!; 1k) 
(1 + in; Ai + 1)(! + in; A + 1) 

(r.)I;+I(r.)I'+l I 
X r7 ~ ~ F4 \ -! - in - A, 

2 2) 
-1 - !n - Ai; ! - 1j, ! - lk; 4 ,~ . 

r. r. 
(33) 

Equations (31) and (33) show that for odd n those 
functions which represent 2R' in the outer regions 
appear with half their coefficient in the overlap 
region and vanish in the other outer regions; the 
last term in (33), which is specific to 80' could 
equally well be expressed in terms of Appell func
tions with r; or rk in the denominator of the argu
ments, the results being a polynomial in each case. 

If the spherical harmonics in (5) are given in 
their normalized form (2c), the corresponding 
radial functions 2R y factorize, in analogy to (28), 
into functions 2R', which are the same as in (31) 
and (33), and constants 2K; given, in view of (2) 
and (29), (30), 

2K~ = (-r41r2(11' -ml IY~:113' ma), (34a) 

= 2'113 [(211 + 1)(212 + 1)(21a + I)]! 

X [11 12 Ia] [11 12 1a], (34b) 
m1m2maOO 0 

in terms of integrals of products of three harmonics 
over the unit sphere or of (normalized) 3j-symbols 
[cf. (37), (38) and Ref. 10 of II]. 

The main application of the expressions derived 
in this paper is likely to be the evaluation of integrals 
for the interaction between two "charge" distribu
tions referred to different origins and interacting 
with a negative power of the distance, 

(35) 

X F4(A - in, Ai - ! - in; Ij + !, 
lk + !; r~/r~, r!/r;). 

If the functions p are expanded in spherical harmonics, 

(31) P .. = :E W,,(l.., m .. ; r .. )Q'7:(i1 .. , 'P .. ), u = 1. 2, (36) 
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the expansion for IQIQ21" is given by (5) and (28)
(34), except for a factor (-) I. in each term, as 
discussed in the introduction and by Carlson and 
Rushbrooke. a The orthogonality of the functions 
leads to straightforward integrations over the angles 
for common values of ll' mil l2' m2, and the results 
have to be summed over all compatible values of la. 
The spherical harmonics of iJa and ipa are best 
left unnormalized, even if the expansion (36) is 
given in normalized harmonics; in particular, for 
the case considered by Buehler and Hirschfelder,5 

f}a = 0, we have n = 1 (ma = 0), n = 0 (ma ~ 0). 
For n = -1, the results in the outer regions have 

been know~ from previous worka
-

6
; for other 

negative integer values of nand f}a = 0, an expansion 
has been derived by Prigoginel2 by means of the 
appropriate Gegenbauer polynomials, I which were 
then reexpanded in terms of spherical harmonics; 
the resulting expressions are valid in the region Sa 
only, though this limitation has not been noticed 
by Prigogine. The complete analysis of the expan
sions for general values of nand f}a = 0, which 
implies a summation over la in (5), leads to expres
sions for the radial factors which involve more 
complicated functions than the Appell polynomials 
used in the present paper, and for this reason is 
not discussed here. 

The most important case considered is n = -1, 
for which we obtain, for 2R' in (31) and (33), 

2R~ = (_)1; 

l; II: 
4(2l; - I)!! r; rk 

X (2l; + I)!! (2lk + I)!! r!,+1 01;.1;+1., (37) 

in agreement with previous work,3-6 and for the 
overlap region So, 

X (2l 1 - I)!! (2l2 - I)!! (!!:.)I.+I(!!:.)I.+l
a

- 1 
(2Aa + I)!! 2\A + I)! r1 r2 

X l l. 2/ 2 2/ 2) 2' - 2, r l a , r2 a , (38) 

where (2k)!! = 2kk!, (2k I)!! = 2k(!h [cf. (43) 
of IJ; the function F4 in (38) represents a poly
nomial of degree A + 1 in ~ and 71, or 2(A + 1) 
in (rl/a) and (r2/a). By substituting (29), (30), and 
(38) into (5) with the special value f}a = 0, using 
the harmonics e of (2) instead of n, and summing 

121. Prigogine, The Molecular Theory of Solutions (North
Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1957). 

over la, the writer has been able to reproduce and 
extend the list of coefficients tabulated by Buehler 
and Hirschfelder. 5

•
6 

The lack of an expansion for n < -1 valid 
within So is a serious limitation to the applicability 
of the method to molecular problems; it precludes 
its use for the evaluation of relativistic corrections 
to Coulomb energies, for which n = - 2, or of 
van der Waals energies (n = -6) for interpenetrat
ing or even closely approaching elongated distribu
tions. The existence of expansions valid in So for 
fractional n appears doubtful because of the highly 
complicated branch points of the function 2Rri 
corresponding to the physical singularity at r = o. 
On the other hand, if the relation 

\72(r- l) = -47l' 03(r) , (39) 

where 03 is the three-dimensional Dirac delta func
tion, is applied to (37) and (38), an expansion for 
03 is obtained, analogous to (5) and (28)-(33), with 

i = 1,2,3, (40a) 

2RHo, l) 

= (- )1.+l(2l1 - I)!! (2l2 - I)!! (!!:.)l .+1(!!:.)1.+1 a-a 

7l'(2A3 - I)!! 2 A
-

2 Al r 1 r 2 

X Fi-A, t - Aa; t - ll' t - l2; rUa
2

, r:/a
2
). 

(40b) 

In contrast to (31) and (33), the functions 2R'(0) are 
discontinuous along the boundaries L.; hence, 
although the Laplacean operator could, in turn, be 
applied to oa, any integral making use of such an 
expansion for \7 2(03

) would have to be supplemented 
by line integrals taken along the L" and correspond
ingly for higher derivatives. 

Even in such cases, where the complete expansion 
is known in So, its use for the numerical evaluation 
of integrals may give rise to considerable difficulties. 
The joint degree in r1 and r2 of the terms in 2R~, 

W = - 2 - II - l2 + }J. + II, (41) 

may be positive as well as negative; on the other 
hand, for large values of (rl + r2), the functions 
cannot increase faster than with this sum raised 
to the nth power. Hence for n = -1, all those 
terms in a given 2R~ with a constant value of w ;;::: 0 
must contain the factor (rl - r2)1D+t, which, in 
view of (4), remains bounded. If, therefore, an 
attempt is made to evaluate the integrals in (35) 
and (36) term by term over the expansions for l/r 
in (12) and (13), we obtain repeated integrals of 
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the form 

1,+1.+1-,.-·C J r1-1·+,.W (l m' r ) dr a ,.. 1 1 1, 1, 1 1 

x J r~-I'+'W2(l2' m2; r2) dr2, (42) 

with limits corresponding to the boundaries of So. 
These terms are likely to be largest for large J1. 

and v but add up to a small sum when summed , . 
over constant values of w, thereby reducmg the 
accuracy of any numerical method employed. 
To avoid this difficulty, we could first calculate 
2R~ ( -1, 1) over a grid in So, and evaluate the 
integrals by a suitable two-dimensional quadrature 
formula. This is bound to be more cumbersome 
than the repeated integration in (42), and also 
necessitates knowledge of recurrence formulas by 
which Ro can be computed for large 1 from values 
with small 1 without loss of accuracy; the writer 
has been unable to derive such recurrence formulas, 
not only those involving three functions as suggested 
by Appell,7.8 but even numerically useful formulas 
involving four or more terms. 

The usefulness of the two-center expansion for 
molecular integrals would thus appear limited to 
the following special cases: 

(a) The expansion for PI and P2 only extend to 
small values of l, i.e., the change distributions are 
atomic (Coulomb integrals). For this case, other 
methods are available, but the present approach 
seems to be competitive in simplicity and efficiency. 

(b) Compared with the distance ra = a, PI and 
P2 are sufficiently concentrated so that the integrand 
becomes negligible outside the region S3. In this 
case, the two-center expansion is the most convenient 
method for the evaluation of the integrals; its 
usefulness could be increased considerably by 
numerical methods for the approximate evaluation 
of small, but not negligible contributions from 
the region So. 

(c) The functions PI and P2 are of such a nature 
that the integrals over So of their products with 
the 2R~ can be evaluated analytically; this approach 
again necessitates the establishment of recurrence 
relations, in this case for the integrals. For expon
ential functions p, this method is to be treated in 
a separate paper. 

In a recent paper, Fontana 13 has sketched a 
two-center expansion analogous to (27a) of I, which 
is independent of the region S" but introduces 
powers of (~ + r; + r:) in the denominator. The 

13 P. R. Fontana, J. Math. Phys. 2, 825 (1961). 

explicit formulas are not given by Fontana, and 
for the reasons discussed at the end of Sec. 3 of II, 
the writer considers that the expansion involves 
functions of greater complexity than those considered 
in the present series of papers. 

More recently, Chiu14 has derived some of the 
results of this paper by means of irreducible tensor 
algebra. Chiu also considers cases for which the 
functions depend on the angles of r 2 + r 3 - r 1 

provided tJ3 = 0; a complete analysis of such cases 
would require the use of 6j-symbols and has been 
purposely postponed by the writer. 

4. AN EXPANSION THEOREM FOR ARBITRARY 
FUNCTIONS j(r) 

As in I and II, the formula (31) for the functions 
2R: in the outer regions, though not (33) for 2R~, 
can be put in an operational form. For the factor 
in the general term of (31) and (8) which depends 
on n, we obtain 

(-!n;A +u+v)(-! - !n;A, +u +v)r7-1
/-

IH 
.. -

2
• 

(-r,)'1 (1 a )11 1 (a )2XI+2U+2. ,,+1 

= 21/+1.+2,,+2. r: ar, r: ar, r,. (43) 

Hence if we expand any function fer) which can 
be represented as a power series in r, we obtain in 
S, in analogy to (5), (28), and (29), 

fer) = 1: [2f' '2K '(I, m)· II nn;:ctJ" q:>,)], (44) 

where 

4rl ir~/+2Ur~>+2' 

t; (2u)!! (2v)!! (2l; + 2~ + I)!! (2lk + 2v + 1)!1 

(
1 a )1' 1 (a )1/+1.-1.+2,,+2. 

X - - - - [r,f(r,)] , 
r, ar i r i ar. 

(45) 

or using modified spherical Bessel functions i,(x), 

f~ = 4rli(!. ~)I/ !. ilkia/ari)ih(rka/ari) 
2 • • r, ar. r i (a/ar.) 1 , 

x [r;j(r,)]. (46) 

As in I and II, this expression factorizes if fer) 
is a spherical Bessel function, 

fer) = wo(Kr) , w = j, y, h(l), h(2); (47) 

then in view of (56)-(60) of I, 

2f: = (- )Ajl/(Kr;)jI.(Krk)WI.(Kr,) , (48) 

If Y. N. Chiu, J. Math. Phys. (to be published). 
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and for the modified Bessel function fer) = io(Kr) , 

3 

2f~ = II il.(Kr.), (49a) .-1 
and for the modified Bessel function of the second 
kind fer) = ko(Kr), 

2t~ = (- ),'il i(Kri)iz.(Krk)kl,(Kri)' (49b) 

For io and io, which are even functions of the 
argument, the expansion is invariant on permuting 
(i, j, k) and is therefore also valid in So; for the 
other Bessel functions, the writer has been unable 
to find the expression appropriate to So. 
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APPENDIX: PROPERTIES OF THE APPELL 
FUNCTIONS F. 

Appell's function F4 as defined in (8) represents 
a polynomial in ~ and 'fJ of degree lal or 1,81 if a 
or ,8 is a nonpositive integer. In all other cases, 
F 4 is an infinite series which converges for values 
~ and 1] such that 

(AI) 

for other values of the variables, the function can 
be defined in terms of contour integrals (cf. B 5.7.44 
and B 5.8.9, 13). They satisfy the pair of differential 
equations (B 5.9.12), 

2 iiz iiz 2 iiz 
E ae + 2~'fJ a~ a'fJ + 'fJ a'fJ2 

( 
az oZ) 

+ (a + ,8 + 1) ~ 8i + 'fJ a'fJ + a,8Z 

a2z az a2z az 
= ~ a?" + l' ijf = 'fJ 0'fJ2 + 1" 01] . (A2) 

This set has, in general, four linearly independent 
solutions (p. 52 of Ref. 8), 

Zo = e-'Y'fJI-'Y'Fia + 2 - l' - 1", 

,8 + 2 - l' - 1"; 2 - 1',2 - 'Y';~, 'fJ), 

z. = F4(a, (3; 1', 'Y';~, 'fJ), 

Z; = ~1-'YF4(a + 1 - 1', ,8 + 1 - 1'; 2 - 1', 'Y';~, 'fJ), 

Zk = 1]1-'Y'F4(a+l-'Y',,8+1-'Y';'Y,2-'Y';~,'fJ); 
(A3) 

but the four independent solutions of systems such 
as (A3) become linearly dependent with constant 

coefficients on certain critical lines (Sec. 12 of 
reference 8). For any function F, there exist at 
least three critical lines l

! 

Li:~i + l1i = 1; L;:~! - l1i = 1; 

L k : 1]! - ~~ = 1, (A4) 

which form sections of a single parabola 

~2 _ 2~'fJ + 'fJ2 - 2~ - 2'fJ + 1 = o. (A5) 

For variations of ~ and 'fJ along L;, Appell has shown 
that Z = Z[~, 'fJWJ taken as a function of ~ satisfies 
a third-order ordinary differential equation, instead 
of a fourth-order one, as along an arbitrary line; 
hence (A2) has only three linearly independent 
solutions on L i • For the other lines, this dependence 
follows from the transformation (B 6.11.9), 

F ( ') r('Y') r(,8 - a) ( )-a 
4a,,8;'Y,'Y ;t,1] = r('Y' -a)r(,8) -11 

X F4(a, a + 1 - 1";1', a + 1 - ,8;~,~) 
+ r('Y')r(a - (3) (_ )-Il 

r('Y' - (8)r(a) 'fJ 

X F4(,8, ,8 + 1 - 1"; 1', ,8 + 1 - a; ~ ,~), (A6) 

and a corresponding transformation to (1/~, 11It). 
Appell has not explicitly stated the coefficients 
relating the functions (A3); the writer has been 
able to deduce them for restricted values of the 
parameters only. Considering their behavior near 
(1, 0) and (0, 1), we see that two of the functions 
are singular in the vanishing variable, and two 
analytic (for fractional values of l' and 1"); regarded 
as functions of the other variable, they are essentially 
hypergeometric series, and since (B 2.1.14) 

F(a, ,8; 1'; 1) = r(-y)r('Y - a - (3)[r('Y - a) 

Re (1') > Re (a + ,8), (A7) 

the only relation with constant coefficients which 
can hold on the line L. of (4) is 

r('Y) r('Y') Z 
r('Y + -y' - a - 1)1'(1' + 1" - ,8 - 1) 0 

1'(2 - 1') r(2 - 1") + E •• 1'(1 _ a)r(1 _ (3) Z. 

r(-y)r(2 - 1") 
+ E.; 1'(1' _ a)r(-y - (3) Zi 

r(2 - 1')1'(1") + E.k r('¥, _ a)r(-y' _ (8) Zk = 0, (A8) 

11 P. Appell, J. Maths. Pures Appls., Ser. 3 10, 407 (1884). 
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where 

E •• = 1; E.t = -1, 8 ~ t. (A9) 
The precise form of (A8) for the lines L; and L" 
follows from that for L. and (A6). On the other 
hand, a more careful investigation of the behavior 
of F(a, fJ; 'Y; x) near x = 1 [(B 2.10.1)]' shows that 
(A8) is correct only if all the series terminate which 
appear with nonvanishing coefficients; otherwise 
terms of the form (1 - ~) -y-a-{; enter into (A8) 
which do not add up to zero. 

Appell has also stated (p. 19 of Ref. 8) that 
any three contiguous functions F4 satisfy a linear 
recurrence relation, a total of 28 equations, if only 
one parameter at a time changes by unity; but the 
writer has been unable to find the complete set 
of such relations in the literature or to derive it , 
and he doubts the validity of Appell's statement. 16 

16 Professor A. Erdelyi (private communication) has con
curred with this opinion. 
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It is shown that there can be associated with any given nonlinear relativistic partial differential 
equation an operator field satisfying the canonical commutation relations, transforming appropri
ately under the action of the Lorentz group, and propagated in accordance with the given differential 
equation. This quantization procedure is unique, apart from the scale of the commutators. The treat
ment is intuitive, but is capable of rigorization in terms of the mathematical theory of analysis in 
function space (functional integration). The results are in harmony with crucial conventional ones, 
so far as has been determined, and provide in principle a possible means of computing the collision 
matrix for particular systems without recourse to perturbation theory. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE original idea of Dirac for field quantization 
may be paraphrased, in its application to an 

equation of the simplest nontrivial relativistic form 

Or/> = per/»~ (p a given function), (1) 

as follows. (We preserve the spirit of Dirac but 
utilize implicitly the later relativistic developments 
due to Heisenberg and Pauli, which, as first shown 
by Rosenfeld, are essentially equivalent; this favors 
succinctness, and shows the germ of the connec
tion between the relativistic and nonrelativistic 
approaches.) 

The "classical field" r/>(x) , whose value at each 
point x is a number, is to be replaced by an operator
valued field ¢(x), the so-called "quantized field." 
The ¢(x) are determined in the following way. 
At a particular time, the classical field, or more 
exactly the Cauchy data thereof, are expanded into 
a complete orthonormal set of functions {fk} in 
the Hilbert space of functions of the space variables: 

(k = 1,2, ... ). (2) 
(ar/>(x, t)/at) f"OooJ L qkMx) 

k 

The coefficients Pk and qk are then replaced by 
canonical variables Pk and Qk: 

Having done this at some particular time t', the 
quantized field 4)(x, t) at other times is determined 
by the solution of the Cauchy problem 

o¢(x) = p(4)(x» , (3a) 

* Research supported in part by the Office of Scientific 
Research. 

C3b) 
(a4)(x, t)/at)t-t' = L QkMx). 

k 

Which time t' was employed was effectively im
material (in fact, as Dirac later indicated, any 
spacelike surface could be used in place of the 
surface t = t'); the use of any other time in place 
of t' amounts merely to a similarity transformation 
on the field by a fixed (canonical) transformation. 

The basis of the idea is basically analogous to 
the formulation of nonrelativistic quantum mechan
ics by Heisenberg and SchOdinger. Having attained 
this construction for the quantized field, it could 
be seen that alternatively the quantized field could 
be defined by the differential equation (3a) in 
combination with the "canonical" commutation 
relations 

[¢(x, t), 4)(x' , t)] = 0, 
(4) 

[r/>(x, t), (a/at)r/>(x /, t)] = i8(x - x'). 

The field could then be defined quasiaxiomatically, 
as the presumably unique solution of the differential 
equation (3a) in conjunction with the commutation 
relations (4). 

While this beautifully simple theory has worked 
out extremely well in important respects, and is 
widely regarded as embodying some variety of 
fundamental physical truth, it has resisted all 
attempts at being put on a solid foundation. In a 
mathematical way, the doubtfulness of the theory 
is revealed in many more or less closely related ways, 
of which the simplest is probably the prima facie 
meaninglessness of such expressions as p (4), for a 
nonlinear function [e.g. the cube, pel) = l3], even 
in the explicitly accessible case in which 4) is a 
"free field." In other words, it has not been possible 

269 
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to give the nonlinear differential equation (3a) for 
C$ a definite, effective, mathematical meaning. Even 
after some 35 years, this might not be conclusive 
grounds for suspecting the essential meaninglessness 
of such expressions if there were a physical basis 
for the definition of p(C$); but there is not even a 
conceptual experiment which might measure p(C$) , 
so far as is known. (The point is, such an experiment 
could measure a linear average of C$ over a space-time 
region, as Bohr and Rosenfeld showed in detail, 
but there is no known way to extract a linear 
average of nonlinear functions of C$ from linear 
averages of C$ itself. 

In an earlier paper,l an approach was indicated 
to the construction of a particular quantum field 
(without attempting to deal with the axiomatic 
description of quantum fields in general) which made 
no use of the notion of local nonlinear function of 
a quantized field, or of equivalent undefined objects. 
However, the approach did not appear formally 
quite as simple as the one indicated above, nor was 
it mathematically rigorous. The purpose of the 
present article is to remedy the former deficiency; 
the latter is to be dealt with elsewhere. Even in its 
specialization to the linear case, the present method 
is in some respects simpler and more general than 
the conventional one, applying quite directly to 
Maxwell's equations with the Lorentz side condition, 
for example. 

The present article is thus frankly heuristic, and 
free use will be made of formal measures in infinite
dimensional Euclidean spaces, which have actually 
no prima facie mathematical existence; but we note 
that a mathematically unexceptionable way of 
dealing with such matters, on the basis of suitably 
sophisticated reformulations, is now available (in
dications of the type of work involved may be seen 2.3). 

1. THE PHASE SPACE OF A CONTINUOUS SYSTEM 

The following treatment for scalar relativistic 
equations is readily adaptable to arbitrary tem
porally homogeneous equations for fields of even 
spin. (In the present article only Bose-Einstein 
fields are considered. There is no fundamental 
difficulty in treating Fermi-Dirac fields, but the 
treatment can not be developed intuitively from 
classical theoretical physics, and the relevant notion 
of integration is materially different from that 
appropriate to Bose-Einstein fields [cf. Ref. 4]; the 

1 I. E. Segal, J. Math. Phys. 1, 468 (1960). 
I I. E. Segal, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 81, 160 (1956). 
I I. E. Segal, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 88, 12 (1958). 
'I. E. Segal, Ann. Math. 63, 160 (1956). 

main ideas are well represented by the conjunction 
of the present ones with those of this reference). 

A system described by Eq. (1) has its state 
determined by a particular solution of (1), so that 
as a set, its phase space is merely the aggregate 
of all solutions of (1). (It is physically reasonable 
and mathematically appropriate to restrict to those 
solutions which, at any particular time, do not grow 
rapidly in the space variables near infinity; this 
can be done, but such aspects play only a minor 
role in the present intuitive treatment.) Now this 
phase space is quite analogous to an infinite-dimen
sional manifold in which there are local linear 
coordinates, such as may be supplied for example 
by coordinatizing the manifold by the Cauchy data 
for any particular solution at a particular time t. 
This manifold is much more similar to a classical 
mechanical phase space than might appear, for 
there is defined on it a fundamental nondegenerate 
second-order differential form analogous to the 
"fundamental bilinear covariant" L. dp. dql in 
classical mechanics. Since care should presumably 
be used in dealing with differential forms in infinite
dimensional spaces, it is useful to be rather explicit, 
and use such a current mathematical definition of 
a differential form as a function assigning to each 
point of the manifold M a skew-symmetric multi
linear functional in the "tangent vectors" to the 
manifold M at the point. 

The term "tangent vector" here signifies a vector 
in the infinite-dimensional linear space providing 
the best (linear) approximation to M in the vicinity 
of the given point 1/>. In the present context, this 
is identifiable as a solution ." of the first-order 
variational equation 

0." = p'(I/».", (5) 

for small displacements from 1/>. Thus a second-order 
differential form !J on M depends on the point 1/>, 
and for each I/> gives a function !J"(.,,, .,,') of the two 
solutions .", .,,' of (5) which is bilinear and skew
symmetric. 

Such a form !J may be defined as follows: 

!J<I>("', .,,') = J [.,,(a.,,'/at) - .,,'(a.,,/at)] d3x, 

the integration being over the space variables for 
fixed time. The result would appear to depend on 
the time t, but on differentiation of the right side 
and making use of (5), it is found actually to be 
independent of t. 

N ow a basic property of the fundamental bilinear 
covariant L. dp. dq. is that its covariant differential 
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vanishes (it is a classical theorem in fact that this 
property together with nondegeneracy characterizes 
those forms on an 2n-dimensional manifold which 
may be locally expressed as Li dp; dq;). Therefore 
the question arises as to the vanishing of the 
covariant differential of the form just defined. 
Rather than engage in a distracting discussion of 
this mathematical concept as it applies in the 
infinite-dimensional case, it may be said that it is 
virtually obvious that this is the case on expansion 
of "1 and "1' into a suitable orthonormal basis. 

More specifically, let ftd be a complete ortho
normal set in the space L 2(E3 ) of square-integrable 
functions on three-dimensional Euclidean space, 
with the usual inner product, and for fixed t expand 

cjJ(x, t) = L PkMx), (acjJ(x, t)jat) = L qkMx), 
k k 

[Pk = Pk(t); qk = qk(t)]. 

The Pk and qk thus form a system of coordinates 
in M. Now if 

a"1(x, t)/at = :E bdkeX) 
k 

gives the corresponding expansions of two tangent 
vectors at cjJ, then 

J ["1(a"1'jat) - "1'(a"1/at)] d3x = ~ (ak b, - a~bk)' 

This means precisely that 

o = L dpi dqi' (6) 
; 

This shows also that 0 is nondegenerate. Further
more, the independence of t of the expression (6) 
for 0 shows incidentally that the transformation 
from the {Pk(t); qk(t); k = 1, 2, ... J to similar 
variables at another time determines a contact 
transformation on JIll, i.e., one preserving the form 
0, as is clear otherwise from the fact that this 
transformation is a time displacement, under which 
o is invariant. 

The parallelism with the classical mechanical 
situation extends in a formal way to the existence 
of an invariant volume element in phase space 
analogous to that of Liouville. In a 2n-dimensional 
manifold with fundamental form 0 = L7-1 dp; dq;, 
the invariant volume element is 0" = II; dp; dq;, 
using the notion of the exterior product of dif
ferential forms. In the present infinite-dimensional 
situation, lim ...... '" 0" = Om has no rigorous meaning, 
but is formally II; dp, dq,. This shows that this 

Euclidean volume element is left invariant by any 
contact transformation, for leaving 0 invariant, it 
leaves also any power of it invariant, by the in
variance of the notion of exterior product. 

Of course, a major point of formal difference 
from classical mechanical theory is that the time 
variable is already effectively included in the present 
phase space. This is necessarily the case in a rela
tivistic theory, and does not appear in classical 
mechanics because of the absence of any such 
nontrivial relativistic system, which is related in 
turn to the nonexistence of nontrivial finite-dimen
sional unitary representations of the Lorentz group. 
The only valid concern need be with the Lorentz 
invariance of the theory. It is clear that any Lorentz 
transformation transforms the manifold Minto 
itself. To show that 0 is invariant under any Lorentz 
transformation, it suffices to check infinitesimal 
invariance under the Lorentz rotations, since from 
the formulation of 0, it is obviously invariant under 
Euclidean transformations. By a suitable choice of 
Lorentz frame, the infinitesimal Lorentz transforma
tion may be taken in the form x(a/at) + tea/ax), 
and an explicit computation then shows the in
variance of O. 

More specifically, let "11 and "12 be the solutions 
of the first-order variational equations in the vicinity 
of the solution cjJ of Eq. (1), and let A = x(ajat) + 
tea/ax). Under the action of the Lorentz trans
formation eA9 generated by A (- co < (J < co), 
given by the equations 

x' = x cosh (J + t sinh (J, 

y' = x sinh (J + t cosh (J, 

the form 0 is transformed into a new form 0(0), 
whose value on the tangent vectors "11 and "12 at 
cjJ is obtained by evaluating 0('1;0), '1~0» at the point 
eA6cjJ of M, where the '1~0) are the transforms of 
the '1i under the induced action on the space of 
tangent vectors at cjJ of eM. Now the "1; satisfy 
the equation (5), as do the '1:0), with cjJ replaced 
by eA0cjJ. It follows that 7J~0) = eA0"1;, which means 
that 

n (8'\( (9) (0» f (a1/2 01Jl) d ' .. ~ ) 1/1 ,1J2 = 1/1 --;-t - '12 --;-t 3X , 
t'-oonet U U 

It suffices to show that the derivative with respect 
to (J of the latter expression, evaluated at (J = 0, 
vanishes. This derivative is the sum of three terms, 
one each involving the action of the infinitesimal 
Lorentz transformation A on 1/1 and 1/2, and one 
arising from the transformation of the volume 
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element. To take the last term first, for t' = const, 
dx sinh 8 + dt cosh 8 = 0, while dx' = dx cosh 8 + 
dt sinh 8 = (cosh fJ)-ldx. Now dax' = dx' dy' dz', 
while y' = y and z' = z, so that the volume element 
is multiplied by (cosh 8)-\ Since the derivative 
of this expression vanishes for 8 = 0, the entire 
term in question vanishes, i.e., there is no infini
tesimal contribution from the change in the volume 
element. 

The remaining terms are 

Q(A7JI, 7J2) + Q(7Jl, A7J2) = Q(A7]I, 7]2) - Q(A7]2,7]I)' 

By direct computation, 

Q(A 7]1, 7]2) = f [x aa7J/ aa~2 + t ~~ aa7 

a
2

7]2 a7]1 a
2

7]1 ] d 
- X7J2 at - 7J2 ax - t7]2 ax at aX. 

Using the skew-adjointness of the operator a/ax 
in the Hilbert space of functions of the space 
variables, together with the first-order variational 
Eq. (5), the expression on the right may also be 
expressed as 

f [X a7]1 a7]2 + t a7JI a7]2 + t a7J2 a7]1 
at at ax at ax at 

- X7]2P'(1/>)7]1 - 7J2 ~:1 - X7]2A7J1J dax. 

All but the last two terms in the foregoing integrand 
are symmetric between the indices 1 and 2, and 
thus drop out on subtraction of Q(A 7J2, 7]1)' The 
remaining two terms give, after this subtraction, 
all together 

f [ -7]2 ~~ + 7]1 ~~ (X7]2)(A7Jl) + (X7]1)(A'l2) ] dax. 

Using the self-adjointness of A and evaluating the 
commutator of x and A as -2(a/ax), the contribu
tion from the last two terms in this integrand is 
-2 J a'll/aX 7J2 dax. Using now the skew-adjointness 
of (ajax) again in connection with the first two 
terms, they provide a contribution to the total 
integral precisely canceling that of the last two terms. 

2. THE QUANTUM FIELD VARIABLES 

In ordinary quantum mechanics, one way of 
constructing variables satisfying the Heisenberg 
commutation relations is, as indicated in reference 1, 
to take operators in phase space rather than in 
physical space. For any classical observable such 
as a position coordinate, a linear or angular mom
entum represented by the function t on phase space, 
the corresponding quantum mechanical variable may 

be taken as the operator -ihX, + w(X,), where 
X, is the infinitesimal contact transformation with 
Hamiltonian t, and w is the action form L; p; dq;. 
Without going into the details of this construction, 
we note its presently relevant advantage; the 
canonical P's and Q's appear on essentially the 
same footing, so that the formalism is potentially 
better adapted to the relativistic case, in which 
there is no Lorentz-invariant separation between 
the P's and the Q's. (The representation is not 
irreducible, but this can be taken care of; see below.) 

To define the quantum field variables in a related 
way, choose a time t and an arbitrary real function 
f(x) of the real space variables, and define a cor
responding one-parameter group of transformations 
T; .• ( - co < s < co) on the manifold M as follows: 
a given element I/> of M is transformed into that 
element 1/>' whose Cauchy data at the time t differ 
from those of I/> as follows: 

I/>'(x, t) = I/>(x, t); al/>'(x, t)/at = al/>(x, t)/at + sf(x). 

Let XI.! denote the infinitesimal generator of this 
one-parameter group; it is the vector field on M 
assigning to any element I/> the tangent vector 
represented by the solution 7J of the first-order 
variational equation D7J = p'(cp)7], with the Cauchy 
data 7](x, t) = 0, a'l(x, t)/at = f(x). Let M, .• denote 
the operation of multiplication (of functionals on M) 
by J f(x)l/>(x, t) dax. Now let g be an arbitrary real 
constant and define 

R, .• = -i(!g)X, .• + M,.!. 

Thus R,.t is a first-order linear differential operator 
on M. If f'(x) is any other real function of the 
space variables, it may be verified that 

[R,." (a/at)R, ..• ] 

= -ig f f(x)f'(x) dax. 

More specifically, [X, . ., X".,l = ° since vector 
translations in the space of Cauchy data (at a 
fixed time) commute. Also, [M,.!, M" .• l = ° since 
any two multiplication operators by functions 
commute. Now [X,.t, M".t], the commutator of a 
vector field and a multiplication operator, is the 
multiplication operator by the result of applying 
the vector field to the function associated with the 
original multiplication operator, i.e., by 

xl .. [J f(x)l/>(x, t) dax 1 
This vanishes since X,.! does not affect I/>(x,t), 
but only {)I/>(x,t)/at. From these results follow 
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directly the vanishing of the commutator [R
" 

I, R
" 

,/1. 
To compute (a/at)R"" write (a/at)X" I 

limh-+oh-1[X',t+h - X',I], and consider that X',t+h 
displaces the Cauchy data at time t + h as follows. 

SX',I+h: cp(x, t + h) ---7 cp(x, t + h), 

(acp/at)(x, t + h) ---7 (acp/at)(x, t + h) + si(x). 

The corresponding displacement in the Cauchy data 
at time t may be obtained as follows. Neglecting 
terms of second and higher order in h, which are 
irrelevant for the determination of the derivative 
in question, 

cp(x, t) = cf>(x, t + h) - h(acf>(x, t + h)/at) 

---7 cf>(x, t + h) + h(acf>(x, t + h)/at + si(x» 

or 

cf>(x, t) ---7 cf>(x, t) - hsi(x). 

Similarly, 

acf>(x, t)/at) = acf>(x, t + h)/at - ha 2cf> (x , t + h)/at2 

---7 acf>(x, t + h)/at + si(x) - ha2cf>(x, t + h)/at2, 

since a2cf>(x, t + h)/at is not displaced by X',I+h, in 
view of the satisfaction by the displacement 'fJ of 
Eq. (5), and the vanishing at t + h of 'fJ. Thus 

acp(x, t)jat ---7 acp(x, t) + sf(x). 

It follows that (a / at)x I, I may be characterized as 
the vector field which generates the one-parameter 
group of transformations in the Cauchy data at 
time t: 

cf>(x, t) ---7 cf>(x, t) - si(x), acf>(x, t)/at ---7 acf>(x, t)/at. 

To evaluate [R"" (a/at)R,.,t], note that X,,! 
and (a/at)X,. ,I commute since they generate vector 
translations in the space of Cauchy data at time 
t. Also, the multiplication operators M I, I and 
(a/at)M",t commute, The only terms contributing 
to the commutator are then the two involving 
the brackets of vector fields with multiplication 
operators, which brackets are multiplication op
erators by the functions obtained by application 
of the respective vector fields to the functions 
associated with the original multiplication operators. 
The functions involved in the commutator are 
consequently 

x".[ (a/at) f cf>(x, t)f/(x) daxJ 
and 

(a/at)XI". f cf>(x, t)f(x) dax. 

The first of these is computed, by displacing 
ocf>(x, t)/at in J acf>(x, t)f'(x) d3x, in accordance with 
XI,I' as J f(x)t'(x) dax. The second ofthese is similarly 
computed by displacing cf>(x, t) in J cf>(x, t)f(x) dax, 
in accordance with (a/at)X,.", as - J f(x)t'(x) d3x. 
These contributions occur with opposite sign, and 
introducing finally the coefficient -i(!g), it results 
that [RI,I, (a/at)RI , "l is as stated above. 

Now defining <[J(x) = RI,t with f taken as the 
delta function at the point x, the foregoing commuta
tion relations give the canonical relations at equal 
times t = t/: 

[<[J(x), <[J(x/)] = 0, 

[<[J(x), (a/at)<[J(x')] = -igo(x - x'), 

[(a/at)<[J(x), (a/at)<[J(x')] = 0. 

These relations are not in manifestly relativistic 
form. The Lorentz-invariant character of the field <[J, 
and incidentally the action of the, Lorentz group 
on the present state vectors, is shown as follows. 
If L is any Lorentz transformation in physical space, 
there is a corresponding action U(L) on M: cf>(x) ---7 

cf>(L-1x) (in terms of the coordinates provided by 
the Cauchy data at any fixed time, this action is 
of course nonlinear). Any such transformation U(L) 
on M gives a transformation V(U(L» of the linear 
space of functionals on M, as follows: if T is any 
transformation on M, VeT) carries the functional 
F(cf» into F(T(cp». Putting V(U(L» = r(L), the 
map L ---7 r(L) is then a linear representation of 
the Lorentz group on the space of functionals over M. 

To say that the field is Lorentz-invariant is to 
say that 

<[J(Lx) = r(L)<[J(x)r(L). 

It suffices to show that the two constituents X,.,I 
and cf>(x, t), where Ox denotes the delta function 
at x, separately enjoy the same transformation 
properties. In case L is an Euclidean motion or 
translation in time, this is clear from the construc
tion; it is the invariance under Lorentz rotations 
which requires examination. It is, therefore, no 
essential loss of generality to take x = Lx = 0, 
and to take L as the transformation 

x' = x cosh () + t sinh (), 

y' = y, z' = z, 

t' = x sinh () + t cosh 0, 

and as above, to establish infinitesimal invariance. 
In the case of the mUltiplication operator M' .. I, 
which is here the same as multiplication by cf>(x), 
the invariance is clear. 
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Consider then the action of the given trans
formations on the vector field X~,o. The tangent 
vectors corresponding to this field are represented 
by solutions 1] of Eq. (5) with the initial conditions 

1](x,O) = 0, a1](x, t)/at],_o = o(x). 

Up to second order in t, 1] has then the form 

1](x, t) = to(x). 

In the transformed Lorentz frame, it is clear that 

1](x, t)],,_o = 0, 

while a1]/at' = (a1]/ax)(ax/at') + (a1]/at)(at/at'), so 
that for t' = 0, when x = -tanh fJ t, 

a1]jat'],._o = (cosh Or 1 (a1]/at)]t·.o 

= (cosh 0)-1 o(x cosh O)o(y)o(z) = o(x') + 0(02
). 

This shows that the vector field X~." depends only 
on the point (x, t) and not on the Lorentz frame 
at this point. 

So far, <J)(x) has been defined as a formal operator 
on arbitrary functionals on M [actually, f <J)(x)f(x)dax 
has mathematical existence, as a well-defined op
erator on sufficiently smooth functionals over M, 
only if f is small at infinity and sufficiently smooth, 
but this is of no significance for the remainder of 
this section]. For quantum mechanical purposes, a 
Hilbert space of functionals over M must be set 
up in which the field operators are Hermitian, the 
action of the Lorentz group unitary, etc. This 
Hilbert space is naturally that with inner product 

(F I G) = f F(ep)G(ep) dep, 

with the heuristic volume element indicated above, 

dcp = II dpi dqi' 
; 

[It should perhaps be mentioned that this is the 
main mathematically heuristic element in our treat
ment; involved is the suitable conjunction of the 
theory of analysis of functionals over Hilbert space, 
(including "functional integration") in essence al
ready established, with the theory of propagation of 
nonlinear hyperbolic differential equations with a 
given probability distribution, of the suitably gen
eralized type relevant for the cited analysis of func
tionals, in the space of Cauchy data.] The fact that 
the U(L) are, for any Lorentz transformation L, 
contact transformations on M implies, as already 
indicated, the invariance of the volume element 12"', 
from which the unitary character of r(L) follows 
directly. The total field momenta (linear, angular, and 
the energy) are therefore well-determined Hermitian 

operators in this Hilbert space X, say, of square
integrable functionals over M, as the infinitesimal 
generators, apart from factors of ±'Ii/i, of the cor
responding one-parameter groups of the r(L). 

The multiplication operator constituent M I " of 
RI " is Hermitian since the functional f ep(x, t)f(x) dax 
is real. To see that the vector field constituent 
-i(!g)X"t is also Hermitian, observe that the 
transformations Ti,t defined earlier preserve the 
fundamental form 12, and so induce by direct trans
formation on the functionals over M, unitary 
transformations. As the generator of the one
parameter group lTi,,; -00 < 8 < oo}, XI,' is 
consequently skew-adj oint. 

The quantum field variables defined above need 
not however act irreducibly on X, even if taken 
in conjunction with the action of the Lorentz group. 
This is evidenced in the free-field case, in which 
the representation given above reduces to the 
'holomorphic functional' representation previously 
described,6-7 so-called because the holomorphic func
tionals on X define an invariant subspace of X 
under the actions of the quantum field variables 
and the Lorentz group. Upon restriction to this 
subspace, representations of the quantum field 
variables and of the Lorentz group which are 
rigorously unitarily equivalent to those in the 
rigorous formulation of the Fock representation are 
obtained. To obtain an appropriate Hilbert space 
for labeling the physical states in a unique fashion, 
rather than with infinite mUltiplicity as in the case 
of X, it is assumed that there exists a Lorentz
invariant vector in X of minimal energy, say v. 
[This is of course a quite material restriction on 
the theory. It is plausible physically for Eq. (1) 
if p'(ep) ~ for all ep, and if peep) does not grow rapidly 
with ep, but is not actually needed for the determina
tion of the collision matrix, as indicated later. It is 
introduced here because it is a commonly made 
assumption, and facilitates the correlation of the 
present formalism with more conventional ones,] The 
space Xphys spanned by successive application of the 
field variables to the vacuum representative v is 
then invariant under the Lorentz group as well as 
the field operators, and its vectors give the usual 
type of multiplicity-free representation for the 
physical states. 

In the free-field case cited above, the representa
tion of the field variables and the vector v may be 

6 1. E. Segal, Illinois J. Math., 6, 500 (1962). 
B 1. E. Segal, Mathematical Problems of Relativistic Physics 

(American Mathematical Society, Providence, Rhode Island, 
1963), 

7 D. Shale, J. Math. Phys. 3, 915 (1962). 
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chosen in such a fashion that the subspace XphY8 

consists precisely of the holomorphic elements of X. 
In the soluble cases in which the interaction Hamil
tonian is at most quadratic in the canonical vari
ables, a state of minimal energy may be obtained 
by transformation of the free physical vacuum by 
a type of linear transformation (viz. the symplectic 
transformations considered in references 6-8. Al
though Lorentz-invariance is generally lost in these 
cases, the same general formalism applies, and Xphy. 

together with the action of the field variables and 
the relevant symmetry group is explicitly identifiable 
with those of conventional formalisms. 

On the other hand, a physically more natural if 
mathematically seemingly more sophisticated way 
of treating the propagation of states, is to deal not 
with state vectors or wavefunctions, but with the 
expectation value forms, which may arise from the 
state vectors, along lines due originally to von 
Neumann and to Weyl. If 1/; is such a vector, the 
expectation value E(A) of the observable A in the 
state represented by 1/;, E(A) = (1/; IAI 1/;), has the 
following properties. 

E(aA + bB) = aE(A) + bE(B) , ECA2) ~ 0, 

E(l) = 1 (I = unit observable). 

Here A and B are arbitrary observables and a and 
b arbitrary real numbers. Conversely, these pro
perties formally fully characterize expectation values 
in (possibly mixed) states; more specifically, any 
such functional is a limit of linear combinations 
with positive coefficients of sum unity, of functionals 
of the type described arising from wavefunctions. 
When the observables are represented by an irre
ducible set of operators, the states represented by 
a single wavefunction, i.e., the "pure" states may 
be identified formally from the expectation value 
form as those whose form can not be represented as 
a linear combination with positive coefficients of 
two other forms with the cited properties. The use 
of the expectation value form is independent of the 
possible existence of a physical vacuum, and is 
mathematically more broadly applicable than the 
use of wavefunctions, applying in cases where there 
is ambiguity in the representation of the canonical 
variables, or where a continuous spectrum might 
otherwise introduce vectors of infinite norm. 

For present purposes the forms are used in the 
following way. The set of all operators on X which 
are functions of the field operators 4>(x) form a 
subset a (actually, subalgebra) of the collection 

8 D. Shale, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 103, 149 (1962). 

of all linear operators on X. The physical states 
are then represented in a one-to-one fashion by the 
forms on a with the cited properties, the pure states 
by the forms which are "extreme points" of the 
set of all the expectation value forms in the sense 
described. The action L ~ r(L) of the Lorentz 
group on X induces a corresponding action on the 
field variables, 4>(x) ~ 4>(Lx), and this in turn gives 
the action on a. The action on the expectation 
value forms is that contragredient to the action 
on a. Thereby the dynamics and kinematics of the 
expectation value forms are well-determined. This 
identification of the physical states and their motions 
does not label them by the vectors in a linear space, 
but is nevertheless entirely adequate for conceptual 
empirical purposes. There is a well known mathe
matical procedure for setting up a Hilbert space 
in which any given set of expectation-value forms 
on a given algebra of operators may be represented 
as forms arising from vectors in the space, giving 
a theoretically more familiar and in some ways 
more convenient formalism, but the empirically 
relevant results of the theory would not be affected. 

3. THE COLLISION MATRIX 

The problem of the determination of the collision 
matrix is a fundamental one for the correlation of 
the present theory with the empirical situation. The 
theory proceeds directly from the partial differential 
equations of motion; no ad hoc interaction Lagran
gian, or Hamiltonian, or incoming field, or particle 
description, have been postulated. (A total Hamil
tonian has been determined, but no way has been 
given to split it into a "free" and an "interaction" 
part.) This is generally advantageous, since a 
postulate concerning the structure or even the 
existence of an incoming field, in particular any 
particle description, would in principle overde
termine the theory, introducing, in general, material 
theoretical inconsistencies. The use of Lagrangians 
or of the concept of interaction Hamiltonian involves 
a conceptually somewhat unempirical element. It 
appears that a useful notion of collision matrix 
can not be introduced without the use of additional 
structure in the direction of those cited. However, 
a more deliberate approach to the matter should 
illuminate the logical role of such assumptions. 

In principle, the collision theory is determined by 
the dynamics of states, which is well-determined 
formally in the manner indicated above. If the 
quantum field associated with the Eq. (1) is in the 
state (f at the time t, (f may be represented by a. 
functional on the space of Cauchy data at this time, 
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say by feu) (u = Cauchy datum). The state (J' at 
a later time t' is then represented by f(Tt"u), where 
Tt't is the nonlinear transformation in the space 
of Cauchy data defined by the dynamical Eq. (1). 
That is to say, Tt't gives the Cauchy datum at the 
time t' for the solution of the dynamical Eq. (1) 
with datum u at time t. If now T is any given state 
at the later time t', the transition probability 
amplitude from a- at t to T at t' is given by the inner 
product (g(u) I !(Tt'tu», where g is the functional 
on the space of Cauchy data representing the state 
T at time t'. 

The crucial theoretical problem which however 
arises here is that of correlating the states (J, a-', T 

with the empirically observed "free" states. That 
is to say, the specific analytic forms of the observed 
particle and scattering states are required, a set 
of labels, or a physico-mathematical dictionary of 
the free states. To arrive at a suitable scheme, 
note that in the preceding paragraph, the states in 
question were specified at particular times, and the 
only way of propagating them to other times was 
by the transformations induced from the dynamical 
Eq. (1). Labels for these states would then propagate 
equivalently, and the presumably much greater 
simplicity of the observed "incoming" field over 
the actual physical "interacting" field is not made 
use of. The matrix elements in question in the 
preceding paragraph are simply those of the expo
nential of the total field Hamiltonian, with a time 
displacement of t' - t, whose limiting behavior as 
t' ~ + (Xl and t ~ - (Xl is evidently trivial and 
irrelevant. 

To make use of the observed simplicity of such 
systems for very early or late times ("asymptotic" 
simplicity), a different, "free" manner of propaga
tion for the states (J and T must be employed. 
To be rather conservative, this free motion, or 
kinematics, is postulated as given by an equation 
of the same form as (1), but with a different func
tion Po: 

01/> = Po(I/». (7) 

[As indicated in reference 1, the "reference" Eq. (7) 
is mathematically naturally chosen as the first-order 
variation to the "physical" Eq. (1), in the vicinity 
of the (generally unique) Lorentz-invariant element 
of M (which is I/> =0 0 in the case of Eq. (1); and 
this mathematically simplest choice represents 
theoretical physical practice.] 

To develop the basic theory of the collision 
matrix, it does not matter whether Po is linear or 
nonlinear (in fact it may even be time-dependent 

or have variable space coefficients for most purposes). 
If Po = p, the collision matrix is the unit matrix 
and no new structure or label has been added. 
If however Po (I/» = m2

1/> for some constant m (i.e., has 
the unique relativistic linear form for a scalar field), 
in conformity with much conventional practice, 
no assumption as to the value of m need be made 
at this point. (It may however be helpful to think 
of it as the empirical mass of the particles whose 
physics the theoretical model is intended to describe.) 
To be quite specific, it is not assumed that Eq. (7) 
is theoretically derivable from (5), either as a 
classical equation or as a basis for the construction 
of a quantum field as indicated above. [It is in fact 
mathematically quite dubious whether any such 
effective derivation is possible. The notion of 
"incoming field" is also physically not altogether 
unambiguous, and it is particularly open to question 
whether in situations thought to be describable by 
equations such as (I)-e.g., even in quantum 
electrodynamics-complex states not admitting 
particle descriptions of a simple nature, as in the 
Fock representation, can be physically definitively 
excluded.] 

The collision and wave matrices relative to the 
given kinematics (7) may be set up as follows. 
Let Mo be the manifold of all solutions of Eq. (7). 
For any time t there is a map wet) of M 0 onto M, 
defined as that taking any element of M 0 into that 
of M having the same Cauchy data at time t. 
This map induces a corresponding map Wet) of 
the functionals on Mo to the functionals on M. 
Specifically, if to is a given functional on M o, set 
t(l/» = fo(W(t)-II/»; then Wet) is the map to ~ t. 

This map Wet) is evidently linear, and is in 
addition unitary, from the space L 2 (Mo) of square 
integrable functionals defined on M 0 onto the space 
L 2 (M) of square-integrable functionals defined on M. 
To see this, recall that a point transformation 
between two sets with given volume elements 
induces a unitary transformation between the cor
responding spaces of square-integrable functionals 
provided it is volume-preserving. Now the trans
formation wet) of Mo onto M is symplectic with 
respect to the fundamental forms defined above, 
i.e., carries by its induced action the fundamental 
form no on Mo into the fundamental form n on M. 
For in terms of the parametrizations of ]1,10 and 
M provided by the Cauchy data at time t, no and n 
are expressible in the same forms. Since the volume 
elements on M 0 and M are derived from the respec
tive forms, any symplectic transformation of M 0 

onto M will be volume-preserving. Wet) has addi-
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tionally the important property of transforming 
the reference into the physical field at time t: 
W(t)-lqS(X, t)W(t) = cf>o(x, t), and similarly with 
qS(x) replaced by aqS/at. 

Defining now 

W_ = lim W(t) , W+ = lim W(t), 
t-+-oo 

W _ and W + are formally unitary operators from 
L 2(Mo) to L2(M). They are designated the gross 
incoming or outgoing wave operators (the reduced 
wave operators, to be introduced later, are essentially 
the same except that the multiplicity in the descrip
tion of the physical states has been eliminated; 
the reduced operators correspond directly to the 
conventional physical concepts, but are analytically 
less convenient than as well as directly determined 
by the gross operators). The operators 

Co = W~IW_, C = W_W~l 
are then formally unitary operators on LiMo) and 
L 2(M), respectively, and define the gross collision 
operators, as represented on the respective spaces. 
Noting that 

C = W_COW:::1 = W+CoW~\ 

it is evident that the distinction between Co and 
C is merely one of the labeling of states; in practice, 
with Po taken as linear, Co would be the more useful, 
relating directly to the particle interpretation of the 
free states (see below). 

Apart from their unitarity, the fundamental 
mathematical property of the foregoing operators is 
their Lorentz invariance, i.e., independence of the 
Lorentz frame employed in the foregoing analysis. 
In analytical form, this means for the collision 
operators 

r(L)-ICr(L) = C or ro(L)-ICoro(L) = Co, 

where r(L) denotes the unitary transformation on 
L 2 (M) induced by the Lorentz transformation L, 
while ro(L) is the same for the "free" manifold. 
These relations are implied by similar transformation 
properties of the wave operators 

W .. = r(L)W ... ro(L), 

for arbitrary Lorentz transformations L. This 
invariance is clear for the cited equations as regards 
space-time translation and spatial rotations, and 
requires verification only for the special trans
formations: 

Le : x' = x cosh fJ + t sinh fJ, 

y' = y, z' = z, 

t' = x sinh 0 + t cosh O. 

Setting for notational convenience reO) r(Le) 
and ro(fJ) = ro(Le), it remains to show that 

lim r(fJ)w(t)ro(fJ)-1 = lim W(t) , 
t-t-oo t-+-oo 

or equivalently, 

lim ro(fJ)W(t)-1 = lim W(t)'r(O). 
t-t-CO t--+-co 

(The case t -+ + 00 follows by symmetry.) It 
suffices naturally to establish infinitesimal invariance. 

Now the transformations r(fJ), Wet), ro(fJ) are 
all unitary transformations in function spaces in
duced from volume-preserving point transformations 
on the underlying manifolds (i.e., M and Mo here). 
To assure the asymptotic character of the foregoing 
transformations on the function spaces, it is there
fore sufficient to show that the corresponding point 
transformations are asymptotic, or 

t-+ -00; 

here Uo(Le) and U(Le) are the transformations on 
the manifolds Mo and M (respectively) induced by 
the Lorentz transformation Le. This asymptotic 
concti.tion means that for arbitrary cf>o in M 0, 

in the sense that the difference of the Cauchy 
data at any fixed time goes to zero, for the elements 
cf>ie) = Uo(Le)w(t)-Icf> and cf>;e) = w(t)-IU(Lo)cf> of 
M 0 involved in the foregoing. Infinitesimal in
variance means that the derivative of the difference 
with respect to fJ, evaluated at fJ = 0, tends to 
zero as t -+ - 00. Interchanging the independent 
operations a/ao and limt-+_"" the relation to be 
established becomes 

lim [(a/aO)(U(Lo)w(t)-Icf>o - w(t)-IUo(Lo)cf>o)]o_o = o. ,_-co 

It is convenient now to denote t by a different 
symbol l so as to make explicit its complete in
dependence from the time variable on which the 
elements of M or M 0 under discussion depend as 
functions on space-time, and which may now be 
denoted t. Setting cf>o = w(l)-lcf> (so that cf>o is a 
i-dependent element of M o), (a/afJ)cf>i O

) le-o is a 
tangent function II to Moat cf>o, represented in 
fact by the solution Xcf>o of Eq. (5), where X = 
x(a/at) + tea/ax) is the generator of the one
parameter group in question. On the other hand, 
(a/aO)cf>~e) /e-o is another tangent function l2 to M o, 
which may be expressed as (grad w(t)-')(Xcf», and 
so has Cauchy data at time t = l: 
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l2(X, l) = (Xc/»(X, l); 

(iJ/iJt)l2(X, l) = (iJ/iJt)(Xc/»(X, l). 

The two tangent functions II and l2 agree for 
t = l, for the identity of cf> and its first time derivative 
at time t = l with the similar data for cf>o imply that 
Xcf> and Xcf>o agree when t = l. The time derivatives 
of Xcf> and Xcf>o involve however the second-order 
time derivatives of cf> and cf>o. These are given by the 
partial differential equations defining the manifolds 
M and Mo. In this way it may be computed that 
the time derivatives of II and l2' evaluated at t = l, 
differ by x(Po(cf» - p(cf>)) [here x = (x, y, z)]. The 
assertion is then that the tangent function to M 0 

determined by its vanishing at time l and by its 
first derivative being given by the last expression, 
has its Cauchy data, for arbitrary fixed times, 
convergent to zero as l --t - co • 

To conclude the argument, it is assumed that 
f x(Po(cf» - p(cf>))2 dax --t 0 for all cf> in M, a condition 
that Po deviate not too strongly from p. For example, 
in the realistic case Po(cf» =m2cf> and p(cf» =m2cf>+lcf>a, 
the condition becomes 

f x2(cf>(x, t»6 dax --t 0 as t --t ± co, • 

which is not yet known to be the case, but for which 
there are material plausibility indications. [Note 
added in proof. This has now been proved for the 
case m = 0 by Walter Strauss, Compt. Rend. 256, 
5045 (1963).] 

It may be noted that the asymptotic invariance 
would appear to be mathematically more generally 
valid than the strict existence of the collision op
erator, in the sense that the foregoing difference 
may well converge to zero, although the individual 
terms fail to converge. On the other hand, the 
asymptotic invariance is not a mere formal corollary 
to the relativistic character of the equations and the 
fundamental form, as may be seen from considera
tion of the case in which p(cf» = m2cf> and Po(cf» = m~cf>. 
There is no actual collision operator if m .,e mo, 
and from the computations given above and pro
perties of Klein-Gordon wavefunctions, it is readily 
verified that the norm of II - l2 does not go to 
zero as l --t - co • 

The reduced wave and scattering operators, 
formally equivalent to those usually treated, are 
obtained by suppressing the multiplicity in the 
representation of states by (ray) vectors through 
the contraction of the gross operators to subspaces 
similar to those treated earlier for the case when a 
vacuum exists. More specifically, assume there exists 

a vacuum state representative v for the physical 
quantum field. This is an element of L 2(M) which 
is left fixed by the induced action L --t r(L) of 
the Lorentz group. Now it is no essential loss of 
generality to assume that v is an eigenstate of the 
collision operator C. For let m. be the closed linear 
manifold spanned by the f(C)v, where f(C) is an 
arbitrary function of C. Then Cleaves m. invariant, 
and its restriction to m., a unitary operator with a 
simple (or nondegenerate) spectrum. Now the rep
resentation operators r(L) for the Lorentz group 
leave every element of m. fixed since they commute 
with C and leave v fixed. Any eigenstate of the 
restriction of C to m. is then a physical vacuum 
representative. The element W=lV = Vo (or alterna
tively, W~lV, which differs from Vo by a constant 
phase factor) is then a vacuum representative for 
the reference system determined by Eq. (7). 

The reduced reference field state space is then 
definable as the smallest closed linear manifold 
containing Vo and invariant under the field operators 
¢o(x) for all x, as well as the collision operator Co. 
(The last requirement may commonly be superfluous, 
as indicated by quasiphysical intuition, but as there 
is no explicit representation for the collision operator 
in terms of the field variables, there is no direct 
mathematical indication for this, and in fact, in 
more complex physical systems with degenerate 
vacuums may well be quite material.) The reduced 
physical field state space is then definable as W _x or 
equivalently W +X. Conversely, the physical field 
space could be defined first and the reference field 
space obtained by application of the inverse of one 
of the wave operators. The spaces obtained are 
invariant under the respective (a) field operators 
~(x) [or ~o(x)], (b) collision operator C (or -Co), 
and (c) representation operators r(L) [or ro(L)]. 
The restrictions of these operators to the reduced 
space therefore satisfy all algebraic relations between 
them satisfied prior to restriction, and define the 
reduced-field, collision, and momenta operators (the 
latter as generators of the action of one-parameter 
groups of finite Lorentz transformations). 

Example. To show concretely how the collision 
matrix elements may be computed through the use 
of the foregoing formalism, consider a physical field 
determined by the equation 

(g' > 0), 

and reference field determined by the equation 
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Consider the key problem of determining the C
matrix element between incoming and outgoing 
states each of which is constituted of finite sets 
of "particles". The effective applicability of a 
particle interpretation derives from the linearity 
of the reference field equation, which has previously 
played no role in the formalism. 

At a sufficiently early time t I"V- en, the physical 
system is sufficiently closely represented by the 
reference particle system. Now particle states of 
the reference field may be represented in a well
known way in the Fock representation for the 
Bose-Einstein field in question. For present purposes, 
the states in question must be represented rather 
by functionals on the space of Cauchy data of the 
relevant linear relativistic equation. The existence 
of this alternative representation derives directly 
from the explicit representation for the variables 
obtained by specialization of the above Sec. 2 to 
the case of the scalar meson equation. Since the 
commutation relations obtained are identical with 
those of the Fock representation, there is a mutual 
correspondence between the observables of the two 
field representations. This implies a correspondence 
between the states of the two representations, and 
when the multiplicity of the functional representa
tion is suppressed by working within the subspace 
:Ie indicated earlier, there exists a unitary correspond
ence between the Fock representation space and the 
subspace :Ie under which the field operators tj)(x) 
and the Lorentz group actions r(L) correspond. 
This correspondence can be carried through in 
closed analytic form (cf. Ref. 5, last section, for 
the basic theory). The Fock states correspond 
to the holomorphic elements of L 2 (Mo), when Mo 
is regarded as a complex manifold with multiplica
tion by real scalars as given but with multiplication 
by i defined as the Hilbert transform relative to 
time; an n-particle state corresponds simply to a 
polynomial of degree n, multiplied by the funda
mental exponential of the negative of the Lorentz
invariant inner product representative of the 
vacuum. 

The precise form of the functionals is not needed 
here, but for specificity, it may be mentioned that 
in terms of the Cauchy data at time t for the Klein
Gordon equation being considered here, the relevant 
functionals f(cp) have the form 

f(cp) = p«cp, 1ftl), (cp, 1ft2), ••• , (cp, 1ft".» 

X exp [-! //cpW], 

where p(811 82, .,. , 8,. is an ordinary complex 
polynomial in the complex variables 81, 82 , .,. , 8".; 

the 1ft" 1ft2' ..• , 1ft .. are arbitrary Cauchy data; 
the Hermitian inner product (cp, 1ft) is given by 
the equation 

(cp, 1ft) = J [(m2 - t:.)O/2lcp(X, t)] ·1ft(x, t) d3x 

+ J [(m2 - t:.)-<1/2l(acp(x, t)/at]-(aif;(x, t)/at) d3x 

+ i J (cp(X, t) ~~ (x, t) - if; (x , t) :~ (x, t») d3x; 

and I/cpW = (cp, cf». (This results from direct substitu
tion in the result applicable to arbitrary wave 
equations, making use of familiar properties of the 
scalar meson wavefunctions, and notably their ex
pression in terms of Cauchy data.) 

At a later time t', the physical field is the state 
represented by the transformation of the given 
functional f(cp) via the action induced from the 
fundamental nonlinear equation. In other terms, 
the state at time t' is represented by the functional 
g of the Cauchy data at that time given by the 
equation 

where T1 • ,I is the nonlinear transformation on the 
space of Cauchy data which carries the data at 
time t for a solution of Eq. (8) into its data at time 
t'. At a sufficiently late time t' I"V en, the physical 
system is sufficiently closely represented by the 
reference system, which is the state represented 
by the functional g(cf». The collision matrix ele
ment (CF, F') between the states of the reference 
field represented by the functionals F and F' on 
M 0 is then the inner product (g, 1') between the 
functional g obtained above on the Cauchy data 
at time t', from the functional f representing F as 
a functional of the Cauchy data at time t, and 
the functional/" representing F' as a functional 
of the Cauchy data at time t'. This inner product 
is taken in the space of all square-integrable func
tionals over the space of Cauchy data. 

The resulting collision matrix element is then 
completely well-defined, apart from the integration 
involved in forming the last inner product. Strictly 
speaking, the limit as t ~ - 00 and t' ~ 00, which 
should exist if the physical model is valid, of the 
expression given above, should be taken. As a 
computational procedure, however, the use of finite 
times t and t' approximating - ex> and + 00 is 
unexceptionable. All matters of convergence or 
divergence are consolidated in the existence of the 
integrals in function space which arise, and which, 
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for reasons indicated earlier, are appropriately 
treated elsewhere. It may be noted however that 
when an integral in function space exists, it can 
be approximated arbitrarily closely by an integral 
over an appropriate subspace of sufficiently high 
finite dimension. The C matrix can hence be com
puted, when it exists, within an arbitrarily small 
error, by the solution of Eq. (8) for arbitrary 
Cauchy data, which is known to be possible by 
methods affording estimates and bounds for the 
errors involved in numerical quadrature [cf. Ref. 9], 
together with the evaluation of integrals whose 
integrands arise from the integration of Eq. (8) over 
Euclidean spaces of sufficiently high dimensions. 

It is noteworthy also that no hypothesis as to 
the existence of a physical vacuum is involved in 
the foregoing method for computing the C matrix. 
All that is required is a correspondence, or type 
of dictionary describing any given quasiempirical 
state of the incoming field in mathematical terms 
as a state of the reference field, without which the 
concept of a collision matrix would not appear to 
have definite meaning. 

4. DISCUSSION 

A. Relation to Ordinary N onrelativistic Theory 

To examine this relation, assume that the fore
going theory extends to the case of Fermi-Dirac 
fields with suitable modifications, and is thereby 
applicable to the Dirac equation. This equation, 
with a given external time-independent potential, 
determines a manifold of functions to which the 
foregoing analysis applies with the Lorentz group 
replaced by the group of displacements in time, 
augmented in most cases by the group of spatial 
rotations. The classical Dirac equation appears as 
the limiting case of the corresponding quantum 
field theory as the scale of the anticommutators 
tends to zero. The classical Dirac equation in turn 
yields as a limiting case (in a familiar way) the 
Schrodinger equation as C -7 ex:>. 

The conventional Schrodinger equation thus 
appears only as an approximation within the present 
formalism. On the other hand, this formalism could 
be adapted somewhat to deal with nonrelativistic 
systems of finitely many degrees of freedom. This 
is formal application of quite a different nature 
from that made above, and, in view of the approxi
mate character of any nonrelativistic model, can 
have no absolute validity. In general, the simplicity 
of the Schrodinger equation is such as to give it a 

• 1. E. Segal, Ann. Math. 78,339 (1963). 

great advantage over the present formalism for an 
approximate treatment, as is familiar also in con
ventional field theory. It is demonstrable however 
that the adaptation of the present formalism to a 
nonrelativistic system with a finite number of 
degrees of freedom leads to identical results with 
the usual theory when the Hamiltonian is at most 
quadratic in the canonical variables. When the 
Hamiltonian is more complicated, as for example 
in the case of the hydrogen atom, the present 
phase-space formalism is analytically considerably 
less simple than the usual treatment in physical 
space. It might however be of theoretical interest 
to explore the consequences of the phase-space 
formalism in such cases. 

B. Manifestly Covariant Formalism 

It was physically and mathematically convenient 
in the foregoing to work in a specific Lorentz frame. 
This formalism is probably more fundamental, from 
both points of view, than the earlier formalism l 

which was more manifestly relativistic. However, 
the Lorentz-invariant character of the theory is 
of great importance, and it is of interest to adapt 
the present formalism to a more manifestly rela
tivistic one. This involves replacing the vector fields 
XI .• which generate simple displacements in the 
Cauchy data at time t, by vector fields X p (where 
F is a smooth function on space-time vanishing 
at infinity) which generate one-parameter groups 
which can not be given in closed form. When F 
has the form F(x') = f(x')o'(t' - t), X p agrees 
with XI .•. In general, it assigns at any point c/> of M 
the tangent function l to M at c/> given by the equation 

lex) = f Dq,(x, y)F(y) d4y, 

where Dq,(x, y) is the Riemann, or commutator, 
function for the linear partial differential equation 
defining the tangent-function space at c/>. The 
Cauchy data for D",(x, y) at equal times are such 
as to show directly that the X I ,/, which themselves 
do not form a linear set, are subsumable in the 
indicated way under the X p, which do form a 
linear, relativistic set, transforming appropriately 
under the action of the Lorentz group. The com
mutators of two X /s is computable in terms of 
the variational derivatives (ajacf»D",(x, y), from 
which [cP(x) , cP(x')] may be derived for arbitrary x 
and x' in a relatively explicit form. From the 
commutators it can also be explicitly checked that 
the following relations, which imply the closure of 
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a, are valid (here X = X F , Y = X a, Z = X H , 

for arbitrary F, G, and H): 

a(X, [Y, Z]) + a(z, [X, YJ) + a(Y, [Z, XJ) = 0, 

Xa(Y, Z) + za(x, Y) + Yacz, X) = 0 

(the covariant differential 3da is the sum of the 
foregoing terms). The closure is obvious in the less 
manifestly relativistic formulation used above, cor
responding to the vanishing of the individual terms 
in the foregoing expressions when F, G, and G 
vanish except at a particular time (i.e., involve 
delta functions at the same time). 

C. The Equation Satisfied by the Field 

There is no difficulty in computing 0<1> (x) by 
the same method as that by which a<l>(x)/at was 
computed. The result is however not a simple func
tion of the field variables <I>(x), so far as can be seen. 
It can be stated as follows: 

o(<I>(x) - 4>(x) = p'(4)(x))(<I>(x) - 4>(x); 

here 4>(x) denotes the operation of multiplication 
of a functional 1(4)) of the classical field 4> by the 
functional 4>(x). This equation can be interpreted 
heuristically as implying that in the vicinity of a 
state which is closely approximated by a classical 
state, the deviation of the quantum from the classical 
field satisfies the first-order variational equation in 
the vicinity of the classical field. This is in the same 
direction as the assertion that the quantized field 
satisfies the classical equation, from an intuitive 
point of view, but differs from it in being mathe
matically clear-cut. (For its conceptual physical 
implications, cf. Ref. 1.) 

D. Possible Role of Renonnalization 

The procedure given above determines the matrix 
element between a given state at an early time t 
and a given state at a late time t'. There can be 
no a priori assurance that the limit of this matrix 
element as t ~ - (X) and t' ~ + (X) will exist. Whether 
this is the case may depend on the equations in 
question, the states being considered, and the scale 
of the quantum field. It is also possible for the limit 
to exist somewhat more generally if the mass m in 
the reference equation, the constant g representing 
the scales of the reference and physical quantum 
fields, and the classical coupling constant g', in, 
say, the case of the equations discussed at the end 
of the preceding section, are simultaneously adjusted 
appropriately with the passage to the limit. While 
this would suggest that the basic partial differential 

equations have only approximate validity, it is, 
nevertheless, an entirely proper applied mathe
matical procedure to exploit an approximate equa
tion in this way. 

No less relevant is the approximation involved 
in the representation of the empirical states by 
mathematically well-defined states of the reference 
field. The rigorous theory gives the matrix elements 
only between dense classes of states of the reference 
field. There is no assurance that the particle states 
which are of primary interest are included in this 
dense class, and probable in fact that they are not, 
for theories of empirical relevance. It is then neces
sary to approximate to the particle states by the 
mathematically well-behaved states, which is readily 
done, but without any assurance that the cor
responding matrix elements being discussed con
verge, as the mathematical states converge to the 
(mathematically well-defined, but not necessarily 
rigorously propagatable in the physical quantum 
field) particle states. In this circumstance, an 
applied mathematical procedure similar to that 
described above, i.e., some variety of renormaliza
tion, may be effective in computing physical results. 
The extent to which renormalization of this type 
may be required is then a measure of the extent 
to which two distinct features of the theoretical 
model for the empirical situation are valid: (i) the 
basic nonlinear partial differential equation for the 
physical field; (ii) the representation of the incoming 
physical particle states by the usual mathematical 
particle states in the Fock representation for the 
reference quantum field employed. 

E. Role of Rigor 

The integrals with respect to a Euclidean volume 
element in the space of Cauchy data employed above 
must properly be replaced by integration with 
respect to appropriate quasi-invariant weak prob
ability distributions in the space of Cauchy data, 
which have definite mathematical existence (cf. 
Ref. 3). A number of analytical difficulties arise, 
of which the central one is the solution of a given 
nonlinear hyperbolic equation with a given quasi
invariant weak probability distribution in the 
space of Cauchy data, i.e., a stochastic Cauchy 
problem for such equations. The major problem 
here is that the nonlinear transformations defining 
the propagation by the given equation from one 
time to another do not in general represent bi
measurable transformations on the space of Cauchy 
data, with respect to a given distribution of the 
type indicated. (Compare, for the mathematical 
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background, Ref. 10 and 11, which give the best 
published results to date on the relevant trans
formation problem.) The physical interpretation of 
this is the complication referred to above, that not 
every normalizable state of an incoming reference 
field can be expected to be rigorously capable of 
propagation by the physical field equations, but 
only a dense subset. The theory provides the transi
tion amplitude matrix between such "physical" 
states at arbitrary finite times. 

All this is quite independent of the possible 
existence of a physical vacuum, for which there is 
no mathematical assurance. On the other hand, 
the transition matrix elements between elements 

10 L. Gross, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 94, 404 (1960). 
11 L. Gross, Mem. Amer. Math. Soc. 46, (1963), p. 1. 

of a dense class of states at different times appears 
to be all that is physically absolutely essential or 
indicated, from a conservative point of view. The 
particle states of primary empirical interest are 
approximable by members of this dense class. There 
is no general mathematical argument to show that 
the particle states in any sense fully span the state 
space for the physical field. It would be remarkable 
if in any case this were demonstrable, for there 
is no empirical assurance that complex states without 
any exact physical-particle interpretation can not 
occur as the result of any given class of (relativistic) 
interactions of elementary particles, and no de
termination in closed form of the states of the 
physical quantum field in terms of those of the 
reference field can be expected. 
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Irreducible Tensor Expansion of Solid Spherical Harmonic-Type 
Operators in Quantum Mechanics* 
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A method is proposed to derive the general one- and two-center expansions of quantum mechanical 
operators that are in the form of regular or irregular solid spherical harmonics of any integral degree. 
The expansions are expressed as couplings of irreducible spherical tensors. The physical nature of such 
coupling and the parallelism to vector addition are illustrated. Possible uses of such expansions in 
the evaluation of molecular integral and their reduction to simple, known expansions obtained from 
other methods are briefly discussed. 

QUANTUM mechanical operators may occur in 
the form of regular solid spherical harmonics, 
r7iP!(cOS @;;), or irregular solid spherical har

monics, r~i-l P!(cos @Ii)' or their variations. 1 The 
subscripts i and j may both refer to nuclei or both to 
electrons or one may refer to a nucleus the other 
to an electron. An example of the regular solid 
harmonic operator is the 2" electric multipole 
moment of an atom or a molecule. An example of 
the irregular solid harmonic operator is to be 
found in the magnetic interaction between the mag
netic moments of electrons and nuclei. 2 

For a two-electron operator, in general, it is 
desirable to expand it into the coordinates of each 
electron before integration. In particular, for integra
tion of a multiple-center molecular integral it is 
advantageous to express the operator in a bipolar 
(two-center) expansion. With n = k = 0, we have 
the simplest kind of irregular solid harmonic op
erator, namely the Coulomb potential l/ri;, the 
expansion of which, aside from the well-known 
Legendre expansion in surface harmonics of the 
first kind,3 the Neumann expansion in surface 
harmonics of the first and second kind,4 has also 
been investigated by Carlson and Rushbrooke,5 
Buehler and Hirschfelder,6 Rose/ and Fontana.8 For 
irregular solid harmonics, with n = 2, we have the 
magnetic-dipole interaction operator, 9 the one-center 

* Work supported by a grant from the National Science 
Foundation. 

1 R. Pitzer, C. W. Kern, and W. N. Lipscomb, J. Chern. 
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2 N. F. Ramsey, Molecular Beams (Oxford University 
Press, London, 1956), p. 69. 

B H. Eyring, J. Walter, and G. E. Kimball, Quantum 
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4 K. Ruedenberg, J. Chern. Phys. 19, 1459 (1951). 
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expansion of which has been given by Pitzer et al.1 

The present paper is to propose a general method 
for deriving the expansion for any nand k, which 
also permits easy extension to two-center expansions. 
We shall be more concerned with the formal aspects 
of the expansion than its eventual application. 

We define the normalized nth-order surface spher
ical harmonic which transforms as an irreducible 
spherical tensor of the nth rank as follows 1o

: 

yk(O cp) = [2n + 1 (n - k)!]! ik~(_)k 
n , 47r (n + k)l e 

X (sin O)k (_d_)"+k(cOS2 0 _ 1)" 
2"nl d cos 0 

= [2n + 1 (n - k) l]i ik~Dk( Ll\ 
47r (n+k)l e J."COSU). 

The expansion of the two-particle irregular solid 
spherical harmonic (of degree -n - 1) operator 

T!(r12) == r~;-l r!<x, <1» 

may be achieved through the following steps: 

Step 1. Starting at point el (see Fig. 1) as the 
local origin of the coordinates, we can express the 
surface harmonic Y!(x, <1» of the vector r12 with 
respect to the local z' (as the new) polar axis in 
terms of the surface harmonics of the same vector 
r12 with respect to r1 as (the old) polar axis, through 
a rotational transformation.l1 

T!(r12) = Y!<;;l <1» 
r 12 

(1) 

10 Note the factor (_)i is part of our definition of pi .. 
(cos 8). This definition is the same as that of Carlson et al. 
(Ref. 5), Buehler et al. (Ref. 6), Rose (Refs. 7 and 11), 
Fontana (Ref. 8) and Hobson (Ref. 13) but different from 
that of Eyring et al. (Ref. 3) and Pitzer et al. (Ref. 1). 

11 M. E.Rose, Elementary Theory of Anqular Momentum 
(John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, °1957), pp. 60, 61. 
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i!' 

x 

FIG. 1. Coordinate systems. 

where D':,.'k is the rotation matrix. The angles, 
0, - 81, and -¢1 are the three Euler angles12 that 
rotate the vector r 1 to the position of the local 
polar (Zl) axis and correspond to the inverse of the 
rotations «(fJI, 01, 'Y) that carry the local polar 
(Zl) axis to the position of the vector r 1• The third 
Euler angle of rotation 'Y is arbitrary and is set 
to zero here. 

Step 2. We note that y;:' (1/;, ¢) = (- rY;:' (11" - 1/;, 
11" + ¢). After expressing y;:' in terms of p;:', we 
expand the solid spherical harmonics at center e1 in 
terms of that at center A 1 by use of a formula 
which is the reverse of that of Hobson13 and Buehler 
et al.6 for r~ > r1> 

p;:'(cos (11" - 1/;» 
n+l r12 

k '" I ,. n (l - m')1 
T,.(rI2) = ~ m~1 m'~n (-) (l- n)1 (n - m')1 

X [2n + 1 (n - m')1 (l + ml)!J' r~-n 
2l + 1 (n + m)! (l- m)! (r~)I+1 

X D':,.'k(O, - 01, -¢I)D~m·(<th, 01, 0) Y";(O~¢D. (3) 

Step 3. We note14 that D':,.'k(O, -01, -¢1) = 
(- )k-m'D~k._m'(¢I' 01 , 0). From the standard 
Clebsch-Gordan seriesl5 for the coupling of the 
rotation matrix D's and, the explicit expression of 
the Wigner (Clebsch-Gordan) vector coupling co
efficient16 C's (see below), we get 

co l l+n n 

T!(rI2) = L L L L (-l 
l-n m=-l i=ll-nl m'=-n 

[ 
(2n + 1)(2l) I J1 

X (2l - 2n + 1)12nl 

X C(l, n, l - n; m', -m', 0) 

X C(l, n, j; m, -k, m - k) 
I-n 

X C(l, n, j; m', -m', 0) (;~\I+l 

X D~-k.O(¢I' 01, O)Y~(O~, ¢D. (4) 

Step 4. From the orthogonality of the Wigner 
coefficients, we sum over m' to get O;,I-n' From this 
Kronecker's delta, we eliminate the sum over j. 
Using its symmetry properties, we rearrange the 
variables of the remaining Wigner coefficient, and 
noting thatll 

D~-=-nk.O(¢I' 01, 0) 

= (- )m-<2l _ ; + 1/ y k
l-=-::(OI, ¢1), 

we get for r~ > r 1, the one-center expansion 

T!(rI2) = t ± (_)l[ 411"(2l) I J! 
1_,. m~-I (2n) I (2l - 2n + 1) I 

(2) X C(l - n, I, n; k - m, m, k) 

Then in turn we express 

p~'(cos (12)e'm'(.-+<I» back as Y~'(OI2' 11" + ¢), 

and further note that the latter is the surface 
harmonic of the vector r~ with respect to r 1 as 
the (new) polar axis, and may be expressedll as 
before in terms of the surface harmonic of the same 
vector r~ with respect to z as the (old) polar axis 
through a rotational transformation. We then get 
from (1) 

12 Ref. 11, pp. 50 and 51. 
13 E. W. Hobson, The Theory of Spherical and Ellipsoidal 

Harmonics (Chelsea Publishing Company, New York, 1955), 
pp. 140, 141. 

l-n 
X (~)I+l Y\-=-:(Ol, ¢1)Y";(O~, ¢~). (5.1) 

For r 1 > r~, startingl7 the expansions from point 
'" I 

T!(r12) = L L (_)1 
1-0 m--I 

[ 
411"(2l + 2n) I J1 

X (21 + I)! (2n)! CU + n, l, n; k - m, m, k) 

X (rD' yk-m(O ,/.,) ym(O' ') --n+T+T l+n 1,'1"1 l 2,CP2. rl 

14 Ref. 11, p. 54. 
16 Ref. 11, p. 58. 
16 Ref. 11, pp. 38, 39. 

(6.1a) 

17 Starting from the point e" we get the essentially equiva
lent expansion. 
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ez, we get a similar formula as above with r l and 
r~ interchanged and with an extra parity factor 
of (-r due to inverting the argument of the 
solid harmonic of order n, namely the one-center 

• 18 expanSIOn, 

T!(r12) = ~ mtl (-)I+{(2n)! (2i7r~2~! + I)!]' 

X C(l - n, l, n; k - m, m, k) 

(rD1
-

K 
k'-m m 

X (ry+l y 1-,,(82, tP2)Y 1(81, tPl)' (6.1) 

Using the explicit expressions of the Wigner 
coefficients (see below), the definition of Y's, and 
the property of the associated Legendre polynomials, 

P -m( 8) ()m (l - m)! pm( 0) 
1 cos = - (l + m)1 1 cos , 

we have obtained from (5.1) for n = k = 0 the 
expansion of 1/r12 identical to that obtained by 
Eyring et aI.3 through the Fourier coefficient method; 
for n = 2, we have obtained the expansions of 
Pitzer et al. 1 In particular, starting from the Eyring 
et al. expansion for 1/r12 in the real form, letting 

p;( cos x) cos 2<1> 
r~2 

3(xi2 - yi2) 
r~2 

(a2 (2) ( a2 (2) 
= ax~ - ayi I/r12 = 2 a~i + a71~ I/r12' 

(7) 

where ~l = Xl + iYl, 711 = Xl - iYl' and using the 
method of Hobson,19 we have obtained for this 
operator five expressions which may be summarized 
into the form of Pitzer et al. and (5.1). In principle 
by recognizing thae9 

18 For rl = rJ, i.e., ru = 0, according to Pitzer et al. (Ref. 
1), there are delta-function-type terms for n - m' ;::: 2 
in our Eq. (1). If the eventual integration of the molecular 
integral is to be performed with respect to center AI, we may 
choose rl as the polar axis and expand the product of elec
tronic wavefunctions j(rz') at center AI, as in Pitzer et al. 
The delta-function-type terms which represent the operator 
at this contact point r2' = rl' for integration purpose are: 

[ f
ro '" ,,-2 i(,,-1-2) 

k() 1· '"' "'" '"' l+2i-n+l d 
Tn r 12 = L~ , f::'o m~o ~ r12 rl2 

X i~+ {"" pr'(cos if;)Y:'(if;,cp) 

X (ailm' cos m'(7r + cp) + bUm' sin m'(7r + cp) 

X D!'k(O,-81,-tP1)d(cos if;)d4>] , 
J(rd-.,Hr).-r.') -8(r1S) 

where we have followed their notations for the expansion and 
for the integration liInits. As the a's and b's are functions of 
j(r1), if, after the integration and the lhniting process we 
replace every j(r1) by B(rn), we get for the operator T,.k(r12) 
a function of B(rn) and its derivatives. 

19 Ref. 13, pp. 134-139. 

• 'F a,,-k {( a )k (a )k} 
('I.)! ! (azlyo-k a~l ± a71l I/r12 

(- )"-k(n - k)! k cos k<l> 
= 2. 1 n+l P,.(cos x) . k~ (8) r 12 sm '¥, 

one could also derive our formula (5.1) for any n 
and k by Hobson's method. But this method, 
because of its having to distinguish cases for k ~ m, 
k > m, etc., will not yield a compact formula and 
is more liable to algebraic error. 

Next we come to the two-electron (or two-particle) 
regular solid spherical harmonic operators. Starting 
from point el, we make similar expansions. At 
Step 2, in place of Eq. (2), we use another reversed 
formula of Hobson13

•
6

•
1 as follows: 

" r;2P'::' (cos (7r - if;» = L: (_),,-1 
l=m' 

(n + m')! "-Ie I)lp>n'( 8) 
X (l + m') 1 (n _ 1)! r1 r2 I cos 12' 

At Step 3 we use the explicit expression 
Wigner coefficient C(n, l, n - 1; -m', 
The reSUlting one-center expansion is 

cy:(r12) = r72 Y!<x, <1» 

(9) 

for the 
m', 0). 

= t t (_)I[ 47r(2n + I)! Ji 
I~m' m=-I (2l + 1)1 (2n - 21 + I)! 

X CCl, n - I, n; m, k - m, k) 

X (rDIY~(8~, 1>Dr7-IY",.--=-~(81' tPl), (10.1) 

where m' is set to zero. This is identical to the 
expansion (33) of Rose7 derived from generalized 
electric multipole interaction of two-charge clusters. 
Although Rose started from two-center considera
tions, his expansion is essentially of one-center 
character because of his definition of r"b = a - b 
as if both a and b had the same origin, instead 
of a - b - R with vectors a and b having origins 
displaced by a vector R. 

In the above derivations, we have taken care to 
make use of more familiar methods of analysis and 
to show the geometric relation so as to facilitate 
later extension to the two-center expansion. One 
speculative but simple method of derivation is to 
recognize that since the solid harmonics transform 
as irreducible tensors, they must couple according 
to similar rules,20 except for a constant factor K 
and a summation sign over 1 which is related to the 
initial multipole-type expansion in I/r12• We there
fore write for r~ > r1 

20 Ref. 11, p. 79. 
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k() Y!(x, ~) 
T .. r1t = n 1 

r l 2 

= K E E C(l - n, l, n; k - m, m, k) 
, '" 
k-"'( )Tm(,) X 1J 1-" r l I r2 , (11) 

and note that, if r l is taken to be the polar axis, 
the above formula must reduce to a formula similar 
to that of Eq. (2) except for a parity factor (-)" 
due to inverting the direction of r 12. Thus by 
setting cos (JI = 0, k = m, cos (J~ = cos (J12, we 
compare coefficients to get 

K = (- )'[4?r(2l)!/(2l - 2n + I)! (2n)!]1, 

and obtain for (11) a formula identical to (5.1) 
derived from detailed step-by-step expansions. In 
fact if we define a regular solid harmonic irreducible 
tensor as 

R!(r) = [(2n ~ l)!J1J!(r) = [(2n ~ l)!Jr"y~«(J, q,), 

and an irregular solid harmonic irreducible tensor as 

I!(r) = [411"(2n) !]!T!(r) = [4?r(2n) !]1 Y!~~'l q,) , 
r 

then our Eq. (5.1) for one-center expansion and 
r~ > r I becomes 

'" I 

I!(r12) = E E C(l - n, l, n; k - m, m, k) 
l-n m--I 

(5.1a) 

our Eq. (10.1) for one-center expansion becomes 

" I 

R!(rI2) = (E E C(l, n - I, n; m, k - m, k) 
1-0 m--Z 

(10.la) 

The parity factor (-) I has been absorbed as we 
reverse the direction of r~ to show the vector-addition 
character of the expansion.21 Our Eq. (5.1) is a 
type of addition (coupling or displacement) theorem 
for the irregular solid harmonics; it seems not to 
exist in literature in such general form. 

In the spirit of deriving (11) from (2), we rewrite 
into convenient forms Eq. (2) and the other reversed 

II There is some vague resemblance to the standard vector 
model for the coupling of angular momenta (Ref. 11, 
p. 34). However, aSide from the summation sign, there are 
reservations about drawing analogy between the R's and the 
wavefunction ,,/s and identifying l to angular momentum j, 
and n - l to j2, etc., as the wavefunction in the composite 
space may not be spherical harmonics (Ref. 11). Besidesl the "angular momenta" land n - l here appear to ada 
algebraically only, namely, the resulting j = it ± h without 
intermediate values. 

Hobson's formula [Eq. (9)] as follows, both using 
r I as the polar axis: 

± ()I+"[ (2l)! Ji 
1_ .. - (2n)! (2l - 2n)! 

X C(l - n, l, n; 0, m', m') 

(2a) 

1J;:"(-r12) = r72Y;:"(1I" - 1/1,11" + q,) 

~ ()I+ .. [ (2n + I)! J1 
= f::t, - (2n + I)! (2n - 2l)! 

X C(n - l, I, n; 0, m', m') 

,,-Ie ')' y",,( ) X r l r 2 ,(J12, 11" + q, , (9a) 

where we have made use of Y~_ .. (O, q,) = [(21- 2n + 
1)/411"]i and a similar expression for Y~_I(O, q,).22 

To obtain a two-center expansion, we express 
the coordinates r~ of the particle e2 with respect to 
the center Al in terms of the coordinates r 2 of 
the same particle with respect to the center A2 
(see Fig. 1). For irregular solid harmonics, we turn 
to one-center expansions (5.1) and (6.1). With (5.1) 
we further distinguish two cases: R > r2 and r2 > R. 
For the latter case, we use Hobson's expansion, 11 

namely the reverse of our (2) and (2a); for the former 
case we use a new Hobson's formula 13 not referred 
to before, which is, with the polar axis along R, 

P";(cos (J~) _ ~ ( )8+m 
"+1 - L.J -

r 2 8-m 

X (S + l)! r: P"'( ) 
(S + m)! (l - m)! R'+S+1 8 cos (J, , 

and which we rewrite as 

"', ~ [(2l + 2S + 1)!J1 
T

,
(r2

) = S~ (2l)! (2S + I)! 

(12) 

r S 

X C(l + S, S, l; 0, m, m) R,+28 +1 y";«(J2, q,2). (12a) 

The resulting two-center expansions for R along 
the z axis are the following: 

22 To reduce our formulas (2), (9) or (2a), (9a) to those 
with a geometry same as that of Hobson (Ref. 11, pp. 
140, 141) we simply replace rl by -rl, vector -rl2 by r2', 
and scalar T2' by r12; then we have the reversed formula of 
T,,""(r2) in terms of Y'''''(1I" - "" 11" + </» and Tl2: To reduce 
them to formulas with a geometry relation same as that of 
Pitzer et al. (Ref. 1), we simply multiply the right-hand 
side by ( - ),,+m' and replace 11" - ", by",. 
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'" '" I 

T!(r12) = L L L (_)1 
l-n S-m m--l 

[ 
41T(2l + 2S + I)! Ji 

X (2l - 2n + I)! (2S + I)! (2n)! 

X C(l + S, S, l; 0, m, m) 

X C(l - n, l, n; k - m, m, k) 
1-" S 

X ~11+;:1 ykl-=-':(Ol, 4>1)Y;(02' 4>2); 

'" '" I 

T!(rI2) = L L L (_)1 
1-11 B-1 m--l 

[ 
41T(2S)! Ji 

X (2l - 2n + I)! (2S - 2l)! (2n)! 

X C(S - l, S, l; 0, m, m) 

(5.2a) 

coordinate system of center A2 is parallel to that 
of center AI, instead of (12a) we should use 

m I '" S [41T(2l + 2S)! J1 
T 1 (r2) = B~' ];-B (2l)! (2S + I)! 

X C(l + S, S, l; m - m', m', m) 

r: m-m' m' 
X RI +B+1 Y I +B (R)YB (02,4>2), (12b) 

a formula derived from (6.1a)17 by adding the 
appropriate parity factor due to the relative orienta
tion of r~, R, and r 2 • We have used vector R to 
stand for the polar and azimuth angle of this 
vector in the coordinate system of center AI' 

Using similar general expansions derived from 
(5.1) and (10.1), we have the following two-center 
expansions written in compact form by use of the 
notations preceding (5.1a) and (1O.1a). Irregular 
solid harmonics, two-center, direction of R arbitrary: 

X C(l - n, l, n; k - m, m, k) 
I-"R S - I 

X r
l B+1 ykl-=-~(Ol' 4>1) Y'S(02' 4>2)' (5.2b) '" '" I B 

I!(r12) = L L L L (_)1 r 2 

With (6.1) we simply use Hobson's formula or 
the reverse of our (9) and (9a). The resulting two
center expansion for R along z axis is the following: 

for r1 > T~, 
CQ l-n 1 

T!(r12) = L L L (_)1+" 
l-n S-k-m m--l 

[ 
41T(2l)! J1 

X (2l - 2n - 2S)! (2n)! (2S + 1)! 

X C(l- n - S, S, 1 - n; 0, k - m, k - m) 

X C(l - n, l, n; k - m, m, k) 
RI-n-B B 

X 1+1 T2 y~-m(02' 4>2) Y~(Ol' 4>1)' (6.2) 
Tl 

For regular solid harmonics we turn to the one
center expansion (10.1). Simple application of 
Hobson's formula or the reverse of our (9a) yields 
the two-center expansion for R along z axis, 

[ 
41T(2n + I)! J1 

X (2n - 2l + I)! (2l - 2S)! (2S + I)! 
X C(l - S, S, l; 0, m, m) 

X C(l, n - l, n; m, k - m, k) 

X R I-S B ,,-I ym(O ,/.) yk-m(O ,/.) T2T1 B 2,'1'2 ,,-I 1,'1'1' (10.2) 

It is easy to infer that, if the vector between 
two-centers, R, is not along the z axis, but the 

Z=n S-m' m--l m'--S 

X C(l + S, S, l; m - m', m', m) 

X C(l - n, l, n; k - m, m, k) 

X I';';;' (R)R'S' (r2)Rkl-=-~(r1); 

forT~ > TI ;T2 > R, 

X C(S - l, S, l; m - m', m', m) 

X C(l - n, l, n; k - m, m, k) 

X R'S=~' (R)I'S' (r2)Rkl-=-~(r1); 

for TI > r~, 

(5.2aa) 

(5.2bb) 

X C(l- n - S, S, l - n; k - m - m', m', k - m) 

X C(l - n, l, n; k - m, m, k) 

'l( Rt~:_-;'(R)R'S'(r2)I~(r1)' (6.2aa) 

Regular solid harmonics, two-center, direction of 
R arbitrary: 

" I I B 

R!(rI2) = L: L: L: L: (_)1 
1-8 S-m' m--l m'--S 

X C(l - S, S, l; m - m', m', m) 

X C(l, n - l, n; m, k - m, k) 

X R~~;' (R)R'S' (r2)R
k,,-=.'7(r1). (1O.2aa) 

After the parity factors (-) 1 and (_) 1+" are 
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eliminated by inverting the direction of the inter
mediate vector r~, the compact formulas above 
illustrate the formal vector-addition (coupling) 
property of solid spherical harmonics, namely 
R + r2 = r~; -r~ + r 1 = r 12. If the coordinate 
system of the second center differs from that 
of the first through a rotation of the first by 
Euler angles a, {3, 'Y, we may replace y:;' (r2) by 
L; D~m'(-'Y, -(3, -a)Yi(r~') where r~' is the 
vector coordinate of the particle e2 in terms of the 
new system. 

For nonoverlapping charges and n = k = 0, 
our formulas (5.2a) and (5.2aa) reduce to the (lIb) 
and (IIIb), respectively, of Carlson et al. 5 For over
lapping as well as nonoverlapping charges, we 
compare our expansion for n = k = 0 with the 
bipolar expansion of 1/r12 by Buehler et al.6 obtained 
from the Fourier coefficient method. Our (5.2a) 
reduces to their expansion for their Region I 
(R > rl + r 2 ), (5.2b) reduces to their expansion 
for Region III h > R + r 1), and (6.2) reduces 

to their expansion for Region IV (r1 > R + r2). 
Note, however, that we do not impose an absolute 
value sign on the m's, which can take negative as 
well as positive values here. While (5.2a), (5.2b), 
and (6.2) all may cover their Region II (rl + r2 ~ 
R ~ h - r2/), no attempt was made to reduce 
our formula to the general formula for Region II 
given in their addenda. 23 The convergence property 
of our expansions in this region remains to be 
explored. A general two-center expansion for solid 
harmonics of n ~ 1 in terms of solid harmonics 
(spherical polar coordinates), as far as the author 
is aware, does not exist in literature. 

We have made extensive use of the Wigner 
(Clebsch-Gordan) coefficients, partly for compact
ness and partly for the physical interpretation they 
give to the different stages of coupling. The more 
symmetric 3 - j symbols are not used because the 
extra factors may obscure this picture. The explicit 
expression for the necessary Wigner coefficients are 
summarized below for completeness. 

C(l, n, l - n; m, -k, m - k) = (_)l-me
l 

;n 2~ i 1rC(l - n, l, n; k - m, m, k) 

( )n-k(2l - 2n + 1)!c( l l k ) = - 2l + 1 n, - n, ; ,m - k, m 

( ),,-k(2l - 2n + 1)!C(l l k ) = - 2l + 1 - n, n, ; m - ,k, m 

n-k[ (2l - 2n + 1)! (2n)! (l - m)! (l + m)! J! 
= (-) (2l + 1)! (n - k)! (n + k)! (l - n - m + k)! (l - n + m - k)! ' 

C(l + n, l, n; k - m,m, k) = (- )1+mCl ~ 2! ~ 1rC(n, l, n + l; -k, m, m - k) 

= (_)I+m[(2n + 1)! (2l)! (l + n + k - m)! (l + n - k + m)!J! 
J2l + 2n + 1)! (l - m)! (l + m)! (n - k)! (n + k)! . 

All of the coefficients used in this paper may be 
obtained by symmetry properties16 or by changing 
the dummy indices l, n, k, m, or by setting k = m. 

Note added after completion of the manuscript. 
The author recently had the pleasure of a talk with 
Robert A. Sack, from whom he understands that 
Dr. Sack, by a differential equation method (to be 
published), has been doing the one-center expansion 
of r7;P!,(cos 0;;) and the two-center expansion 
of r7;, where n may be equal or unequal to n' and 
may be a negative as well as a fractional number. 

It appears that our derivation here puts more 
emphasis on the method and the physical nature 
of the problem. 
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The occurrence of an equal-spacing mass rule in the unitary decuplet can be explained either by 
observing that the isotopic spin and hypercharge of each particle are related by T = 1 + ! Y, or by 
making use of a theorem due to Diu and Ginibre. This theorem states that, in all triangular repre
sentations of SU(3), the matrix elements of an arbitrary tensor operator depend upon one reduced 
matrix element instead of two. Here we present a new proof of the Diu-Ginibre theorem and use it 
show that relations of the form T = A ± ! Y exist for all triangular representations. We also show 
that the Land K spins are related to their corresponding hypercharges by L = A ± ! Y Land K = 
A ± ! Y K. One consequence is that the masses and magnetic moments of particles in a triangular 
multiplet are equally spaced. Other consequences are also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I T has been pointed out by Gell-Mann l and 
Glashow and Sakurae that the mass spectrum 

of a ten-dimensional unitary multiplet (or decupleta) 

is governed by an "equal-spacing" rule. The simplest 
way to explain this rule is to notice that, as a result 
of the relation 

T = 1 +!Y (1) 

between the isotopic spin T and hypercharge Y of 
each particle in the decuplet, Okubo's first-order 
mass formula4 reduces to a linear function of 
hypercharge. 2 A more sophisticated explanation 
follows from a theorem proved by Dius and by 
Ginibre6 in connection with the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem for 8U(3). Here we wish to demonstrate 
the equivalence of these two explanations by showing 
how the relation (1) can be derived from the Diu
Ginibre theorem. In fact we show that there exist 
relations of the form 

T = X ± !Y, (2) 

where A is independent of T and Y, for a whole 
class of unitary multiplets; consequently, the cor
responding mass spectra are all equally spaced. 

The multiplets of interest are those that form 
bases of the triangular representations7 of 8U(3). A 
triangular representation is one whose characteristic 

* Work supported in part by the United States Air Force. 
1 M. Gell-Mann, Proceedings of the 1962 International 

Conference on High Energy Physics (CERN, Geneva, Switzer-
land, 1962), p. 805. 

2 S. L. Glashow and J. J. Sakurai, Nuovo Cimento 26,622 
(1962). 

3 S. L. Glashow and A. H. Rosenfeld, Phys. Rev. Letters 
10, 192 (1963). 

4 S. Okubo, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 27, 949 (1961). 
6 B. Diu, Nuovo Cimento 28,466 (1963). 
6 J. Ginibre, J. Math. Phys. 4, 720 (1963). 
7 S. Gasiorowicz, Argonne National Laboratory Report, 

ANL-6729 (1963). 

numberss (fl, 12, fa) satisfy either 

11 = 12, 
or 

(3a) 

(3b) 

and is so called because its dimensions is a triangular 
number,9 and its weight diagram 10 a triangle. The 
decuplet is characterized by the numbers (2, -1, -1) 
and satisfies (3b). [It should be noted that many 
authors5

-
7

•
,0 use two numbers to characterize a 

representation of 8U(3); they are 

J.!I = 11 - 12, J.!2 = 12 - la, (4) 

and the triangular conditions (3a), (3b) become 

J.!I = 0, (5a) 

J.!2 = 0, (5b) 

respectively J. 
According to the Diu-Ginibre theorem, the matrix 

elements of any traceless tensor R~ in a triangular 
representation depend upon one reduced matrix 
element instead of two. More precisely, in an 
arbitrary representation, each matrix element of R~ 
is a linear combination of the corresponding matrix 
elements of two tensors, B~ and C~, which are 
constructed from the infinitesimal generators of 
8U(3) (see Ref. 4 and the second section below); 
the matrix elements of B~ and C~ are linearly 
independent in all representations except the 

8 H. Weyl, The Classical Theory of Groups (Princeton 
University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1939); see also 
A. R. ~dmonds [Proc. ~?y. Soc. (Lon~on) A268, 567 (1962)], 
who discusses the conditIOns under whICh the representations 
of U(3) and SU(3) are equivalent. 

9 G. James and R. C. James, Mathematics Dictionary 
(D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York, 1959), 2nd ed., 
p.271. 

10 R. E. Behrends, J. Dreitlein, C. Fronsdal, and B. W. 
Lee, Rev. Mod. Phys. 34, 1 (1962). 
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triangular ones. As a result, mass differences in a 
triangular multiplet are proportional to differences 
in the expectation values of B:,u i.e., the hyper
charge. 

In order to derive (1) and (2) from this theorem, 
we present another proof which is similar in spirit 
to that of Diu,6 but which differs considerably from 
it in its details. By means of various identities among 
the products of infinitesimal generators, we show 
that a relation 

holds only for matrix elements in a triangular 
representation. The coefficient g is determined in 
terms of the appropriate f,. Equations (1) and (2) 
then follow from the identification of certain 
generators with isotopic spin and hypercharge. 

Another outcome of our work concerns the various 
ways of classifying particles within a given multiplet. 
Besides the usual classification based on isotopic 
spin and hypercharge, there are two others,l1 each 
of which involves an isotopic spin type quantity 
and a corresponding hypercharge; the appropriate 
pairs of quantum numbers are denoted byl2 (K, Y K) 
and (L, Y L ). We show that whenever (2) is satisfied, 
the corresponding relations 

are also satisfied. 

(7) 

(8) 

Equation (7) is not without physical significance, 
for the K spin plays a very important role in electro
magnetic interactions/3 It has, indeed, been shown 12 

that the lowest-order formula for magnetic moments 
has exactly the same form as Okubo's first-order 
mass formula/ with (K, Y K) substituted for (T, Y). 
Consequently, whenever the mass spectrum of a 
multiplet is equally spaced, the spectrum of magnetic 
moments is also equally spaced. 

Our proof of the Diu-Ginibre theorem is given 
in the next section, and the relation between isotopic 
spin and hypercharge is derived in the third. The 
paper concludes with a detailed summary of our 
results, and a discussion of further consequences 
for triangular multiplets. 

11 C. A. Levinson, H. J. Lipkin, and S. Meshkov, Nuovo 
Cimento 23, 236 (1961); Phys. Letters 1, 44 (1962); Phys 
Rev. Letters 10, 361 (1963). These authors use the symbol 
U instead of K. 

12 S. P. Rosen, Phys. Rev. Letters 11, 100 (1963). Notice 
that the p'resent definitions of L and the hypercharges are 
slight!y different from those of this reference. 

11 C. A. Levinson, H. J. Lipkin, and S. Meshkov, Phys. 
Letters. 7, 81 (1963). 

2. THE DIU-GINffiRE THEOREM 

From the infinitesimal generators A~ of U(3)/' 
it is possible to construct only two independent 
tensor operators with zero trace. They are 

B~ = A~ - io~MI' 

C: = A~A: - io~M2' 
(9) 

where M I and M 2 are two of the three Casimir 
operators4 

associated with U(3). Okubo's analog of the Wigner
Eckart theorem states that the matrix elements of 
any tensor operator R= can be expressed as4 

(j{f} IR~I k{f}) = b(j{f} IB~I k (f}) 

+ c(j{f} IC~I k{f}), (11) 

where Ii{f}) and Ik{f}) are basis vectors of a given 
representation If} == U(/I, 12, la).4 The coefficients 
band c are independent of the suffices IL, " ,and of 
the quantum numbers represented by j, k, (e.g., 
isotopic spin and hypercharge), but may depend 
on II, 12, la. To prove the Diu-Ginibre theorem, 
we must show that the relation 

(j{f} IC:I kIf}) = g(j{f} IB~I kIf}) (12) 

holds only when {f} is a triangular representation 
of U(3). 

Our proof is based upon an analysis of the operator 

DI' - AI'AaAiJA"I 
• - a: ~ 'Y ,- (13) 

We assume that (12) holds in some representation 
{f} and then express (j ( flI D: I k {f}) as a linear 
combination of <j{flI A= Ik{f}) and (j{fll 0: Ik{fl> 
in two different ways. Since the matrix elements of A~ 
and o~ are linearly independent, we can equate their 
coefficients in the two expressions for <j{f} I D~ Ik{f}) 
and obtain two equations for the coefficient g. The 
condition for the validity of our original assumption 
about (12) is found by eliminating g from these 
equations. It is satisfied in only two cases: (i) 11 = 12, 
and (ii) 12 = la. 

We need the following properties of the Casimir 
operators (10) and of B~, C~. Since the commutation 
relations 

[Ap, A~] = o~A: - o~A~ (14) 

imply that Mil M 2 , and Ma commute with every 
A~ and with each other, the Casimir operators are 
constant in each representation of U(3); their 
eigenvalues in the representation U(fl, 12, fa) are4 
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Ml = -(11 + 12 + 'a), 

M2 = I~ + f: + f: + 2(fl - fa), 

Ma = -(f~ + f~ + m + (-!f~ + !f~ + tf:) 

- l(f! + f2 + fa)2 + 2(f1 + f2 - 2fa). (15) 

Both operators B~ and C~ commute with the Casimir 
operators, and hence, 

<j{f) !B~! kIf'}) = <j{f) !C~! kIf'}) = 0, 

for If) ~ {f'}. (16) 

The first expression for the matrix element of 
D: is obtained by rewriting (13) in the form 

D: = (C~ + i5~M2)(C~ + i5pM2)' (17) 

We now take the matrix element of (17), insert a 
complete set of states between the factors of the 
right-hand side, and make use of (16) to obtain 

0ff} !D~! kff}) = L: (jff} !C~ + i5~M2!l{f) 
I 

X (l{f) !C~ + i5~M2! k{f). 

Next we assume that (12) is true in ff}, so that 

0{f) !D:! kff}) 

= L: (jff} !gA~ + i5~(M2 - gMI)!l{f) 
I 

X (l{f) !gAe + i5e(M2 - gMI)! k{f). 

Using (16) again, we can replace the sum over 1 
by a sum over a complete set of states; then from 
closure, the definition of C: (9), and Eq. (12) we 
obtain 

90ff} !D:! kIf)~ = [9g
a + 6g(M2 - gMt)] 

X (j{f) !A:! kIf)~ + (M2 - gMI) 

X [3l + M2 - gMI](jff} !5~! kIf}). (18) 

The second expression is found by writing D: in 
the form 

D: = (A~A cpA~)A:, 
and then using the identity!4 

6(A:A cpA!) = 6(MI + 3)C; 

- 3[(MI + 2)2 - M 2]B; + 2Ma5; 
to express D~ as linear combination of 5:, B: and C~. 
With the assumption that (12) holds in {f), it 
follows that 

9(j{f) !D~! kIf)~ = [!(3g - M I)(M2 + 2g(MI + 3) 

- (MI + 2)2) + 3Ma](j{f) !A~! kIf)~ 

+ !(M2 - gM J(M2 + 2g(MI + 3) 

- (M! + 2)~(j{f) !5~! k{f). (19) 

14 See Ref. 4, Theorem III. 

A comparison of the coefficients of 0{f}l 5: !k{f}) 
in (18) and (19) yields 

3(M2 + 2g(MI + 3) - (MI + 2)~' 
= 6g2 + 2(M2 - gM1), (20) 

or equivalently 

6l - 2g(4MI + 9) + 3(MI + 2)2 - M2 = O. (21) 

With the aid of (20), the coefficients of (j{f)! A: !k{f) 
lead to a second equation in g, namely, 

g(3M2 - M~) = 3Ma - M IM 2 • (22) 

The condition for (21) and (22) to have a common 
root is 

6(3Ma - MIM2)2 

- 2(4M! + 9)(3Ma - M IM2)(3M2 - M~) 

+ [3(MI + 2)2 - M 2](3M2 - M~l = o. (23) 

In order to solve (23), we reexpress it in terms 
of the f i [see (15)]; the resulting equation isUl 

(fl - 12)(f2 - la)(/1 - la + 1) 

X {(II - 12)(f2 - la)(fl - la + 3) 

+ 2(/1 - la)(fl - la + 5) + 12} = O. (24) 

Because! 

(25) 

the factor in the curly bracket of (24) and (fl-/a+ 1) 
are always greater than zero; the only factors that 
can vanish are the first two. Therefore the only 
cases in which (24) is satisfied are 

(3a) 

and 

(3b) 

The corresponding values of g are [see (15) and (22)] 

(fl = f2), 

(f2 = fa). 
(26) 

3. RELATION BETWEEN ISOTOPIC spm AND 
HYPER CHARGE 

As a consequence of the commutation rules (14) 
and the unitary restriction 4 

(A~/ = A~, (27) 

Ii The easiest way to obtain (24) is to observe that (23) 
is invariant under Ii -> Ii + .(i = 1, 2, 3). A subsidiary 
condition, M! = 0, can therefore be imposed on the fi. 
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the infinitesimal generators of U(3) can be divided 
into three sets12

: 

T+ = -A~, T_ = -A!, Ta = !(A~ - AD, 

Y T = A~ - lM1 == B~, (28) 

-A~, L_ = -A~, 

La = HA~ - A~), YL = B~, 

K+ = -A:, K_ = -A~, 

(29) 

an arbitrary tensor operator,t7 

[A;, C~] = opC; - o~C~, 

it follows that T2, L2, K2 commute with Ta, La, 
K a, YT, YL, YK. 

From the Diu-Ginibre theorem (12) and an 
argument similar to the one leading from (17) to 
(18), it can be shown that 

(j{f) I [C;, C~]I k{f) 

(30) = g2(j{f) I[A;, A~]I k{f), (37) 

each of which contains an angular-momentum-type 
operator and a corresponding hypercharge. It is 
customary to identify the first set (28) with isotopic 
spin and the usual hypercharge, 

Y T = B + S, (31) 

where B denotes baryon number and S strangeness. 
The operators of the second and third sets can be 
expressed in terms of Y T and the electric charge Q12: 

La = -HQ + YT), YL = (Q - YT), (32) 
Ka = Y T - !Q, YK = -Q. 

Every particle in a unitary multiplet is a simultaneous 
eigenstate of Ta, La, K a, Y T, Y L, Y K, but it is not 
always an eigenstate of all three operators T2, L2, K2. 

The operators in (28), (29), and (30), satisfy 
several identities which are useful in the following 
discussion. They are 

and4 ,16 

Ta + La + Ka == 0, 

YT+YL+YK==O, 

C~ == a + f3 Y K + 1 Yi - K2, 

(33) 

(34) 

C; == a + f3YL + lYi - L2, (35) 

C~ == a + f3YT + lY~ - T2, 

with a = t(M2 - lM~), f3 = (! + jM1). Since 
C~ is a traceless tensor, Eqs. (34) and (35) yield 
another identity, 

T2 + L2 + K2 == !(M2 - lM~) 

+ HY~ + Yi + Yi). (36) 

In order to derive the relation between T and 

whenever If} is a triangular representation. Taken 
together with (14) and (35), Eq. (37) implies that 
in a triangular representation of U(3) the matrices 
corresponding to T2, L \ and K2, commute with 
one another. Whence the lemma. 

It now follows that each particle in a triangular 
multiplet can be assigned six quantum numbers 
(T', Yf; L', n; K', YD. (Note that we use primes 
to distinguish eigenvalues from their corresponding 
operators). 

Consider the expectation value of C~ for a particle 
m which belongs to a multiplet with f2 = fa: from 
(12) and (26), 

(m IC~I m) = (1 - f1 - f2)(m IB~I m). (38) 

By means of (35), (28), and the eigenvalues of M 1, 

M2 [see (15)], we reduce (38) to 

T'(T' + 1) = 0 Y~ + 1(f1 - f2» 

(39) 

Similarly, from the expectation values of C; and 
C; we obtain 

1./(1./ + 1) = 0 n + 1(f1 - f2» 

X on + lCf1 - f2) + 1) (40) 

and 

K'(K' + 1) = 0 Yic + 1(f1 - f2» 

X (! Yk + 1(/1 - 12) + 1). (41) 

Each of Eqs. (39), (40), (41) has two possible 
solutions, 

X' = !Y~ + Hf, - f2), (42a) 
Y T, we shall require the following lemma: and 

Lemma. Every particle in a triangular multiplet 
is a simultaneous eigenstate of T2, L2, K2. 

Proof: From (35) and the commutation rules for 

16 S. P. Rosen, Phys. Rev. 132, 1234 (1963). 

X' = -!Y~ - iCfr - /2) - 1, (42b) 

and it follows that if we consider the set of three 
solutions, one for T', one for L', and one for K', 

17 See Ref. 4, Eq. (A.4). 
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there are eight different possibilities. We must 
therefore find an argument for rejecting all but 
one of them. 

Since T, K, L, have been introduced into the 
analysis in a highly symmetrical fashion [see for 
example (33), (34) and (36)], the relations between 
T', K', L', and their corresponding hypercharges 
should all be of the same form; we may therefore 
reject all those sets in which two relations are given 
by (42a) , and one by (42b) , or vice versa. Suppose 
now that each relation is of the form (42b): then 

T' + L' + K' 

= -!(Y~ + n + Yk) - (ft - 12) - 3. (43) 

From (33), 

n· + Yj, + Yk = (m \YT + Y L + YK \ m) = 0, 

and so (43) becomes 

T' + L' + K' = -(f1 - f2) - 3. (44) 

But T', L', K', and (f1 - f2) are all positive numbers, 
and hence (44) can never be satisfied. On the other 
hand, if the relations are all given by (42a), we 
obtain an equation 

T' + L' + K' = (/1 - 12), (45) 

which can be satisfied. We therefore conclude that 
the quantum numbers of a particle belonging to a 
triangular multiplet with f2 = fa obey 

T' = jY~ + lCt1 - 12), 

L' = j n + Hf1 - f2), (46) 

K' = !Yk + H/1 - f2)' 

In a similar way, we can show that for a particle 
in a multiplet with f1 = 12, 

T' = 1(f2 - la) - jY~, 

L' = t(f2 - fa) - j Yi, (47) 

K' = tCf2 - fa) - tYk. 

To illustrate the use of these formulas, we con
sider the decuplet with f1 = 2, f2 = f3 = -1. 
From (46) the quantum numbers of each particle 
belonging to it satisfy 

T' = 1 + !Y~, 
L' = 1 + tYi, 

K' = 1 + !Yk. 

(48) 

The conjugate decuplet is characterized by f1 = f2= 1, 
f3 = -2, and from (47), 

T' = 1 - !Y~, 

L' = 1 - tn, 
K'=l-tYi,. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

(49) 

We have proved the Diu-Ginibre--theorem5
•
6 by 

showing that in any triangular representation of 
SU(3) [see (3a), (3b)], the matrix elements of C~ 
are proportional to the corresponding matrix 
elements of B~ [see (9), (12), (26)]. Using this 
form of the theorem, we have shown that any 
particle belonging to a triangular multiplet is a 
simultaneous eigenstate of the operators T2, L2, K2 
[see (28), (29), (30)], and that each of its quantum 
numbers T', L', K', is linearly related to the cor
responding hypercharge. Details of these relations 
are given in (46) and (47). 

Some of the physical consequences of (46) and 
(47), namely the equal-spacing rules, have already 
been discussed in the introduction. One other con
sequence of physical interest is that no triangular 
mUltiplet contains two or more particles with the 
same hypercharge, but different isotopic spins. This 
behavior is to be contrasted with that of non
triangular multiplets, all of which contain at least 
one pair of particles which are degenerate with 
respect to hypercharge. 

In conclusion, it is amusing to notice that (46) 
and (47) can be used to demonstrate that the weight 
diagram10 of a triangular representation is indeed a 
triangle. The number of particles with a given 
hypercharge is (2T' + 1) which is equal to 1 + 
j(t1 - t2) + Y ~ [from (46)], or 1 + Hf2 - fa) - Y; 
[from (47)]; therefore as Y ~ increases by steps 
of one unit, the number of points in successive rows 
of the weight diagram increases (46), or decreases 
(47), by one. Moreover, all unitary multiplets have 
one particle with T' = 07

, and so the initial row, 
or the final row, contains only one point. 
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The irreducible ray representations of the proper, orthochronous, inhomogeneous Lorentz group 
were originally given by Wigner in terms of a basis in which the energy and linear momenta are 
diagonal. In the present paper we show how the infinitesimal generators of the irreducible 
representations act on a basis in which the energy, the square of the angular momentum, the com
ponent of the angular momentum along the z axis, and the helicity (or circular polarization) are 
diagonal. 

We consider representations corresponding to particles of nonzero mass, and any spin and of zero 
mass and finite spin. The continuous-spin case is to be treated in a later paper. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE irreducible unitary ray representations of 
the proper, orthochronous, inhomogeneous 

Lorentz group were first given in global form by 
Wigner. 1 The basis in Hilbert space which is used 
to express the operators is one in which the linear 
momenta are diagonal. Subsequent workers who 
have worked in the field have, for the most part, 
also used bases in which the linear momentum 
operators are diagonal. 2-6 An interesting exception is 
where the authors express the irreducible representa
tions of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group in terms 
of the irreducible representations of the homogeneous 
Lorentz group, 7 

,8 the effect being that the irreducible 
representations of the inhomogeneous group are 
given in terms of a basis in which the Casimir 
operators or invariants of the homogeneous group 
are diagonal. 

However, for physical applications it is very 
useful to express the irreducible representations in 
terms of a basis in which the energy, the square of 
the angular momentum, the z component of the 

* This work was performed while working at Lincoln 
Laboratory. 

t Operated with support from the United States Advanced 
Research Projects Agency. 

1 E. P. Wigner, Ann. Math. 40, 149 (1939). 
2 V. Bargmann and E. P. Wigner, Proc. Nat!. Acad. Sci. 

U. S., 34, 211 (1948). 
3 L. L. FoIdy, Phys. Rev. 102, 568 (1956). 
'Iu. M. Shirokov, Zh. Eksperim. i Tear. Fiz. 33, 1196 

(1957) [English trans!.: Soviet Phya.-JETP 6, 919 (1958)]. 
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8 Cho~ Kuang-Chao and L. G. Zastavenko, Zh. Experim. 

I Tear. Fiz. 35, 1417 (1958) [English trans!.: Soviet Phys.
JETP 8, 990 (1959)]. 

angular momentum, and the helicity are diagonal. 
While it is difficult to give the global form of the 
representations in this basis, it is possible to show 
explicitly how the infinitesimal generators operate. 

The object of the present paper, then, is to give 
explicit formulas which show how the infinitesimal 
generators operate in the angular momentum basis 
which we have described above. We restrict our
selves to the physically interesting cases of nonzero 
mass and arbitrary spin, and zero-mass, discrete-spin 
cases. The continuous-spin case is to be given in 
a later paper. 

It should be mentioned that Paulio gives a very 
terse derivation for the massless, discrete-spin case. 
However, the final results for the generators are not 
given explicitly. 

We give the derivation of all our results in 
a subsequent paper. However, it is possible to 
verify the results directly by showing that the 
operators are Hermitian, satisfy the necessary com
mutation rules, and have the correct values for 
the invariants. 

We denote the ten infinitesimal generators 
of the irreducible representations by PI' and J'" = 
-J'" (1-', v :: 0, 1, 2, 3; 0'" = 0". = 0 if I-' ~ v, 

00 1 o = 000 = - , 011 = 022 = 033 :: 1). The com-
mutation rules which these Hermitian operators are 
required to satisfy are 

[P", P1 = 0, (1.1) 

[JmPa] = i[O"aP. - O.aP,.] , (1.2) 

[J,.., J a,g] 

= i[O,.aJ.,g - O.aJ",g + O",gJ a. - O.,gJ a,.], (1.3) 

9 W. Pauli, CERN Rept. 56-31, Geneva (1956). 
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On introducing the conventional notation J 1 = J 2a, 

J 2 = J a1 , J a = J 12, J]; = J o; (i = 1, 2, 3), and 
H = pO, the commutation relations may be written 

[H, P,] = 0, 

[Pi' Pi] = 0; 

[Ji , P,] = 0, 

[J;, H] = 0, 

[J;, gJi] = 0; 

[&" H] = iP" 

[&" Pi] = iOijH; 

[J1, J 2] = iJa, 

[J2, Ja] = iJ1 , 

[Ja, J 1] = iJ2; 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

E is a continuous variable p. < E < ex) for positive
energy representations and - ex) < E < - p. for 
negative-energy representations. The variable a 

takes on the values a = -8, -8 + I, -8 + 2, ... , 
8 - 2, 8 - I, 8. For a fixed value of a, the variable 
; takes on the values, ; = lal, lal + I, lal + 2, '" . 
For a fixed value of ;, the variable m takes on the 
valuesm = -;, -j + I, -j + 2, ... ,j - 2,i - I,i. 
The inner product between two functions in the 
space if;(E, i, m, a) and rp(E, i, m, a) is given by 

(if;, rp) = J dE L: if;*(E, i, m, a)rp(E, ;, m, a), 
P i,m, .. 

where P is the function of E defined by 

P = (E2 _l)i. 

The infinitesimal generators are the following: 

Jarp(E, ;, m, a) = mrp(E, ;, m, a)i 

(J2 + iJ1)rp(E, ;, m, a) 

(2.1) 

= [(j - m)0 + m + I)]!rp(E, ;, m + I, a); (2.2) [&1' gJ2] = -iJa, 

[&2' gJa] = -iJ1 , 

[&a, gJ1] = -iJ2 ; 

(1.8) (J2 - iJ1)rp(E, ;, m, a) 

[J 1 , P 2] = [P 1 , J 2] = iPa, 

[J2 , Pa] = [P2 , Ja] = iP1 , 

[Ja, P 1] = [Pa, J 1] = iP2 ; 

[J1, gJ2] = C~h, J 2] = iJ]a, 

[J2, J]a] = [&2' J a] = iJ]l, 

[Ja, gJ1] = [&a, J 1] = igJ2' 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

The operator H is the Hamiltonian, the operators 
J, (i = 1, 2, 3) are components of the angular 
momentum, the operator 

3 

p.] = L:P,Ji 
i-I 

is the helicity operator, and 

is the square of the angular momentum. 

2. REPRESENTATION WITH NONVANISmNG MASS 

Let us denote the mass of the particle by p. and 
the spin of the particle by 8, where 8 is a nonnegative 
integer or half-odd integer. We now introduce 
a space of complex functions rp(E, j, m, a) in which 

= [(j + m)0 - m + I)]trp(E, ;, m - I, a); (2.3) 

Hrp(E, ;, m, a) = Erp(E, ;, m, a); (2.4) 

Parp(E,;, m, a) = pL0 ~a 1) rp(E,;, m, a) + 0 ~ 1) 

X [0-m+I)0+m+I)(i-a+I)0+a+I)]i 
(2;+ 1)(2;+3) 

X rp(E, ; + I, m, a) 

+ ! [(i - m)(i + m)(; - a)0 + a)]i 
j (2j - 1)(2; + 1) 

X rp(E, 1 - 1, m, a)]i 

(P2 + iP1)rp(E, 1, m, a) 

= P[;0 ~ 1) [(j - m)0 + m + I)]t 

X rp(E, j, m + I, a) - (j ~ 1) 

X [(j+ m+ 1)(j+ m+2)(j -a+ 1)(j+a+ I)J1 
(2j+ I)(2j+3) 

X rp(E, j + I, m + I, a) 

+ ! [0 - m - 1)0 - m)(j - a)(j + a)Ji 
j (2j - 1)(2; + 1) 

(2.5) 

X rp(E, j - 1, m + I, a)]; (2.6) 
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X q;(E, j, m - 1, a) + j ~ 1 

x [(j-m+l)(j-m+2)(j-o+l)(j+a+l)]t 
(2j+ 1)(2j+3) 

X q;(E, j + 1, m - 1, a) 

_ ! [(j + m - 1)(j + m)(j - a)(j + a)]t 
j (2j - 1)(2j + 1) 

X q;(E, j - 1, m - 1, a)} ; 

JJaq;(E, j, m, a) = j(j i:; 1) {ap a~ q;(E, j, m, a) + ~ [(j - a + 1)(j + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]t 

X q;(E, j, m, a-I) - ~ [(j - a)(j + a + 1)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]tq;(E, j, m, a + I)} 

(2.7) 

i [(j - m + 1)(j + m + 1)]t{ . . !( . ~ ~) . + (j + 1) (2j + 1)(2j + 3) [(j - a + 1)(J + a + 1)] () + 1) P + P aE q;(E, ) + 1, m, a) 

+ ;P [(j - a + 1)(j - a + 2)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]'q;(E, j + 1, m, a-I) 

+ ~ [(j + a + 1)(j + a + 2)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]'q;(E, j + 1, m, a + I)} 

i [(j - m)(j + m) ]'{[(j )(j + )]!(. E a) (E· 1 ) -"1 (2j - 1)(2j + 1) - a a) p - P aE q; ,J - ,m, a 

+ ;P [(j + a - 1)(j + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]'q;(E, j - 1, m, a-I) 

+ ~ [(j - a - 1)(j - a)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]'q;(E, j - 1, m, a + l)} ; 
(JJ2 + iGJl)q;(E, j, m, a) = j(j ! 1) [(j - m)(j + m + 1)]!{ap a~ q;(E, j, m + 1, a) 

+ ~ [(j - a + 1)(j + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]!q;(E, j, m + 1, a-I) 

- ~ [(j - a)(j + a + 1)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]'q;(E, j, m + 1, a + l)} 
i [(j + m + 1)(j + m + 2)]!{ . . , 

- (j + 1) (2j + 1)(2j + 3) [(j - a + 1)(J + a + 1)] 

X ((j + 1); + P a~)q;(E, j + 1, m + 1, a) 

+ ~ [(j - a + 1)(j - a + 2)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]'q;(E, j + 1, m + 1, a-I) 

+ ~ [(j + a + 1)(j + a + 2)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]'q;(E, j + 1, m + 1, a + I)} 

_ ! [U - m - 1)(j - m)]'{[(. )(. + )]!(.!!. a ) (E . ) 
j (2j - 1)(2j + 1) J - a J a J p - p aE q; ,J - 1, m + 1, a 

+ ~ [(j + a - 1)(j + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]'q;(E, j - 1, m + 1, a-I) 

(2.8) 

+ ~ [(j - a - I)U - a)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]'q;(E, j - 1, m + 1, a + I)}. (2.9) 
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(JJ2 - igh)rp(E, j, m, a) = j0 ! 1) [(j + m)(j - m + 1)]{XP a~ rp(E, j, m - 1, a) 

+ ~ [(j - a + 1)0 + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]irp(E, j, m - 1, a-I) 

- ~ [(j - a)(j + a + 1)(s - a)(s + a + l)]!rp(E, j, m - 1, a + l)} 
i [U - m + l)(j - m + 2)]!{ . . t( . E a) + (j + 1) (2j + 1)(2j + 3) [(J - a + 1)(J + a + 1)] (J + 1) ; + p aE 
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X rp(E, j + 1, m - 1, a) + ~ [(j - a + 1)(j - a + 2)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]irp(E, j + 1, m - I, a-I) 

+ ~ [(j + a + 1)(j + a + 2)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]trp(E, j + 1, m - 1, a + I)} 

+ i [(1 + m - 1)(j + m)]!{[(j )(. + )]t(.E a) (E'· 1 1) J (2j - 1)(2j + 1) - a J a J; - P aE rp ,J - ,m - ,a 

+ ;p [(j + a - 1)(j + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]'rp(E, j - 1, m - 1, a-I) 

+ ;p [(j - a - 1)(1 - a)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]irp(E, j - 1, m - 1, a + I)}' (2.10) 

In the above and subsequent equations, terms 
which have a factor j in the denominator are to be 
replaced by zero when j = O. 

Using the above forms for the infinitesimal 
generators, one sees that 

operators which appear in Eq. (4.2) of Ref. 6. 
The operators J; - S; are then the orbital angular 
momentum operators. It is convenient to introduce 
the operator P defined by 

J 2rp(E, j, m, a) = j(j + l)rp(E, j, m, a), (2.11) 
P<p(E, j, m, a) = (E2 - Jl)'rp(E, j, m, a). 

Then the operators S, are given by 
p. Jrp(E, j, m, a) = parp(E, j, m, a). (2.12) 

We can also give the operators which correspond 
to the spin operators of the particle. These operators 
are denoted by S; (i = 1, 2, 3), and are the same 

S; = T; + P-2(p. J)P" (2.13) 

where the operators T, act in the given basis in 
the following way: 

Tarp(E, j, m, a) = -2j(j ~ 1) [(j - a + 1)(j + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]t<p(E, j, m, a-I) 

_ 1 [(j - m + 1)(j + m + 1)(j - a + 1)(j - a + 2)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]i (E . + 1 _ 1) 
2(j + 1) (2j + 1)(2j + 3) rp ,J , m, a 

+ .!.. [(j - m)(j + m)(j + a - 1)0 + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]t (E . _ 1 _ 1) 
2j (2j - 1)(2j + 1) <p ,J , m, a 

- 2j(j: 1) [(j - a)(j + a + l)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]i<p(E, j, m, a + 1) 

+ 1 [(j - m + 1)(j + m + 1)(1 + a + I)U + a + 2)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]t (E . + 1 + 1) 
2(j + 1) (2j + 1)(2j + 3) rp ,J , m, a 

_ .!.. [(j - m)(j + m)(j - a - 1)(j - a)(s - a)(s + a + I)]! eE . _ 1 + 1)' 
2j (2j - 1)(2j + 1) <p ,J , m, a , (2.14) 
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(T2 + iT1)I{J(E, j, m, a) 

2j0 ~ 1) [(j - m)0 + m + 1)0 - a + 1)(j + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]'I"(E, j, m + 1, a-I) 

+ 1 [(j+m+l)(j+m+2)0-a+ 1)0-a+ 2)(s-a+l)(s+a)J' (E . + 1 + 1 1) 
20 + 1) (2j+l)(2j+3) I" ,J , m , a -

+ .!. [(j - m - I)U - m)U + a - 1)(j + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)J! (E . _ 1 + 1 _ 1) 
2j (2j - 1)(2j + 1) I" ,J , m , a 

2j0 ~ 1) [(j - m)0 + m + 1)0 - a)(j + a + 1)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]'I"(E, j, m + 1, a + 1) 

_ 1 [U+m+l)U+m+2)U+a+l)U+a+2)(S-a)(s+a+l)J' (E . + 1 + 1 + 1) 
2(j + 1) (2j+l)(2j+3) I" ,J , m , a 

_ .!. [(j - m - 1)0 - m)(j - a - I)U - a)(s - a)(s + a + I)J' (E . . 
2j (2j-l)(2j+l) I" ,J-l,m+l,a+l), (2.15) 

2j(j ~ 1) [0 - m + 1)0 + m)U - a + 1)0 + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)]il{J(E, j, m - 1, a-I) 

_ 1 [0- m+ 1)0- m+ 2)U-a+l)(j-a+2)(S-a+l)(s+a)J' (E . + 1 1 ) 
20 + 1) (2j+ 1)(2j+3) I{J ,J , m - ,a - 1 

_ .!. [(j + m - 1)0 + m)(j + a - 1)(j + a)(s - a + 1)(s + a)J' (E' 1 ) 
2j (2j _ 1)(2j + 1) I{J ,J - ,m - 1, a-I 

2j0 ~ 1) [(j - m + 1)0 + m)(j - a)(j + a + 1)(s - a)(s + a + 1)]'I"(E, j, m - 1, a + 1) 

+ 1 [0- m+ 1)(j-m+2)U+a+l)U+a+2)(S-a)(s+a+l)J' (E . + 1 1 ) 
2(j + 1) (2j+ 1) (2j+ 3) I" ,J , m - ,a + 1 

+ .!. [0 + m - 1)(j + m)(j- - a - I)U - a)(s - a)(s + a + I)J' (E . 
2j (2j _ 1)(2j + 1) I{J ,J - 1, m - 1, a + 1). (2.16) 

3. REPRESENTATIONS WITH VANISHING MASS 
AND DISCRETE SPIN 

The representations with vanishing mass and 
discrete spin are closely related to the previous 
representations. However, they are considerably 
simpler in terms of the angular momentum basis 
than the previous representations. In the present 
case, the variable a can take on only one value: 
either a = s or a = -s, corresponding to one of two 
values of circular polarization. The space then 

consists of a space of functions I"(E, j, m) such 
that j = lal, lal + 1, lal + 2, ... and m = -;, 
- j + 1, ... , j. The inner product of two functions 
is the same as before but with IL = 0 and no summa
tion over a. The infinitesimal generators are given 
by Eqs. (2.1)-(2.10), where I{J(E, j, m, a) is replaced 
by I{J(E, j, m). The functions I"(E, j, m, a ± 1) 
do not appear. Equations (2.11) and (2.12) continue 
to hold with the indicated substitutions for 1". 
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